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Abstract 
 Although some of John Bale’s works seemed disconnected from contemporary 
events of his time (including his Biblical plays, bibliographic histories, and exegetical 
works), this dissertation contends that he took a highly active role in seeking to guide and 
influence England’s national and political identity. Bale saw himself as a divinely called 
messenger to the monarch, to fellow preachers and writers, and to all Britons. King 
Johan, Bale’s most famous play, demonstrated themes common in Bale’s work, including 
the need for Biblical religion, the importance of British political and religious 
independence, and the leading role of the monarch in advancing these religious and 
political ideals. Bale depicted the ruler as having the ability to build on England’s 
heritage of historical goodness and bring about its righteous potential. While loyal 
English clergy and citizens could help to build theProtestant land Bale envisioned, the 
Catholic Church and its adherents represented the greatest threat to this goal. Bale 
presented Catholics as treasonous heretics who had undercut England’s sovereignty and 
perverted its proper religion for centuries. The Reformation and Henry VIII’s break with 
Rome made it possible to escape this influence, but Queen Mary’s reign—with its return 
to Catholic religion and reverence for the pope—showed how uncertain England’s future 
could be. To combat these influences, Bale’s works supported a national Protestant 
church, based in scriptural truth and headed by the monarch. Under Henry VIII and 
Edward VI, Bale sometimes saw his desired governmental a d ecclesiastical unity 
realized, but its most lasting manifestation came during Elizabeth’s reign. Bale died early 
in this period, but his influence continued as Archbis op Matthew Parker and Bishop 
John Jewel—who each had strong ties to Bale during his life—cooperated with Elizabeth 
  ii  
in making Bale’s vision a reality. Bale’s true importance was thus more politically 
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Chapter One: Understanding John Bale: The Centrality of King Johan 
It is a fortunate accident of history that Bale’s King Johan became his most 
studied play. Given that the play lay forgotten for centuries, the ability to study it at all 
only came about in 1838 when John Payne Collier discovered the manuscript and 
produced an edition (Adams, John Bale’s King Johan 1). Even following its rediscovery, 
some prominent aspects of the text might seem likely to have doomed it to obscurity. The 
play’s protagonist is an historical English monarch, not an everyman figure, but Bale 
used many morality play conventions. He populates th  drama with allegorical characters 
and uses it as a vehicle for his homiletics of reform. Despite its historical subject matter, 
the play does not emphasize psychologically complex and individualized characters such 
as those celebrated in later Elizabethan drama. When placed into the teleological 
narrative of English theater that held sway in the tw ntieth century, the morality aspects 
would categorize King Johan as an antiquated, medieval text. Irving Ribner portrays the 
play as demonstrably less advanced than later Shakespearean and Marlovian dramas: 
“The political morality plays [specifically King Johan and Respublica] represent a stage 
of evolution through which the history play had to pass” (English History Play 40). 
Given this view, it would not have surprised many if Bale’s only extant play not printed 
during his lifetime had elicited no more fanfare than his previously known plays.1 
                                                
1 Bale’s bibliographic works, chiefly Illustrium Moioris Britanniae Scriptorum Summarium (Summarium) 
and Scriptorum Illustrium Maioris Britannise Catalogus (Catalogus), record his own literary output as well 
as providing invaluable information on earlier and contemporary British authors. They indicate he wrote 24 
plays, and Peter Happé lists these, including the five which survive: King Johan, God’s Promises, Johan 
Baptystes Preachynge, The Temptation of Our Lord, and Three Laws (Bale, Complete Plays I 8). With the 
exception of King Johan, all these plays were printed in 1547 or 1548. Chapter two will discuss how Bale’s 
bibliographic works covered texts from other authors. 
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Two innovative features of Bale’s play piqued the interest of twentieth-century 
critics despite King Johan’s late printing date and old-fashioned aspects. Much of the 
initial excitement had to do with the play’s pioneering date for an English history play. 
Charles R. Forker calls King Johan the first modern English language history play and 
Bale a pioneer of the genre (Forker 1). Ribner agrees that King Johan is “the first actual 
history play” (“Morality Roots” 43; see also English History Play 39). Douglas C. 
Wixson describes Bale’s innovation as creating “perhaps the first dramatic form to bridge 
the gap between Tudor polemic and the popular stage” (119).2 Some writers also use this 
early date and the play’s subject matter to claim Bale’s play influenced The Troublesome 
Reign of King John and Shakespeare’s treatment of the monarch.3 John Elson asserts that 
Bale’s drama was a source for Troublesome Reign, noting several parallel passages in the 
plays (191–3). Ribner goes further, arguing that Bale’s play helped shape both 
Troublesome Reign and Shakespeare’s King John (“Morality Roots” fn. 37). 
Both these claims regarding Bale’s pioneering statu—in relation to history plays 
in general and to King John plays specifically—examine Bale’s work in the context of 
later developments. While I will argue in this dissertation that Bale took part in cultural, 
religious, and political movements that shaped the future of England, King Johan itself 
likely had little direct influence on subsequent dramas. Barry B. Adams explains how the 
play’s textual history made it “unlikely on the face of it that a playwright from the 
                                                
2 King Johan’s primacy as an English History play has become readily accepted. Other writers who make 
statements on that topic include Coleman (35); Levin, Propaganda (87); Hunt (99); Kastan (269); and 
Womack (119). 




1580’s or 1590’s would be familiar with a manuscript play written at least fifty years 
earlier” (John Bale’s King Johan 55). Indeed, the play probably went unperformed 
between 1539 (shortly before Bale’s first exile for religious reasons) and a likely 
performance before Queen Elizabeth in 1561 (Adams, John Bale’s King Johan 55; 
McCusker 28). Based on these dates, Adams agrees with Honor Cecilia McCusker (90) 
and Jesse W. Harris (93–4) in doubting that Bale’s play directly affected either 
Troublesome Reign or King John. Forker’s edition of Troublesome Reign states that the 
play’s author probably did not know Bale’s work (49–50). Even James H. Morey’s article 
that describes similarities between the death scene in King Johan and Shakespeare’s 
King John admits that “[n]o one … has suggested that Shakespeare depended on or even 
knew John Bale’s King Johan” (Morey 327).4 Peter Happé points out that Bale’s work 
has striking similarities to later Protestant interludes, including Lusty Juventus, Life and 
Repentance of Mary Magdalene, New Custom, and Enough is as Good as a Feast, but he 
concedes the correspondence could come through indirect means (John Bale 144–7). 
Bale’s authorship of the first English history play deserves recognition, and the 
possibility of later generic influence persists, but those facts should not occlude 
ultimately more valuable approaches to studying the play. King Johan is actually best 
understood in the context of its own time and Bale’s career.  
Recent scholarly work has rightly tended to place Johan in its historical context. 
The reason the play has attracted critics more than other dramas such as Three Laws or 
                                                
4 Morey also stops short of making a definitive Bale/Shakespeare connection. Though he sees close 
connections between King John’s death in both authors’ plays, he traces those commonalities to other 
likely sources: a connection via Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, Biblical allusions to Judas, and “numerous 
chronicle accounts” that, as chapter four of this dis ertation will discuss, probably did use Bale as a source 
(330). Peter Womack agrees that King Johan was “apparently not known to Shakespeare” (116). 
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The Temptation of Our Lord is its connection to history and its culture. Some recent 
criticism has focused on the political motivations for and messages of the play, noting 
numerous parallels between the reigns of John and Henry VIII—especially as the play 
depicted the former. For example, Paul Whitfield White sees the topic of foreign invasion 
in the play as a response to the formation of a Franco-Imperial alliance in 1538 (Theatre 
27). A later section in this chapter discusses more similarities between the reigns of 
Henry VIII and John, but recognizing that much of Bale’s message is about contemporary 
politics in England forms a key part of my argument. Critics have rightly used the 
contemporary relevancy of King Johan for Bale’s time to approach it in an illuminating 
fashion, but too often scholars have overlooked another context in which King Johan 
plays an illuminating role: that of Bale’s whole corpus of works.  
 Bale’s Johan holds an especially important place among his writings because it 
depicts his ideas on religion, politics, martyrdom, history, and England. Johan presents 
all the major themes of Bale’s works, largely in a m nner representative of the way Bale 
viewed these topics throughout his life.5 In order to understand the play properly, it 
should be used as a window onto Bale’s larger library of textual creations. When one 
applies this lens, it becomes clear that the aspect of Johan that attract modern critics 
exist elsewhere in Bale’s works as well, prompting further and more elaborate study of 
his more obscure works. Studies of J han address matters including nationalism, the 
royal supremacy, Reformation theology, and the Catholic threat, but those studies too 
rarely express the breadth of those same ideas as represented in the whole of Bale’s 
                                                
5 The various revisions of the play, discussed later, made it possible for it to respond directly to issues that 
emerged both early and late in Bale’s career. 
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literary production. King Johan serves as a microcosm for many of Bale’s central ideas, 
being highly illustrative of Bale’s varied foci, but the macrocosm outside Johan is not 
emphasized sufficiently. One of the goals of my project is to address the totality of Bale’s 
works, and King Johan provides a useful entry point. 
 The construction of this chapter, by focusing on Ki g Johan and only mentioning 
Bale’s other works in a supporting role, may appear to contradict the call for further study 
of Bale’s underappreciated works. However, as a starting rather than ending point, King 
Johan proves ideal for all the reasons mentioned above. Since the play accurately 
represents many of Bale’s main preoccupations and goals, a full study of Bale’s purposes 
and how they played out in his lifetime and beyond rightly begins in a play that almost 
disappeared forever. Using the play as a foundation lso enables my dissertation to build 
on the incisive arguments of numerous scholars who approach Bale primarily through 
King Johan. Paul Whitfield White calls King Johan “perhaps the only work for which 
[Bale] is known by most Renaissance theatre scholars today” (Theatre 12). The list of 
writers who make important contributions to Bale scholarship using his most prominent 
play as their central text includes Sarah Carpenter, Dermot Cavanagh, Thea Cervone, 
Raymond-Jean Frontain, David Scott Kastan, Ribner, and the play’s various editors.6 To 
this list could be added the many others who, while analyzing additional materials from 
Bale, still give King Johan a prominent place in their work. This chapter will delve into 
the meaning and significance of Johan, providing an in-depth analysis of the play itself 
while also introducing key features of Bale’s ideology, methodology, and purpose that 
                                                
6 Important editors of King Johan include John Payne Collier, J.H.P. Pafford (for the Malone Society), 
Barry B. Adams, and Peter Happé, all of whose works were consulted in preparing this chapter. Citations 
from the play refer to Happé. For a full list of editions, including reprints, see Grantley 185. 
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will develop more fully as the full gamut of Bale’s works receives further analysis in later 
chapters. 
 As a defining characteristic of Bale’s life as well as his writings, consistent focus 
on religion appears prominently in King Johan. From its inception, the play stresses its 
religious message, but it does so without using an authorial tactic that characterizes all 
Bale’s other plays: it uniquely does not include thnarrator figure of Baleus Prolocutor. 
Collier’s supposition that the beginning of the play is lost—based on the difference 
between the opening lines of the play and the incipt listed in Bale’s Summarium—
ignores evidence from the signatures in the play tht s ows nothing is missing from the 
beginning of the manuscript (Collier 105; Pafford vii). God’s Promises, Johan Baptystes 
Preachynge, and The Temptation of Our Lord all begin and end with Baleus Prolocutor. 
Three Laws is the only play that begins with the character without ending with him, 
instead giving the final lines to Fides Christiana. Since appearances by Baleus Prolocutor 
bookend most plays in which the character appears, and since there is no indication of 
material missing at the end of the play, it is likely Bale never meant the character to 
appear in King Johan.  
 Additional details about the manuscript support the assertion that this omission 
stems from purposeful design, not issues with textual transmission. The manuscript of 
Johan, though including some pages in a scribal hand, also contains a “thorough revision 
as well as an expansion” of that portion, and this full version of the play was written “in 
the highly distinctive hand of John Bale” (Adams, John Bale’s King Johan 3–4, 12).7  
                                                
7 Adams agrees with and cites Pafford to show that the manuscript that now exists came from an 
Elizabethan revision. However, it also included many pages in a scribal hand that represented an earlier 
version of the play. Bale used this as the basis for the first part of his manuscript, making additions and 
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Importantly, Bale added “the Interpretour . . . adding explanation and justification” in the 
holographic portion of the manuscript (Happé, John Bale 92). The Interpretour has a 
recognizable role, with “Baleus Prolocutor fill[ing] such a part in all of Bale’s other plays 
which have survived” (Adams, “Doubling” 120). The Interpretour’s summation of the 
play’s message, “Restorynge agayne . . . a Christen lybertie” among other things (1116), 
tells the audience how to interpret the play, much as Baleus Prolocutor does in God’s 
Promises when he reiterates the play’s theme that “the grace of God doth all” (981). The 
addition of a separate narrating character would ren er Baleus Prolocutor superfluous, 
providing additional reason to believe the character was never intended to be in the play.  
The absence of Baleus Prolocutor also cannot be explained by Tiffany Stern’s 
analysis of prologues in later plays. Stern provides ample evidence to show that 
prologues were often on a “separate piece of paper” with “existence away from the 
playscript,” and therefore liable to become lost (98). Stern announces, “The exception is 
with strolling players, who are likely to have spoken prologues and epilogues at every 
performance” (96). Bale “personally took his plays on tour” (Happé, “Spectacle” 53), 
thus requiring a recitation of all the play’s introductory material at each new playing 
location. King Johan’s appearance on tour will be discussed shortly, but stage directions 
and costuming advice included in the earlier, scribal part of the manuscript indicate that it 
“was at first a fair copy which followed a production, and was then revised by the author 
for another production” (Happé, “Properties” 56). In other words, it contains material 
                                                                                                                                      
revisions along the way (Pafford ix–xii). The most thorough, and to my mind most convincing, description 
of the play’s textual history during Bale’s lifetime comes from Jeffrey Leininger’s “The Dating of Bale's 
King John: A Re-Examination.” This article, while disagreeing with Pafford and Adams on some points of 




designed to aid the touring theatrical performance, but no Baleus Prolocutor. Bale’s most 
studied play apparently purposefully omits what is otherwise one of the most emblematic 
features of his dramas.8  
Since all evidence points to the character not disappe ring through textual 
transmission issues, one must look elsewhere for an explanation of its absence. Adams 
explains that the presence of the Interpreter in the middle of the play essentially replaces 
Baleus Prolocutor, and I argue that the actor playing King Johan replaces him in the first 
lines of the play. The play begins with lines backing Protestant religion. “The scriptur of 
God,” as a supporter of lawful earthly power, appears in the second line of King Johan, 
with the first seven lines together describing the divinely mandated authority of kings. 
These lines establish themes of true religion and royal authority that continue throughout 
the play. In describing the speaker of these lines, I mphasize the actor rather than the 
character because only in line nine does the play name the chara ter “Johan, Kyng of 
Ynglond.” These lines introduce a key theme of the play, the divine authority of kings 
and the accordant importance of obedience, providing the same service to the audience as 
Baleus Prolocutor does elsewhere.9 
The opening lines of Johan link a strong kingdom to true religion by claiming 
“Peter and Pawle” and “Christ Jesu” as exponents of “trew alegyauns” to civil authority 
(4–8). Of course, since the audience shortly learns that the speaker is King Johan, the 
play associates these godly ideas with the play’s hero. By omitting Baleus Prolocutor, 
                                                
8 Michelle M. Butler devotes an entire chapter to describing Bale’s distinctive usage of Baleus Prolocut r, 
alternating between marked and unmarked address for varying rhetorical purposes (103–6). 
9 For example, the preface to God’s Promises, delivered by Baleus Prolocutor, instructs “alone in Christ     
to hope for your salvacyon” (21), a perfect bookend to the reminder that “the grace of God doth all,” 
delivered at the play’s conclusion by the same characte  (981). 
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Bale enables the play’s exemplary human character to be its spokesperson in a very 
meaningful way. This chapter will discuss how historical and allegorical characters 
function and interact with each other throughout the play, but the opening lines make 
good use of an actor’s ability to be both an indiviual and an abstraction. The actor first 
appears as an anonymous speaker introducing play’s mes age, and then subsequently as 
its hero who embodies the very characteristics of righteous leadership just praised. Bale 
thus uses King Johan, the play and the character, to merge religion and national politics, a 
move entirely typical of Bale’s literary output. 
Another, often overlooked, part of the play’s religious message is the way it 
deemphasizes certain historical issues while foregrunding others.10 The play presents the 
impetus for Johan’s feud with the Catholic Church as purely religious. Shakespeare’s and 
Peele’s plays begin with a war between England and France, one that is exacerbated and 
prolonged by the Catholic Church’s decision to excommunicate King John, but that 
existed before the Church’s influence. Alternatively, in King Johan, the French 
connection does not appear until line 1605 and is a result of Catholics prodding the 
French to attack England. Comparatively, by line 100 Sedycyon has already introduced 
himself, promised to support the pope (90), and threatened to subdue the king (99). 
Catholic ties identify the enemies of Johan and England, and as such Bale believes 
“[Catholics] do not properly belong to, or in, England” (Gerhardt, “‘No quyckar 
merchaundyce’” 423). Instead of successfully ousting hese Catholic enemies, King 
Johan’s resistance to Catholic practices and power ev ntually leads to his 
                                                
10 Like Troublesome Reign and Shakespeare’s King John, Bale’s play conspicuously does not mention the 
Magna Carta. While this seems an odd omission given current views on the important events of King 
John’s reign, Carole Levin points out that “of all the aspects of John’s reign that were emphasized in the 
sixteenth century, Magna Carta was not one of them” (Propaganda 2). 
10 
 
excommunication (934), “the great displeasures of warre” in England (1705), and the 
king’s death by poisoning (2138). While it may seem strange to have the drama’s hero, 
especially one who embodies its values, disappear partway through the play, the King’s 
death ultimately highlights the play’s religious and political themes, with much of the 
play’s message emerging after that point. 
Given the prevalence of Protestant religious themes, it is fitting that the happy 
resolution to the play occurs in its protagonist’s afterlife. The tragic death of King 
Johan,11 poisoned by the monk Simon of Swynsett, occurs in line 2185 of a play that runs 
to 2691 lines in its final version.12 Over 500 lines remain after the death the title 
character, but those lines provide a successful thematic denouement to the conflicts 
presented in the preceding action. The conclusion focuses on Imperial Majesty, whose 
name aptly represents his power and awesome presence, r storing order to England by 
securing the loyalty of Nobility, Clergy, and Civil Order (2314, 2329–32). Imperial 
Majesty promises to rule both the nation and church by the scriptures, eschews “Gods 
adversarye” the pope, and orders Sedition’s execution (2389–2401, 2583–2584). This 
personification of sovereignty, with the help of Verity, resolves the two major problems 
of King Johan’s reign. He eliminates 1) the disloyaty of English subjects and 2) the 
corrupt control exerted by the foreign Catholic Church. He concurrently establishes what 
Thora Balslev Blatt calls “a theocracy in which theservants of state and church work 
                                                
11 For convenience, I will differentiate the play’s “King Johan” from the historical monarch “King John.” 
Although I will maintain these designations throughout, there may be some overlap when referring to the 
king’s historical deeds. 
12 Some critics believe the original version (A-text) of the play was about 700 lines shorter than the revised 
version (B-text) and likely omitted the character Imperial Majesty (Pafford vii; Adams, John 12). I agree 
with Leininger who argues that “[t]he ending of the play as we have it is essentially the same as that of the 
original composition” (119). The A-text, or at least part of it, is preserved in the extant manuscript, bu  was 
added to and revised by Bale. 
11 
 
together . . . with the king as master of both” (60), exactly the kind of kingdom Bale’s 
Johan sought. 
 This message fulfills the play’s purpose as Henrician, Protestant propaganda. 
Thomas Cromwell commissioned the play to support the royal supremacy. He then sent it 
on tour to try to repair lingering ill feelings toward the crown after Henry VIII suppressed 
the Pilgrimage of Grace revolt (Happé, John Bale 9–11). Cromwell, following the advice 
of Richard Morison, “perceived that in a nation that remained to a large extent illiterate 
and religiously conservative, especially in those outlying regions where Catholicism was 
most firmly entrenched, stage-plays communicated idology effectively” (White, Theatre 
14–15). Robert Duncan succinctly explains some of the play’s main goals by stating that 
it makes the king “sacrosanct” in four ways, emphasizing 1) the king as God’s 
representative, 2) the necessity of obedience to the king, 3) the king as a reformer and 
head of the church, and 4) the king’s use of scriptu e as his guide (68). The preceding 
paragraph explained how Imperial Majesty demonstrated the traits Duncan describes, 
thus hopefully encouraging the audience to obey the “sacrosanct” current king. 
 While the final section of the play succeeds thematically, the presentation seems 
to undercut several expectations set up in the first part of the play. King Johan introduces 
itself as a history play, making it clear that it displays the King John of “the cronyclys” 
(9). After Johan dies and Ynglond laments his loss, Verity explains to Nobility, Clergy, 
and Civil Order how various writers of chronicles described King John (2193–2220).13 
Oddly, however, Verity’s speech emphasizing historiography marks the final moment of 
                                                
13 Bale’s selective interpretation of the chronicles at this point, along with its effect on the meaning of the 
play, will be discussed hereafter. 
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historicity in the play. From that point on, all sen  of chronological history disappears 
and only allegorical characters appear on stage, creating a sharp divergence from the mix 
of historical and symbolic characters that distingushed the earlier action. The death of 
King Johan, perhaps unsurprisingly, occasions drastic changes in the dramatic 
presentation. 
For one thing, it raises the issue of whether the ti le King Johan fits the whole 
play. The extant manuscript has no title page, but there is no doubt that Bale meant the 
play to have the king’s name as its identifier. The end of the manuscript reads “Thus 
endeth the two playes of Kynge Johan” (Bale, Complete Plays I 99). This statement may 
directly indicate the title, and at least certifies that Bale saw King John as the primary 
subject of the drama. Bale also includes a reference to King John in every instance when 
referring to the play in his bibliographic works: “Pro Rege Ioanne”  in Anglorum 
Heliades, “Pro Ioanne Anglorum rege”  in Illustrium Moioris Britanniae Scriptorum 
Summarium (usually referred to as Summarium), and “De Ioanne Anglorum rege”  in 
Scriptorum Illustrium Maioris Britannise Catalogus (usually referred to as Catalogus) 
(Pafford xx–xxi). This insistent focus on King Johan casts doubt on Betteridge’s claim 
that the king is portrayed only to bring truth—the character Verity—into the realm 
(Betteridge, Tudor Histories 78). Not all plays with a title character focus primarily on 
that character, but it is a common practice, and one Bale followed in Johan Baptystes 
Preachynge and The Temptation of our Lord. Although the title creates expectation that 
the king will be featured throughout the play, having the play end with his death would 
eliminate the post-mortem conclusion where Verity and Imperial Majesty deliver Bale’s 
message of godly kingship and restored religion. Given the importance of the conclusion 
13 
 
to the play’s significance, claims by Joerg Fichte and Stuart Mottram that the original 
version ended with King Johan’s death make less sene than Jeffrey Leininger’s belief 
that the conclusion was not significantly revised (Fichte, “Appearance” 14; Mottram 
137–8; Leininger 116). The seemingly paradoxical result is a play that claims to be about 
King Johan, but one that needs him to disappear to fulfill its propagandistic purpose. I 
hope to demonstrate that Imperial Majesty effectively r solves this apparent 
contradiction.  
Bale’s mention of England in two of the three titles he provides raises additional 
issues concerning the conclusion’s relation Bale’s goals. The character of Widow 
Ynglond provides a eulogy and then disappears afterKing Johan dies.14 The character’s 
exit does not require the country to recede into the background, but that is exactly what 
happens. The country’s/character’s name, in its various spellings, appears well over 100 
times in stage directions and dialogue up until the death of King Johan. The final 500 
lines of the play include only one reference to Engla d, and that occurs in an effectual 
epilogue after Imperial Majesty has exited and Nobility, Clergy, and Civil Order praise 
Queen Elizabeth and discuss the message of the play (2671).15 While the conclusion 
succeeds at presenting the significance of the play, it ppears to diverge wholly from 
what its potential titles promise. 
 The seeming inconsistency within the play fades when examining it in a larger 
historical, authorial, scriptural, and generic context. This approach reveals more 
                                                
14 For convenience, I will use the spelling Ynglond (the one favored by the scribe who produced the A-text) 
for the character and reserve England for referring to the nation (though the two are not always mutually 
exclusive).  




continuity, in more ways, than readily appears. Specifically, the characters of King Johan 
and Ynglond do not disappear from the play when they cease to have speech headings, 
but rather their identities coalesce into Imperial M jesty, who becomes an effective and 
more universal representative of the purposes and desires that define Johan and Ynglond. 
Although King Johan the named character does not persist throughout his eponymous 
play, his true character—in the sense of his distinguishing moral and mental qu lities 
(OED 11)—can finally and fully appear in Imperial Majesty. 
 To understand how Johan’s and Ynglond’s traits merge into Imperial Majesty, 
their individual identities must first be carefully established. Perhaps the most obvious 
question regarding King John is why Bale chose to build a play around him. The most 
common answer critics provide is that other recent Pro estant writers had singled out 
King John as an exemplary monarch. Blatt records that William Tyndale, Robert Barnes, 
and Simon Fish had all written favorably of King John for his anti-Catholic actions (169–
71). Leslie P. Fairfield lists the same triad as influencing Bale (56), as does Darryll 
Grantley (185), and Carole Levin omits only Barnes (“A Good Prince” 24–6). Many 
other scholars see Tyndale as a key influence, with McCusker demonstrating close 
linguistic parallels between Tyndale’s Obedience of a Christian Man and some of 
Veritas’s words in King Johan (90–2).16 Bale thus joined a distinguished line of writers in 
adapting King John’s history to serve his Protestant ends. 
These predecessors with similar agendas demonstrate why Bale would select King 
John as a topic, but they do not fully address why Bale would write a play about him. 
                                                
16 Other critics noting Tyndale’s influence on King Johan include Rainer Pineas (“Polemical Drama” 196; 
“William Tyndale’s Influence” 83–4), Christopher J. Bradshaw (175), Happé (John Bale 71), Jacqueline 




Bale wrote in many non-dramatic genres, and writing a martyrological prose biography 
of King John—as he had done for Sir John Oldcastle, also editing and publishing Anne 
Askew’s autobiography leading up to her execution for her religious beliefs—or detailing 
King John’s opposition to the Catholic Church in one of his many polemical books or 
pamphlets would seem the more likely approach. As the pioneer of the English history 
play, Bale did not have a precedent on which to base a dramatic production of this kind. 
On the contrary, Richard Morison is just one example of a writer in Thomas Cromwell’s 
service who focused on prose works to achieve the same polemical purpose as Bale 
(Vanhoutte, “Engendering England” 50). 
Writing a play even increased the risk that part of Bale’s target audience beyond 
the court—records exist at least for performances “at Kings’ College, Cambridge . . . 
Shewsbury, Leicester, Thetford, New College (Oxford), and Cambridge town hall” 
(House 124)—would make a connection to their previous encounters with King John in 
the Robin Hood legends. Alexandra F. Johnston’s chapter “The Robin Hood of the 
Records” laments that “considerable evidence does nt urvive” regarding Robin Hood 
festivities and games (29), but the records that do exist show that depictions of Robin 
Hood consistently place “his exploits in the late tw lfth century” (27). This time period 
coincides with the reign of King John, and even Robin Hood festivities that do not 
mention King John by name tend to place Robin Hood—“an outlaw, a disturber of the 
peace”—in opposition with a “summer lord”: “Wherever there is a King Game, the king 
and Robin Hood are not the same figure” (Johnston 33). Making matters worse for Bale’s 
purpose, sources celebrate Robin Hood defying the King’s authority and being “a devout 
Catholic,” attending Mass and reverencing the Virgin (White, Drama 59–60). In fact, 
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Richard Morison, writing to Henry VIII in support of a propaganda movement like the 
one that produced King Johan, specifically calls for new plays to replace the “playes of 
Robyn hoode” wherein “disobedience also to [Henry VIII’s] officers is tought” (Kastan 
268). Even though King John appears as Robin’s antithesis in sources that include him, 
using a figure from sources that celebrate rebellion and Catholic religion could conjure 
up unwanted associations. 
One such association could be reminding audiences of popular pre-Reformation 
Catholic dramas. Bale would have been familiar with morality plays from his time at 
Cambridge (Harris 60), and also perhaps from his youth as a Carmelite friar. The 
doctrines and practices in these plays would be anathema to Bale. Still, he could take 
advantage of “the ready acceptance and universal familiarity of the mystery and miracle 
plays which guaranteed [his plays] an audience for the dissemination of [his plays’] 
Protestant doctrine” (House 124). Using familiar forms and characters could help draw an 
audience to Bale’s touring plays, and he could thenuse his skill as a dramatist to adapt 
the form and send his Protestant, pro-monarchal messag . In this manner, Bale provided a 
Protestant version of traditions that had Catholic associations but were too popular to be 
cancelled outright—even Henry VIII “indulged in Robin Hood activities in imitation of 
country customs” (Johnston 27). Happé describes Bale’s largely lost mystery cycle as a 
prime example of altering the Catholic custom of cycle plays to “adapt it for his own 
religious agenda” (“John Bale's Lost Mystery Cycle” 11). Bale’s depiction of King Johan 
replaced a popular cultural perception with one amenable to Henry VIII’s policies, 
providing a familiar name from popular entertainments recast in a doctrinally and 
politically beneficial way.   
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Another useful generic tendency Bale can employ because of his work’s 
similarity to morality plays is the use of abstract, virtuous characters. With this 
background, it makes sense that so much in King Johan fits the morality play pattern of a 
virtuous hero assaulted by sinister forces. Since Bal  idealizes King John, writing a play 
offers him a perfect format in which to depict simultaneously who King John was (in 
Protestant historiography) and what King John represented on a figurative level. The 
messages Bale, and his patron Cromwell, want to send require both King John’s 
particular history and the generic possibilities present in a dramatic presentation. 
Drawing upon earlier morality dramas allows Bale to u ilize the character types of 
Virtues and Vices. He presents dramatically vibrant Vices like Sedition and 
Dissimulation— who, like the Vices in Mankind, sing and use scatological humor (764–
5, 1222)—and the forces of good who ultimately overcome them, including Verity and 
Imperial Majesty. These allegorical figures also enable Bale to demonstrate the strict 
dichotomy he sees between good and evil. Bale adheres to the “two-Church theory”: the 
idea that only two churches exist and whoever and whatever is not part of the true church 
is of the devil (Bradshaw 174). The Catholic Church falls into this latter category, with 
King Johan comparing it to Babylon and Sodom in lines 369–70. Bale does not view 
Catholics as another sect of Christians, but as supporters of the devil’s kingdom on earth. 
He demonstrates his divisive religious ideas with the doubling of Vices and Catholic 
figures in assigning actors’ roles. The original dramatis personae specifies that Sedition 
and Steven Langton are to be personated by the same pl yer, that Usurped Power doubles 
as the pope, that Dissimulation is both Raymundus and Simon of Swynsett, and that 
Private Wealth also appears as Cardinal Pandulphus (Bale, Complete Plays I 29). Evil 
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appears equally in the personal and metaphorical inrnations because that evil is always 
tied to the visible Catholic Church as well as the devil. While on stage as undisguised 
Vices, these characters support the Catholic Church while also admitting that the pope is 
the antichrist (677), that using Latin in ceremonies enables them to enforce their 
monopoly on money-making church services (712–17), that they want “To blynd the 
peple” (725), that the church causes people to rebel against leaders (752–3), and that 
monastic orders exist “to corrupt cyties and townes” (995). The works of Satan and those 
of the pope proceed in lockstep. 
An especially useful section of the play for examining Vices and the Catholic 
individuals with whom they double comes during the plotting of King Johan’s death. 
Dissimulation and Sedition, the plotters, appear both efore and after Dissimulation 
comes onstage as Simon of Swynsett. Dissimulation, while undisguisedly a Vice, says, “I 
am sure the monkes wyll praye for me so bytterlye / That I shall not come in helle nor in 
purgatorye” (2034–5). Sedition the Vice acts properly as Dissimulation’s Catholic 
confessor despite openly being a devil, hearing his plan “undreneth Benedicite” and 
promising “thu shalt have fyve monkes syngynge / In Swynsett abbeye” (2014, 2042–3). 
The Vices are faithful Catholics even when not assuming human form. After Simon of 
Swynsett commits the murder, his attitude exactly matches what he said while 
unambiguously a Vice—“To sende me to heaven    goo rynge the holye belle / . . . I do 
not doubte it    but I shall be a saynt” (2127, 2130)—and Sedition promises him that he 
will not go to hell for the deed (2126). Sedition receives no separate introduction or 
character name following the murder, but since the scene otherwise lacks explicitly 
allegorical characters, it may be logical to infer that Sedition has also assumed the role of 
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a human clergy member. More importantly, the surrounding action demonstrates that he 
would proceed in exactly the same way whether meant to stand for a symbolic Vice or an 
individual papist. The devils in this play are devout Catholics, and the Catholic characters 
act like devils; Bale collapses the distance between Vice and clergy to the point where it 
essentially disappears.  
Using allegorical Vices enables Bale to make scathing critiques of the Catholic 
Church, but the question remains, why does Bale make the Vices’ antithesis an historical 
figure, going against the play’s morality roots? One answer is that the character King 
Johan is only partly historical. Sarah Carpenter points out that King Johan comes across 
as “a character who is very near to the absolute and abstract perfection of the moralities’ 
personified virtues” (266), a foil to the Catholic Vice characters. Johan can “discern 
Ynglond’s deserving poverty—and act charitably towards her” (Gerhardt, 
“‘Impoveryshyd and Mad a Beggar’” 68), does not accept anything without scriptural 
approbation (1435), and is praised by Verity for his “noble vertues,” “notable mercye,” 
and numerous charitable actions (2202, 2207–13). At no point does Bale blame Johan for 
anything he does, even couching his capitulation to the Catholics as a necessary and 
merciful act “of compassyon” for his subjects (1720). King Johan has a historical name 
and story, but he is a Virtue at heart. 
Johan’s acts and desires present him as essentially flawless, and his defiance of 
the pope makes him especially important for Bale. Bale’s Actes of the English Votaryes 
provides a history of Catholic abuses in England, icluding their degrading influence on 
many kings. He depicts most of the monarchs in a neg tive light, as partaking of and/or 
contributing to Catholic evils. Kings who fomented Catholic power, such as King 
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Edwin—who accepted the papal bribe of “a shyrte with a golden collor, and a fine 
petycote of straunge makynge”—or King Edgar, “euer a g eat whore master” who built 
many monasteries as penance, receive condemnation (Bale,Actes D8v, H6). Bale’s praise 
is rare, with the notable exception of the Protestant Tudors. He does commend King 
Lucius, who ruled shortly after the arrival of the gospel in England and was “called in the 
Chronycles the first Christen Kynge” for being good and wanting the gospel, but Lucius 
also reached out to Rome for church authority—albeit in a time when “they had than no 
pope” (Actes B6–B6v). Likewise, Bale praises King Ethelbert for being wary of the new 
practices and not encouraging Catholic abuses, but Ethelbert still allowed the Catholics 
into the country and failed to show active oppositin akin to that of King John (Actes 
C8v–D1). Bale depicts William Rufus as the closest analogue to the righteous King 
Johan. “He ded not muche fauer the churche of Rome” and “indygnacyon he had agaynst 
the Pope” (First Two Partes II G1v). Bale also writes, “Their preuy legerdemaynes were 
not muche to be trusted, that kynge so sodenly slayne” (First Two Partes II G7v), 
suggesting William Rufus was murdered like King Johan. Still, Bale’s writings name few 
righteous companions for King Johan on the pre-Reformation throne, and none who had 
been lauded with such regularity by earlier Protestant writers. For Bale, King Johan 
becomes the embodiment of virtue due to his stance gainst Catholicism. 
If authority were not an issue, Bale’s work as a martyrologist indicates that he 
could have chosen numerous figures for a play about a commendable Christian. His 
writings about Anne Askew and Sir John Oldcastle demonstrate that he held deep 
reverence for others whom he considered to be admirble, righteous figures. Bale writes 
full texts covering each of these martyrs, and numerous other faithful people and martyrs 
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receive smaller, but no less laudatory recognition throughout his writings. These 
individuals were praiseworthy, serving God and combating the Pope, but limited in their 
scope of influence, and—as the remainder of this chapter will illustrate, largely by 
discussing Bale’s view of Henry VIII—Bale  sees political power as inextricably 
connected with the religious future of his country. Indeed, in the case of the martyrs 
mentioned above, the ruler assented to their executions, showing that righteousness 
without authority has limited worldly effect despite s spiritual value. While in exile 
during Queen Mary’s reign, Bale wrote that preachers were calling “togither [God’s] 
churche of true beleuers,” referring to the gathering as, “That wonderfull wurke of God 
that noble prince Kynge Henrye the .8. within thys realme by hys royall power assysted” 
(Vocacyon B7v, emphasis added). Personal goodness could only achieve societal goals 
when supported by the nation’s ruler. The lone mention of England after Ynglond exits 
King Johan refers to Queen Elizabeth, celebrating that “Englade hath a queen” whose 
“godly ways . . . To her liege people    through Gods wurde specyall” are “Pryntynge in 
their hartes    hys holy wourdes and covenauntes” (2671–6). Bale depicts Sir John 
Oldcastle as likewise acting “in defence of Christes v rite” and presenting “the clere 
iudgement of the scripturs” (Brefe Chronycle A4v, B1v), but because the king and clergy 
had power over him the result was a “cruell death which he most contumelyouslye 
suffred” rather than widespread conversion (B2).17 These quotations explain the 
importance Bale placed on having a righteous person in the seat of political power, for 
                                                
17 Chapter two delves into the inaccuracies in Bale’s d piction of Oldcastle, but what is important here is 
how Bale presents his scriptural ideals and limited influence. 
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only a model ruler could act as an exemplar, guide, and authoritative director for the 
whole nation.  
Bale’s view of sovereignty, coupled with a Protestant interpretation of King 
John’s life, explains why Bale’s only play featuring on-Biblical historical figures 
presents idealized English royalty in the person of King Johan. It promotes Bale’s 
national religious and political agenda in the most effective way possible. As the leader 
of England’s government and religion, albeit only briefly while excommunicated from 
the Catholic Church, Johan was able to be an ideal ndividual and an ideal leader. No 
comparable figure would live—in Bale’s conception—until Henry VIII’s reign, when he 
became supreme head of church and state. Bale praiss Henry VIII as “Our most christen 
Emprour of Englande,” a “mynystre of God” who removed “the popes false Christ” and 
restored “the true Christ agayne” (Actes A6v–A7). King Johan’s goals, as depicted by 
Bale, came to fruition under Henry VIII, making the earlier monarch an ideal symbol for 
Henrician propaganda. Due to the confluence of politica  and religious ideals, a king 
(anti-Catholic, concerned for his country, following the scriptures, willing to assert total 
authority) serves as the only possible character type who could assume the role of Bale’s 
ultimate Virtue.  
 Despite King John’s idyllic qualities from a Protestant perspective, Bale still had 
to deal with his sullied history as reported by the c ronicles, hence Verity’s vocal 
insistence on Johan’s “valeauntnesse” and “godlynesse” (2200, 2207). The character of 
Ynglond would not seem to require such careful presentation, representing as she does 
the patria of the audience. In fact, Bale does present Ynglond as having consummate 
virtues that will be discussed later, but here I want to examine how her identity 
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encompasses much more than the nation, and hence receives a nuanced presentation from 
Bale. Her complexity comes not from conflicting historical judgments, but from 
simultaneously representing multiple subject positins. Ernst Gerhardt explains that, 
“Vidua Ynglond figures both allegorically and historically: ‘Ynglond’ signifies on the 
same level as does Sedition, ‘Vidua’ on the same lev l as Stephen Langton” 
(“‘Impoveryshyd and Mad a Beggar’” 54).18 However, unlike the Vices, Ynglond does 
not have different personas. Rather, she continuously inhabits an ambiguous 
characterization. King Johan at first takes the as-yet-unnamed Ynglond to be just a 
“gentyll wydowe” (26), and accordingly promises to help her in her “trew and just” cause 
of seeking redress for being “Ungodly usyd” (23–24). After hearing that Ynglond blames 
the clergy for her plight, Johan inquires further into the widow’s identity and learns that 
she is his country, albeit “chaungyd thus” into herpoor state (42). Johan’s own kingdom, 
unrecognizable in her downtrodden state, is petitioning him for aid. 
The revelation that this apparently human widow personifies the nation surprises 
both Johan and the audience, but it is important in establishing the characterization of the 
two speakers involved. Johan’s treatment of Widow Ynglond even before learning her 
identity displays the generosity for which Verity later praises him, having fulfilled the 
Biblical injunction to “Honoure wyddowes, which are t ue wyddowes” (1 Timothy 5:3).19 
Ynglond, in turn, despite being unrecognized by her sovereign and suffering “great 
injury” during his reign (93), declares, “I, knowing yowre grace     to have here the 
governance / By the gyft of God,    do knowledge my allegiance” (123–124). She sees 
                                                
18 The same actor plays both Sedition and Stephen Langton, with Bale consciously doubling the parts to 
show their similarities. 
19 This text is from the 1540 Great Bible.  
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King Johan as her only recouse, “Appontyd of God . . . to help the pore wydowes cause” 
(128–129). This loyalty regardless of the situation persists even when Johan, to protect 
the nation from invasion, accedes to the pope (1711–12). Despite feeling that Johan’s 
decision makes the nation—she herself, in one form—a “bonde mayd” that would prefer 
to live “underneth the Turke” rather than the pope (1767, 1769), Ynglond—Johan’s 
subject—humbly adds, “Yf yow be plesyd than, I must consent gladly” (1772). Such 
unwavering fealty contrasts with the actions of Nobility, Civil Order, and Clergy, who all 
betray Johan to follow the pope. Widow Ynglond thus represents the ideal English 
subject and the nation, both deserving of the king’s help in overcoming Catholic wrongs. 
The multiple identities of Ynglond jointly influence her relationship with King Johan, 
culminating when characteristic traits of Johan andY glond merge in the presentation of 
Imperial Majesty. 
 Critics often overlook Widow Ynglond’s status as the ideal English citizen, 
perhaps understandably so, given that the character’s name emphasizes her nationalistic 
aspects. Nevertheless, her obedience as an individual woman often takes center stage, 
especially toward the end of the play. Shortly befor  Johan’s death, Ynglond alone 
remains by his side. Her final interaction with Johan highlights her complexity. She 
speaks as the land, “And than wyll I kepe your bodye for a memoryall” (2183), promising 
to inter the dead king in herself, but King Johan tlks to her as a widow whose “office    it 
is to burye the deade” (2185). Though Ynglond certainly speaks as the physical nation, 
she cannot represent the whole of the commonwealth because some members of that 
commonwealth (Nobility, Clergy, Civil Order, and Commonality) have rebelled against 
the monarch. Her dualistic identity is analogous to the king’s two bodies, being both a 
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weak individual and also a nation with a righteous heritage of goodness that “alwayes had 
knowlege of God / almost sens ye worldes beginning” (Vocacyon B3v).20 Even lines that 
seem to depict her unequivocally as an elect nation, such as when she declares herself the 
widow of “God hym selfe” (109), show up in contexts that emphasize her individuality. 
After declaring her relationship with God, she follows up by saying that God is “the 
spowse of every sort / That seke hym in fayth to ther sowlys helth and confort” (109–10). 
England depicts herself not as a unique, chosen nation, but rather as an individual sharing 
the common Protestant longing to be one of the elect.21 This classifies Ynglond as one of 
many invited to be part of the true church, a bride to the Bridegroom.22 In this way, 
Johan’s special status as a proto-Protestant monarch—one of the few who continued to be 
true to God despite living in dark times, whom Cathy Shrank calls Bale’s “pinprick lights 
of proto-reformers” (Voccacyon B7; Shrank, “John Bale” 180)—contrasts with the 
innumerable group of people who could hope to be elect like Ynglond, with the play 
presenting a model for both divinely appointed rulers and ordinary subjects. 
Ynglond’s status as a widow presents many ambiguities akin to those that 
complicate her national/individual identity. Gerhardt examines widowhood in the play, 
                                                
20 Chapter two discusses Bale’s view of Englishness and the nation’s inherent qualities more. 
21 Bale speaks of election elsewhere, including stating that God’s deliverance applies to the “electe 
membres of Gods congregacyon in thys life” (Vocacyon A2), that preaching requires “the vocacion and 
speciall election of God” (Vocacyon B1), and that the “elect of God” are “called, not onlye to beleue in 
him· but also to suffer for him” and have their names “written in the booke of life” (Soueraigne A2–A2v). 
His understanding of the prescribed fate of the elect and reprobate fits with his view of the two-church 
theory and God’s predetermined plan for history, all of which emphasize God’s complete control. 
However, Bale at times seems to contradict the idea of election, as chapter two will discuss. Also, Bale 
believed the elect group could be quite large. In The Image of Both Churches, Bale interprets the 144,000 
spoken of in Revelation as all who are elect and faithful, not limiting that group to any specific number 
(Christmas 334–5, 451). 
22 Interestingly, the clearest New Testament scriptures referring the church as a bride come from Revelation 
(Revelation 21:2, 9; 22:17), though other passages ref r to Christ as the bridegroom. Bale often shows 
special affinity for John’s works, comparing himself to John as an exile in his Vocacyon and providing an 
extensive English-language commentary on Revelation in The Image of Both Churches.  
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including Ynglond’s “murky” marital status as it relates to King Johan and God 
(“‘Impoveryshyd and Mad a Beggar’” 51), Johan’s Biblical obligation to a widow such as 
Ynglond (56), the vital role of Ynglond’s gender (since “the vocabulary employed to 
describe the deserving poor was gendered female” [59]), and the role Catholics play in 
impoverishing England (where Bale mirrors Simon Fish’s ideas) (66–7). Two of 
Gerhardt’s points are especially relevant to my ultima e argument regarding Johan and 
Ynglond merging into Imperial Majesty. First, widowhood could mean “geographic 
rather than mortal separation” (“‘Impoveryshyd and Mad a Beggar’” 51), so Ynglond’s 
husband does not need to be deceased for the term to apply.23 Second, the play depicts 
Widow Ynglond as God’s widow and Johan’s widow equally (“‘Impoveryshyd and Mad 
a Beggar’” 51). Ynglond’s status as God’s widow appears early as Bale introduces her 
character (109), and the discussion of her being Johan’s widow comes just as she 
prepares to make her final exit (2185). Between these bookends, little discussion occurs 
regarding whose widow she is, and often her subject position as a widow becomes 
secondary or tertiary to her role as the nation and/or an obedient subject. Whether viewed 
as God’s widow or Johan’s, her husband lives—with the exception of her final speech 
after Johan’s death—and the Catholic clergy caused her widowhood. She explicitly 
blames Catholics for impoverishing her (58), for separating her from God’s truth (79), 
and for interfering with her proper feudatory relationship with Johan, who is king by 
“Godes apoyntyng” (103). Though the exact nature of Ynglond’s widowhood is complex, 
the anti-Catholic message is consistent. 
                                                
23 See OED widow n.1 1. d. 
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In defiance of the Catholics who harmed her, Ynglond stays resolutely true to the 
king. However, as long as the English king’s crown is held by Catholic consent “in maner 
of fefarme” (1738), and Catholics interfere in the political order, that relationship—even 
if wholly loyal—will never be the absolute, godly authority the play argues is proper. S.F. 
Johnson points out that Catholic portrayals of King John around Bale’s time emphasized 
his submission to the pope and claimed it should bin Henry VIII and Elizabeth also 
(161). Levin gives the example of the Earl of Kildare, who sought to free Ireland from 
English control with the pope’s consent: “John, he said, had acknowledged the pope’s 
supremacy in England, thus implying that this gave the present pope the right to do as he 
liked with England” (Propaganda 69–70). Such claims valorize the lone act of John’s 
that Ynglond decries. At issue in the divisive subjection to the pope is whether England 
has primary allegiance to king or Church. For Bale, “The metaphorical marriage between 
king and nation reconciles nationalist theology to m narchal power” (Vanhoutte, Strange 
Communion 50). Preserving England’s proper identity as a natio  requires unity between 
a righteous king and an obedient nation. Catholic intervention undercut that connection 
historically with King John capitulating to the pope and his subjects rebelling, but Henry 
VIII’s break with Rome renewed hope for proper independence and righteousness. 
When Catholic plotting threatens to sever this union, Bale’s play displays 
concerns similar to those in Respublica, Nicholas Udall’s play celebrating Queen Mary. 
Betteridge analyzes how these plays, though coming from different religious camps, 
similarly “produce order out of disorder and restore the commonwealth” (“Staging 
Reformation Authority” 52). The basic plot of Respublica—recognizable as a morality 
formula but foregrounding the commonwealth and becoming what Fichte refers to as an 
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“estate morality” (Fichte, “Estate Moralities”)—depicts Respublica, the commonwealth, 
being led astray by several Vice characters who are set on taking “bags of money” from 
the people of England (829). Respublica at first does not recognize the Vices for what 
they are, and then she lacks the ability to stop them until Nemesis, the goddess of 
righteous retribution, enters the play with other divine Virtues, expels the Vices, and 
restores Respublica to her rightful governance. Since the prologue overtly states that 
Queen Mary “is oure most wise / and most worthie Nemesis” (53), most critics have 
settled on the unproblematic association of the character Nemesis with Mary; Fichte even 
reduces her to an “alias” for Mary (“Estate Moralities” 281).24 However, Nemesis’s final 
speech negates this simplistic identification: “I muste goe hens to an other count[r]eye 
nowe . . . I leave youe for thys tyme immortall thankes to geve / to godde and your 
Soveraigne which doo youe thus relieve” (1926, 1928–9).  Having Nemesis leave the 
country and refer to the sovereign in the third person certainly problematizes the idea that 
Nemesis is Queen Mary.  
Further examination of these figures’ depiction in Respublica adds additional 
complications to the Mary/Nemesis equation. Mary cannot directly equate with Nemesis 
because Nemesis is more than mortal. Suzanne R. Westfall, while incorrectly identifying 
Respublica as the ruler of the realm, properly describes the relationship between 
Respublica and Nemesis—and she does so by comparing the play to King Johan. 
Speaking of “goddesses and abstractions,” she affirms that “Nemesis is of a higher status 
than even the ruler, Respublica; Imperial Majesty outranks King Johan” (175). Both King 
                                                
24 Other critics making the overt association between N mesis and Mary include Betteridge (51), Ribner 
(“Morality Roots” 41), and Hunt (135). 
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Johan and Respublica display a desire for a close relationship between mo arch and 
nation—I will argue that Bale’s play achieves a closer union—but the symbolic figures in 
each play possess characteristics mortals simply cannot. In both cases, the allegorical 
characters represent proper sovereignty and restore vi al virtues to the nation, virtues that 
had been lost but are now promised to return. Both plays look back on periods of 
darkness from which England needs to emerge in order to have a bright future. For Bale, 
corrupt religion and foreign control denigrated all pre-Reformation England back to the 
time when Catholics entered “to prepare Antichrist a eate here in Englande” (Actes D2). 
For Udall, the Reformation itself, specifically under Edward VI, was the “late decaye” 
and Mary’s role was to “reforme thabuses which hithertoo hath been” (Udall 46, 50). 
While the plays are theologically opposed, Betteridge encapsulates their similar 
trajectories by saying they combat “that which must be purged from the church in order 
to restore it to its pristine state” (“Staging Reformation Authority” 39). This purging can 
only progress so far before the allegorical figures of Nemesis and Imperial Majesty 
intercede. 
I would add another key similarity between these texts, that the nation appears 
more centrally in each play than the church. Fichte astutely recognizes that Respublica 
“contains little pertaining to the theological debate renewed by the accession of a 
Catholic monarch,” focusing instead on the “economic decay” of the previous reign 
(“Estate Moralities” 279–80). A prime example of worldly concerns taking preeminence 
occurs when Nemesis, about to pass judgment on the Vices, says she will make decrees 
“As the wealthe of Respublica shall best require” (1877, my emphasis). In Bevington’s 
words, “There is no discussion of pilgrimages, saint worship, papal authority, and the like 
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. . . Respublica everywhere expresses Mary’s longing for the pre-Reformation years of 
her orthodox and financially solvent grandfather” (Tudor Drama 116, my emphasis). 
Only the more-than-mortal Nemesis has the power to force the vice Avarice to “firste and 
formooste make restitucion” (1899). King Johan does address theological issues, but they 
are inseparable from political considerations, since the Catholic Church attacks both. 
Also, King Johan and Imperial Majesty are the only ones who have the power to right the 
wrongs in the play, with King Johan starting to reform the nation and Imperial Majesty 
finishing the correction. Bale and Udall share a focus on restoring the proper relationship 
between monarch and nation, and they accomplish thi end in part through the qualities 
exemplified by allegorical sovereign figures. 
Nemesis and Imperial Majesty present traits that define the proper state of the 
commonwealth in the eyes of the playwrights. Imperial Majesty’s main foci—scriptural 
authority (“I charge ye to regarde    the wurde of G d over all” [2438]), divinely 
appointed monarchal rule (“All they by Gods lawe    to kynges owe their allegeaunce” 
[2382]), and anti-Catholicism (“I charge yow . . . / To gyve to your kynge    hys due 
supremyte / And exyle the Pope   thys realme for eve more” [2358–60])—align perfectly 
with Bale’s overarching conception of the ideal Engla d. Udall’s purpose was to call on 
Mary to reverse “the lack of royal authority during the reign of the boy king Edward VI, 
who was controlled by self-serving advisors just as Re publica is manipulated by the 
vices masquerading as virtues” (Fichte, “Appearance” 17). Dealing with a fleeting lapse 
in royal power, rather than practices and beliefs that had inhabited England for 
generations as in Bale, Udall focuses on purging fiite problems. Nemesis’s main role is 
to judge and punish the Vices, so she ensures that the “Late governoures, / whom 
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[Respublica] tooke for faithfull / and trustie counsailours” are “taken awaie” (1825, 
1923). The play ends assuming that Misericordia, Veritas, Iusticia, and Pax (four Virtues 
who play a minor but important role in advising Nemesis and providing hope for 
Respublica) will remain in force now that the proper sovereign has come to power (1924–
29). Both plays show authoritarian, symbolic figures as righting the wrongs of the past 
and restoring virtues that had been lacking in Engla d—for the hundreds of years since 
King John in Bale’s case, or following just the misguided reign of Edward VI for Udall. 
Bale’s purpose thus transcends fleeting issues, and this contrast with Udall’s play helps to 
demonstrate the broad nature of the changes Bale proposes to the connection between 
England’s church and ruler as opposed to pre-Reformation times. 
Despite their centrality to a proper resolution, Imperial Majesty and Nemesis 
leave their respective plays several lines before the end. The crowning point made by 
each dramatist comes as the virtues presented by allegorical figures find tangible form in 
reigning Queens of England. Laudatory valedictions t  monarchs are hardly rare in 
dramas, but those in Respublica and King Johan deserve special notice because of their 
relationship to thematic content. Respublica concludes with lines from the four Virtues 
whom Nemesis bade the sovereign “cleve to” (1924), Misericordia, Veritas, Iusticia, and 
Pax: 
Pax. Now leat vs all togither both with harte and voice,  
In god and in Quene Marie mooste ioyfullie reioyce. 
veritee. Praying that hir Reigne mooste graciouslye begonne  
<Maie long> yeares endure as hithertoo yt hath doone. 
Mia. Praie wee forre hir Counsaile to have long life and healthe. 





The Virtues lay out the way for the audience to have  healthy commonwealth: pray for 
Queen Mary to stay on the throne and serve her. The play is concerned with who sits on 
the throne and wields power, with the power Respublica granted to the Vices causing the 
downfall noted in the play. Exact policies are not emphasized as much as who enacts 
them. As the play ends, Mary is in her proper place, nd it is assumed that prosperity will 
inevitably follow if that continues. 
Bale’s conclusion also follows a pattern established earlier in the play. In a 
section far too long to quote here, he praises Queen Elizabeth specifically for the “godly 
wayes” in which she leads “hir liege people” (2673–4), for instilling her subjects with 
“[God’s] holy wourdes and covenauntes” (2677), and for subduing the Catholic Church 
and “Restorynge Gods honoure” (2684). Paralleling Udall’s concerns, Bale asks the 
audience to pray for Elizabeth and her descendants for “the confort of thys nacyon” 
(2685–9).25 Despite Queens Mary and Elizabeth being offstage presences, Udall and Bale 
make their dedicatees heroines, transferring to the real England iconic qualities extolled 
in their dramas. In Bale’s case, however, it is the implementation of specific religious and 
political policies that gives the play its happy ending. 
 It is necessary for this happy ending to come in Tudor times rather than King 
Johan’s, for virtuous action cannot always overcome circumstances. King Johan 
continuously presents the same features attributed to the ascendant Mary in Respublica; 
he is England’s proper leader and eschews evil advisors. He also has the full support of 
                                                
25 Many Elizabethan plays would subsequently emphasize the topic of succession. The chapter 
“Unwelcome Advice on the Succession” in Bevington’s Tudor Drama and Politics discusses Thomas 
Norton and Thomas Sackville’s Gorboduc, John Phillip’s Comedy of Patient and Meek Grissell, John 
Pickering’s Horestes, and The Misfortunes of Arthur by the gentlemen of Gray’s Inn (141–55). Bevington 
also discusses Gorboduc elsewhere along these same lines (Bevington, From Mankind 35–8).  
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Ynglond just as Mary has the support of Respublica. The world of King Johan, up to the 
death of its monarch, appears tragic, but from the beginning the king’s situation is much 
like the commonwealth’s at the optimistic conclusion of Respublica. The reason similar 
circumstances do not produce similar results is essentially that Bale writes about the 
“wrong” time. Historical time is a key component in both plays. Respublica presents 
itself as occurring at the end of a period of darkness, with many allusions to Mary’s 
motto “Veritas Temporis Filia,” or “Truth the daughter of Time.” The prologue states that 
God restored the commonwealth by sending “veritee th  daughter of sage old Father 
Tyme” (33), and Avarice warns the other Vices to make their profit before Time’s 
daughter Verity “bringeth all to light” and brings them “to shame” (911).26  In his time, 
King Johan could not hold to his ideals without destroying his country. Bale described 
King Johan’s time as containing a “floude of darkenesse and beastlye ignoraunce” and 
“open and aparaunte” Satanic influence (First Two Partes II P3v). When the pope used 
this influence to amass armies from Scotland, France, Spain, and elsewhere against 
England (1632–9), King Johan reluctantly ceded authority to Rome. Ynglond’s fear that 
the king would be a “tributarye, alas, / To the Devyls vycar” echoes Johan’s feelings 
(1755–6), but he chooses expediency over a costly, unwinnable war. 
 Ynglond’s lament, in spite of her loyalty, raises an important issue. Since Bale 
presents King Johan and Ynglond as idealized figures, how can both be right when they 
oppose each other regarding whether Johan should meet the pope’s demands? Since King 
                                                
26 Regarding Mary’s motto, John N. King remarks, “[Queen Mary] converted a classical tag used as a 
Reformation emblem into an argument for the validity of Catholic tradition . . . Elizabeth I appropriated her 
sister’s motto and struck a histrionic pose as Protestant Truth during her precoronation entry into Lond n” 




Johan’s decision increases Catholic influence over England, it appears particularly 
problematic when paired with the play’s ardent anti-Catholicism. Bale’s understanding of 
the nature of history provides context that explains King Johan’s actions. Bale sees all 
history as apocalyptic, teleological, and in God’s hands. Bale describes King John as “a 
manne of no small valeauntnesse and vertue” (Y t a Course C6v) and a “noble Prince” 
whose choice to accede to the Catholic Church’s demands went “full sore against his 
hart” (Pageant D1). In The Image of Both Churches, Bale avers that even in the time of 
the fifth seal, the period of “beastly belly-gods” and “blood-soupers” that included the 
reign of King John (Christmas 324), “Always hath there been some that have had the 
spirit of the children of God” (327–8). He includes King John among those who were 
martyred for the truth (Christmas 350–1). In Johnson’s words, “Bale accounts for John’s 
tragedy by assuming a Protestant apocalyptic interpretation of history. The world of the 
play, before the entrance of Veritas, is the world f Satan Unbound” (163). Johnson 
supports his statement by resorting to passages in The Image of Both Churches similar to 
those quoted above and a line from the Interpreter in King Johan, “‘Satan the Devyll, 
which that tyme was at large / Had so great a swaye’ (1081–2) that John could not 
maintain ‘the true faythe and relygyon’” (Johnson 163). For Bale, King John was an ideal 
ruler who lived in times that prevented him from achieving his righteous desires.  
Consequently, Bale argues, Ynglond had the right desires, but King Johan acted 
in the proper way for the immediate situation. He had neither the ability to change his 
divinely ordered circumstances nor the responsibility to do so. Historical exigencies 
prevented King Johan from achieving the happy ending of Udall’s Queen Mary despite 
being presented as a similarly ideal monarch with the devotion of the nation. Johan’s life 
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in the unregenerate past (from Bale’s perspective) contrasts with Mary’s existence at the 
dawn of a hopeful future (from Udall’s perspective). Temporally, Bale’s Elizabeth 
provides a better point of comparison for Udall’s Mary than King Johan, as one would 
expect since the plays address the respective rulers directly. Elizabeth lives in an 
enlightened time, for Bale reports that after Henry VIII broke with Rome England 
became “Gods owne fre kyngedome agayne, and our kynge hys inmedyate mynystre.” 
(Actes E8).27 Such a period of optimism equates to how Udall presents Mary’s ascension, 
but Bale’s play imbues Elizabeth with traits Mary could not possess. Mary personifies all 
the virtues of Nemesis, but Respublica—her kingdom—remains a separate, though 
devoted, entity. Imperial Majesty, whose traits Bale scribes to Elizabeth, embodies the 
cohesion of monarch and realm, thus presenting—in Bale’s mind—a more perfect 
expression of Tudor absolutism. 
Imperial Majesty achieves and expresses this unity i  numerous ways. The death 
of King Johan frees the play, and all characters sub equently appearing in it, from the 
historical limitations constraining the bulk of the action. Though Bale had some positive 
Protestant accounts of King John to support his perpective (see above), he still had to 
overcome historiographical obstacles in presenting the life of King John. Tom Freeman 
adeptly argues that Bale authored the King John section in Foxe’s Actes and Monuments. 
One persuasive piece of evidence deals with the author’s skill at “find[ing] individual 
sections and passages which could be used to support his interpretation of events” (183), 
noting that many “sources were ransacked . . . for whatever isolated passages were of the 
most use to [the author]” (184). Freeman provides several examples to support his claim 
                                                
27 What Bale means by “agayne” will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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that “[t]his level of inaccuracy, not to say mendacity, was not typical of Foxe. . . . Bale, 
on the other hand, indulged in sins of commission as well as omission” (197). Adams 
enumerates such examples of Bale’s misleading use of hist ry in King Johan. Following 
Johan’s death, Verity discusses the historical reputation of King John. Lines 2200–2206 
give the names of nine historians who wrote about King John, and Verity attests that only 
Polydore Vergil gave a negative account of him.28 In contrast, and in line with reality, 
Adams explains that “John Major . . . comes closest to the favorable view of John which 
Verity advances” (John Bale’s King Johan 27), but even he criticizes the ruler. Adams 
concludes that “there seems to be no example of a medieval historian who actually 
championed John’s cause or defended his character” (30). Levin concurs: “All of these 
late fifteenth and early sixteenth century chronicles treat John’s problems with the pope 
as the most important event of his reign, and John is always emphatically the villain” 
(Propaganda 41). Bale’s report and those of his medieval sources constantly diverge 
regarding King John. In King Johan, Bale consciously relegates history to a subsidiary 
position behind his polemical aims.  
Still, this emphasis conflicts with concerns he expr sses elsewhere about 
historical accuracy. Bale’s A Brefe Chronycle Concernynge . . . Syr Iohan Oldecastell 
calls for someone “to set forth the Englyshe chronycles in theyr ryght shappe” (A5v), a 
necessary step because the existing histories were produced by people like Polydore 
Vergil, who had been “polutynge oure Englyshe chronycles most shamefullye with his 
Romyshe lyes and other Italyshe beggerye” (A5). Bale also disparaged earlier chronicles 
                                                
28 Peter Happé’s notes on the lines identify the writers as Sigbert of Gemblours, Vincent of Beauvais, John 
Nauclerus, Giraldus Cambrensis, Matthew Paris, Paulus Phrigio, Johan Major, and Hector Boethius, in 
addition to Polydore Vergil (Bale, Complete Plays I 135–6). In agreement with Adams, Happé declares, 
“These authorities actually give little support to Bale’s view” (135). 
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as “coniecturs, fantasyes, and lyes onlye” (Bale, Actes A4v). The apparent—and actual—
hypocrisy present between Bale’s stated desire for historical accuracy and his own 
distortion of history reveals that any aversion Bale had to incorrectness was superseded 
by a greater antipathy toward pro-Catholic ideas. Even so, Bale agrees with and 
accurately presents his source material when he admits that Catholics controlled the 
nation after King John acquiesced to the Pope, hence the need to shift the play’s 
triumphant conclusion to Reformation times.  
Even Bale’s penchant for creatively analyzing and presenting historical facts 
could not give a positive report of the years betwen King John and Henry VIII from a 
Protestant perspective. Despite a few bright lights like John, the time period Bale writes 
about in his Image of Both Churches as equating with the fifth seal in Revelation contains 
mostly “Antichrists, with their hypocrisy and false doctrine” (Christmas 325). The 
Interpreter in King Johan compares that time in England’s history to the Israelite sojourn 
in the desert, wandering while waiting to reach the Promised Land (1110–13). A fitting 
resolution to the play could not occur in the immediate aftermath of King Johan 
acquiescing to the Pope, dying, and leaving England under Catholic control. However, 
once freed from historical constraints by Johan’s demise, the play is free to introduce 
idealized versions of truth and power in the forms of Verity and Imperial Majesty. The 
death of King Johan, one of Bale’s quintessential mrtyrs, serves an efficacious purpose 
and “embodies the tradition of the sacrifice of the ex mplary hero” (Happé, “Protestant 
Adaptation” 221), enabling the play to present the future achievement of goals 
championed by Johan but thwarted by his circumstances. 
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Fortunately, due to Bale’s view of history, the negative consequences of Johan’s 
death were bound to be overcome. Bale’s teleological v ew of history has already been 
mentioned, with Revelation’s prophesies foretelling a restoration of truth in the sixth seal, 
the time of the Reformation (Christmas 326). Additionally, Bale sees history as cyclical. 
As White states, the idea of cyclical history “was a medieval commonplace, but Bale 
gave it a new twist: the cycles themselves are all variations on the one true biblical 
chronicle envisaged by St. John in Revelation” (Theatre 32–4).29 Blatt notes the 
prominence of this historical vision in Bale’s play Three Laws, with the titular laws 
(those of Nature, Moses, and Christ) perverted sequentially by Vices before Deus Pater 
enters to cleanse the laws from “soch infeccyons    a by Infydelyte / [They] have 
receyved” (Blatt 83; 1876–7, in Bale, Complete Plays II). Acts II–IV, with their parallel 
structures of a law being established and then corrupted, show the cyclical nature of 
history, while the final act shows the divinely appointed apocalyptic end toward which 
everything in the play builds. In this perspective, the downfall of King Johan acts as 
merely one divinely ordered nadir in a process that would inevitably produce glorious 
results, with the king being no more culpable than Christi Lex in Three Laws for failing 
to fulfill his righteous goals. 
History’s cyclic nature meant that multiple antitypes, types, and partial 
fulfillments of foretold events could occur without diminishing the importance of a 
prophecy’s final realization. Rainer Pineas overlooks the possibility of multiple 
fulfillments when he accuses Bale of “arbitrary anti-Catholic interpretation” and being 
                                                
29 Shrank writes, “Bale’s version of history is that of an ongoing, epic struggle between the forces of light
and darkness. This essentially repetitive view makes history cyclical . . . challenging – or at least 
complicating – Bale’s efforts at periodization” (“John Bale” 180). This paragraph and the next explain how 
these two perspectives on history coalesce in Bale’s work. 
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“much less interested in the theological exposition of the Book of Revelation than in the 
epithets he can . . . hurl at his enemies” (“Some Pol mical Techniques” 584). Pineas 
complains of Bale naming many people as the Beast in Revelation and applying the same 
prophesies “sometimes to his own era and sometimes to the past” (584), but this practice 
actually fit neatly with Bale’s belief that throughout time “S. Iohans Apocalyps hath as 
wele hys fulfyllynge in the partycular nacyons, as in the vnyversall churche” (First Two 
Partes II G7).30 Blatt provides further examples of prophesies being fulfilled numerous 
times in pointing out that Image refers to universal events, while The Actes of the English 
Votaryes interprets scriptures—sometimes the same verses—specifically as they relate to 
England (37–8).31 Bale’s use of multiple fulfillments enables “the King of England, the 
Kyng of Denmarke, ye Duke of Saxon, ye Landgraue of Hesse, and other Princes of 
Germany” to all fulfill the prophesy in Revelation 17:16 regarding hating the whore (the 
Catholic Church) (Image L8v). King Johan’s Interpreter likewise draws a connection 
between Johan as Moses and Henry VIII as Joshua, one preparing the way and the other 
leading England into the Promised Land of the Reformation (1107–13), both fulfilling the 
roles of earlier figures in a new time and place.32 Rulers including Henry VIII, Edward 
                                                
30 Bale affirms the same belief in The Image of Both Churches when he says, “Not only are the mysteries . . 
. in the universal church performed, but also in the particular churches of nations” (Christmas 380). Bale 
emphasizes that many people can fulfill the same prophesy when he equates Bonner with the beast in 
Revelation, saying, “Though he [Bonner] be not thatwhole beast (for that it vniuersallye extendeth to all . . 
. promoters of Idolatrye in the popes kyngedome) yet hath he a great porcyon therin” (Yet a Course B4v–
B5). 
31 Bale’s perspective regarding the role of the Englad, its history, and its church in relation to the universal 
church and apocalyptic history is a complex subject that has received much discussion from critics such as 
Richard Bauckham, Blatt, Fairfield, Firth, and A.D. Hadfield. My analysis of the topic will appear in 
chapter two as I examine Bale’s view of proper English identity. 
32 Bale links the Protestant Tudors to Biblical figures like David, Solomon, and Josiah often. Some 
examples appear in Vocacyon B7v, Yet a Course B3, and Expostulation A2v. Secondary sources address the 
prominence of Josiah references (Gordon 78–82), how both Edward VI and Elizabeth were compared to 




VI, and Elizabeth could all assume Johan’s role by being “both valeaunt and godlye” 
(2194), embodying the return of his character.  
Johan’s values as presented in the play are exactly those Bale wants Henry VIII to 
exhibit. The play appeals specifically to Henry VIII, drawing parallels between Johan and 
Henry as rulers and between the specific circumstances occurring in each monarch’s 
England. Several critics highlight striking similarties in the situations each monarch 
confronts. Some parallels include taking control of the English church (Womack 116), 
confiscating Catholic Church property (Mottram 147), and being excommunicated for 
their actions and subsequently fearing invasion and/or rebellion (Walker, Plays 196–
200).33 These fears were justified, with both kings facing a “Catholic league among all or 
most of England’s neighbors” (Bevington, Tudor Drama 103) and experiencing rebellion, 
in Henry VIII’s case the Pilgrimage of Grace. Harris and Andrew Hadfield both pinpoint 
resemblances between how Imperial Majesty treats Sedition and how Henry VIII treated 
Robert Aske, one of the leaders of the Pilgrimage of Grace (Harris 96–8; Literature 79); 
both were promised leniency and then executed for thei crimes. Bale’s presentation of 
this incident fits with his pattern of having Vices appear in mortal incarnations, as 
Dissimulation does in the Catholics Raymundus and Simon of Swynsett. Johan 
encounters the Vice Sedition along with his mortal m nifestation as Stephen Langton, 
and Henry VIII faces his later personification in the rebel Aske.34  
Bale depicts King Johan’s fight with forces backed by the papacy as just one 
battle in the eternal war between good and evil, a war involving the entire world 
                                                
33 Mottram writes, “Henry VIII was excommunicated form the papal church, in a bull dated 17 December 
1538,” claiming a link between that event and a performance of King Johan that Christmas (147). 
34 Sedition is a major factor for both monarchs. Due to its special treatment and redefinition under Henry 
VIII, it will be discussed in more detail later. 
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(Bauckham 71–3). Henry VIII was Johan’s successor in that battle in very specific ways, 
both in terms of his own virtues and the challenges he faced. In the play, Bale uses 
Imperial Majesty to represent the similarity between the monarchs. In one sense, Imperial 
Majesty embodies King Johan’s return to the play, fulfilling Johan’s goals of expelling 
Catholicism, unifying the nation, and restoring Biblical religion. Simultaneously, 
Imperial Majesty is a well-recognized, intentional representation of Henry VIII, both for 
Henry’s loyalty to England and his anti-Catholic actions.35 Internal evidence makes the 
link between Imperial Majesty with Henry VIII definitive. After renouncing the Pope, 
Civil Order instructs Imperial Majesty, “Of the Christen faythe    playe now the true 
defendar” (2427). Pope Leo X granted Henry VIII theitl  “Fidei defensor” or “Defender 
of the Faith” in 1521 (Brown 244–6), so the wording  this section directly refers to 
Henry VIII (the original holder of that title on the English throne, though later monarchs 
would continue to use it). Civil Order’s request to Imperial Majesty continues by asking 
him to “Exyle thys monster” (2428) the pope, and Henry VIII’s Acts of Succession, 
Supremacy, and Treason in 1534 effectively transferred loyalty to him from the Pope 
(Vanhoutte, “Engendering England” 54). In The Actes of the Englysh Votaryes Bale 
refers to Henry VIII as God’s “inmedyate mynystre” (E8), and in King Johan Verity 
affirms that “A kynge . . . / is a mynyster    immedyate undre God” (2355–6). This 
passage certainly refers to Henry VIII, but being God’s “immediate minister” could apply 
to any monarch who headed a proper church. Therefor, when Bale revised the play 
during Elizabeth’s reign, Edward VI and Elizabeth also became partakers of the attributes 
                                                
35 Bale links Henry VIII to King John and Imperial Majesty blatantly and deliberately. Those interested in 
reading what other critics have said about the connection can examine Johnson 161–2; Walker, Plays 177–
8; Frontain 3; Blatt 124; Happé, “Dramatic” 248; Shep erd and Womack 27–8; Bevington, Tudor Drama 
104; Levin, Propaganda 90; and Adams, John Bale’s King Johan 60.  
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of Imperial Majesty. Thea Cervone broadly says that“Imperyall Majestie represents all 
other English monarchs” (187), though I would argue that his agenda must limit that list 
to Protestant leaders—those who achieve what King Johan could only hope for.36 King 
Johan thus revives in Henry VIII and his Protestant Tudor successors via the symbolic 
link of Imperial Majesty. 
The evidence for a Johan/Imperial Majesty connection g es beyond the dialogue 
of the play to its staging. Helen M. Whall declares that the play’s regal figures, King 
Johan and Imperial Majesty, probably had similar costumes (68–9), an assertion Adams 
corroborates with his doubling chart that has the same actor likely playing both King 
Johan and Imperial Majesty (“Doubling” 119). Doubling occurred commonly in early 
Tudor plays, so costumes were designed to facilitate the identification of characters 
(Wickham and Gladstone xiii). Accordingly, Bale likely designed the play so the link 
between King Johan and Imperial Majesty would be obvious to a viewing audience. One 
example of how this connection could be visually powerful lies in the crown both would 
wear. Alice Hunt says Imperial Majesty “undoubtedly” wears an imperial crown (105), a 
sign of “divine imperial majesty” (69). Shrank describes “the closed imperial crown, 
which—since 1533 and the Act in Restraint of Appeals—had symbolized the autonomy 
of the realm and its monarch from foreign powers, including and especially the pope” 
(“John Bale” 190). Hence, Hunt argues, “Ownership of the imperial crown is 
synonymous with the truth of the supremacy” (Hunt 68). Since King Johan and Imperial 
Majesty likely used similar costuming to associate their identities with each other, having 
                                                
36 A similar qualification applies to Alice Hunt’s statement, “Imperial Majesty . . . could represent the 




King Johan wear this crown would be a visual symbol of his sovereign authority separate 
from the pope’s jurisdiction. This costume choice would have been anachronistic for 
King Johan, since the use of the imperial crown by an English monarch only dates back 
to Henry V (Hoak 59). Here, as elsewhere, Bale chooses to privilege his message over 
historical accuracy. 
Although the costuming and doubling relationship between King Johan and 
Imperial Majesty cannot be established with complete certainty, doubling them would fit 
the casting pattern in the play. In King Johan, doubling nearly always pairs an abstract 
figure with a historically specific one, as noted in the earlier discussion of actors playing 
a Vice and a Catholic. King Johan would be an exception to this rule, being the “only 
consistently historical figure in the play” (Carpent r 266), unless the king were the 
individual manifestation of a larger virtue called Imperial Majesty. This pattern adds 
additional reason to believe that King Johan and Imperial Majesty were played by the 
same actor, and Adams’s study of doubling in the play draws exactly that conclusion 
(“Doubling” 119). In the play, the historical King Johan apparently doubles with the 
abstract Imperial Majesty, and Imperial Majesty’s traits suggest that monarchs during 
Bale’s lifetime were later types of that ideal ruling figure.37 
 Character introductions reinforce this pattern of individuals being an antitype of a 
larger idea. King Johan’s first scene contains a good example. In the absence of Baleus 
Prolocutor, before the audience knows who King Johan is, the actor playing him gives a 
                                                
37 As already noted, Henry VIII has specific connections to Imperial Majesty, and the conclusion to the 
play as it now exists explicitly assigns the ruling virtues to Queen Elizabeth. Though critics such as 
Leininger (125–8) and Blatt (101–2) have since castdoubt on the claim of an Edwardian recension of the 




speech about the scriptural basis for preserving the “lawfull kyng” (1–7). Scriptural and 
kingly authority continues to define King Johan’s agenda throughout the play. Similarly, 
Ynglond renounces her abuse by the clergy (27) well before disclosing her identity (41), 
and her abhorrence of the clergy never relents.  The dialogue of the as-yet-unknown 
characters coincides with their identities, but the ideas come across as general themes 
before being identified with a distinct personage. In this way, every character serves a 
symbolic purpose, and its symbolism can show its relation to other characters. Defining 
traits of King Johan and Ynglond—a desire for scriptural truth, concern with proper 
authority, mistrust of the clergy, and anti-Catholicism—all appear in Imperial Majesty, 
providing evidence for the thematic unity I propose between monarch and nation. 
The connection between Johan’s character and Imperial Majesty is readily 
accepted, but few people discuss the fate of Ynglond t  any great degree.38 The play’s 
emphasis on unity between ruler, church, and nation almost demands that the monarch 
not be a lone entity, but that he have the desired connection with his land, wife, and 
subjects (all of which Ynglond represents in the various aspects of her character). 
Vanhoutte says that Ynglond/England disappears fromthe play by splitting into the three 
estate characters—Clergy, Nobility, and Civil Order (“Engendering England” 71). Since 
a desire for harmony runs throughout the play, and the estates pledge their loyalty to 
Imperial Majesty (2328–34), this reading holds water, but it does not deal with the 
totality of the issue. Imperial Majesty has complete control over both politics and 
religion, is able to remove the Catholic threat by killing Sedition, and runs the 
                                                
38 Jacqueline Vanhoutte sees King Johan as really being about England (Strange Communion 46), but in 
this she refers to the country more than the character. Her book contributes significantly to the discu sion 
of the play’s contemporary relevance for Bale, but does not say a great deal about the character Ynglond. 
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government according to the scriptures and “Gods truthe” (2394). These 
accomplishments reflect Ynglond’s desired outcome at l ast as much as Johan’s. Imperial 
Majesty fully achieves the deepest desires expressed by ach of these two noble 
characters earlier in the text, combining their virtues into a single entity. 
This combining of all virtues into the king, making him the preeminent religious 
and civil authority for the nation, coincides with the idea of Tudor absolutism. Ribner 
traces the beginning of absolutism in England—minus the religious component—to 
Henry VII, as evidenced by his centralized control and the stress on “passive obedience” 
during his reign (English History Play 309–10). Under Henry VIII, Thomas Cromwell’s 
Act in Restraint of Appeals (1533) declares the prope  state of political affairs: “‘England 
is an empire . . . governed by one supreme head and king, having the dignity and royal 
estate of the imperial crown of the same, unto whom a body politic, compact in all sorts 
and degrees of people . . . be bounden and ought to bear, next to God, a natural and 
humble obedience” (Blatt 13). Bale wholly supported having “one supreme head,” 
referring to the monarch as “King of England, Fraunce, & Ireland, defender of the faith, 
and in earth vndre Christ, of the Churches of the sayd England and Irelande ye supreme 
head” (Apology A2). Accordingly, Bale counsels his countrymen, “A faythfull true 
subiect wyll reuerently respect in a kyng . . . what e is of gods election and ordinaunce” 
(Bale, Expostulation B8). For Bale, the ruler’s supreme power should be matched by 
supreme loyalty from subjects. 
With the monarch becoming head of the church, an obvious cause of dissent was 
people maintaining loyalty to the pope and the old re igion. Still, rebels such as those 
participating in the Pilgrimage of Grace had multiple grievances, addressing religious 
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issues such as the dissolution of the monasteries as well as political causes like requesting 
a free parliament rather than absolute royal control (Betteridge, Literature 56–7; Haigh, 
English Reformations 131). In King Johan, Sedition claimed responsibility for this 
rebellion on behalf of the Catholic Church (2515). Political and religious causes jointly 
caused the rebellion, so Henry VIII found ways to respond to both. The Henrician 
government expanded the definition of sedition to include any views that emphasized 
“the transience of political change” (Cavanagh 176), that were “hostile to reform,” that 
were “disdainful toward the sanctity of the King,” or that were “sympathetic to 
Catholicism” (179). Likewise, though “treason was strictly defined as a crime against the 
King . . . pro-government polemicists [including Bale] frequently rely on a definition of 
treason that comes to compass crimes against the naion as well” (Vanhoutte, 
“Engendering England” 55). The crown, nation, and religion intertwined in such a way 
that sedition became synonymous with treason and heresy.  
In opposition to this unity, Sedition’s evil in King Johan involves “creating a 
division between monarch and realm” (Cavanagh 179). Following King Johan’s 
agreement to submit himself to the pope, Ynglond complains that she is “bonde mayd” 
ruled by “a thefe” rather than bound to her proper king (1767, 1770). The Vice Sedition’s 
threat to Imperial Majesty also has a religious aspect to it, warning, “We lyngar a tyme    
and loke but for a daye / To sett upp the Pope    if the Gospell woulde decaye” (2550–1). 
In response, Imperial Majesty enacts horrific punishment for the Vice, forestalling a 
potential Catholic return to power by commanding Sedition to be “hanged and quartered” 
(2579). The Tudor desire for absolute control could not be achieved with the country 
housing factious rebels, especially those linked to the powerful Catholic Church. 
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Fortunately, Imperial Majesty has all the necessary tr its and privileges to lead the nation 
and its church. Once the three estates swear their loyalty and Sedition is removed, 
Imperial Majesty achieves what Ynglond and King Johan ad sought in creating a truly 
united, righteous land.  
 Such unity sets King Johan apart from Respublica, where the ruler and 
commonwealth remain divided, if cooperative, at the conclusion. Imperial Majesty, by 
incorporating the goals and characteristics of both King Johan and Ynglond, essentially 
marks the return of their characters—their distinguishing moral and mental qualities—to 
the play. In doing so, Bale’s play presents a more exact analogy for proper Tudor 
governance than Udall’s. One key difference is thate commonwealth in Bale’s play 
needs no reform, and no fear exists that she ever would. Bale views true Englishness, 
represented by Ynglond, as a persistent, virtuous quality only ever undercut by foreign 
incursion. For Bale, virtue begins with God, and he traces English Christianity back to 
apostolic origins. In his Voccacyon, Bale proclaims that Christ’s apostle Philip sent 
Joseph of Arimathea to preach the gospel in Britain. Consequently, Bale traces British 
Christianity’s origin “From Ierusalem & not from Rome” (B4v). Leaders like King 
Lucius “were noble kings” and “Gods immediate minister , for the peoples 
gouernaunce,” guiding the nation and church without interference from Rome 
(Declaration Q4v). 
This pure church “had non other Gods seruyce but the Gospell” and “folowed the 
playne rules of the scripturs” (Bale, Actes D1v), but it only persisted until Pope Gregory I 
sent the monk Augustine (later to be known as Augustine of Canterbury) from Rome. He 
established a church “more gouerned by byshoppes polycyes for their aduauntage, than 
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by the expresse worde of God . . . rather a polytyque churche than a Christen churche” 
(Bale, Actes D3v). The importation of Catholic ideas eroded the chur  in England as it 
did in Rome. Nevertheless, Bale depicts the work of early reformers and the Henrician 
Reformation as reassertions of primitive English Christianity rather than innovations. 
Bale condemns Catholics for calling Protestantism “new learning” (Admonishion A3), 
instead asserting the purity of England’s doctrine. H  claims that Henry VIII’s break 
from Rome reestablished proper monarchal independence a d made England “Gods 
owne fre kyngedome agayne,” signaling that it had been in that position befor  (Actes E8, 
my emphasis). The flawless virtues of Imperial Majesty’s composite parts, King Johan 
and Ynglond, thus are assertions of timeless English authority and goodness. 
 Even before this restoration, during centuries of Catholic influence in England, 
Bale saw English ideals as being unchanged, though s ppressed by Satanic powers. This 
is consistent with King Johan, where Ynglond recognizes and suffers the effects of he 
clergy’s abuse before the monarch becomes aware of the problem. The clergy’s wrong 
most directly damages England and its proper religion, not the monarchy, which often 
found support from Catholic power. Accordingly, Ynglond recognizes the Church’s 
corruption and brings those evils to Johan’s attention. By portraying Ynglond in this way, 
Bale suggests that monarchs have a responsibility to live up to the unwavering virtuous 
heritage of the land. Bale depicts King Johan answering the call of Ynglond, combating 
the Catholic threat at great personal cost—including his crown and life. Still, Ynglond 
most directly contributes religious virtue to the character of Imperial Majesty.  
 As Imperial Majesty’s dealings with the three estates at the end of the play 
demonstrate, his purpose is not just to have truth, but to spread it to the nation. In this, 
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Imperial Majesty acts in a parental role, again gaining this attribute from Ynglond and 
King Johan. Speaking of her connection with King Johan, Ynglond “describes their 
relationship in terms that echo a wedding ceremony: she was ‘gevyn hym of the Lord 
Omnypotente’ and will not leave him until ‘deth shall us departe’ (1.1615, 1622)” 
(Vanhoutte, “Engendering England” 66). It is this connection that makes Ynglond, at 
least partially, King Johan’s widow at the end of the play. Imperial Majesty, therefore, 
represents parenthood, and when the subjects are loyal, as at the end of the play, a picture 
of the English state as a happy, unified family emerges—a true commonwealth.39 
Following the Biblical injunction to Adam and Eve (Genesis 2:24), Johan and Ynglond 
become one flesh in Imperial Majesty. 
 Of course, the English citizens are not always obedient to their virtuous parents. 
Early in the play, their mother, Ynglond, declares English subjects unnatural bastards for 
following the Catholic Church (69).40 The rebellion of the three estates confirms that tey 
are unnatural children to god and country. Nevertheless, her nurturing trait comes across 
as Imperial Majesty teaches and corrects Clergy, Nobility, and Civil Order. The estates 
receive instruction on topics such as the unrivaled uthority of kings, which includes 
power greater than the pope (2385–6), and the importance of knowing and following 
scripture (2399).41 Johan, as a king, acts similarly as the father to his country, and his 
                                                
39 Vanhoutte also argues that King Johan is about the union of nation and king as family, but without 
making any connection between this claim and the character of Imperial Majesty (Strange Communion 49–
51). 
40 Mottram discusses how Bale speaks of the relationship between the country and her offspring: “‘Mother 
England’ is here a friend ‘to all good learning’, her ‘legitimate’ children the ‘wyttie writers’ of history” 
(24–5, citing Leland and Bale C7–C7v). The idea of the nation as mother is expressed here in the same way 
as in King Johan. 
41 Commonality receives his correction from Verity (at Imperial Majesty’s behest) offstage. Unlike the 
social figures representing the higher classes, only “spirituall blyndnes” (1554) and “poverte” (1563) keep 
Commonality from remaining loyal to King Johan. In the Epistle Exhortatorye, Bale accuses Catholics of 
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authority appears in Imperial Majesty. Imperial Majesty teaches truth, a trait stemming 
from Ynglond’s religious purity, then uses the regal authority connected with King Johan 
to command that the truth be followed: “Than must ye be sworne    to take me for your 
heade” (2435).42 Through this instruction, Imperial Majesty gives the people of England 
the ability to become true children of the nation once again. By including it in his play, 
Bale guides his audiences as to how they should live under Imperial Majesty’s 
incarnations in the Tudors. Imperial Majesty acts as a perfect parent to the English 
people.  
 This form of unity is conspicuous in the final manifestation of Imperial Majesty’s 
traits that Bale addresses—Queen Elizabeth. Well before Elizabeth ascended to the 
throne, Bale expressed his hope for her to do so inthe introduction to his edition of 
Elizabeth’s translation of Queen Marguerite’s A Godly Medytacyon of the Christen 
Sowle.43 Marc Shell sees Bale as calling in this text for Elizabeth to be a “nurturing 
father” to the nation (Shell 71), following in the footsteps of her father and brother (Bale, 
Godly E8v). Elizabeth wholeheartedly accepted this role, famously claiming that she had 
“the body of a weak and feeble woman, but . . . the heart of a king, and of a king of 
England, too” (Rede 157). Just as she merges genders in a manner similar to King Johan 
and Ynglond in Imperial Majesty, Elizabeth also portrays herself as a parent to the 
                                                                                                                                      
“with holdinge from [people] the scripturs . . . to make them both blynd and ignoraunt” (B8v). Since 
Commonality falls victim to this plot rather than willfully rebelling, it can be assumed the receiving the 
truth will enact necessary reform without the need for Imperial Majesty’s direct intervention. 
42 King James similarly proclaimed the king’s role as being a father to the nation (Hadfield, Shakespeare 
100–1). 
43 Marc Shell provides in-depth discussion of these txtual transmissions. Oliver Wort also discusses th 
text, specifically Bale’s heavy editorial hand in designing its message. 
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nation’s people. She explicitly expresses this filial unity in her first speech to Parliament 
in 1559: 
I have already joyned myselfe in marriage to an husband, namely the kingdome of 
England. And behold, the pledge of this my wed-lock in marriage with my 
kingdom (at which she displayed her coronation ring).... [D]oe not upbraid me 
with miserable lacke of children; for every one of y u, and as many as are 
Englishmen are children, and kinsmen to me: Of whom if God deprive me not, I 
can not without injury bee accompted barraine. (Taylor-Smither 65) 
 
This speech occurred two years before Bale supposedly revised King Johan to be staged 
for Elizabeth (Adams, John Bale’s King Johan 39), and it certainly preceded the final 
revisions. The convergence of Bale’s and Elizabeth’s concepts of monarchy as parental 
reveals that Bale’s desire for unity between ruler and nation parallels the existing Tudor 
conception of the idea. Monarch, nation, and God symbolically unite in Imperial Majesty 
and then tangibly—though no less symbolically—combine in both Bale’s version of 
Elizabeth and her self-presentation. The (re)establi hment of proper, godly order sits on 
the throne as Elizabeth, fulfilling the hopes expressed by Johan and Ynglond in Bale’s 
play.44 
 This proper order requires the people to obey the monarch, but for the nation to 
run properly the monarch also needs to heed the advice of the nation and its citizens. 
King Johan, Imperial Majesty, and even the addressed Queen Elizabeth receive direct, 
necessary advice in Bale’s play. Ynglond plays a vit l role in opening the king’s eyes to 
the deleterious effects of Catholic influence in the country. Ynglond’s advice, stemming 
from the traditional virtues of the land, always shows the proper way to act, and Johan 
only diverges from what she recommends when it is impossible to achieve what she 
                                                
44 Chapter four will build on this claim, pointing out how the Elizabethan culture and religion also 
displayed many of the traits Bale desired. 
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desires. Johan easily discerns that Ynglond’s information and ideas have merit, even 
when Sedition disparages her words as “bablyng matters” (156). Bale depicts King 
Johan’s choice to heed Ynglond’s advice as the impetus for his goodness and his 
transformation into a proto-Protestant martyr. 
 Like King Johan, whose ignorance of the clergy’s enormities at the start of the 
play is overcome via Ynglond’s advice, Imperial Majesty is unerringly virtuous, but is 
lacking in knowledge at times. Betteridge overstates th  matter when he says that “it is 
Veritas who has the ability to expose and defeat the vices, not Imperyall Majestye” 
(“Staging Reformation Authority” 52), but Veritas does play an important role in 
orchestrating the play’s resolution. Veritas only acts as Imperial Majesty has 
“commaunded [her]” (2319), indicating that all Veritas’s noble deeds stem from the 
power of the ruler, but this does not detract from the importance of her words. Veritas 
helps provide the justification for Imperial Majesty’  rule with her knowledge of the 
scriptures to show that “a kynge is judge over all / By Gods appoyntment” (2347–8), and 
she is the first to turn the rebelling subjects back into their proper course with her 
instructions. When Imperial Majesty enters, his firt three speeches are questions to 
Veritas. He realizes that his situation is much like King Johan’s at the start of the play, 
lacking knowledge of the true nature of the realm, so he enquires as to whether the three 
estates have recognized their incorrect actions in regards to King Johan and the pope 
(2322–2323, 2326). Only when Veritas assures Imperial Majesty that the subjects have 
repented does Imperial Majesty proceed to give his commands (2324). In another 
example of the importance of advisors, Imperial Majesty needs Nobility to inform him of 
Sedition’s name and nature (2458–9), with Civil Order (2481) and Clergy (2487–92) 
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providing corroborating testimony. Even Sedition gives Imperial Majesty information 
about how Catholic plots proceed (2522–51; see Betteridge, “Staging Reformation 
Authority” 52). Imperial Majesty and King Johan posse s impeccable desires and virtues, 
but lack full information, demonstrating the need for good counselors even for exemplary 
rulers. 
Of course, for Bale, Queen Elizabeth is one such ruler. Bale does not accuse 
Elizabeth of the same innocent ignorance shown by Johan, but if the monarch should 
need advice, his play offers helpful suggestions regarding how to proceed with the 
country’s monarchal and religious future. Just as Ble saw King John as a bright light in 
dark times, he knew the brilliance of Elizabeth’s refo med England would be marred by 
continued threats. He remembered too well his religious exiles under Henry VIII (Happé, 
John Bale 11) and Mary (McCusker 25), both of which followed periods where it seemed 
his desires for a stable Protestant England had been achieved—by Henry VIII before his 
conservative turn and during Edward VI’s reign. Betteridge (Tudor Histories 72) and 
Walker (Plays 177–8) equate the continued presence of Sedition after King Johan’s death 
with the need for continued reformation in England, demonstrating the persistence of 
Catholic control and the lingering threat to future o der. In King John’s time, Sedition 
had appeared as Archbishop Steven Langton, a Catholic presence threatening the 
country’s order. The same problem reappeared under the Tudors. Under Henry VIII, Bale 
was already complaining about Bishop Edmund Bonner as a corrupting influence, saying 
that he was the leader of the antichrist in England for his role in the martyrdom of Anne 
Askew (Beilin 11). Bale continued his attacks on Bonner elsewhere, calling him “a verye 
fearce furyouse angell of the bottomlesse pytt” (Yet a Course A2). Bale sought to warn 
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Henry VIII about the danger posed by Bonner and other Catholic-leaning clergy in his 
Epistle Exhortatory and other texts, calling Bonner “the blodye Byshop of London” for 
“the cruell shedynge of poore innocentes blood” as he killed Protestants (Epistle A8v). 
Unfortunately for Bale, Henry VIII wanted to forestall reformation theology’s progress, 
and it was the author who ended up in exile. Henry VIII, though Bale would never blame 
him, did not heed the advice of his wise counselor, and England suffered under wicked 
clergy until Edward VI as a result. 
Bale also attributes Queen Mary’s Catholic practices to the bishops rather than to 
her directly. He attacks Bishop Stephen Gardiner and all the English bishops generally 
(Happé, John Bale 40–1), saying they are misleading Mary. He accuses th  bishops of 
telling her that “the people is desirous of Masses, and that they neuer fauoured the 
scriptures” to encourage her to return to Catholic worship (Admonishion A6v). Bale prays 
for Mary “plainly to se [their] falshoode” (Admonishion A6), indicating that this attitude 
did not initiate with the monarch. As these example show, Bale saw Sedition as 
continuing to return in many forms; it had not been liminated from the realm. The ruler, 
even if ideal, would need to be on guard for corrupting Catholic influences. Realizing 
this, Bale used King Johan as a warning about the need to recognize and follow helpful 
admonitions from good counselors. He tried to fill the role of a counselor himself, filling 
his play with “proper” advice about how to deal with many of the pressing issues facing 
England, guiding rulers and subjects alike. 
 Bale’s works often take on this role of guiding the nation’s residents. Bale wrote 
numerous texts, some like The Image of Both Churches and The Actes of Englysh 
Votaryes stretching to hundreds of pages, but in under 2700 lines King Johan effectively 
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delivers a synopsis of Bale’s foci. King Johan typifies Bale’s main themes and 
preoccupations even as it diverges from his usual dramatic practices—it does not directly 
relate to Biblical texts, features historical figures, and lacks speeches from Baleus 
Prolocutor. Thematically, it acts as the work most emblematic of his career. This appears 
to hold true even considering works that are now lost. Happé’s study of the titles of lost 
plays, listed in Bale’s bibliographic works, gives good evidence that Bale’s lost works 
would continue the themes of extant plays, producing a full cycle ("John Bale's Lost 
Mystery Cycle"). In King Johan, Bale’s thoughts about religion, history, and politics 
appear along with their relative importance to the author. The play presents a message 
regarding the need for a strong Protestant religion fostered by a powerful king 
maintaining England’s independence and glory. Only this conjunction of godliness and 
authority would enable the country to live up to the promise of its righteous heritage. The 
history of King John and Reformation religious doctrines serve as tools that help Bale 
express his desires for his current England in terms of sovereignty, historical perspective, 
religion, obedience, and national character. For this reason, certainly more than for its 
minor links to later history plays, King Johan rightly persists as Bale’s most studied and 
famous play. 
 Building on the ideas in King Johan, later chapters in this dissertation will 
examine exactly what shape Bale’s ideal England would take and the means he used to 
help guide it there. All Bale’s works—whether they take the form of Biblical exegesis, 
bibliography, antiquarian research, or religious contr versy—actually seek to make Bale 
a counselor to his ruler and country people. Chapter two will focus on what traits define 
proper Englishness and what can be done to perpetuate and increase it. Ideas from 
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chapter one such as England’s historic goodness, the rig t roles for various estates and 
the ruler, and basing the nation’s religion on the scriptures all will be covered there in 
more detail. My own take on critical issues such as England’s elect status and Bale’s 
main polemical goals are also addressed. Chapter three examines the antithesis of Bale’s 
desired national characteristics from chapter two. King Johan’s vices and their Catholic 
doubling counterparts are attacked for many of the same reasons, and in many of the 
same ways, as Bale uses elsewhere. Going beyond typical claims that Bale is simply a 
crass Catholic hater, I contend in chapter three that Bale is actually careful and precise in 
how and why he attacks certain people and practices. Bale demonstrates rhetorical skill 
and calculated purpose most critics do not recognize. The final chapter looks at Bale’s 
influence on Elizabethan England, but not in the way most critics do. King Johan’s 
popularity makes it the most common subject for questions of influence, but I argue that 
Bale’s effect on drama is at best questionable. Instead, given Bale’s core purpose of 
creating a Protestant commonwealth with royal backing, I study how Bale’s ideas shape 
the Elizabethan Settlement in the Church of England. King Johan’s depiction of Queen 
Elizabeth from Bale’s perspective turns out to be very accurate, with many of Imperial 
Majesty’s in-play reforms finding lasting enactment u der Elizabeth. Though Bale, like 
King Johan, had to wait until after his death to see the fulfillment of his desires, that time 
eventually came under the last Tudor monarch, just as King Johan had predicted she 







Chapter Two: The Members of the Commonwealth: John Bale’s Ideal Vision(s) of 
English Identity45 
“I shall not nowe neade to recite to your learned maiestie, what profyte aryseth by 
continuall readinge of bokes, specyally of aunceyent hystories . . .  They treat what is in 
ych commonwelth to be folowed, and what to be chefely eschewed. What causeth a 
realme to floryshe, and what doth dyminish the estat  therof, wyth a thousande of like 
matters.” (Leland and Bale A3) 
 
Part I: Is England Elect? 
Bale saw divine potential in England. In discussing King Johan, chapter one 
pointed out how Bale’s history of the British church traced it back to apostolic times and 
the ministry of Joseph of Arimathea, sent by the apostle Philip (Vocacyon B4v). Bale also 
suggested that the Paul’s follower Timothy converted the first Christian English ruler, 
King Lucius (Vocacyon B5). As a result, Bale confidently affirmed, “From the schole of 
Christe hymselfe haue we receyued the documentes of oure fayth” (Vocacyon B4v). 
Given this origin, England’s church could and should have been separate from the 
corruptions of Roman, papal Christianity. The nation and its inhabitants had an even 
more ancient origin, with Bale’s sources tracing the land’s Biblical history back to 
Noah’s son Japheth (B1v). Even after the English church became infected with Roman 
Catholic ideas under the direction of Augustine of Canterbury, good and true followers of 
Christ continued to inhabit the land. Bale identified English kings (such as King John 
[Yet a Course C6v] and William Rufus [First Two Partes I G2–G2v]) and religious 
figures and writers (like Wyclif, Chaucer, and Gower [Vocacyon B7]) who opposed the 
                                                
45 Throughout this chapter, I will be using the terms British and English interchangeably, as Bale often did. 
However, despite general indiscriminate usage of the terms, Bale did have a complex—sometimes 




Catholic Church in various ways. These historical antecedents, when linked with the 
Reformation begun under Henry VIII, made England—as B le viewed it—a place where 
the gospel could flourish in the future as it had in the past. 
William Haller claims that Bale saw England as an elect nation because of its 
righteous past and bright future. Haller uses Bale’s d piction of English history, along 
with Bale’s discussion of “preponderantly English” martyrs, to claim that “the war 
between the two Churches . . . while still represented as filling all history, nevertheless 
settle[d] down into an age-long contention of English rulers and people against the alien 
intruders . . .” (69). According to Haller, Bale wanted to “rewrite the history of the 
Church from an English Protestant point of view fitted to present circumstances” (134). 
Other writers agree with Haller’s claim that Bale pr sented England as having a special 
role to fill in the “latter days” (Leland and Bale F9v). Herbert Graves, seconding Haller’s 
claims regarding “God’s particular providence with regard to England” (143), contends 
that Bale’s Image of Both Churches and Catalogus (the latest and most comprehensive of 
Bale’s bibliographic records of British authors) “tried to prove that England had been 
chosen as the elect country for the survival and reestablishment of the true faith” (147, 
emphasis added). Speaking of Bale (as well as the la er Protestant playwrights Lewis 
Wager and the author of Jacob and Esau), Paul Whitfield White says that “in 
indentifying with the chosen people of the Old Testament, Protestants believed that they 
were in a sense reliving the experiences of the Israelites” (Theatre 120–1, my emphasis). 
White then ties this idea of elect Protestants to England specifically by referencing the 
analogy between Moses and the English monarch in King Johan (Theatre 221n.69). 
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These authors claim that Bale saw England as a godly nation destined to have a glorious 
future and a key role in advancing the Protestant cuse. 
The problem with this position emerges when one considers the rapid changes in 
English confessionalism and inconsistencies in natio l religious practice.46 Why would 
an elect nation fall from essentially pure roots when Augustine of Canterbury arrived in 
the year 596 (First Two Partes I C7v), persist as a Catholic nation “to the myddle age of 
kyng Henry the. viij” when it became Protestant (First Two Partes II A5), and then revert 
to being Catholic under Mary, leading to the persecution and martyrdom of about 275 
people who shared Bale’s supposedly correct views of the gospel (Haller 16)? A partial 
answer to this comes through understanding Bale’s vi w of “the apocalyptic 
periodization of history” (King, “John Bale” 33). Combining historical and scriptural 
analysis to an extent never done before, Bale’s Image of Both Churches proposed that 
“antichrist ruled over the Christian church . . . during the middle ages” and that current 
religious conflicts were between “the medieval chur[’s] . . . successors at Rome” and 
true Protestant churches (Christianson 9). Bale thus explained the darkness in Britain’s 
past as part of God’s plan for history, a divinely appointed dark age. King John’s inability 
to successfully reform the English Church shows howtruth could not prevail during this 
period. Speaking of the interval between the inception of Catholic control over English 
religion and Henry VIII’s break with Rome, Bale lamented that “the more part of 
writters, were wholly geuen to serue Antichristes affectes in the parelouse ages of the 
churche” (Leland and Bale C1v, emphasis added). In the same text, he contrasted “th  
                                                
46 Tom Betteridge provides a concise definition for cnfessionalism: “Confessionalism is the process of 
creating and sustaining religious confessions as organized public churches” (1). 
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tyme of supersticion” with the current age of “learnynge & syght” (H7).47 In defense of 
his nation’s past, Bale added, “In the middest of al darkenesse, haue some men by all 
ages, had the liuynge sprete of Goddes chyldren, what though they haue in some thynges 
erred” (C1v). Like King John, these other godly people could not bring about effectual 
change. During these times, God allowed Catholic obfuscation of the truth and 
suppression of dissent to reign. 
The enduring ages of Catholic intrusion could potentially have ended with the 
sixth seal in Revelation opening (Firth 46). Signs such as the availability of the Bible in 
English and Henry VIII’s break with Rome had “made open vnto [English people] the 
way, and dryuen away from [their] gates the great aduersarie that shuld most haue noyed 
[them] (Bale, First Two Partes I A6v–A7). Bale undeniably saw potential for proper 
religion in post-Reformation England, but he also recognized the backsliding and 
fallibility of his country people. Even Henry VIII, whom Bale lauded as a “Josias” and 
the restorer of the “thre lawes” of Nature, Moses, and Christ (Three Laws 2021–2, in 
Bale, Complete Plays II), killed Anne Askew and others for their more radical Protestant 
beliefs. Such acts from a supposedly enlightened ruler precluded any possibility that Bale 
could claim an assured, special destiny for his country. True, he was sure England would 
eventually return to the true worship of God, but he said the same of faithful people the 
world over, as when he spoke in Image of “what premies, what crowns, and what glory 
the said congregation shall have after this present co flict with the enemies” (Christmas 
                                                
47 James Simpson and Cathy Shrank (“John Bale”) discuss Bale’s periodization of history and its 
implications for Bale’s own enlightened age, a time when the ideal English identity discussed in this 
chapter could be achieved. 
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253). Clearly righteousness and its blessings were not destined only for England, nor 
were persecutions or regression absent from Bale’s homeland.  
What Bale considered pestilent religious practices n England persisted 
throughout his life. Henry VIII’s increasing conservatism manifested itself in the ousting 
and execution of Thomas Cromwell in 1540 (McCusker 14) and in decrees such as the 
Six Articles of 1539 that “affected an apparent reversal in policy towards the Church and 
re-established a number of conservative interpretations of key points of doctrine” 
(Walker, Plays 178). Mary’s reign consisted wholly of “daungerous daies of affliction” 
(Bale, Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion A1), and even Elizabeth’s time saw 
Anabaptists—warned against twice in King Johan (Bale, Complete I 2532, 2626)—and 
other sects joining Catholics as threats to a stable, national, Protestant church. Bale’s 
“notion of the two churches: one enlightened by the Gospel and the other contaminated” 
presented a view of religious factions far too tidy to equate the former directly with the 
Church of England (Happé, John Bale 32). While Bale desired a national church for 
many reasons that will be discussed below, he realized that God’s true followers were not 
delineated by national boundaries. His praise for “Germanie / Denmarcke / and Geneua” 
as havens for Protestants during Mary’s reign shows that Bale rejoiced in the existence of 
a universal Christian community (Vocacyon A6). The lack of a direct correlation between 
righteousness and Englishness has led some scholars to refute the claims that Bale 
viewed England as elect. Paul Christianson argues that the idea of England as an elect 
nation did not emerge until after the generation of Bale and Foxe when Thomas 
Brightman introduced the idea (246). Fairfield adds, “However prominent England’s 
historical role might have been and might be in the future, Bale saw it as merely one part 
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of the cosmic drama which the Book of Revelation described. . . . Compared to the 
imminent Second Coming, England’s role in world history paled considerably in 
significance” (109–10). Richard Bauckham also refuts Haller’s claims, stating that Bale 
focused on England only because of his audience and that Bale saw the whole world as 
participating in apocalyptic events (72–3, 86).48 From the perspective of these writers, 
Bale did not see England as having any unique role in bringing about God’s purposes. 
Deciding who interpreted Bale’s views correctly, those claiming privileged 
English status in his works or their critics, proves difficult. Both camps make seemingly 
valid points, and the difficulty of making definitive statements becomes apparent in their 
disputation. Despite emphasizing problems with Haller’s claims of election, Fairfield 
acknowledges Bale’s British focus and declares, “One can indeed find passages in Bale’s 
works which support Haller’s arguments that [Bale] longed most of all for a purified 
national Church under a godly ruler” (107–8). In fact, after dismissing Haller’s claims, 
Fairfield himself recognizes that Bale had a “sense of a peculiar mission for England in 
the Last Days” (155). Like Fairfield, Haller also undercuts his own argument at times, 
albeit unintentionally. Haller quotes Bale’s Vocacyon to buttress his claims about 
England’s special status: “‘Now truly in this latter age and end of the world God, 
showing great mercy to his elected heritage, hath gered them together from the perils 
of persecution by the voice of his holy gospel’” (70). Even a cursory reading of Vocacyon 
in its fullness, however, reveals England at its nadir in many ways when Bale wrote the 
text from exile, with the godly being scattered and persecuted. The Vocacyon (here I 
                                                
48 Andrew Hadfield similarly argues that Bale viewed the Church of England merely as a part of the 
universal church, possessing no special privileges or roles (“Translating” 48). 
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reference John N. King’s modernized text in Voices of the English Reformation) told of 
Bale needing to flee to escape priests who were “conspiring [his] death” and Bale’s 
servants being killed for not observing Catholic holy days (249–50). So, Fairfield 
somewhat agrees with Haller after criticizing him, and a passage Haller uses to claim 
England’s greatness comes from a text that emphasizes its current flaws. Clearly, the 
question at the core of said debate, “Did Bale consider England elect?”, presents no easy, 
definitive answers. One certainty was that Bale believ d in the potential for the nation to 
arrive at a godly destination. Though this potential d d not reside solely on English soil, 
Bale saw that soil as particularly fertile for religious reform due to its righteous origins. 
Still, Bale knew that England could lose—and had at times lost—its way.  
England’s malleable position as a nation complicates th  “elect or not” debate. 
This status also explains why Bale so often wrote dir ctly to the members of the 
commonwealth. Because of what England could but might not become, an author, 
preacher, and polemicist like Bale had an important role to fill in helping his country 
achieve its potential. My dissertation argues that all Bale’s texts attempt to guide the 
nation’s current situation, but this goal is explicitly stated in some publications. The titles 
alone reveal this impulse in books like An Admonishion to the Bishoppes of Vvinchester, 
London and Others; An Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion, Compiled n Two 
Prayers Most Frutefull and Necessary to Be Vsed and Sai  of Al Ttue [Sic] English Men, 
in These Daungerous Daies of Affliction, for the Comf rt and Better Stay of the Christen 
Comscience, Bewailing the Deserued Plages of England; A  Expostulation or 
Complaynte Agaynste the Blasphemyes of a Franticke Papyst of Hamshyre; The Apology 
of Iohan Bale Agaynste a Ranke Papyst Anuswering Both Hym and Hys Doctours, That 
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Neyther Their Vowes nor yet Their Priesthode Are of the Gospell, but of Antichrist; and 
The Epistle Exhortatorye of an Englyshe Christyane V to His Derelye Beloued Contreye 
of Englande. Bale wrote these texts because he felt a responsibility to fulfill the role he 
had been “elected” to in helping the nation advance as a Christian commonwealth. In his 
Vocacyon, Bale spoke of the apostle Paul’s call to preach and followed that discussion by 
saying, “What if I shoulde in like case boaste yt he by his grace had also called me in this 
age to preache the same Gospel to the Irishe heathens wc neuer hearde of it afore to 
knowledge?” (A4). Rudolph P. Almasy points to another passage in Vocacyon with a 
similar message: “Bale concludes . . . by defining himself further as ‘a collectour or a 
caller togyther of the christen flocke in thys age’” (11). Bale’s appointment to Ireland 
came directly from Edward VI, “Of the Churches of the sayde Englande, and Irelande the 
supreme head” (Leland and Bale A2), but Bale’s sense of a divine calling did not exist 
only while he held a royal commission. In The Image of Both Churches, Bale stated, “I 
have considered it no less than my bound duty, under pain of damnation, to admonish 
Christ’s flock . . .” (Christmas 255). Bale often ministered to the portion of “Christ’s 
flock” specifically in Britain, hoping to bring his native land back to its proper Christian 
identity.        
Bale portrayed his ideal nation in King Johan. Imperial Majesty successfully 
instigated rule by the scriptures (2438), attained the loyalty of all estates in England 
(2329–32), and established his own absolute authority by ousting the Catholic Church 
(2358–60). From the way Bale described Elizabeth at the end of King Johan, a leader 
whose “godly wayes” helped in “Restorynge Gods honoure” (2673, 2684), he must have 
still believed England could persist as godly, Biblical, righteous, and properly governed 
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in 1561 when revising the play for a (probable) performance before the Queen (Adams, 
John Bale’s King Johan xix). Bale’s optimism made sense given that Elizabeth ruled after 
Henry VIII had “brought   Christes veryte to lyght / Whan he put the Pope   with hys 
fylthynes to flyght” (Three Laws 2022, in Bale, Complete Plays II). Bale also praised 
Henry VIII elsewhere for opening the way to truth and leading his country in 
righteousness (First Two Partes I A7).  
Between the glorious inauguration of the Reformation and the reign of Regina 
Gloriana, however, there had been many periods where t  country had reverted to more 
religiously conservative or outright Catholic practices. Late in Henry VIII’s reign, objects 
and practices of Catholic origin including “holy bread, holy water, procession, creeping 
to the cross on Good Friday and Easter Day” and others were restored and “interpreted 
along the lines laid down in the Ten Articles and theBishops’ Book” (Duffy 411). King 
Johan’s failure to produce lasting change in his natio  stemmed from the dark times in 
which he lived. The same defense for evil practices could not be used following the break 
with Rome. Martyrs like Anne Askew (who was racked before being burned to death) 
(Beilin 11), exiles like Bale himself (as recounted in Vocacyon and elsewhere), continued 
non-Biblical church practices that were “like the Malignaunt churche of the papistes” 
(Vocacyon 8), and people who “yet lyue[d] after theyr popes olde rules” remained present 
in the nation (First Two Partes I A1). The Reformation wounded the “Antichrist of 
Rome,” but Bale feared the wound could be “healed again” (Excellent and a Right 
Learned Meditacion B2). Nevertheless, later Elizabethan England adopte many beliefs 
and practices Bale idealized in his writings (as will be detailed in chapter four). Since all 
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the Tudors shared the same historical age, explaining their religious divergence requires 
looking at causality beyond periodization. 
Either evil individual choices or God’s foreordained trials could explain the 
bumpy road of the Reformation. Bale was not consistent as to which of these 
explanations he preferred. Like the Church of Englad itself, Bale often professed a 
Calvinist worldview that provided an explanation for shifts in fortune. Calvinism 
affirmed that God decided the eternal, unchangeable condition of the elect and the 
reprobate with no reference to free will. Bale’s writing sometimes echoed this exact 
belief, as when he spoke of the elect as if they were discovering rather than contributing 
to their inherent godly nature: “God wyil trye hys elect as gold is tried in the fornace and 
by these frutes shal thei bring them selues to be knowen what they be” (Soueraigne A8v). 
Conversely, in Image, Bale spoke of “the ungodly reprobates, fit only for destruction” 
(Christmas 475). Christianson states that, in Bale’s view, “The Almighty preordained 
both sides from all eternity,” using a quotation from The Image of Both Churches that 
refers to the faithful and wicked as destined to be with Christ or perish (Christianson 16). 
Ruth H. Blackburn notices the same themes of election and lack of free will in Bale’s 
play God’s Promises (56). Considering such Calvinistic statements, one might expect 
Bale contentedly to allow God’s plan to play out, since nothing he—or any human—
could do would alter the outcome. Of course, Calvinists were never as dismissive of 
human action as the reductive binary of elect/reprobate implies. Even John Calvin 
himself stated, “We dream not of a faith which is devoid of good works, nor of a 
justification that can exist without them: the only difference is, that while we 
acknowledge that faith and works are necessarily connected, we, however, place 
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justification in faith, not in works” (Calvin III.16.1). Only an overly simplistic view of 
Calvinism would question why Bale felt his works, literary and religious, mattered. 
Moreover, English Calvinists were generally fairly moderate in their view of 
predestination and allowed an even greater role for works. Haller writes that they 
preached “as though there were something the people they were trying to convert could 
do to participate in the process of their own redemption. . . . the elect were called to co-
operate with the Lord as though they were indeed his c osen agents” (75). The Book of 
Homilies—which was “to be read in Churches by the Ministers, diligently and distinctly” 
as stated in the Thirty-Nine Articles (Burnet 381)—provides examples of English 
moderate Calvinism. The “Homily of Faith” declared that it “is through faith [that] we be 
justified before God” (King, Voices 60), but then stressed that “true faith” would “show 
itself by good works” (62). The “Homily of Good Works” went further, affirming that 
“travailing continually during your life, thus in observing the commandments of God” 
was, when “wrought in faith,” “the right trade and pathway unto heaven” (King, Voices 
66). Despite the statements in the previous paragraph, “the doctrine of the Elect . . . 
appears somewhat rarely in Bale’s writings” (Happé, John Bale 31). When he did write 
about predestination, his statements contained inconsistencies. He sometimes (as above) 
divided the elect from the reprobate, but in his D aloge or Communycacyon to Be Had at 
a Table betwene Two Chyldren he included the following exchange: 
Paulus.  
Hath all menne bene called to grace by that Gospell of saluacyon? 
Ioannes,  
Yea doubtlesse haue they, yet haue they not al thankefully receyued it. So well 





How cometh it then to passe, that so many are lost, and still yet doth dayly 
peryshe through their lewde conuersacyon and lycencyouse lyuyng.  
Ioannes.  
No faute can be ascribed to the Gospel . . . The disdayneful spurninge a syde or 
throwinge at their tayles of that necessary health in Christ is cause of their decaye, 
and not the set ordinaunce of God, whych willeth all menne to be saued. 
(Dialogue A2v–A3v, emphasis added) 
 
Here Bale highlighted the role of individual choices and actions in salvation. Bale’s 
views on Calvinism were complicated, like those of the Church of England. He was 
certainly open to the idea that people could choose f r themselves how to act, but he 
maintained that God had a prophesied and unalterable plan for the world. When it came 
to individuals, Bale generally stressed the importance of choosing to follow God, 
believing that righteous choices could effectually mould the individual—and, hopefully, 
his or her country.49 
Bale’s allowance for human actions to shape the course of historical events opens 
the door to a more illuminating question than, “Was England elect?”. This question is, 
“What role should English people play in order to have England reach its potential?”. As 
Haller puts it, Bale believed “[God’s] people must be made to understand the whole 
pattern of events from the beginning to the present in order that they should realize their 
own place as a nation in that process, their immediat  responsibility, the destiny to which 
they were called” (134). Within God’s plan, individuals had their own proper course. 
Bale emphasized the duties of English people through writing in the vernacular and 
addressing his country people directly. Bale wrote t  ach level of the English 
                                                
49 Calvinism would maintain that only the elect could make godly choices because their faith and goodness 
would be gifts from God. The purpose here is not to examine every facet of Calvinistic theology, or even 
Bale’s views on it. It is only important to touch on this issue as a way to explain why Bale, who in some 
works focused on the world’s assured progression through the seven seals in Revelation, also produced 
many texts designed to guide and correct the course of the people of England.  
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commonwealth: the king, his counselors, the clergy, and the common people. Each of 
these groups had a distinct role to play in ensuring that the nation as a whole could 
become godly and reformed. Thus, the ideal English identity in this chapter’s title is not 
singular, but rather a composite creation dependent upon each group and individual 
performing properly. Bale’s instructions regarding how to act were not materially 
separate from texts that would be classified as primarily historical and/or religious. This 
dissertation contends that Bale’s writings were all geared toward accomplishing change 
in his contemporary nation. Bale himself said as much: “It is the nature alwayes of an 
historye to declare the goodnesse and malyce of tymes by the dyuerse actes of men, to the 
warnynge of others, whyche I in my writynges haue decreed to folowe” (First Two 
Partes II L4, emphasis added). Bale’s works, directly or indirectly, served as conduct 
manuals to influence the current and future state of he nation.  
This chapter will continue by looking back to pre-Catholic England to examine 
the ancient archetype for Bale’s conception of prope  English identity. It will then 
investigate how Catholic influences undermined thatidentity.50 When writing about post-
Reformation England, the increased opportunities and responsibilities for those living 
with the light of the gospel became Bale’s focus. A properly instructed populace could be 
held to a higher standard than earlier generations. After laying out Bale’s expectations for 
English people in general, the focus will shift to th se who led the nation in various ways. 
Bale listed preachers, writers, and counselors as having special responsibilities, and he 
participated in these influential groups. After focusing on the specific duties of the 
                                                
50 The multiplicity of Bale’s complaints about Catholicism will be discussed mostly in chapter three, with 
the section herein remaining focused on how positive aspects of English identity were able to persist. 
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monarch, the chapter will briefly show how Bale viewed all these roles as interconnected. 
Issues of causality and culpability intertwined all individuals and classes. England would 
succeed or fail based on specific actions taken, or eglected, by those responsible, so the 
result was a sense of interdependence among all ranks and roles in society. Bale’s ideal 
English identity required participation from the entire population to be achieved. 
Part II: Pre-Reformation England  
 Bale had many reasons to be proud of his country’s origins. Bale found support 
for his belief in apostolic Christianity in Britain  sources including Freculphus and 
Isidorus [Isidore of Seville] (Vocacyon B4v), as well as Gildas and Geoffrey of 
Monmouth (Hadfield, “Translating” 48). While many chroniclers had portrayed this 
version of Christianity’s installation in Britain, Bale used it for his own polemical ends. A 
tie to early Christianity would please both Catholics and Protestants, making England just 
one step removed from the personal ministry of the Savior—Joseph of Arimathea brought 
the gospel, and he had known Christ. For Catholics, thi  would have been a point of 
national pride, but would have had no effect on their worship. From their perspective, the 
pope had a direct lineage dating back to the senior ap stle, Peter, and thus all Church 
practices, even those not found in the Bible, had apostolic sanction.  
For Protestants, the idea of apostolic preaching in their country demonstrated that 
a kernel of pure Christianity had been planted in England before the Catholic corruptions 
emerged. Bale definitively divided native British Cristianity from its corrupted Roman 
counterpart.  
• Bale directly refuted the Catholic Church’s claim to authority. In The 
Image of Both Churches, Bale referred to Emperor Charles V as the 
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“beast’s image” for upholding “the pope for St Peter’s only vicar and head 
of the christian church” (Christmas 446).  For Bale, “The bishops of Rome 
(as they call them), from Peter to Sylvester . . . gave their whole diligence 
to see these laws observed whom the Holy Ghost had made to their hands” 
(Christmas 502), but after Boniface III called himself pope and taught 
“abominable superstition” (Christmas 504), the Catholic church no longer 
followed Christ. Bale labeled “[Pope] Syluester [II] and his successours” 
as “those Angels of darkenesse, whyche toke from [Satan] the chayne, 
wherwith Christ had tyed hym vp, for that thousand yeares space, whych 
was the true ministracyon of hys myghty worde, & so sent hym forth 
abrode by most deuylysh doctrynes”  (First Two Partes II B1v).  
• Bale viewed true Christianity as being grounded in the Bible. To provide 
just a few examples, his Biblical plays “advocate[d] chiefly faith, 
humility, and the Bible unmediated” (E.S. Miller 630); in King Johan he 
“urge[d] kings to rule according to the Bible” (Duncan 72); and his 
Expostulation praised Edward VI for having “restored the boke of the 
Lorde” (Expostulation B7v). Bale found the scriptural authority he desired 
lacking in Catholicism’s devilish doctrines. He referred to the Mass as an 
“abho minable idoll” and said, “Of the latyne popysh masse, is not one 
worde in all the Byble, and therfor it perteyneth not to faythe” (Excellent 
and a Right Learned Meditacion A3v; First Examinacyon A4). 
• The duration of the early British church’s endurance also heightened the 
importance of pre-Roman Christianity in England. Bale said that British 
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Christianity persisted 216 years without considerable corruption (First 
Two Partes B6v). The British church continued righteously and separately 
despite the existence of another version of the religion evolving in Italy. 
This fact provided precedent for England’s correct church—not only 
doctrinally, but also nationally—being separate from Roman Catholicism.  
From a Protestant perspective, the divergence between the Pope’s religion and true 
Christianity gave ancient British practices a privileged status. 
The idea of untainted Britishness inflected Bale’s perspective on the origins of his 
nation. Bale, citing historical sources such as Geoffr y of Monmouth (Mottram 16) and 
John Annius of Viterbo (Actes B2), traced Britain’s founding back to immediately after 
Noah’s Flood. Both Catholics and Protestants accepted this origin based on Bible verses 
such as Genesis 10:5: “Of these came the Isles of the Gentils in theyr countryes, euery 
man in hys speach kynred, & nation” (Matthew Bible). Tracing British genealogy back to 
the Deluge held special importance to Bale because it represented a clean slate. Bale was 
somewhat inconsistent in his depiction of what was orthy to be considered British or 
English, but at times he rejected anything that came from without, even back to the 
Saxons, Danes, and the Normans who ruled England. Bale always linked invading 
foreign powers with Catholic support. He claimed that Pope Gregory was guilty of 
“prouokynge those Saxons fearcelye to inuade them” (First Two Partes I B3v), and used 
Bede as a source to support that view (Frantzen 32). Similar claims linked Catholic 
sedition to Danish and Norman invasions, with the clergy “promot[ing] the Danysh 
bloude to the crowne of Englande” and then supporting “the Normanes our most 
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greuouse enemyes” (First Two Partes II C8v–D1).51 Catholics instigated the disastrous 
foreign control of England’s church and religion. 
Bale’s emphasis on political/religious collusions among his enemies came 
partially because he sought the same connection in a Protestant, supreme monarch. Bale 
considered Henry VIII to have restored England to its proper independent and godly 
state. He discussed a prophesy from Merlin that I will quote here at length:  
[A]fter the manyfolde irrupcions of straungers, thekinges of thys realme shuld be 
ones agayn crowned wyth the Dyademe of Brute, and beare his auncyent name, 
the new name of straungers so vanishinge awaye. He that applyeth vnto this a 
right vnderstandinge shall fynde it very true. The Diademe of Brute is the 
pryncely power of thys whole region, immediatly geuen of God . . . Fre was that 
power from the great whores domynyon (which is the Rome churche) tyll the 
violent conquest of the English Saxons, which they ad of the Brytaynes for their 
iniquities sake. And now (prayse be vnto that Lorde) it is in good waye to that 
fredome agayne, and would fullye attayne therunto, were here heythnysh yokes in 
religion ones throwne a syde, as I doubt it not but they will be within short space. 
(First Two Partes I E8v–F1)  
 
Bale here looked back to an ancient time of God-given sovereignty for the nation, which 
was interrupted by foreign powers but had been resto d under Henry VIII. The lack of 
“fullye” regaining ancient glory came because this ext was produced after Henry VIII 
had stopped supporting further Protestant reform (Bevington, Tudor Drama 105). By 
associating Henry VIII with the “diademe of Brute,” Bale showed that he considered 
Henry VIII the first truly British king since the Saxon invasion because he caused “the 
new name of straungers,” foreign Catholics, to depart. The king’s father, Henry VII, 
knowing through Geoffrey of Monmouth the same prophesies of “Cadwaladr, the last 
king of the Britons” and a future leader “who would free the Britons from their Saxon 
yoke,” “commission[ed] a genealogy which traced his family tree through Cadwaladr” 
                                                
51 Further effects of having foreign rulers on the throne are covered in chapter three. 
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(Mottram 16). Henry VIII continued to make the same claims for supreme British 
authority by depicting England as a sovereign empire, a position claimed “in the Act in 
Restraint of Appeals, which passed in March 1533” that guided “all further Henrician 
policy” (Blatt 13). Bale fully supported Henry VIII’s right to separate England from the 
rest of Europe because the nation had an honored precedent for self-sufficiency in its 
politics and religion. 
 Henry VIII brought a complete break from Rome unlike any of his predecessors, 
but other rulers had shown that the spirit of English independence and goodness did not 
entirely fade prior to the Reformation. King John and King William Rufus (William II) 
were prime examples of this, both discussed in chapter one. Another such ruler was 
Henry I. Henry I managed to score one victory over th  Catholic Church’s agenda when 
he fought an attempt “to put the prestes clerely from their wyues” and successfully 
“permytted them styl peaceably to holde their wyues” (First Two Partes II K5).52 
Another dispute did not end in Henry’s favor. When the Catholic Church sought to have 
“the stallynge of prelates and admyttynge to benefyces clerely taken awaye from the 
temporall rulers” (First Two Partes II G4v), Henry I maintained that “the kyng shulde 
holde styll the autoryte of admyttynge prelates andppoyntynge spyrytuall offyces, as 
other kynges hys predecessours ded, notwithstandynge the Popes late inhibicyon” (First 
Two Partes II I5–I5v). The archbishop used his office to deny the king’s ability to install 
church officers and “added moreouer thys spyghtfull clause vnto it, that whan a prelate 
was ones chosen, the want of due homage to hys kynge shulde be no impedyment of hys 
consecracyon” (First Two Partes II I5v). Henry I’s bid to maintain his temporal authority 
                                                
52 Bale does not name the king at this point, but from the 1129 date he gives it must be Henry I. 
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and have a say in the ecclesiastical order of the country was overcome by the power of 
the clergy. The archbishop did not stop with claiming spiritual power for the church, but 
like Usurped Power in King Johan—a Vice explicitly identified with the pope—he 
subverted temporal authority by not having the clergy pay homage to the king. 
 Catholics also incited rebellion against kings who sought to maintain their divine 
right to rule unimpeded. When “kyng Steuen reserued to hymselfe the inuestynge of 
prelates,” the Catholics “caused Maude [Matilda] the empresse, contrary to their othes of 
allegeaunce, to come into ye realme, and to make clayme to the crowne and strongely to 
warre vpon hym” (First Two Partes II K6). As Catholics continued to meddle in English 
politics by having “the byshop of Romes lawes brought into thys realme,” King Steven 
“condempned them by acte of Parlement, commaundynge by proclamacyons and streygth 
iniunctyons, that no man shulde retayne them vndre great penalte” (First Two Partes II 
L2). Steven’s laws against the clergy had no long-term effect, but he, Henry I, and a few 
other rulers fought for power over the temporal andspiritual aspects of England (an idea 
central to Henry VIII’s position as supreme head of the church).   
The above examples were not typical. Rulers asserting religious and civil power 
against the wishes of the pope were few. Bale traced th  corruption generally present in 
the English monarchy to the machinations of Catholic church leaders. Bale listed few 
righteous clergy members during any pre-Reformation time, and the trend of corruption 
accelerated greatly following the arrival of Augustine of Canterbury. Augustine 
reportedly killed 1200 preachers who would not accept his new doctrine and practices: 
“Thus dyd that carnall Synagoge (than called the Englysh churche) whiche came from 
Rome with Augustine, most cruelly persecute, at her first commyng in, the christen 
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churche of the Brytaynes in these holy martyrs” (First Two Partes I D3). The condition 
of the church in England deteriorated further after th  year 1000 when Bale felt the 
millennium had ended with Pope Sylvester II loosing Satan from the bottomless pit (Firth 
54–5). This event appeared not only in The Actes of the English Votaryes as noted above, 
but also in Bale’s Image where he gave extensive discussion to evils introduce  via 
Sylvester II’s deal with the devil. Bale listed “canons, decrees, sentences, synodals, 
decretals, Clementines, extravagantes, with other popish laws” as beginning at that time 
(Christmas 561), as well as other abuses including the subjection of kings, increasingly 
erroneous scriptural interpretation, and new non-Biblical ceremonies (561–3). The 
religious conflict in pre-Reformation England emerged as a battle between increasingly 
weak vestiges of the true church, though “some godly men were amonge them in those 
dayes” (Vocacyon C6v), and overwhelming influence from Catholic clergy “b  whom ye 
sincere faithe of the English churche decayed” (C6).  
The few good kings mentioned above did not fight alone against changes to the 
pure British church. Some members of the clergy also re isted the trend of corruption. 
Often, they did this simply by living the religion they inherited as Britons, without any 
overt antagonism toward Roman Catholics. The 1200 preachers killed after Augustine of 
Canterbury’s arrival fit into this category, as do several others whom Bale portrayed as 
preserving “correct” practices such as clerical marriage (an especially important subject 
for Bale since he married his wife, Dorothy, shortly after leaving the Carmelites) (Harris 
21–2). Despite Archbishop Dunstan and King Edgar threatening to “put [clergy 
members] both from benefyce and lyuynge” if they did not abandon their wives, “the 
hygh deanes of cathedrall churches, masters of colleges prebendes, persones, and vycars 
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would not at so beastly a commaundement, leaue their wyues and chyldren so desolate 
without all naturall ordre” (First Two Partes I H5v–6). Bale depicted the defense of 
clerical marriage as a British trait, pointing out that for a period “none other were 
archebyshoppes [in Menevia, Wales] than Brytaynes or Welchemen, and all that tyme 
had their ministers wyues” (First Two Partes II K1v). Later, after a cardinal sent from 
Rome to enforce celibacy was caught with a whore, “returned the prestes ones agayn to 
their wyues, & were muche more bolde than afore” (First Two Partes II K4v). Much of 
The Actes of the English Votaryes defended the “Marriage of Prestes in both lawes” (the
Old and New Testaments) (First Two Partes I A8v). The instances of clerical marriage 
Bale discussed thus linked Biblical Christianity with practices native to the true British 
church.  
The pope, to advance his “devilish” practices, ousted those who opposed them. 
Since the British clergy naturally gravitated toward scriptural practices, the pope replaced 
native clergy members with those of foreign birth: “For so muche as they were Monkes 
& came from Rome, they had professed a false chastyte, to apeare mor  holye then the 
priestes, and therby in processe of tyme to robbe them of their benefyces or appoynted 
lyuynges” (First Two Partes I D4v, emphasis added).  Monks in The Actes of the English 
Votaryes became synonymous with those who “had vowed a symulate chastyte” (First 
Two Partes II H7v), and because they took vows of loyalty to Rome Bal  affirmed that 
“all they maynteyned Antichrist” (K1). The same text gave many examples of priests, 
often married ones, being ousted from their positions by monks with stronger ties to 
Rome than Britain, such as when William the Conqueror “droue the marryed canons & 
their wyues out of hys cathedrall churche of Durham, nd placed ydell monkes in their 
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rowmes . . . vniustly depryuynge them of all possesyon” (First Two Partes II E6).53 The 
foreign influence on English religion reached ordinary parishes and benefices, but also 
the highest ecclesiastical office in the Archbishop of Canterbury. King Johan dramatized 
this conflict by having Stephen Langton’s placement in the position—the pope appointed 
Langton and King Johan would accept it “in no condyc[y]on” (938)—lead to the king’s 
excommunication.54 The play made it clear that King Johan had “knowledge    that his 
[Langton’s] name [was] Sedycyon” (939), and that despite attempts to cover the Vice’s 
identity by using the name of the historical archbis op, King Johan knew his true nature. 
Bale here definitively equated Sedition to his mortal incarnation as Stephen Langton, and 
his writings made it clear that he saw the same trait in seven straight Archbishops who 
were Italian born (First Two Partes I D6). Bale linked false religion and foreignness, as 
they collaboratively damaged England’s spiritual stte.  
By way of contrast, the British nation and pure religion were indisputably 
connected in Bale’s mind. Pure Christian religion, growing from apostolic roots, 
flourished in Britain where the people embraced it. True, many proper traits appeared 
equally in members of the universal godly church, for The Image of Both Churches 
stated, “The universal christian church is of one consent, one faith, one baptism, one God, 
and pertaineth to one Christ” (Christmas 475). However, the gospel’s heritage in England 
itself meant Bale concerned himself especially with its place on British soil. Bale and 
other Marian exiles could have set up a church in Frankfurt that would have been “closer 
                                                
53 For similar examples of monks being emplaced see First Two Partes I H5v, I3 and First Two Partes II 
B6v, F4v, and H4. Many more passages that equate monks with evil practices appear in Bale’s works. 
54 Peter Happé’s note to line 934 gives historical background that confirms the essential accuracy of Bale’s 
claim. King John’s refusal to accept Stephen Langto directly contributed to England being placed under 
interdict and the king’s excommunication. 
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to the church order devised by Calvin at Geneva” thn t e Anglican church, but Bale and 
others “insisted on keeping as close as the circumstances allowed to the recently adopted 
Edwardian settlement” (Haller 49).55 One reason for this was Bale’s hope to return to his 
homeland and reunite the exiles with a national congregation. Bale cared about who 
practiced true religion, and where the worship was performed, as well as what was 
practiced. He wanted the British people to live up to their potential by reinstating true 
worship. 
Bale enthusiastically reported that he was not the first clergyman to seek a 
reformed church. The Actes of the English Votaryes, in addition to presenting clergy who 
wanted to preserve correct practices, gave several examples of earlier clergy members—
not always English—who actively called for reform in the Catholic Church. Bale 
described some of the contents in Werner Rolewinck’s Fasciculus temporum: “A wanton 
tyme (sayth he) beganne about the yeare of our lorde a thousand . . . For than the Christen 
fayth very muche decayed . . . For in many regyons of the Christianyte, were the rytes of 
the church poluted with mennys inuencyons, and the sacramentes wyth sorceryes defyled, 
the mynisters becommynge both sothsayers and coniurers” (First Two Partes II F8). Bale 
immediately followed that statement by citing another critic of the clergy: “[Saint] Benno 
[of Meissen] sayth also in ye lyfe of Hilbebrand, that the relygyon of the clergy was none 
other in those dayes, than a very treason or vtter betrayenge of the worldely gouerners, to 
maynteyne their insacyable ambycyon, couetousnesse, & lecherie” (First Two Partes II 
F8). Bale attributed similarly vituperative attacks on the clergy to Petrus Blesensis (First 
                                                




Two Partes II M3–M3v) and the Briton John of Salisbury who combated the clergy’s 
“abuses intolerable . . . with very sharpe rebukes as with fyerye dartes” (N4v–N5). 
Although the reformatory desires of these clerical writers eventually came to naught, they 
were important for showing that opposition to Catholic innovations existed prior to 
Bale’s time. Peter Happé writes that “[Bale] had a strong sense of the continuity of 
Christianity in the British Isles from its purest origins in apostolic times, to the extent that 
he regarded these islands as uniquely preserving the truth which other nations had lost” 
(John Bale 30). Happé exaggerates Bale’s sense of Britain’s unique ess in preserving an 
understanding of the truth, as the above quotations show, but otherwise accurately 
summarizes Bale’s view.56 A seed of righteousness laid waiting in Britain for fertile 
Reformation ground.  
As a clergyman himself, including a bishop under Edward VI (McCusker 18), 
Bale felt an affinity for earlier men of the cloth who had defended the truth. As an ex-
Carmelite friar (Davies 204), he understood the position of those who had supported the 
beast and subsequently sought to slay it. Being an author also helped him recognize the 
role of earlier writers as forerunners of the Reformation. An obvious candidate for 
inclusion here, both for his prominence and his sharp s tire of clerical characters, was 
Chaucer. Bale used Chaucer, along with Gower and many others, to show opposition to 
Catholic practices being published well before his time (Vocacyon B7). Bale was not 
alone in tying Chaucer to Reformation religious issues—“when Chaucer was re-invented 
as the great English poet in the Renaissance, he was usually seen as a proto-Protestant” 
                                                
56 The uniqueness, if it does exist, comes in what Bale interprets as monarchal preservation of the truth in 
righteous kings, with King John being the quintessential example.  
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(Hadfield, Literature 4)—but he certainly played a key role in creating that tradition as 
arguably the first biographer of Chaucer (Frantzen 25). “Bale, like Leland before him, 
compare[d] [Chaucer] with Dante and Petrarch” in terms of his greatness as an author 
(Grabes 144), but unlike Leland Bale’s main criterion for evaluating Chaucer’s worth 
was not his writing prowess. “For Leland writers [could] be differentiated historically by 
their respective rhetorical expertise,” whereas Bale included authors in his bibliographic 
works “normally for their polemical positions on religious questions rather than for their 
contribution to a ‘literary’ tradition” (Simpson 229). Bale placed Chaucer among those 
who “smelled out [the Catholics’] mischefes & in part maintened the syncere doctrine” 
(Vocacyon B7).  
Chaucer was just one example, albeit a prominent one, f Bale seeking to define 
Britain’s character based on the extant—and sadly disappearing, with the dissolution of 
the monasteries—literary records of the land. Bale ref rred to manuscripts as “the great 
bewtie of our lande” (Leland and Bale E7v, cited in Schwyzer, “Beauties” 111). The 
Laboryous Journey represented one of “the first attempts to shape a British (or even an 
English) tradition as an identifiable national tradition of letters” (Simpson 217), one that 
formed its arguments by looking to manuscripts for “aesthetic, institutional, and literary 
definitions of nationhood” (Gerhardt, “‘No quyckar merchaundyce’” 409). Cathy Shrank 
also connects Bale’s bibliographic work to his desire to “fashion a . . . national religion” 
(“John Bale” 181). Katharine R. Firth recognizes “Bale’s enthusiasm for the place of 
written history in the preservation of faith” (68), and Herbert Grabes says Bale wanted to 
show “that Britain had a long and glorious tradition t  show in both of these areas”: 
“learning and . . . writing” and “the struggle over ‘right religion’” (140). Earlier texts that 
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recorded the accomplishments of proto-Protestant kings and clergy served as bastions of 
true belief, and their authors belonged alongside the righteous people—in Bale’s 
interpretation—that they discussed. As when Bale exaggerated King John’s Protestantism 
to link him with the current monarch in England, Bale (over)emphasized the attitude of 
religious reformation in many authors—some already quoted here—to create a sense of 
continuity between books, “the chiefe monumentes” of the land (Leland and Bale B1), 
and the nation’s current religious agenda. 
The common citizens of England received little attention in Bale’s religious 
histories. Their conspicuous absence resulted from what Bale viewed as their lack of 
active influence in determining the religious course of the nation. Being unable to guide 
religious worship, of course, does not necessarily equate with a lack of involvement. 
Eamon Duffy gives ample evidence showing that lay people participated in religious 
activities prior to the Reformation in very proactive ways. Rather than passively 
receiving ideas in church services, “The canon of the Mass was recited by the priest in 
silence . . . so that the people might not be hindere  from praying. . . . [Mass] became a 
matter of inner meditation on the Passion” (117, 119). Therefore, individuals were 
encouraged to bring their own thoughts and focus to worship, and communities also 
defined their worship in idiosyncratic ways. The saints honored in each area were 
depicted on Rood-screens  that “commonly represent[ed] a corporate investment by the 
parish, in which individuals could participate by modest bequests to paint a single panel 
or ‘pane’ of a screen” (159), so screens reflected “the devotional preferences of a group” 
(160). Like Mass and the iconography in a particular parish, the Corpus Christi plays 
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represented a community’s own involvement in, and take on, religious presentation. Peter 
Womack discusses the staging at York: 
“[S]omething like one-tenth of the total male population must have been directly 
involved in the show, and . . . an overwhelming majority of the rest of the people 
must have watched it. . . . [T]his type of theater involved the urban community as 
a whole. . . . The whole real town—its people, its material resources, its social 
structure and its topography—is organized into a single spectacle.” (99) 
Clearly the ordinary citizens of England were taking an active role in promulgating 
practices and beliefs repugnant to Reformation sensibilities. 
 Bale certainly knew about the people’s active participation in worship as a 
member of the clergy, but without alternatives to the Catholic Church, it was all 
misguided. Saint worship and plays that depicted th Virgin Mary in accord with Catholic 
doctrine may have represented sincere worship, but they could never be correct. Bale had 
firsthand knowledge of the role of plays in staging Catholic beliefs, for “[h]e had been 
brought up in East Anglia which, it is apparent, had a very strong and diverse dramatic 
culture” and “At Ipswich the Carmelites themselves had taken a significant interest in the 
Corpus Christi plays” (Happé, John Bale 5). Bale stridently condemned many aspects of 
daily religious life in which the vast majority of the population would have eagerly 
participated. He wrote against holy days such as “lent . . . aduent, rogacyon dayes, and . . 
. fastynge dayes” (First Two Partes II G5). He attacked the idea that people should 
“worship bread” or be willing “to prai vnto saintes, to bie pardons, to runne a pilgrimage 
gate going, to offer candels & tapers to images, [or] to bie trentals, dirigies” (Excellent 
and a Right Learned Meditacion A3v). He denigrated Catholics’ “iuglynge playes” by 
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which they “robbe[d] christes flocke” (Answere B1v). This passage mocked the theatrical 
presentation of the Catholic mass, but dramatic productions with the same doctrine would 
produce the same damning effect. Bale depicted innumerable aspects of the average 
English person’s life as devilish and debasing.  
In discussing customs he found reprehensible, however, Bale maintained rigid 
focus on the clerical, papist corruptors rather than bl ming the corrupted masses. He 
blamed the Catholic clergy “for seducynge of Gods people by supersticyons and 
hypocresy, wylfully resystyng the holy ghost” (First Two Partes II E4v). The British 
people, unless holding positions of temporal or religious power, were victims of 
deception. The same historical situation that kept King Johan from creating the nation he 
wanted kept the commoners from knowing the truth. Commonality showed this in that 
play when he complained of “want of knowledge” caused by “nowghty gydes” (1553, 
1562). Bale complained about spiritual blindness caused by godly preachers being 
replaced, the unavailability of the Bible (“Se how thy word is shut vp, & with holden 
from thy congregacion, so that thi flocke is like to famish for lacke of foode” (Excellent 
and a Right Learned Meditacion 7), and Roman Catholics distorting the gospel: “Sens 
these lecherouse locustes crepte first into Englande . . .that kyngedome of the auncyent 
Brytaynes (whose spirytuall head was God alone) . . . hath yt bene to [the pope] obedyent 
in all blasphemouse errours and doctrynes of Deuilles” (First Two Partes I E8). Only 
Henry VIII becoming the head of the church ended that dark period. Under such 




Writing of his own time, Bale harshly condemned those who were “styll seruaunt 
slaues to a most fylthye whore [the Catholic Church]” and those “whyche yet lyue[d] 
after their popes olde rules” (First Two Partes I A6v, A1, my emphasis). Conversely, 
those who followed the same practices before the Reformation were excused, for “[t]he 
fryers with theyr charmynge sophysirye threwe soche a darke myst ouer the vniuersall 
worlde that superstycyon coude not be knowen for superstycyon nor ydolatrye for 
ydolatrye” (Brefe Chronycle B1). Bale expressed a similar sentiment when he said, “Thus 
beganne the hypocresye of Lecherouse monkes and prestes, to abuse the symplycyte of 
the ignoraunt people, and strongely to confounde theyr Christen beleue by tryfelynge 
superstycyons and ceremonyes” (First Two Partes II B5). The followers of such wicked 
guides received no blame for their actions. 
Bale’s statements on clerical culpability probably sincerely reflected who he 
blamed for the idolatrous religion of England’s past, but his exculpation of the masses 
also served helpful rhetorical purposes. By not condemning all people who followed 
Catholic practices, Bale avoided what would have ben a horrifying but necessary 
conclusion—almost everyone in England for hundreds of years went to hell. He could 
also focus on the foreign-led cause of religious corruption rather than its local 
manifestations. The less Bale said about the participa on of commoners in papist 
religious practices, the more he could distance the identity of his country people from the 
practices he deplored, adding to his argument through omission. 
If one of Bale’s goals was to exonerate English people from spiritual blame, one 
may logically wonder why Bale wrote about his country’s sordid past at all. He certainly 
could have written just about Rome’s corruption on the continent and not delved into 
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affairs on his native soil. Bale touched on why he c ose his lurid subject matter in an 
address to his hypothetical readers in the paratext for Actes.  
IT wyll be thought of many (most gentyll reader) that I haue not herin done wele, 
in bryngynge so many fylthy examples of the Popes vnchast masmongers to lyght, 
whych ought rather to haue bene buryed in oblyuyon. I wyshe these to consydre 
whose vyces the scripture hydeth, and whose it detecteth to rebuke and shame. . . . 
God hath dyscouered the shame of Babylon (whych now is the Romysh churche) 
and shewed fourth her vncomely preuytees. . . I haue t rryed these foure yeares, 
sens I wrote the fyrst part of thys worke, to beholde their repentaunce for this 
kynd of wyckednesse, and I fynde them now more wyllfull and peruersed in their 
deuylysh opynyon than afore. . . . Therfore wyll I declare them in effect to cause 
gods people (as necessary it is) effectually to abhorre them. (First Two Partes II 
A7–A8) 
 
Bale compared his work to God’s in exposing wickedness in order to help good people 
flee from Babylon. Due to the Reformation, Bale’s audience had “other eyes, then they . . 
. had in the past” (Admonishion A7v–A8), and consequently they did not have the same 
spiritual immunity as their ancestors. Earlier generations of English people could rightly 
claim enforced ignorance, but not “nowe of late dayes, where in God hathe geuen vs a 
more pure syght” (First Two Partes I A8v). After Henry VIII “renounced that odyouse 
monstre,” all English people became responsible to “ uen frome the harte also cast ouer 
hys Idolatrouse yokes, folowing from henceforth the vncorrupt rules of the Gospell” 
(First Two Partes I E8–E8v).  
 Many government-sponsored apparatuses made it possble for Bale to hold people 
responsible for their religious convictions. Authors like Bale, Edward Hall, Richard 
Morison (Vanhoutte, Strange Communion 27–8), Richard Taverner, and John Rastell 
spread Thomas Cromwell’s Protestant message through books, pamphlets, and plays 
(Harris 27). A royally regulated clergy—with a secular authority overseeing visitations 
for the first time (Stewart 5)—also spread the message “that the pope was subject to the 
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General Council in the administration of the English national Church and . . . could not 
lawfully claim any more jurisdiction in England than could any other foreign bishops” 
(Bryant 25). Books explaining the new tenants of religion were placed in every church. 
Most importantly, 8500 Bibles were printed for “every parish church” in the 1530s 
(Beilin xxiv). Specifically, in 1538 “Thomas Cromwell had commanded churchmen to 
purchase for their congregations a copy of the Great Bible” (Mottram 32). Official 
government statements and publications also taught the new faith and promoted 
conversion. These included “The Ten Articles of 1536 [that] had begun the dismantling 
of the system of works and observances upon which te catholic faith was based” and the 
“Bishops’ Book (The Godly and Pious Institution of a Christian Man) in September 1537, 
which attempted to provide the parish clergy with a t orough exposition of the central 
articles of faith . . . interpreted in a protestant vein” (Walker, Plays 201; Hunt 81 also 
describes these documents). Following this flood of knowledge, Bale held everyone 
accountable for their confessionalism just as he had done for earlier rulers and preachers. 
Texts like An Admonishion to the Bishoppes and the Epistle Exhortatorye—which the 
exiled Bale requested “some godlye manne louynge his grace better then that wycked 
Pope” to deliver to Henry VIII (Epistle A1)—showed that Bale did not cease to address 
national leaders. Additionally, though, Bale’s messages reached out to every citizen of 
the nation. Henry VIII had—at least to a point—restored the true gospel. The clergy had 
been taught how to correctly fulfill their charge. Bale felt he could legitimately call his 
whole nation to repentance just as he had rebuked many of the kings, monks, and bishops 
in former times. 
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Bale saw England in the early years of Henry VIII’s Reformation as being on the 
cusp of a potentially glorious future. In order to achieve that future, however, the 
members of the commonwealth would need to learn from the lessons of the past. God had 
ensured that even in the most apostate times some god examples of righteous living 
persisted, and Bale made sure everyone could read about those commendable figures. 
Bale’s emphases as he looked to the past were on the i i ial purity of his nation and its 
religion and the traces of righteousness that persist d in the land. Bale depicted this 
unpolluted state as native to English soil and English souls, with corruption coming from 
the foreign influence of Rome. While pre-Reformation English subjects could not be held 
accountable for the pestilent practices spreading through their nation, Bale depicted kings 
and clergy as those who should have recognized the errors of Catholicism and preserved 
the nation’s earliest Christian theology and practices. Kings who resisted Rome’s 
influence received high praise, while those most embroiled in the corruption suffered the 
wrath of “bilious Bale.” Rulers were never freed from religious responsibilities, but they 
were joined in those duties by every member of the nation blessed to live “in this lattre 
age and ende of the worlde” with “the voyce of the holye Gospell” (Vocacyon B6). 
England, therefore, was not “elect” in terms of possessing an assured and glorious future, 
but it did have a past that—at least according to Bale’s depiction—a Protestant could 
admire and emulate. His history of England suggested that returning to God’s good 
graces would be a restoration to the nation’s proper state, one made possible by Henry 
VIII. England had a past and an infrastructure thatcould bring Bale’s desire for a 
Protestant national church to fruition. 
Part III: Post-Reformation England  
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 The Lollards fit chronologically in part II of this chapter, but thematically they 
belong here because they could have brought about an earlier Reformation: “If Englande 
at that tyme had not bene vnthankefull for the syngular benefyght that God than sent 
them by those good menne the dayes of Antichrist and his beastlye broode had bene 
shortened there longe a go” (Brefe Chronycle B1v). Bale reverenced John Wyclif and the 
Lollards who followed him, referring to “the good doctryne of Iohan Wicleue” and 
affirming “we knowe by hys doctryne that he was a true Apostle of Christ” (Leland and 
Bale F3v–F4). A brefe chronycle concernynge the examinacyon and death of the blessed 
martyr of Christ syr Iohan Oldecastell singled out Oldcastle for his “defence of Christes 
verite agaynst those Romyshe superticyons” (A4v). Bale wrote a whole book about 
Oldcastle because he was a famous noble with a relationship to Henry V, but Oldcastle 
had much company in receiving Bale’s praise for accepting Wyclif’s doctrine. Bale 
asserted, “No small nombre of godlye disciples left that good manne [Wyclif] behynde 
him to defende the lowlynesse of ye Gospell” (Brefe Chronycle B3–B3v). The praise 
allotted to Oldcastle effectually applied to all “those good menne.” 
By focusing on the Lollards as a movement, Bale used th m to make his only 
prominent commentary on the pre-Reformation religious actions of the common people. 
The image of Lollards that emerged in his writings diverged from reality on many points. 
As with his depiction of Catholics, Bale skewed his presentation of Lollards to emphasize 
their connection to religious movements of his time. Thomas Betteridge comments on 
how sixteenth century Protestants used writings from the Lollards: “The Lollard text 
could not speak for itself . . . it required a mediator to translate its obscure language and 
make its truth meaningful within the public sphere (Tudor Histories 82). Betteridge 
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places Bale’s Brefe Chronycle in this context, stating that Bale encouraged readers to 
abandon Catholic views of the Lollards and use “another filter . . . based on the clear truth 
that Bale’s Protestant historiography ha[d] produce” (85). Margaret Aston’s “John 
Wyclif’s Reformation Reputation” covers the distorti ns that abounded about the 
Lollards’ “founder.” She concludes that “Wycliffe did not personally translate the whole 
Bible into English; nor can we imagine him . . . setting out in the way that Reformation 
authors thought of it, to found a sect and reform the doctrine of the day (40). 
Nevertheless, the popular conception during Bale’s time portrayed Wyclif as a reformer 
and religious leader, and Bale contributed to that reputation on numerous occasions. 
Aston describes how Bale’s major bibliographic works (the Summarium, Catalogus, and 
Index Britanniae Scriptorum), as well as The First Examination of Anne Askew, all 
placed Wyclif on a pedestal, calling him things like “the morning star in the midst of a 
cloud” (24–6, quoting Summarium). Bale and other reformers depicted the Lollards as 
providing what should have been a valid alternative to Catholic worship for the English 
people. Bale commented that Oldcastle’s theological triumph over his Catholic accusers 
came “by the clere iudgement of the scripturs” (Brefe Chronycle B1v), just as Bale argued 
for a religion based on the Bible. The Lollards were thus England’s earlier hope for 
reformation, providing “a theoretical basis for rejecting foreign authority claimed by the 
bishops of Rome” (Bryant 9). 
Instead of returning the whole nation to its proper religion, Wyclif and his 
followers were condemned. Oldcastle was “hanged vp there by the myddle in cheanes of 
yron and so consumed a lyue in the fyre” (Brefe Chronycle G1), being arrested shortly 
after Henry V took the throne. “As the most prominent of the Lollards, Oldcastle was 
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among the very first arrested (Ribner, English History Play 201). Official condemnation 
then spread. “Richard II issued letters of patent against the followers of Wyclif, the so-
called Lollards . . . [that] authorized the arrest of Lollards until ‘they repent[ed] of the 
wickedness of their errors and heresies’” (Bryant 10, quoting Gee and Hardy 110–12). 
Partly due to the period of history in which they were founded—what Bale in Image 
designated as the fifth seal in Revelation, a time of wickedness and martyrs (Christmas 
322)—the Lollards could not prosper. In addition to divinely ordered periodization, 
though, Bale also assigned worldly blame to the persecution of the Lollards.  
Bale’s Brefe Chronycle placed the blame for persecution of the Lollards’ “most 
godlye enterpryse” on the clergy—“these hygh Prelates with theyr Pharysees and 
Scrybes”— and the king, Henry V, whose agreement to allow Oldcastle’s examination 
was “farre otherwyse than became his princelye dignite” (Brefe Chronycle B3v, B5). Bale 
portrayed Oldcastle as possessing “a wol noble stomake and precyouse fayth,” 
contrasting his true spiritual state with his historical reputation. Bale recorded, “His 
corage was of soche value that yt gaue him the victorye ouer them by the clere iudgement 
of the scripturs what though the worldes iudgementes be farre otherwyse” (Brefe 
Chronycle B1v). Oldcastle demonstrated his reliance on the scriptures in his 
denouncement of transubstantiation, where he utilized the Bible in at least three 
instances: “The scripturs maketh no mencyon of thysworde materyall and therfor my 
faythe hath nothynge to do therwith. . . . Saynt paule ye apostle was (I am sure) as wyse 
as yow be now and more godlye lerned. And he calleth yt breade writynge to the 
Corintheanes. . . . yt standeth not with the scriptu s but manyfestlye ageynst them” (Brefe 
Chronycle D4v–D5). Oldcastle compared his defense of Biblical religion with Catholic 
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practices, saying, “If anye Prelate of the churche requyreth more or els anye other kynde 
of obedyence than this to be vsed he contemneth Christ exaltynge himselfe aboue God & 
so becometh an open Antichrist” (Brefe Chronycle C2v). The correlation between 
statements like this and Bale’s beliefs led him to use Oldcastle as an example of a true 
believer. As someone whose death represented “a tryumphaunt victorye ouer his enemyes 
by the veryte which he defended” (Brefe Chronycle G4), Oldcastle also became an 
obvious type for the martyrs Bale lauded under Henry VIII and Mary. Bale used the 
godliness and stalwartness of Oldcastle to serve as an example for his own time. 
Unfortunately for Bale’s narrative, the real Oldcastle died for much more 
complicated reasons than Bale acknowledged. Oldcastle indeed professed Lollard beliefs, 
but he also “organized an armed rebellion” and spent “three years consorting with the 
king’s enemies in a conspiracy to overthrow the government” (Bryant 13–14). Bale 
completely omitted Oldcastle’s rebellion from his bographical sketch, giving only a 
sideways glance to Oldcastle’s treason by saying that Oldcastle died “as though he had 
bene a most heynouse traytour to the crowne” (Brefe Chronycle G1, emphasis added).57 
Bale denounced the accounts of Oldcastle by Polydore Ve gil and Thomas Walden that 
discussed his rebellion (Brefe Chronycle A4, A5), touting his own superior primary 
sources (A4). An obvious reason for minimizing this aspect of his subject’s life came 
from Bale not wanting to portray the least favorable aspects of someone he placed on a 
pedestal. Another potential motivation was that Bale did not want to display hostility 
                                                
57 Bale’s statement that Oldcastle was killed “as though he had bene a most heynouse traytour to the 
crowne” is a subtle reference to Oldcastle’s actual status as “a notorious rebel and a traitor” (Brefe G1; 
Fairfield 126). Jonathan Baldo, in his article about the varied ways in which Henry V is remembered, also 
mentions “‘highly contrasting hagiographic traditions, presenting on the one hand an Oldcastle as traitor 
and outlaw, and on the other an Oldcastle as revered P otestant martyr’” (138, quoting Corbin and Sledg ). 
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toward a king—especially with it emanating from a heroic figure. Andrew Hadfield 
paints Bale as advocating “that the good Protestant h d to obey the monarch whatever his 
or her religious policy” (English Renaissance 13), and many other sources portray Bale 
as condoning at most “passive resistance” to an erri g monarch (see Bradshaw 185; 
Kesselring 48; Levin, Propaganda 58–9). Bale indeed defended the monarchs who 
reigned during his lifetime, even Mary (see below), but the harsh treatment Henry V 
received from Bale problematizes the idea that Bale always supported rulers. Bale’s 
discussion of Henry V in Brefe Chronycle complicates our understanding of Bale’s 
relationship to monarchy and opens the door to defining his views on obedience more 
precisely. 
At this point in the chapter, it has been established that Bale did not always depict 
rulers in a shining light. Many evil kings appeared in Actes, and their deplorable deeds 
will be examined more in chapter three as counterexamples to correct English identity. 
An important contrast between Actes and Brefe Chronycle was that the kings’ subjects 
rarely appeared in the former. The absence in the text of those affected by the kings’ 
statutes made the lack of any advice regarding how to deal with an unjust ruler 
understandable. Conversely, the relationship between Henry V and Oldcastle formed a 
focal point in Brefe Chronycle. The king’s actions led to the death of a supposedly 
blameless victim in the text’s eponymous hero. Given this setup, it would be as difficult 
to depict Henry V positively as it would be to have Dissimulation/Simon of Swynsett 
escape derision for King Johan’s martyrdom.  
Accordingly, Bale depicted the king harshly. Henry V’s name appeared in the 
scathing text on multiple occasions, including appearing prominently in the introduction 
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(A8v). In contrast, Bale often avoided naming Henry VIII and Mary when bewailing the 
leadership during his own time. A Declaration of Edmonde Bonners Articles placed the 
full blame for Bishop Bonner’s anti-Protestant declarations on the clergy. It depicted the 
Church as responsible for Mary not being “learned in the Lorde” and left out the queen’s 
name when listing “wicked rulers” who allowed Catholic practices (I8, B8v). Bale 
similarly exculpated Henry VIII in The Image of Both Churches. Bale lamented the 
Catholic-like traditions that entered the Church of England late in Henry VIII’s reign, but 
Bale named only the bishops and Parliament as the institutors of the heinous ceremonies 
(Christmas 427–8). As for Henry V’s treatment, Bale reported that “the kynge made this 
most blasphemouse and cruell acte” forbidding scripture reading (Brefe Chronycle F6v). 
Bale even included the associated punishment in his work to emphasize a connection to 
martyrs. Offenders “shuld fyrst be hanged for treason agaynst the kynge and than be 
burned for heresye agaynst God,” though Bale added that Lollards had “neyther of both 
commytted” (F7). Henry V bore the brunt of Bale’s condemnatory language. 
This direct criticism of Henry V enabled several rhetorical moves. Oldcastle, like 
King John, was a historical figure whose deeds could be fitted to the Protestant cause and 
corroborated by primary sources—as long as those sources were read selectively enough. 
Having Henry V join the Catholic Church in oppressing Oldcastle gave human faces to 
the conflict between true Christians and corrupt spiritual and national leaders Bale 
discussed elsewhere. Oldcastle became a face for the unspecified, oppressed masses who 
received little attention in Bale’s other works.58 Bale the martyrologist understood the 
                                                
58 Bale’s treatment of Anne Askew serves much the same purpose and will be discussed shortly.  
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need for an antagonist in order to give the martyr’s death meaning and to provide a foil, 
representing for readers which traits to avoid as well as the ones to emulate.59  
Parallels between Henry V’s reign and Henry VIII’s made the earlier king’s 
inclusion especially efficacious for Bale. Henry V made it illegal to “reade the scripturs 
in the mother tonge” and persecuted anyone who agreed with “Wycleues lernyng” (Brefe 
Chronycle F6v). Following these decrees, “manye fledde out of the lande into Germanye” 
and other countries (F7). Bale depicted Henry VI’s disastrous rule, its accompanying 
wars, and other “wretched calamytees” as resulting d rectly from Henry V’s “contempt of 
[God’s] etermall worde” (Brefe Chronycle A8v–B1). Bale never condemned Henry VIII 
as he did Henry V, but Henry VIII also limited personal, vernacular Bible reading 
(Mottram 167–8, Bradshaw 184) and oppressed those who wanted further Protestant 
reform (as evidenced by his treatment of Anne Askew, Thomas Cromwell’s execution, 
and Bale’s exile). Brefe Chronycle reflected on many of Bale’s complaints against the 
current government in England without needing to name the current monarch or critique 
his specific deeds. Bale showed English subjects both an exemplary martyr and a 
prominent predecessor to the current ruler whose cru lty towards righteous Christians 
had disastrous consequences for the nation into the following reign.  
Bale’s decision to depict Henry V as a villain and Ol castle as a martyr could not 
be accomplished without complications. It completely inverted the characters’ 
predominant reputations during his time. Henry V was a national hero for his successful 
campaign in France, having “ordered the first anniversary celebration of [Agincourt] on 
                                                
59 Bale’s influence on John Foxe will be discussed in chapter four, along with how Bale’s martyrological 
literature related to later examples. 
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25 October 1416” himself (Baldo 139). Brefe Chronycle also referenced, albeit briefly, 
Henry V’s conquest, referring to “kynge Henrye the fyft now by the grace of God most 
worthye kynge both of Englande and of Fraunce” (F3). Oldcastle, on the other hand, 
“was a rebel and became involved in a number of shady actions” (Happé, John Bale 35). 
Bale had no qualms about selectively presenting history to serve his polemical goals—
King Johan offered a fine example—but here what he chose to include and omit 
potentially worked at cross purposes. He included his own critiques of Henry V, but the 
most blatant criticism he could have provided—Oldcastle’s rebellion and its ties to his 
religious position—remained absent from the text. The was because, while Bale did not 
actively support all monarchal decisions—even those made by reigning rulers—he never 
advocated any more than passive resistance. Bale’s inclusion of Henry V’s fault coupled 
with the omission of Oldcastle’s rebellion enabled him to show his audience the proper 
religious stance—Oldcastle’s Biblical one—and, by exclusion, not send a message 
advocating rebellion.60 
Oldcastle failed to revolutionize England either militarily through his rebellion or 
doctrinally through his Lollard beliefs. All Lollards—including Wyclif—came short of 
that desired outcome. Evidence affirms that “there were Lollard missionaries” (Aston 
41), but Duffy downplays their effectiveness, stating that “the impact of Lollardy on 
fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century religious awareness has been grossly exaggerated” 
(xxi). David Aers attacks Duffy because he did not “offer a shred of evidence for this 
claim” (102), but Aers’s own evidence of Catholic attempts at “hunting and detecting 
                                                
60 Since Henry VIII had his own policies and actions with which Bale disagreed, a later point in this chapter 
will discuss Bale’s deft strategies for portraying someone Bale wanted to respect as a divinely appointed 
ruler, but also someone who could—and did—order the death of those who questioned him. 
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[Lollards]” shows that it was, even if persistent, at most an underground movement. 
Certainly Bale was not satisfied with the Lollards’ reception because they were officially 
outlaws. Like King Johan in Bale’s play, the Lollards had the right ideas, but they lacked 
the institutional support they needed to become a viable, relevant religious community. 
Bale saw the Lollards’ experience as evidence of the need for governmental support in 
order to sustain a successful religious reformation.  
Bale’s life experiences confirmed that belief. Despite living in a supposedly 
enlightened era, he became part of the “afflicted family” of English exiles on two 
occasions (Christmas 254). During these exiles, his reputation at home suffered and his 
books were banned and burned. Under Henry VIII, his books were banned as early as 
1542 (Davies 214), and “by July [1546] it had become an offence to possess his books, 
and no printer was to print any book, ballad or play by him. Shortly afterward, several 
titles were condemned, and it was proclaimed that they would be burned if discovered” 
(Happé, John Bale 12). Under Mary, “There was a royal proclamation in Ju e 1555 
banning Bale’s books once more” (Happé, John Bale 20). Bale’s beliefs also brought 
persecution upon those closest to him. Bale’s Actes recounts how his wife, Dorothy, was 
threatened with “most shamefull and cruell death” in Norwich because “she had bene the 
wyfe of a preste [Bale]” (quoted in Blatt 74). The status of Bale, his books, and his wife 
as anathema showed Bale just how quickly governmental changes could bring reversals 
of fortune. 
At various times, high ranking religious officials and monarchs backed and 
supported Bale. Thomas Cromwell headed this list because of his close connection with 
Bale and his high position as Chief Minister to Henry VIII. When Bale got into trouble 
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for preaching doctrines too radical for Henry VIII’s Ten Articles, “Cromwell secured his 
release on account of the comedies he had written. Bale actually says emper (always), 
suggesting that Cromwell helped him more than once” (Happé, John Bale 8). Bale’s 
theatrical touring served as Protestant propaganda  also occurred under the patronage 
of Cromwell (Vanhoutte, Strange Communion 21), who “used a like-minded dramatist to 
further public policy” (House 123).61 Archbishop Thomas Cranmer supported Bale by 
staging a performance of King Johan around Christmas 1538-9 (Walker, Plays 172). In 
addition to his governmental connections, Bale circulated in English literary circles. John 
Day printed several of Bale’s texts—including An Admonishion to the Bishoppes, An 
Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion, a d An Expostulation or Complaynte. Day’s 
prominence in Protestant circles was exemplified by his publication of the first English 
version of John Foxe’s Actes and Monuments (Haller 118). Bale also associated with 
Richard Morison, another propagandist working for Cromwell (Vanhoutte, “Engendering 
England” 50), and John Leland, who in addition to working on antiquarian projects such 
as The Laboryouse Journey intervened on Bale’s behalf when he was examined by 
conservative religious authorities (Happé, John Bale 8). Despite these associations with 
prominent and powerful people, when the king reversed Reformation religious policies, 
Bale’s world fell apart. “[A]s the 1530s drew to a close, a conservative reaction was 
supported more and more by King Henry. . . . Cromwell’s fall in 1540 was the result of a 
political maneuver against Henry, but it was also recognized as a disaster for the 
Protestant supporters . . . [Bale] fled to the Low Countries upon Cromwell’s fall, taking 
                                                
61 Bale also worked under the patronage of John de Ver , Earl of Oxford, and possibly Thomas, Lord 
Wentworth. Lord Wentworth was instrumental in Bale’s conversion to Protestantism, so his involvement 
with the playwright would have occurred early in his career (Westfall 118). 
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his family with him” (Happé, John Bale 11). In terms of policy, “the Six Articles was 
responsible” for Bale’s exile (Blatt 15), reinstitung practices that Bale could not support 
in transubstantiation, auricular confession, and cleri al celibacy (14). Although Bale did 
not blame Henry VIII—or even Mary—for reversals in the country’s religious position, 
he did realize the role royal prerogative played in etermining the country’s confessional 
identity. 
Bale’s belief that governmental support was necessary in order to have a 
sustained, orderly reformation coincided with Luther’s thoughts on the matter. Luther 
believed “the church on earth could never be distinguished from its secular and hence 
sinful involvement with this world” (Gilsdorf 3). Luther did not think that an earthly 
church would ever be truly pure, but interaction with earthly powers was both inevitable 
and desirable. The memoir of Luther’s last days and fu eral that Bale translated 
emphasized Luther’s support for local rulers. The document stressed that the final 
journey on which Luther’s embarked was to help “noble prynces” with “matters of 
concorde and agrement” (True Historie A3). Although the title of Bale’s book does not 
indicate it, his text continued beyond the translated contents of the original The True 
Historie of the Christen Departynge of the Reuerende Man D. Martyne Luther. Bale 
appended funeral speeches from Philip Melanchthon and John Pomerane as well as a 
prayer from John Frederick I, Elector of Saxony. Melanchthon’s oration asserted that “for 
hys elect congregacyons sake, God vpholdeth mankynde a  the publique polycyes of 
regyons” (C4v), linking political actions with the progress of divinity. John Frederick’s 
prayer included the hope that he would have continued r le so that his subjects could 
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“into a faythfull congregacyon be gathered” (D7v), a prayer Bale surely wished Henry 
VIII would echo when he published his translation in 1546. 
  Since Bale added material to the translated text,it is not surprising to see it 
mirroring his own concerns. Here, as elsewhere, Bale’s ct of “translation” involved 
more than just a shift from one language to another. Bale had a history of altering texts he 
translated and edited to make them better fit his agenda. Oliver Wort points out that Bale 
often silently inserted his own ideas into texts supposedly wholly by others. Drawing on 
work by Sara Nevanlinna and Diane Watt, he shows how Bale’s version of A Godly 
Medytacyon of the Christen sowle—a text originally translated by then-Princess 
Elizabeth—“consistently imports ‘fayth’ into the tex ” (Wort 649). Wort adds that Bale 
similarly “moulds a text in his image” when presenting Oldcastle’s view on the 
sacrament, amending a stated belief in transubstantia io  to a cryptic allusion to “the 
symylytudes of breade and wyne” (651), and he likely does the same thing—though a 
lack of Askew’s holographic manuscript prevents certainty—when presenting Anne 
Askew’s accounts. Whether or not Bale purposely altered the sense of the text on Luther 
while translating it, his willingness to privilege his own message over accurate 
presentation of primary sources assures readers that the ideas are Bale’s. He chose the 
text, and he was willing to make changes if some sections did not suit him. Given these 
facts, it makes sense that the ideas about governmental support for religion that appeared 
in the text about Luther echoed throughout Bale’s writings.  
After the Reformation had begun, Bale constantly sought further reform within 
the bounds of the national church. Bale saw England as having the potential to be a 
leading country in the Reformation due to its particular history. Noting the problems that 
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occurred for would-be reformers who lacked the king’s support, Bale realized “the 
necessity that Protestantism be a national religion” (Hadfield, Literature 66). Hence, Bale 
always sought monarchal backing for each step in furthering and refining the 
Reformation. With Mary, Bale could never have much hope of having the Reformation 
progress,62 and Edward VI’s religious settlement satisfied Bale. For these reasons, Bale’s 
view of religion and its relation to Henry VIII proves the most interesting and variable. 
Even before the conservative shift in 1539-40 that necessitated Bale’s first flight to the 
continent, his vision of ideal reform clashed with official Henrician practices. For 
instance, Bale’s attack on auricular confession in King Johan challenged official practices 
(see Beckwith 149; Walker, Politics 73; Walker, Plays 213–14), but Bale included it 
because he “wanted to nudge or persuade Henry to go further along the way towards 
Bale’s own brand of Protestantism” (Happé, John Bale 104). Elsewhere Happé says that 
King Johan “reflects Bale’s urgent concern that King Henry should act in the nation’s 
Protestant interest, going further than he has already done” (“Dramatic Images” 250). 
Bale’s concerns about the incomplete Reformation prved well founded when the 
passage of the Six Articles and Thomas Cromwell’s execution forced him to flee. That 
persecution of Protestants proved to be only a precursor to the Marian martyrs and exiles, 
which included “something like two hundred and seventy-five men and women of all 
ranks” executed and “about eight hundred persons, including wives, children and 
servants” exiled (Haller 16, 48). The persecution under Mary’s Catholic governance 
could be expected, but to have the author of the break from Rome persecute Protestants 
                                                
62 Bale’s disagreement with Mary’s religious policies does not mean he blamed her for the country’s 
religious direction. Bale’s assignment of blame for any religious backsliding will be discussed later. 
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must have been especially disheartening.  The levelof Bale’s anger at the situation came 
across clearly in his two volumes of The Examinations of Anne Askew. 
Askew came from a prominent family, with her father, Sir William Askew, 
“knighted in 1513 by Henry VIII at Touraine” (Beilin xvii). Askew’s “open conversion” 
to the Protestant faith brought her under suspicion when the Six Articles declared some of 
her beliefs heretical—particularly her denial of transubstantiation (Beilin xviii). Under 
official examination, Askew repeatedly had to defend her belief that the host was not “the 
verye bodye of Christ reallye” (Beilin 20), which se did in part through using the 
Biblical story of Steven declaring he saw the resurrected Christ (Beilin 20, 48). 
Additionally, Askew used scriptures where Christ compared himself to a vine and a rock 
to refute her accusers’ claim that Christ saying the bread was his body needed to be taken 
literally (Beilin 99).63 Askew’s scriptural knowledge and persecutions enabled Bale to 
praise her and compare her with exemplary martyrs of the past. Bale made extended 
comparisons between Askew and Blandina, a “slave martyred at Lyons A.D. 177” (Beilin 
10). Bale’s comparisons included the two women rebuking their accusers, being tortured, 
and dying at the stake (Beilin 10–13).64 In addition to linking Askew with faithful past 
Christians, she embodied many of the traits Bale sought for those living during the 
turbulent Reformation. Askew’s knowledge of the scriptures appealed to Bale because of 
                                                
63 Bishop Stephen Gardiner, who refuted Bale’s description of Askew’s trial, later accused Bale of 
hypocrisy for lauding both Luther, who accepted transubstantiation, and Askew, who denied it (Harris 135–
6). The broader consensus between Luther’s and Askew’  views on religion made this a relatively minor 
point of disagreement. 
64 The focus on contemporary and historical virtuous females added an important facet of gender to Bale’s 
work. In The Image of Both Churches, “[Bale’s] lists of righteous exemplars are . . . almost entirely 
comprised of male historical figures” (Kesselring 45). Despite Bale’s probable alteration of Askew’s 
words, his decision to praise and publish her works showed a degree of respect for women absent in many 
of his other works. His edition of Elizabeth’s translation of A godly medytacyon of the christen sowle also 
showed respect for women. 
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his emphasis on access to the scriptures and his desire for a Biblical church. Askew’s 
belief that women should be able to read the scriptures privately did not lead her to 
question the church’s ecclesiastical order because she interpreted Paul’s writings as 
saying women should not preach (Beilin 30). Askew lived as a pious citizen whose 
support of the Bible and Protestantism should have elicited only praise in a post-
Reformation world. Instead, she was killed for beliefs which Bale also expounded. This 
same persecution forced Bale to publish the Examination in exile. 
Bale’s text consists of Askew’s own smuggled testimony elaborated on by Bale, 
both through clearly marked comments of his own interspersed between sections of 
Askew’s text and through subtle changes in what are supposedly Askew’s own words. 
Other scholars have corroborated Wort’s statements about Bale making silent 
emendations. Betteridge sees Bale as intrusive and opportunistic: “He uses the textual 
‘space’ created by the martyr’s silences to authorize his right to play the role of veritas-
producing historian” (Tudor Histories 109). Referencing saints’ lives Bale wrote while 
still in a Catholic religious order, Fairfield writes: 
When one notices in Bale’s treatment of Anne Askew much the same sort of 
typological thought patterns which had characterized his earlier Carmelite saints’ 
lives, one naturally wonders whether the habit of subordinating the individual to 
the type did not continue to operate here, and whether Bale did not retouch the 
Askew documents to make his heroine conform more closely to the type she 
represented. (Fairfield 133) 
 
Fairfield mitigates his criticism by stating that he only found two instances where he 
could confidently identify Bale’s linguistic fingerp int as opposed to Askew’s. He 
affirms, “The overall impression which one receives is that Bale reproduced Anne’s 
documents much as he found them, though his own interlarded comments sometimes 
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drew more out of Anne’s words than was actually there” (134–5). Patricia Pender echoes 
the same sentiment. Though she acknowledges that Askew’s “‘own’ text has always been 
framed by the work of male editors” and that critics like Elaine Beilin view this as a 
process of “‘deauthorization’” (509, 518), Pender asserts that “Askew’s words and 
figures exceed the frame that Bale provides for them” and sees the editorial process as 
part of “the usual machinery of early modern textual ransmission” rather than a 
malicious or misogynistic act (519–20). Thus, it seems appropriate to read the main ideas 
in the text as Askew’s own, even if Bale made minor, unaccredited changes. Bale edited 
the text because he agreed with and wished to spread Askew’s own sentiments. The 
privileging of scripture and blaming of the clergy were equally Bale’s and Askew’s. 
The author and editor shared omissions as well as foci. Henry VIII, despite 
ordering Askew’s arrest and consenting to her execution, was a virtual non-presence in 
the text. Bale whitewashed the king’s actions, placing all the blame on the questioning, 
prosecuting clergy. Bale even implied that Henry VIII would disapprove of actions Henry 
VIII commanded. In his preface to the First Examination, Bale declared that “bokes are 
now in Englande condempned and brent, by the Byshoppes and prestes . . . to turne over 
the kynges most noble and godlye enterpryse” (Beilin 8). Here Bale asserted that 
Catholics burned reformers’ books to impede Henry VIII’s reformation, when really 
Henry VIII ordered their destruction (Harris 34). Bale condemned “[t]he ignoraunt 
magystrates of England” because they had not become “lern d in the scriptures” (Beilin 
27), and he derided Catholics for saying that women such as Askew should not read the 
Bible. However, Bale’s condemnation of leaders only extended as high as London’s 
mayor, ignoring that Henry VIII’s own statutes made it illegal for a woman such as 
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Askew to read the Bible “‘pryvatelie or openlie’” (Beilin xxvi, quoting the Act for the 
Advancement of True Religion). Bale claimed that Protestants who recanted upon 
examination committed “blasphemyes agaynst God, and manyfest treasons agaynst their 
kynge” (Beilin 76), but by not recanting Askew defied the king’s will. Commenting after 
Askew reported that she was “racked in the towre” (Beilin 134), Bale claimed the reason 
Askew’s tormentors did not want their actions to be known was because they “feare[d] 
lest [their] temporall and morall kynge shuld knoew [their] madde frenesyes” (Beilin 
135). Of course, Henry VIII had approved the examination of Askew and others holding 
similar beliefs after he outlawed them. Bale went to great, and flawed, lengths to save 
Henry VIII’s reputation. 
Comparing Bale’s treatments of Henry VIII and Henry V illuminates the 
divergence between his attitudes toward pre- and post-Reformation times. Henry V could 
be culpable because 1) he was in the past and did not need to be defended like the 
reigning monarch did, 2) he lived during dark times (which were divinely ordained and 
prophesied to continue in spite of his actions), and 3) he was an effective dramatic foil for 
Oldcastle. Henry VIII, by way of contrast, 1) still reigned and needed to be flattered and 
protected because Bale believed God had ordained the monarch, 2) lived during a time 
when the possibility of lasting Reformation existed (but only if led by the ruler), and 3) 
could not be the villain in Askew’s persecution (since Bale assiduously denied a 
connection between Henry VIII and religious backsliding). Living after the Reformation, 
Bale needed to maintain hope in a national Protestant n tional church or he would lose 
either his country or his religion. Beilin notes that, “Like many Reformers, Askew 
appears to exonerate Henry VIII of wrongdoing, prese ving the myth of the just English 
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ruler and preferring to blame his counselors and church officers for her persecution” 
(Beilin xxviii). Bale demonstrably shared this attitude, blaming “evil counselors” for 
Askew’s fate, including “Sir William Paget, Bishop Nichols Shaxton, and Bishop Steven 
Gardiner” (Kesselring 47). Thus, Bale helped preserve the possibility of Henry VIII again 
championing further reformation. 
The foundation had been laid for the continuation of a church built on what Bale 
saw as the true gospel. Henry VIII could change official policy to make someone like 
Askew a criminal, but he could not undo the changes in infrastructure that had occurred 
between his break with Rome (about 1534) and Thomas Cromwell’s fall in 1540. Every 
English church had a Bible in the vernacular (Beilin xxiv), and Bibles were available to 
the public in editions that could fit—financially and spatially—in many household 
libraries. The Geneva Bible was “the best, cheapest, and most widely used version” 
(Christianson 37). The pulpits of England had for years maligned the pope and the 
practices of the Catholic Church. Bale staunchly defended the Reformation from his own 
pulpit, suffering persecutions while preaching about the break with Rome: “my selfe was 
ones bayted of his Basan bulles, for mainteining the kynges prerogatiue agaynst their 
pope” (First Two Partes IF4). Bale even preached further Reformation than had already 
occurred, and “[a] complaint was made about his preaching on the Ten Articles and on 
Thomas Cromwell’s Injunctions” because he derided transubstantiation and auricular 
confession (Happé, John Bale 8). Bale was one of many who participated in “the 
denunciation of ear-confession, considered a pernicious influence on morals and a danger 
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to the safety of the state by e. g. Lambertus, Barnes, and Tyndale” (Blatt 57).65 Bale’s 
own support for the Reformation extended beyond his verbal preaching and became 
omnipresent in his books. The Image of Both Churches was one of many texts that 
inveighed against using images, ceremonies like confession and the Mass, the use of 
Latin in services, and other Catholic practices (Christmas 403, 427, 506–7). After his first 
exile, Bale regretted the dearth of this anti-Catholic expression in England: “Ye shall not 
hear a worde spoken agaynst hym [the pope] at Paules crosse, nor yet agaynst hys olde 
juglynge feates. And in dede it is a good wyse way to sett hym up agayne” (Beilin 67–8). 
Bale wanted the attack that had commenced on these pestilent practices to continue. 
Much to Bale’s delight, Henry VIII’s immediate successor, Edward VI, pushed 
the Reformation farther than Henry VIII ever had. Archbishop Thomas Cranmer “issued 
the Book of Homilies” in 1547, which “became an official program of the R formation” 
and preached harshly against the Pope and Catholic vestiges (Bryant 29, 35). Bans on 
images, pilgrimages, Latin services, and Catholic holy days were joined by an emphasis 
on the royal supremacy and English religious literature (a vernacular Bible, The Book of 
Common Prayer, the Homilies, and “Erasmus’s Paraphrases upon the Gospels”), 
effectively mandating a wholesale rejection of the old form of worship and the adoption 
of a new, nationally regulated religion (Bryant 30,49). Despite this seemingly idyllic 
religious climate, Bale continued to write extensively during Edward’s reign. Texts like 
                                                
65 Alice Hunt’s contention that the practice of confession was justified at the end of King Johan due to 
Sedition confessing to Imperial Majesty overlooked Bale’s main complaint against confession (109). For 
Bale, confession was bad on a personal level becaus the intimate setting afforded opportunities for 
immorality, but on a national level the concern was that the information gathered could foster sedition. Bale 
consistently supported the crown gaining intelligence, a practice distinct from confession as a religious 
sacrament. From Bale’s perspective, knowledge of the clergy’s designs could have helped King Johan and 
Henry VIII uncover their true nature earlier. 
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An Expostulation responded to their specific context by defending Edwar  VI’s kingship 
and religious decrees against opponents like the “franticke papyst of Hamshyre” (title). In 
a country where images ordered to be “defaced, mangled, and vtterly de [sic.] destroyed” 
were “craftely retayned aloft in the belfreye or steple” (Expostulation C2), Bale’s 
polemical writing still had a place even under highly Protestant leadership.  
After Edward VI’s reign, the Catholic opposition grew in prominence and power 
again under Mary, leading some to believe that a full Catholic restoration would have 
occurred had she ruled longer (Haigh, English Reformation 132). Nevertheless, Bale 
believed that a change at the top of the country should not have been able to overcome 
the knowledge and light the Reformation had provided. People had seen the true light of 
the gospel, and Bale saw exiles and martyrs as proof that Protestant conversion would 
persevere despite the setback of Mary’s reign. The occultation of truth that Bale ascribed 
to the malicious Catholic Church had been overcome. Changing official policy could not 
erase the memory of earlier royal decrees supporting the Reformation, or of the 
vernacular Bible and texts like the Book of Common Prayer that supported Bale’s views. 
This knowledge made English people responsible for thei own decisions about 
religion. The choice existed even if one path was officially forbidden. Prior to the 
Reformation, “Sathans subtyle sophisters and sorcerus  dyuynes” were “not knowne a 
ryghte, for lacke of godlye dyscressyon and knowledge of Gods wurde. . . . But now in 
this lattre age, by the lyghte of the lordes aperaunce they are bothe seane and knowne, 
what they are in dede” (First Two Partes II P3v). Askew through martyrdom and Bale 
through exile personally demonstrated the lengths to which true Christians needed to go 
to combat a return to popish practices. Bale emphasized the “similarity between his fate 
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and that of St. Paul,” while “[i]n other works the preference is with St. John, his 
namesake” (Blatt 43–4). Bale’s Vocacyon contains one of the most extensive 
comparisons with Paul, detailing their similar persecutions, journeys, shipwrecks, and 
confrontations with evil religious figures (A4–A7). Bale believed that those living in his 
time could live up to past exemplars, and he recounted his experience to empower others 
to make similar religious choices.  
Bale’s focus on his own situation as evidence of the ability to live a righteous life 
amid persecution expanded to include others with similar convictions and tribulations. 
Early in The Image of Both Churches, Bale explicitly connected all the Marian exiles to 
John’s time on Patmos (Christmas 253-4). Gretchen E. Minton points out that “Bale’s 
assertion that he is like John . . . encourages others to make the same allegorical 
identification, and specifically to see themselves as exiles” (“‘Suffer Me Not’” 88). For 
hundreds of Bale’s contemporaries, the identification required no imagination. These 
associations between modern figures and past counterpar s, including connecting Askew 
to ancient martyrs, would continue and grow stronger under Mary as the list of martyrs 
expanded. An Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion, written during Mary’s reign, 
included a prayer for the victims of her anti-Protestant policies: “O regarde the sorowfull 
sighyng of the prisoners that lye in bandes for thy glorious gospel and wordes sake . . . 
preserue & strengthen those that ar appointed to the slaughter, for professyng of thy holy 
worde & name” (A7–A7v). Bale also identified specific martyrs in his texts, naming 
forty-five past English martyrs in his Epistle Exhortatory before adding a separate list of 
over twenty recent martyrs including John Frith, John Lambert, William Tyndale and 
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Robert Barnes (B5–B5v). Bale emphasized the rewards martyrs brought to themselves 
(salvation) and others (a holy example): 
what a spectacle shal it be to the worlde, to behold s  godlye a felowshyp . . .with 
so pure a conscience, so strong a faith, and so liuelye an hope, to offer them 
selues, to suffer moste cruel tormentes at the handes of Gods enemies, and so to 
end their daies in peace, to receiue in the resurrection of the rightuons life 
euerlasting. (Soueraigne A7–A7v) 
 
Bale believed that adversity would make “the ryghtouse man . . .perfyght” (Expostulation 
A5), and he exemplified the kind of character he wanted others to possess. 
Bale often spoke of the importance of persecution and martyrdom to the true 
Christian identity. Gilsdorf states, “According to Bale, tribulation was not only the most 
likely lot for the saint, it was essential to his salvation” (14). As proof, she quotes a 
straightforward expression in The Image of Both Churches, “To the Christian persecution 
is necessary” (Gilsdorf 14, quoting Christmas 436). At the start of the Vocacyon, in the 
same section where Bale compared himself to Paul, Bale affirmed, “The members of 
[Christ’s] true churche / the prophetes and Apostles / were in case like as he their head 
was / first called / than afflicted / and gracyously alwayes in the ende delyuered” (A2v–
A3), though this deliverance was often to an eternal reward. Bale’s play The Temptation 
of our Lord echoed the sentiment: “He is unworthye    of [Christ] to be a member, / That 
wyll not with hym    some persecucyon suffer” (404–5, in Bale, Complete Plays II). By 
portraying “persecution and martyrdom as the way to Christian victory” (Bauckham 40), 
Bale ennobled the difficulties of his time and placed them within an established tradition 
of faithful suffering. 
Despite the commendable nature of persecution, Bale’s definition of martyrdom 
did not require death, exile, or even suffering. Experiencing such trials certainly informed 
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the identity of many Protestants, and they were exemplars for others, but the thing Bale 
stressed most was inward conversion. In The First Examination, Bale stated, “Of hys 
owne chosen martyrs, Christ loketh for non other myacle, but that onlye they persever 
faythfull to the ende, Math. 10. And never denye hys veryte afore men” (Beilin 7). 
Writing about England, Bale called for his contemporaries to embrace personally the 
reformed national religion: “That Lorde graunte of hys infynyte mercye, that lyke as we 
haue put a syde hys name, we maye euen frome the harte also cast ouer hys Idolatrouse 
yokes, folowing from henceforth the vncorrupt rules of the Gospell” (First Two Partes I 
E8–E8v, emphasis added). In Gilsdorf’s perceptive words, “Bale hoped to convince the 
entire English people that their participation as a nation in the struggle between the godly 
and the unrighteous was essential to both their indvidual and corporate salvation” (15). 
Every English person could benefit the nation simply by remaining true to the Protestant 
faith. Though difficulties were to be endured if necessary rather than recanting or 
backsliding, Bale saw living a righteous life as the only requirement for being considered 
a martyr. Living the kind of Christianity Bale espoused often carried the potential of 
death or exile, but Bale wanted people to stay true to their Protestant ideals regardless of 
the consequences or lack thereof.  
The English identity Bale encouraged post-Reformation was a restoration of the 
original British identity that had been inaccessible for hundreds of years due to the 
influence of the Catholic Church.  The religion forthe people had been dictated from 
Rome, with no input from the English population and no widespread alternative belief 
system. The opportunity to change the confessional identity of the nation came when 
Henry VIII (re)instated England’s status as an empire as professed in the Act of Appeals: 
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“this realm of England is an empire, and so hath been accepted in the world, governed by 
one supreme head and king having the dignity and royal estate of the imperial crown of 
the same” (Betteridge, Tudor Histories 40). Henry VIII’s political revolution enabled a 
subsequent religious revolution led by Thomas Cromwell and others. Henry VIII did not 
wholly support the doctrinal changes—“He wanted the English Church to be independent 
of Rome, as it now was, but also wanted it to remain Catholic in spirit” (Happé, John 
Bale 11)—but his Protestant advisors saw an opportunity to become theologically 
independent from Rome. Bale himself supported the idea of England as an empire, citing 
Josephus and Hegesippus66 as supporting historians and—demonstrating his willingness 
to insert inaccuracy for polemical ends— King Brennus, Constantine, King Arthur, and 
Edward the Third as potentates of the empire (Leland and Bale D5v–D6; see Mottram 18 
for more on these leaders). While Bale was an antiquar an and could have had interest in 
England’s political history from a purely academic standpoint, as a Protestant he saw 
Henry VIII’s increased power as a way to further religious reform (as demonstrated by 
Imperial Majesty’s use of his authority to do exactly that in King Johan). Through 
interrelated religious, literary, and governmental channels, the doctrines and practices of 
an ever-evolving Church of England reached the people.  
The information provided gave citizens the ability to choose a confessional 
identity for themselves . . . but not without consequ nces. Executions and exiles often 
resulted from embracing Reformation theology under H nry VIII and especially Mary. 
Nevertheless, “al ttue [sic] English men,” a group Bale identified by their Protestant 
leanings in the full title to An Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion, had the chance 
                                                
66 He was an early Christian historian. 
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to show their real identity by living the gospel. From Bale’s perspective, Henry VIII’s 
break with Rome and its accompanying ecclesiastical ch nges enabled the widespread 
ability to be a Biblical, obedient English Christian—obedient to God and (often) to the 
monarch. This opportunity had been absent since Augustine of Canterbury corrupted the 
church and the Catholics placed foreign invaders on England’s throne. Britons could 
finally get back to their roots. 
PART IV Bale’s Subject Positions 
The ability to return to the original form of British Christianity became especially 
important for Bale due to his exiles. Changes in the nation’s religious leanings forced 
Bale to spend over a decade living on the continent. Bale fled to Switzerland and 
Antwerp during his first exile (McCusker 14), as well as Marburg, Hesse, Friesland, and 
Westphalia (Harris 33). His second exile included time spent in Wesel “at the end of 
1553” (Fairfield 91), an eventful period in Frankfurt in 1554 (Fairfield 91), and then time 
in Basel where he lived with John Foxe (Levin, Propaganda 87; Warner xx). He wrote 
favorably of his places of refuge, praising the resid nts for their faithfulness and finding 
kindred spirits for both his religious and antiquarian interests. Bale corresponded directly 
with John Calvin (McCusker 24). He shared “diuerse and manye epistles” with Matthias 
Flacius Illyricus and Johann Wigand, important figures in the fields of ecclesiastical 
history, Lutheran theology, and anti-Catholic writings (Graham and Watson 18; Davies 
227–8). Jesse Harris claims Bale also knew Philip Melanchthon and the bibliographer 
Conrad Gesner, citing Sir James Ware as saying Bale “c me to have a great share of 
intimacy with Conrad Gesner” (32). Due to his writing, Bale also knew “Oporinus, the 
great Protestant printer of Basle” (McCusker 68). As when he was in favor in England 
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and circulated with high level political, literary, and religious figures, Bale’s exile saw 
him involved with other prominent Protestants of his age. 
Bale’s treatment on the continent contrasted greatly wi h the circumstances that 
caused him to leave Britain. While in exile, Bale did not have his servants killed or need 
to flee for his own life—events that occasioned Bale’s second exile as recorded in his 
Vocacyon (King, Voices 249–52). During the same years when Bale was per ona non 
grata in England and his works were censored there, the erstwhile favorite of monarchs 
such as Henry VIII and Edward VI wrote and published n w texts from his exilic 
destinations. Happé records, “During this first exil , which lasted eight years . . . he must 
have spent a great deal of time researching and writing. It is a period of vigorous and 
active publication” (Happé, John Bale 12). Texts published while Bale was in exile 
included The Actes of Englysh Votaryes, An Admonishion to the Bishoppes, The Image of 
Bothe Churches, The Epistle Exhortatorye, An Excellent and a Right Learned 
Meditacion, The Vocacyon of Iohan Bale, and Yet a Course at the Romyshe Foxe. Bale’s 
career flourished despite his flight to the continent. It was also a place where he could go 
by his own name. Back across the English Channel, readers would see his works ascribed 
to pseudonyms like Henrye Stalbrydge or Iohan Harryson, who sometimes supposedly 
published from Rome, due to the books’ dangerous subject matter. Yet a Course at the 
Romyshe Foxe (1543), The Epistle Exhortatorye (1544), and The Vocacyon of Iohan Bale 
(1553) all used this strategy. The leaders of the natio  Bale praised so highly had stripped 
him of his home, his livelihood, and his very identity as it related to his native soil. 
 These hardships and privations could have soured Bale, producing an embittered 
attitude about England and causing him to view it as a hostile land, or at least one without 
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special merit. The preponderance of evidence, however, points to Bale loving and 
revering England despite his tribulations there. Following each exile Bale returned to 
England as quickly as it was safe to do so. Bale left H nry VIII’s England around 1540 
and Mary’s following her ascension in 1553, but he was back in his homeland within the 
first year of the subsequent monarchs’ reigns, Edwar  VI and Queen Elizabeth 
respectively (McCusker 15, 27). This choice was consistent with Bale’s attitude in K g 
Johan, where he lauded the character (Ynglond) and commonwealth (England) 
representing his homeland. Other texts demonstrating this loyalty included The Epistle 
Exhortatorye referring to “his derely beloued contrey” in the full title and The 
Laboryouse Journey expounding “the naturall zele whyche [he bore] to [his] contreye” 
(A2v). The topic there coincided with that book’s particular message—that all those who 
had “a naturall loue to their contrey” should have helped to preserve its antiquities (A7v). 
In words that become especially poignant when viewed in light of Bale’s forced 
estrangement from England, he wrote,  
[A] noble citezen . . .  seketh the commodite, praise and aduauncement of hys 
countreye. Swete is the remembraunce of a mannes naturall lande, to hym that is 
absent. . . . But we ought to haue respect both to our countrey & kyndred. Of our 
natural countrey we haue our parentes, our fode, our n rishment, frendship, 
frindes, acquayntaunce howse, wyfe, chyldren, with such lyke. (Leland and Bale 
B5v) 
 
Bale depicted love of country as a noble sentiment that, rather than conflicting with total 
religious devotion, enhanced it: “He that naturallye loueth hys lande, obeyeth therwyth 
the commaundementes of God concernyng the loue of his neyber, and the faythful 
obedyence of kynges” (C6). Bale’s life demonstrated the same devotion he encouraged 
others to feel. 
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Accordingly, Bale’s works while in exile maintained their religious fervor while 
continuing, and maybe even amplifying, a focus on England and its unique history. 
“Bale’s work as a literary historian [was] probably his largest innovation during this 
time” (Happé, John Bale 12), with his bibliographic texts Summarium and Catalogus 
produced in his first and second exiles respectively. These texts extolled the literary 
greatness of British authors and their importance while also including “a great deal of 
controversial material. . . . about the papacy” (Happé, John Bale 56). The most notable 
planned project that Bale did not live to complete was “‘the illustration and setting forth 
of the storye of this our realme by him, the said Bale’” (Harris 57, quoting a letter from 
Queen Elizabeth in support of the project). Bale wished to produce an English history 
free from the errors—or uncomfortable truths, like Oldcastle’s rebellion—in foreign-
produced texts. Bale always returned, physically in person and topically in his writings, 
to England. Although at times Bale’s prospects for religious, social, occupational, and 
personal aspirations seemed brighter on the continent, his writings and biography affirm 
that “Bale’s patriotism was at least as strong as his religious zeal” (Grabes 149). 
 Bale’s love for his country inspired him to serve it as an author and preacher. In 
the Vocacyon, Bale stated that he saw his duty to lead people in righteousness as a calling 
from God: “[Paul] boasted of his vocacion / and sayde. God . . . called me by his grace / 
to preache his liuely gospell amonge the heathen Gal. 1. what if I shoulde in like case 
boaste / yt he by his grace had also called me in this age / to preache the same Gospel to 
the Irishe heathens” (A4).67 While it is true that Bale recognized the Church of England 
as part of the universal church (Hadfield, “Translating” 48), it was the part of that church 
                                                
67 Here Bale refers specifically to his bishopric in Ossory. 
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toward which Bale had a natural affinity and  which he could influence most effectively. 
Bale realized that Henry VIII’s “reaffirmations of transubstantiation and auricular 
confession,” which had in part forced his first exil , made it necessary “to sustain 
opposition against such items as these. . . . There was still a considerable propaganda 
battle to be fought . . . however, Bale retained an allegiance to King Henry, whom he 
present[ed] as a godly and heroic monarch” (Happé, John Bale 67). Bale’s native tongue 
also enabled him to reach an audience that Latin could not, and he acknowledged that The 
Image focused on Britain and was “‘written in [English]’” to persuade an audience in his 
native land (Christianson 20). Bale had the desire, knowledge, and ability he needed to 
focus his efforts on England. 
 He also recognized that, as evidenced by the experience of the Lollards, the 
monarch’s position on religious issues could go a lng way toward making or breaking 
the Reformation. He had seen decrees from Henry VIII do both. As a result, “Bale’s 
energy [was] expended not on the heavenly ideal nor o  the purely political state . . . he 
concentrate[ed] on the point in which the two [met], in the devotional life of the social 
body, and in the political aspects of religious lead rship” (Blatt 58–9). Bale himself 
described his writings as dealing with “both of ye heauenly & politicall state of ye christen 
churche” and stressed that he “mayntened the political  ordre by doctrine / & moued the 
commens alwayes to obeye their magistrates” (Vocacyon C4–C4v). While scholars 
regularly recognize this political and religious melding in King Johan, Bale elsewhere 
used “biblical material to make a series of political and doctrinal points . . . [with] 
immediate contemporary relevance . . . [and a] natio l dimension” (Shrank, “John Bale” 
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187).68 This chapter, and indeed this whole dissertation, c tends that Bale always 
worked with worldly ends in mind. 
He sought to support the national church, an embodiment of his joint religious and 
political aims, in multifarious ways. Bale served as a governmentally supported preacher 
under Henry VIII (McCusker 5), a bishop under Edward VI (Vocacyon B8v), and a 
prebendary at Canterbury during the reign of Elizabeth (Harris 57). His authorial 
endeavors included acting as a historian, a pamphleteer, a playwright, a translator 
(including Jonas’s text on Luther’s last days and Thomas Kirchmayer’s Pammachius 
[Blatt 164]), an editor, a polemicist and controversialist, and the first author to make an 
exegesis of Revelation “readily available to the lay public in vernacular form” with his 
Image of Bothe Churches (Christianson 15). Despite the diversity of these rol s, Bale saw 
them all as serving the same ultimate end—helping En lish people worship God 
properly. 
On multiple occasions, Bale compared writers to preach rs, both groups who 
helped deliver the truth to the people. Bale’s plays were for political and religious 
instruction as much as his sermons and pamphlets were.King Johan “served to 
popularize Protestant themes and theses” (Duncan 67), and the plays in his Biblical 
cycle—written under the patronage of John Vere, Earl of Oxford, before his collaboration 
with Thomas Cromwell—“were Protestant polemics” (Harris 75). While acting as Bishop 
of Ossory, Bale staged his plays at a religious gathering, though the Catholic audience 
took “small contentacion” in them (Vocacyon C8v). Elsewhere Bale linked “poore 
                                                
68 I disagree with David Coleman’s assertion that “recent criticism has been overly enthusiastic in its 
exploration of Bale’s political stance” (35). If anything, the breadth of political purpose in Bale’s writings 
needs more emphasis, as relevance to contemporary issues ubiquitously motivates his work.   
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mynstress [ministers]” and “players of interludes” (Epistle B8), complaining that 
Catholics allowed bawdy priests and performers but attacked “godlye ministers / be they 
wryters or preachers / players or syngers” (Epistle C3). Bale’s message, along with the 
purposes behind it, remained unchanged despite his various forms of presentation.  
Bale’s used these diverse means to address all levels of society, from kings, to 
other clergy members (both Protestant and Catholic), to writers, to common subjects. Due 
to the divine calling Bale claimed to have received, his advice to preachers and writers 
acted as commentary on his own societal roles. Bale enjoined preachers to use the Bible 
as the source of their information, eschewing all worldly traditions that had accumulated 
in Catholic practices, especially since the end of the millennium in about year 1000 
(Declaration E2). Bale’s attacks on the mass cited its lack of Biblical precedent as the 
main problem. In the Examinations, Bale stated, “But of the latyne popysh masse, is not 
one worde in all the Byble, and therfor it perteyneth not to faythe. A strayght 
commaundement have almyghtye God geven, Deutro. 12. That nothynge be added to hys 
wrode, nor yet taken from it” (Beilin 21–2). Similarly, “If their Masses had bene of Gods 
creacyon, ordynaunce or commaundement . . . they had bene regestred in the boke of 
lyfe, whych is the sacred Byble” (Beilin 25). Doctrinally, Bale’s ideal church would have 
been based solely on the Bible and the practices of the primitive church, especially as it 
existed in Britain.69 
However, while some things like the Catholic mass, strict regulation of the 
vernacular scriptures, and the adoration of images could never be acceptable to Bale even 
                                                
69 The desire to find evidence for this church was one reason Bale fought to preserve manuscripts, or ashe 
called them, “the worthy workes of men godly mynded, and lyuelye memoryalles of our nacyon” (Leland 




when they were approved by the monarch/head of the church, he did allow governmental 
decrees to alter religion somewhat in the interest of national unity. Bale willingly 
softened his call for a church led by sola scriptura when it would conflict with acceptable 
national regulation of religion. Henry VIII’s declaration that some non-Biblical practices 
were desirable was mirrored in both the Edwardian and Elizabethan Prayer Books. The 
Edwardian Prayer Book—in text maintained in the Elizabethan version—spoke of the 
reason for keeping these non-Biblical acts: “Other [c emonies] there be, which although 
they have been devised by man, yet it is thought good t  reserve them still, as well for a 
decent order in the Church . . . as because they pertain to edification, whereunto all things 
done in the Church (as the Apostle teacheth) ought to be referred” (Cummings 214). Bale 
supported these practices. In his Vocacyon, he demanded that his installation as bishop 
occur “after that book of consecrating bishops which was last set forth in England by 
Parliament” and continued “I would execute nothing for my part there but according to 
the rules of that latter book” (King, Voices 244).70 Bale willingly allowed the earthly head 
of the church power over its practices, provided they did not lead people away from God. 
Bale’s treatment of holy days exemplified his adherence to the Prayer Book. 
Although the Book of Common Prayer “greatly reduced the number of holy days,” it also 
added “a new national, secular, and dynastic calendr centering on the anniversaries of 
the Protestant monarch” (Baldo 153). Bale obeyed th king’s will in which holy days 
were retained and which were removed. Bale specifically mentioned banning a feast for 
“The natiuite of our Ladye . . . by autorite of a Christen Kynge and his whole parlement,” 
                                                
70 King’s footnotes affirms that Bale here refers to “’The Form of Consecrating of an Archbishop or 
Bishop’” in the 1552 Prayer Book (256). 
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opining that those lamenting the loss of the holy da “had kepte the daye much holyar in 
my oppinyon if [they] had in the feare of God obeyd the commaundement of [their] 
christen Kynge” (Vocacyon D5v). The Vocacyon recorded the vehement feelings of the 
Catholic residents, who killed “five of [Bale’s] household servants . . . for that [the 
servants] had broken, they said, the great holy day of our Lady’s Nativity” (King, Voices 
249). Conversely, Bale kept any holy days of which Edward VI approved: “I founde a 
waye to be brought to kylkennie / where as I preachd euery sondaye & holy daye in 
lent” (Vocacyon C3v). Bale’s acceptance of Anglican policies, even when non-Biblical, 
further emphasized the importance he placed on having a national church. 
When writing to the bishops who led that church, Bale’s advice largely 
condemned their current actions while admonishing further reform. The actions and 
attitudes he attacked will be covered in chapter three, while here I will focus on the ideal 
identity he sought for the Anglican clergy. Bale wanted the clergy “to preache Gods 
word” (Admonishion A3), “edify with the churche of England” (Admonishion A3v), and 
show “harty loue and affection” to the monarch (at this time Mary) (Admonishion A6v). 
Bale condemned the connection between England’s past Catholic religion and the foreign 
nation of Italy extensively, notably in The Actes of the English Votaryes, so he called for 
a clergy as committed to the nation as to the gospel. Loyalty to the king would 
demonstrate this dualistic attitude, for he was “King of England, Fraunce, & Ireland, 
defender of the faith, and in earth vndre Christ, of he Churches of the sayd England & 
Irelande ye supreme head” (Apology A2). The connection between national and religious 
loyalty became official under Henry VIII’s rule with treason, sedition, and heresy being 
essentially synonymous (see chapter one), and this trend continued with later Protestant 
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monarchs. Allen J. Frantzen oversimplifies Bale’s understanding of the universal church 
when he says that the Church of England was Bale’s “promised land” (31), but Bale did 
call “thys churche of Englande . . . to other natyons a most wurthie spectacle” 
(Expostulation A3). Bale enjoined the clergy to be loyal to the king, the Bible, and the 
nexus of those vital political and religious guides in the Anglican Church.  
That Bale sent his messages about the clergy’s proper les via the printing press 
as well as the pulpit demonstrated the close link in Bale’s mind between his callings as a 
preacher and writer. Early in his career Bale used King Johan to spread his and 
Cromwell’s message about the Reformation, recognizing “the central significance of 
festivity and popular drama in moulding general perceptions” (Gourley 171). Bale used 
his position as Bishop of Ossory to continue “moulding general perceptions” through his 
plays, as evidenced by the afore mentioned staging of his Biblical plays. Bale stood in 
good company among religious reformers who believed drama could be an effective 
preaching tool: “Erasmus in particular was widely quoted as saying that it would be a 
splendid thing if Bible stories were made into plays for young people . . . Perhaps it is not 
so widely recognized that Luther, Melanchthon, and Calvin all shared these enthusiastic 
hopes” (Blackburn 24; see Happé, “‘Erazed in the booke’” 22 for discussion of 
Protestants approving specifically of play cycles). Blackburn adds, “It is even possible, 
though not demonstrable, that such men as Bale and R dcliffe set to work under the 
impulse of Luther’s urging” in producing plays (28). The Radcliffe referred to here is 
Ralph Radcliffe. Bale visited his Hitchin Grammar School “about 1552” and recorded the 
titles of several of Radcliffe’s religious plays performed there, including “The Burning of 
Sodom, [and] The Condemnation of John Hus” (White, Theatre 102–4). Bale’s personal 
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use and support of plays demonstrated the value he plac d on them in regards to religious 
education. 
Bale used his written texts in multiple ways to push the Reformation further. For a 
time he led a touring playing company, under the names of “Lord Cromwell’s or the Lord 
Privy Seal’s Players,” “‘The Seycretars players,’” and/or “‘Bale and his ffelowes” 
(Kastan 269). This phase of his life ended with his first exile, and afterwards, Bale’s most 
common audience was readers. Bale understood this, and tailored his books to specific 
groups. Bale wrote his bibliographies of English books in Latin to reach a “readership of 
international scholars” (Happé, John Bale 56; see also Warner xvi). Bale wanted to 
increase England’s continental reputation, an area in which Bale feared his country 
suffered “shame & rebuke” specifically because their literary contributions were 
unknown (Leland and Bale B2). Of course, Bale also wanted his Protestant message to 
reach this international audience. In fact, his “additions to [the Latin] Catalogus about the 
papacy were so extensive that Bale published them again as a separate work, Acta 
Romanorum Pontificum (1558)” (Happé, John Bale 56), later translated into English by 
John Studley as The Pageant of Popes (Fairfield 100). Still, Bale’s English works far 
outnumbered his Latin ones, and in these he was obviously “writing to Englishmen” 
(Bauckham 73). Literate English people were becoming a  increasingly large group. 
Peter Womack notes that the increased focus on the word of God in Protestant nations 
marked a gradual “withdrawal from the public mode of urban pageants” and made 
religion more private and focused on readers (106). Peter Marshall states, “There is no 
doubt that the ubiquity of Protestant vernacular bible translations supplied a major spur to 
the spread of literacy, and thus to the eventual development of a reading public” 
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(Marshall, Reformation: A Very Short Introduction 108). Bale took full advantage of 
these developments to spread his messages. 
Bale’s writings certainly agreed in spirit with John Foxe’s later statement that 
“‘players, printers, and preachers’” were “‘a triple bulwark against the triple crown of the 
pope, to bring him down’” (Blatt 131). Bale also viewed printing as a weapon to be used 
against evil papists:  
Gentyll and soft wyttes are oft tymes offended, that we are now a dayes so 
vehement in rebukes. But thys wolde I fayne knowe of them, what modestye they 
wolde vse (as they call it) if they were compelled to fyght with dragons hyders, 
and other odyble monsters. How pacyent they wolde be and how gentyll, if a 
rauenouse wolfe came vpom them, they hauynge able weapon to put hym a syde 
Surelye I knowe no kynde of Christen charyte to be sh wed to the deuyll. (Beilin 
69) 
 
In fact, “The printing press seemed to later [post-Luther] 16th-century Protestants a 
veritable providence of God” (Marshall, Reformation: A Very Short Introduction 17). 
Bale himself explicitly stated, “God hath in thys age geuen the noble art of prentynge” 
(C3, misprinted C5).71 Bale had relationships with many printers, including “Dirk van der 
Straten . . . whom Bale used quite often” (Happé, “Catalogue” 82), “Mierdman and 
Goinus in Amsterdam” (Grabes 142), and “half the best printers in London—for instance, 
Day, Jugge, and Grafton” (McCusker 111). Bale’s books could reach a much larger 
audience than his sermons and deliver the same essential messages about the Reformation 
and loyalty to England. 
Bale sought not only to be a positive influence himself, but also to recruit others 
to the cause. He actively called for more authors t follow in his footsteps. Bale 
                                                
71 Sadly, despite Bale’s faith in the ability of printing to spread his ideas, “Within a few years of John 
Studley’s adaptation and translation of Acta Romanorum Pontificum as The Pageant of Popes (1574), 
Bale’s many works went out of print (King, “John Bale” 115). 
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encouraged other Protestant playwrights, including Ralph Radcliffe as mentioned above. 
He also desired more texts attacking the papacy, so he collaborated with Matthias Flacius 
Illyricus and contributed the section on King John to Foxe’s Actes and Monuments 
(Davies 227–8; Freeman 175). Bale did not finish his own history of England, so he 
challenged others to assume the task: “I wolde wyshe some lerned Englyshe manne (as 
there are now most excellent fresh wyttes) to set forth the Englyshe chronycles in theyr 
ryght shappe” (Brefe Chronycle A5v).72 Bale generally called on all English people to 
preserve their historical documents threatened by the dissolution of the monasteries: 
“Lete one noble man therfore . . . bring fourth one noble author, and an other emprinte an 
other, to the conseruacion of Englandes Antiquitees. . . . Let all noble hartes consydre . . .  
what honest fame might aryse by these doynges” (Leland and Bale F7v–F8). Bale saw 
himself as having a calling from God, but he encouraged many others to serve England 
like he did. 
One thing that made Bale’s position distinct from those who may have heeded his 
counsel and produced other Protestant texts was the relatively close connection he had 
with several monarchs. These inroads gave Bale an audience most others could not easily 
access. As a result, several of his texts offered advice to rulers, fitting within the genre of 
“speculum principis” or mirrors for princes (Armstrong 292). Even King Johan indicated, 
“In thys present acte    we have to yow declared / As in a myrrour    the begynnynge of 
Kynge Johan” (1086–7). The next section will cover Bale’s advice for monarchs and the 
attributes he wished them to possess. In many ways, the role Bale sought for the king or 
queen was transcendent, enabling and controlling the actions of every component of 
                                                
72 Chapter four will discuss how Matthew Parker responded to this request. 
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society. That being said, the ruler also relied on those he or she governed, including 
impassioned—and sometimes unwelcome—advisors like Bal . 
PART V Bale’s Advice for English Rulers 
As demonstrated by King Johan’s Imperial Majesty in chapter one, Bale felt the 
monarch should represent and guide the entire nation. That the king or queen had only the 
potential, not the assurance, of representing Britain correctly resulted largely from 
Catholic influence that corrupted the nation for centuries until Henry VIII, and at times 
resurfaced even after the Reformation. According to the historical national identity Bale 
equated to true Englishness, the nation and church needed to be free from foreign 
influence on government and religion. Supporting the idea of England as its own empire, 
Bale pointed out how the Romans—according to Josephus and Hegesippus—“sought an 
other worlde” in England (Leland and Bale D6). Bale eagerly drew upon this source that 
referred to his country as so entirely separate from Rome that it could be another world. 
Such a sentiment aligned with Bale’s defense of pre-Roman Britain and his attacks on 
foreign interference. Of course, rejecting outside influences increased the English 
monarch’s responsibility for the country’s confessional and political identity. 
Bale wanted exactly this scenario, with the monarch heading a national church. 
This would provide the positive traits Bale identified as native to Britain’s government 
and religion. Bale’s ideal England at its founding had supporters such as “Ioseph of 
Arimathy and hys companyons which fyrst taught vs the Christen fayth here” and 
“Lucius the kynge” (Leland and Bale F4v). Unfortunately, Lucius “sent vnto Rome . . . to 
haue some aucthorite from then[ce]” (First Two Partes I B6v), opening the door for 
future corruptions to enter the church. The history of England from that time onward 
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proceeded through the various levels of corruption. The implementation of a national 
church would mean that British political and religious identity could once again be united 
under the monarch. It was this situation Bale personified in the character of Imperial 
Majesty in King Johan.  
In the immediate aftermath of Henry VIII’s declaration of English independence 
from Roman authority, Bale realized that religious and political unity under a Protestant 
could enable him to reverence the monarch as he felt was proper. Bale saw monarchy as 
divinely appointed and a “scripturally empowered institution” (Frontain 1). His 
Expostulation affirmed that the king “hath by that hygh offyce, the seale of the lyuynge 
god and is declared a prynce of power by hys lyuely wurde. Roma .xiii. to make all his 
subiectes the true seruauntes of God by the Gospell” (A6v). Since the king’s power came 
from God, Bale declared, “Who so euer abuseth the power, abuseth the ordinaunce of 
God to hys dampnacion” (B1v). The reconciliation between the subjects and the king that 
occurred at the end of King Johan included Clergy, Civil Order, and Nobility coming to
reverence monarchy as these quotations indicated they should. 
Despite the importance Bale placed on obedience, his sense of the relationship 
between monarch and subjects was not always straightforward. Hadfield provides a good 
example of the oversimplified view of obedience often attributed to Bale: 
One of his fundamental beliefs was an absolute faith in he duty of subjects to 
obey the monarch, who, according to Bale, could rule unhampered by any of the 
trappings of a moral, legal or natural code of law against which the conduct of any 
tyrant could be tested. . . . Bale consistently argued that any resistance whatsoever 
to the will of the king or queen was a mortal sin against God. (Literature 51) 
 
This statement certainly agrees with many of Bale’s as ertions, but his own life 
demonstrated its inadequacy. Bale fled into exile rather than acceding to conservative 
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religious policies, “apparently distinguish[ing] between refusal to obey an anti-Scriptural 
command and rebellion” (Duncan 73). He also wrote, published, and distributed books 
that were banned by royal decree, and preached contrary to official religious policy. Even 
the statements quoted in the last paragraph reveal a sense of reciprocity between monarch 
and subjects. People do need to reverence and obey the monarch, but the monarch has a 
duty “to make all his subiectes the true seruauntes of God by the Gospell.” Since the 
monarch had a duty lead people to God, “the Christian was not required to submit when 
the king’s commands contravened the Scriptures” (Duncan 73). In the Image, Bale 
actually praised martyrs who had not “reverenced . . . ungodly princes and magistrates” 
(Christmas 564). In allowing for disobedience to monarchs in spiritual—though not 
worldly—commands if they were unscriptural, Bale agreed with other Protestants such as 
William Tyndale and Robert Barnes (see Levin, Propaganda 58–9, 76–8). The difficulty 
for Bale, and for readers trying to reconcile his seemingly unequivocal statements about 
obedience with situations where disobedience apparently became permissible, comes in 
trying to preserve the possibility of an ideal state—where the nation and religion would 
be united and godly—while allowing for the inadequacies of reality. 
Since disobeying the monarch was in general a loaths me topic for Bale, his 
exceptions to obedience are only laid out in “a poorly utlined form of passive 
resistance” (Kesselring 48). Bale’s attacks on ungodly r unscriptural monarchal 
commands usually came as attacks on the practices themselves—Latin services, 
transubstantiation, unscriptural sacraments, etc.—rathe  than the ruler as their instigator. 
This was especially true for rulers of his own time. As evidenced by the total absence of 
blame for Henry VIII in Askew’s trial, Bale disassociated rulers from their own 
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commands in an attempt to preserve obedience while still criticizing unacceptable 
policies. Still, Bale could not resign himself to rebellion against rulers. Following the 
Reformation and the light it restored, the possibility for godly rule always existed. Henry 
VIII could be like David (Frontain), Edward VI could be like Josiah (Expostulation A2v), 
Mary could become “learned in the Lorde” (Declaration I8), and Elizabeth could live up 
to the praise at the end of King Johan (see chapter one). Often, Bale found the religious 
and political situation in England nearly ideal during parts of Henry VIII’s reign and 
under Edward VI and Elizabeth, so he was unwilling to endanger his hope for a godly 
national church by attacking its leader, even if that leader were acting imperfectly. 
Perhaps the part of his life that best reveals his devotion to English Protestantism 
as headed by the monarch came during his time in Fra kfurt. Many English Protestants 
fled to Germany during the Marian exiles, and “in Ju e 1554 the concentration of 
distinguished English exiles was so great [in Frankfurt] that the authorities, encouraged 
by Philip Melanchthon, allowed them to form their own congregation” (Happé, John Bale 
21). Factions soon arose as the congregation, free to stablish its own mode of worship, 
“clashed over the relative merits of Cranmer’s 1552 Prayer Book and a more Calvinist 
version drawn up by William Whittingham” (Hadfield, Literature 53). Knox led the 
group who desired “a further reform of Cranmer’s 1552 Prayer Book” while “Bale and 
others . . . wanted to use it unchanged” (Happé, John Bale 21).73 In a letter Bale and 
others of his group sent to Calvin, they celebrated that “the magistrates gave [them] 
permission to adopt the rites of [their] native country” (McCusker 24). Placing the 
                                                
73 Hadfield describes this clash as occurring between Lutherans like Bale and Calvinists (Literature 54). As 
already noted, Bale’s reverence for political authori y mirrored Luther’s in many ways, but he also had 
some Calvinist ideas. 
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emphasis on the origin of the 1552 Prayer Book rather t an its doctrinal contents shows 
that the decision to adopt it had at least as much to do with patriotism and national 
identity as it did with theology. Bale’s texts, espcially the Vocacyon, revealed hope for 
“the earthly deliverance or restoration of the remnant into a quite visible Church” in 
England (Almasy 16). Bale wanted a recognizable, coherent English church to persist and 
be restored when England’s hoped-for return to Protestantism under Elizabeth—whom 
Bale praised back in 1548 as likely to “become a noryshynge mother to [God’s] dere 
congregacyon” (Bale, Godly Medytacyon B1v)—occurred. Bale had strong support in his 
desire to maintain the established Prayer Book, and “K ox eventually withdrew, leaving 
the conservative group with the upper hand” (Happé, John Bale 22). Bale had 
participated in winning a victory for the Edwardian religious settlement, but it took many 
years for those practices to be accepted again on English soil.74 
Unfortunately for Bale, the latter years of Henry VIII’s reign and the totality of 
Mary’s rule saw the monarch take the church away from what Bale wanted. In the case of 
Henry VIII, Bale complained about the national church etaining elements of papist 
practices. Under Mary, Bale saw a full-fledged retun to Catholic belief and organization. 
Despite the practices of the church in England diverging sharply from Bale’s desires, 
Bale did not want to abandon his dream of a national church. He had seen with the 
Lollards that proposing unsanctioned religious practices may have allowed individuals to 
practice true religion, but it had an underwhelming lasting effect on the nation or its 
populace. By Bale’s time, the Lollard reputation was so in need of repair that Bale felt 
                                                




compelled to circulate a “correct” history of the famous Lollard Sir John Oldcastle. “Bale 
grew up in a region full of practicing Lollards” (Brokaw 325–6), and yet their effect on 
his young self was so negligible that he had nothing positive to say about England’s 
religion from a Protestant perspective until after the break with Rome. Learning from the 
Lollards and earlier martyrs, Bale saw eventual failure as the inevitable result of seeking 
to foster true religion outside the power matrix of his time. Bale understood what Aers 
calls “the role of the state apparatus and the sovereign in constituting, investigating, and 
imposing orthodoxy” (Aers 97). Bale’s connection to his country caused him to support 
Anglican practices in Frankfurt, to return after his exiles rather than living comfortably 
abroad, and to work towards the conversion of all England rather than a few individuals. 
When Bale wrote about groups that wanted to separate religion from the 
monarch’s purview, such as the Anabaptists, he expressed his views on their seemingly 
unsustainable proposals bluntly. “[I]n 1556, Bale bewailed the new ‘Church of the 
Purytie,’ a group of zealots who were trying to establish ‘a seditious secte in coontempte 
of the Englishe order for their owne pharisaycall advancement’” (Fairfield 91–2). Bale 
and other “magisterial reformers” (to borrow Fairfield’s term) “had to show how the 
Roman Church had deviated over the centuries from the purity of New Testament 
Christianity” and also “fight off the Anabaptists, whose battle cry of restitutio 
represented aims that were unacceptably radical” (Firfield 59). In King Johan, Bale 
attacked the Anabaptists for poisoning the scriptures and treating rulers “after a 
sedicyouse rate” (2626–8), and he praised Elizabeth’s suppression of the “pestiferouse 
facyon” (2681). Bale also condemned the Anabaptists for destroying books, a crime that 
linked them to papists as enemies of the nation (Leland and Bale E8–E8v).  In contrast to 
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the Anabaptists, who “showed no respect for divine or civil authorities” (Firth 41), Bale 
even accepted “certain institutions and practices, such as infant baptism, which Scripture 
did not in fact support unequivocally” but that rulers felt should be maintained for good 
order (Fairfield 59). Even though the Anabaptists sought a Biblical church—a goal Bale 
shared even if he did not share their scriptural interpretation—Bale could not tolerate 
their choice to proceed without royal support. 
Bale wanted government backing for a religious settlement because he wanted it 
to last. It could be enforced with the highest power in the land and implemented through 
the kinds of unifying practices Bale lauded under Hnry VIII and Edward VI. These 
included standard Church of England publications, ati-Catholic propaganda, and the 
elimination of Catholic remnants such as monasteries—the last of which was eliminated 
in 1540 (Bryant 27–8)—and images (Haigh, English Reformation 134–7). Official church 
texts, propaganda campaigns, royally-regulated preaching, and legally enforceable 
compliance would all help the church remain unified an  endure. Bale’s work pushed to 
“[bind] nationalism and religious reform inseparably together” (Dillon 89). 
This practice faced severe strain when monarchs began to act in ways that 
conflicted with the land’s heritage and pure Christiani y. Bale dealt with these situations 
by implicating counselors and clergy rather than the monarch. Consequently, though Bale 
condemned many governmental actions under Henry VIII and Mary, the blame never 
reached the top. Bale formulated “the useful fiction . . . that Henry really favored the 
Reformers but was regrettably misled later by his conservative bishops” (Pineas, “The 
Polemical Drama” 203). Bale’s strategy appeared prominently in The Epistle 
Exhortatorye. There he ascribed an entirely Catholic origin to Henry VIII’s Six Articles, 
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never naming the king in relation to them: “Not onlye were the seyd. vi. articles deuised 
by the deuyll and you [the clergy] for the vtter destruccion of Gods true seruauntes and 
the kynges faythfull subiectes / but also to repare the broken walles of youre yall Rome 
agayne” (A6v). The king and Parliament in this explanation were simply beguiled by 
“subtyle slayghtes” that caused them “to honour youre Pope a fresshe” (A7v).  Bale 
specifically accused Bishop Winchester of trying to manipulate the king’s advisors so 
that “verye fewe true fauerers of the Lordes verite had bene about the kynge this houre / 
least they shulde somtyme haue infourmed him of youre papistrie / and so detected you 
of your manifest treason” (B1v). Here Catholic practices equaled treason, and the clergy 
hid the Catholic nature of the Six Articles from Henry VIII. Bale also accused the bishops 
of “bewytch[ing] the parlement howse / prouokynge th m most pestylentlye to depryue 
the common people all together of the Byble readyng” (C7), when it was Henry VIII’s 
decree that limited Bible study for all but the elite (Mottram 167–8). Due to Bale’s 
careful placement of blame for England’s religious problems, the solution did not require 
the reportedly righteous king to change; he just needed to fire his advisors: “Oh eternall 
father . . . graunt thy moste faythfull seruaunt kynge Henry of Englande oure most 
worthye souerayne lorde and gouernour vndre the / clerelye to cast out of his preuye 
counsell house these lecherouse locustes” (C5). With so many crafty deceivers around 
making bad policies and blinding Henry VIII, his only fault was ignorance; he became a 
victim along with the rest of the country. Bale’s careful rhetoric enabled him to reject 
practices he found repugnant without criticizing their true institutor in Henry VIII, thus 
preserving his obedience to both God and his regent. 
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Although Queen Mary’s (re)turn to Catholicism was more complete and blatant, 
Bale still employed the same strategy when writing about her reign. In An Admonishion 
to the Bishoppes, Bale blamed the clergy for misleading the “quenes grace” with their 
“falshoode” (A6). Specifically, Bale reported that the bishops “tel the quene the people is 
desirous of Masses, and that they neuer fauoured the scriptures, and [the bishops] tell the 
people, the quencs [ic.] pleasure is that they receiue againe the masse and poperie” 
(A6v). This report supposedly misled Mary into adopting Catholicism at the people’s 
request, while it also misled the people by making them think Mary was a Catholic. 
Similarly, in An Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion, Bale prayed, “suffer not lord, 
these subtil sorcerers, so to be witch & enueagle the quenes highnes . . . from the hearing 
& readyng of thy blessed woorde, whereat she bothe might & ought to learne her duetie” 
(A8), showing that the Bible was the proper source of l arning and the clergy—not the 
queen—limited its availability. Bale claimed that churchmen were acting against Henry 
VIII when they were doing his bidding, and he made  similar claim regarding the 
clergy’s actions and Mary: “Ye make boste also to seke the honor of the King and Quene, 
but the ende of your doinges, is exceadingly to their dishonoure” (C1). Despite railing 
against the “nobiliti & magistrats” for becoming “slaughtermen and sheadders of gyltles 
bloud” as Protestants were martyred during Mary’s reign (Excellent and a Right Learned 
Meditacion A8v), Bale did not blame Mary by name and shifted the impetus for the 
executions to the “viperouse intycementes” of Catholics (Declaration K4v). For Bale, the 
monarch could do no wrong—even when he or she did.  
 Despite rulers receiving no blame for bad practices, monarchs always received the 
lion’s share of praise for reform. For Bale, Henry VIII and Edward VI were saviors of the 
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nation who provided the entire populace with true religion and a stable, proper English 
identity. Bale’s choice to relate Protestant monarchs to David, Josias, and Moses—as 
well as calling the king God’s immediate minister—showed the respect he bore them. 
The ruler enabled or disabled the religious progress of all those below him. Henry VIII 
demonstrated this ability as he approved patronage of Bale, whose plays served as part of 
“Cromwell’s propaganda effort” that spread a Protestant message to the nation (Happé, 
John Bale 9–10).75 Even many scholars who dismiss the literary value of Bale’s work 
admit that “as dramatic propaganda it [was] well wrought and effective” (Wickham 130). 
Additionally, Henry’s role in commencing the Reformation and providing texts, 
preachers, and policies to support it proved invaluable to the religious progress of the 
nation, even if Henry’s reforming attitude did not g  as far or last as long as Bale desired. 
The ruler was the prime mover that enabled all others to become what Bale anxiously 
desired. By returning to the authoritative position the monarch held in primitive Britain, 
head of a biblical church and righteous state, the king provided opportunities for all to 
live as true Britons. 
Conclusion: Interconnectivity 
 To an extent, though, the king’s ability to act wisely depended on the actions of 
others. As this chapter has mentioned, Bale saw the clergy as being able to blind the king. 
The actions of the commoners could also influence the king’s actions through divine 
means. Bale often spoke of how the king’s heart was in God’s hands, and he warned that 
                                                




a ruler’s tyrannical actions were a result of peopl not living by the restored light of the 
gospel. Bale stated:  
As [God] is of power to cease the storme and to make the wether caulme, Psalme 
106. So is he able to change a fynges [sic.] indignacyon (whych is but deathe) into 
most peaceable fauer and louynge gentylnesse, Prouerbi rum 16. For the hart of a 
kynge is euermore in the hande of God, and he maye turn it whych waye he wyll, 
Prouer. 21. (Beilin 71) 
 
Although Bale called on rulers to act righteously, he acknowledged in a prayer to God, 
“[T]hou mayest iustly vse them as thi fearse rodde against vs” (Excellent and a Right 
Learned Meditacion A2v). In this view, the persecutions under Mary came as a result of 
“our froward necligence, our impenitent behaucour, & carnal disobedience towards 
[God’s] holy law” (Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion B2). The Geneva Bible’s 
message on obedience, according to Hardin Craig Jr., was that “evil and idolatrous rulers 
[were] sent as punishments to evil peoples . . . the main sanction these authors had in 
mind was not tyrannicide but repentance (42).76 The lowliest members of the kingdom—
degraded in class as well as in their papist desires—had the ability to bring God’s 
judgment upon the land and make it impossible for the king to act righteously. Bale 
wanted each English citizen to “‘[seek] the commodite, praise and aduancement of hys 
countreye’” because, “[f]or Bale, citizenship [was] shown by belonging to, and acting on 
behalf of, a national community” (Shrank, Writing the Nation 97, quoting Leland and 
Bale B6). Bale saw England as a true commonwealth, one with godly potential but in 
which everyone had to do their part to receive the proffered blessings.  
                                                
76 Many of Bale’s own ideas found their way into the glosses of the Geneva Bible (Hadfield, Literature 19; 
Bauckham 217–18; Christianson 36–7). 
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Each class in the nation had its own role to play, and each by its success or failure 
affected the composite wellbeing. Commoners following the truth would bring God’s 
blessing, enabling the king’s Reformation to progress further, which would enable the 
royally authorized preachers to teach proper doctrines. Wickedness among the 
commoners would have them seeking out papist preachers and preserving idolatrous 
conditions in defiance of the ruler’s (hopefully) righteous desires and decrees. Righteous 
clergy could carry the Reformed doctrine to the nation and give the king accurate 
reportage and sound advice about how to best root out the remaining devilish traditions. 
Evil clergy would blind the king and continue Roman Catholic traditions in defiance of 
any existing good laws. The king, of course, could change national policy with a swipe of 
his pen. As already discussed, Henry VIII did just that by Signing the Act in Restraint of 
Appeals in 1533 and the Ten Articles—which, though highly Protestant, preserved some 
non-Biblical practices—just three years later (Bryant 23–4; Hunt 81). Each segment of 
society would inevitably affect others with its choices.  
Especially amid such a mutable religious climate, Bale stressed the importance of 
maintaining individual belief and conversion. He claimed that most people remained 
Protestant in heart despite changes in Mary’s reign: “The people doubtles was fully staied 
in conscience, and quieted in the right way of gods word, and wolde haue continued in 
the same, if [the bishops] and others had not wyth [their] dampnable perswasions, craftie 
surrelties, cruell handlings. &c. gone about to peruert them” (Admonishion A6v). The 
claim that the English people were converted Protestant  does not coincide with the 
interpretation of modern historians who claim that the Catholic restoration occurred 
without widespread resistance and would have been wholly successful if Mary had 
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reigned longer (Haigh, English Reformation 129–33). Still, whether or not Bale believed 
in the widespread national conversion he claimed, h could certainly hope for it in the 
future if people received proper instruction. Thus, a reciprocal relationship existed among 
English people of all ranks and occupations. Each had a function to fulfill, but all could 
participate in helping England reach—and return to—its potential as an independent, 
godly nation. 
Essentially, Bale used apocalyptic history, with his view of periodization leading 
teleologically toward the Second Coming, as a backdrop against which those living in 
Britain could determine their own fate. The time and place provided a divinely gifted 
opportunity for living in a godly way, but the people of the commonwealth needed to do 
their part to bring about Bale’s desired conclusion. No one needed to look far for the role 
they should fill, because they were only being asked to return to their roots, the blessings 
to which their bloodlines and national allegiance made them heirs. By seeking a national 
church and advocating the proper role of each person in its perpetuation, Bale linked 
England’s righteous past with its possible future. England was a nation of conditional 
election, a place where its potential had already been achieved in apostolic times (and 
partially under King John). Bale’s love for his nation and his love for God could be 
segregated to a point, and sometimes had to be with unrighteous rulers on the throne, but 
ultimately both defined where Bale wanted England to go in the future. The 
commonwealth would need all its members to participate in the endeavor, but if they did 
the highest, purest form of British identity could reemerge triumphant and—due to its 




Chapter Three: John Bale and his Opponents 
 Almost anyone who has taken interest in John Bale wil  have come across 
Thomas Fuller’s enduring epithet: “bilious Bale” (White, Theatre 12). This denigrating 
designation motions toward both sets of “opponents” i  this chapter’s title. First, it 
positioned the seventeenth-century writer Fuller within a long line of Bale scholars who 
recognized Bale’s importance—alternately giving it religious, historical, bibliographic, 
political, and antiquarian emphases—while concurrently disparaging his writings’ 
content and style. Bale’s bad reputation came largey from the vituperative, harsh tone of 
his work, a nearly ubiquitous trait stemming from attacks on Catholic clergy, doctrine, 
and practices. Catholics, accordingly, were his contemporary opponents, eliciting the 
“bilious” reaction that so repulsed later readers. Chapter two described how Bale 
envisioned an England that could rally around a godly monarch, an ennobling early 
history, national independence, and the restoration of true religion that came with the 
Reformation. Bale’s conception for that unity—though reportedly based on history and a 
proper understanding of God’s word—ostracized and attacked Catholics, a group of 
people that had prior to 1534 nominally represented all English people. During Bale’s 
lifetime, Catholics were often in power, and they prhaps always represented the 
majority.77 In opposition to this trend, Bale defined the limits of proper behavior for 
                                                
77 Christopher Haigh provides evidence of disparate reactions to Edwardian Reformation policies and 
Queen Mary’s revival of Catholicism. To conclude a chapter discussing the religious evolution of Englad 
during the years 1530-1553, Haigh comments, “Protestant preachers and proselytizers spread their faith and 
gained new supporters, especially in Edward’s reign, but they were always an unpopular minority” (English 
Reformations 202). Mary’s reign subsequently began with a resumption of Catholic practices popular in 
many areas. The revival of Catholic worship occurred quickly enough to provide a Catholic mass for the 
deceased Edward VI before any official government proclamations sanctioning the ceremony (206). Bale 
acknowledged this mass occurring, though he stridently maintained that Edward VI hated the mass during 
his life (Declaration K7v–K8). Marshall argues that “Haigh overestimates its [traditional religion’s] 
resilience” and gives examples pointing to a more positive reception of the Reformation (55). Still, it is 
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English people so narrowly that his idealized national condition, though ostensibly 
unifying and all encompassing, was destined to be polarizing. 
 Bale’s construction of English identity makes the most sense when his positive 
conception of the nation is examined alongside its converse. Bale saw the world as being 
composed of “two opposing communities in a drama directed by Providence” (Minton, 
“Civitas to Congregation” 256), a central conceit in The Image of Both Churches and 
beyond. Accordingly, he typically paired praise of one group with vilification of another. 
As chapter two noted, however, Bale was not always divi ive. When it came to pre-
Reformation Catholics—at least those without influential political and religious 
positions—and his contemporary monarchs, Bale blithely overlooked a multitude of 
potentially condemnable actions. Therefore, it is necessary to look closely at when, why, 
and how Bale did emphasize and assail things he perceiv d as negative. This strategy, 
employed commonly but not indiscriminately, made it difficult for many contemporaries 
and later scholars to find merit in Bale’s writings. Still, since his motivation extended 
beyond blind hatred, understanding Bale requires thoroughly examining “his works as a 
controversialist” rather than simply discarding them with the statement, “The less one 
says the better” (Harris 13). 
 Fortunately, not all scholars have limited their focus in the same way as Jesse W. 
Harris in the preceding quotation. Bale’s language was striking in its asperity, but he 
employed it to support a vision of relational identity hat existed before and endured well 
after him. Jonathan Dollimore states that “poststructuralism rediscovered what the 
                                                                                                                                      
clear that Catholicism and Catholics continued to have greater influence in England than Bale desired o  
cared to admit. This will be demonstrated at greater length in section one. 
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Renaissance already knew: identity is powerfully – one might say essentially – informed 
by what it is not (lxv). Dollimore’s examples come from later Elizabethan and Jacobean 
texts, but before Bale’s time England and Christendom already had their share of foils. 
The Turks, the pagans, and the Jews were three obvious examples, all of which Bale 
addressed in his own ways. 
James Shapiro’s Shakespeare and the Jews looks closely at how English 
Christians viewed themselves in relation to Jewish “ot ers.” Shapiro contends that “the 
English turned to Jewish questions to answer English ones” (1), and says, “It proved 
much easier to identify those who were English by pointing to those who were assuredly 
not—e.g., the Irish or the Jews” (5). Section three in this chapter will cover Bale’s view 
of the Irish, but, apropos of Shapiro’s statements, Bale sharply contrasted the Jews and 
the Britons. In King Johan, Treason disguised himself as a priest and said Catholic 
accouterments and practices, including “Your fyers, your waters,     your oyles, your 
aulters, [and] / Your candlestyckes” (1829–30, in Bale, Complete Plays I), had their 
origin “of Moyses” and the Jews. Pagans appeared alongside the Jews in the text as 
having supplied the “gylded ymages all” (1832).78 Jews thus aligned with Catholics as 
embodiments of evil, and King Johan’s righteous résumé received a boost from the claim 
that “he exyled    the Jewes out of thys regyon” (King Johan 2220, in Bale, Complete 
Plays I).79 The Jews, as those who rejected and crucified the Messiah, were 
                                                
78 Bale claims a Jewish and pagan origin for Catholic practices in the Apology as well: “The priesthode 
which hath of long tyme bene vsed in the christen chur he, is a false and deceytful priesthed, practised of ye 
Romish popettes & brought into an vse by theyr couetouse conueyaunces, the obseruacions therof borowed 
of the Iewes shadowes and paganes supersticions” (A8).
79 Bale here ascribes the Jews’ expulsion to King John. In reality, that event occurred under Edward I in 
1290 when “two thousand or so Jews, the remnants of what had been a larger and thriving community, 
were in fact expelled from England” (Shapiro 55). Shapiro covers the intricacies of that event, including the 
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quintessentially antithetical to Christianity in Bale’s view, and he transferred that 
association to Catholics. 
Bale’s writings often depicted undesirable Catholic ideas as originating with 
culturally despised groups, as in the example of the Jews and Pagans jointly contributing 
to Catholic icons and rites. Referencing the unwelcome presence of the Spanish King 
Philip on the throne as husband to Queen Mary, Bales id that the “Jacke Spaniard” (a 
placeholder name for any Spanish person) was “as good a Christian, as is eyther Turke, 
Jewe, or pagane” (Declaration F3). Speaking of the role of vows in religion, Bale 
commented, “They may set forth pagane prestes, maskyng monkes, turkysh nunnes and 
vestalles, masmongers & ydell prebendes, wt other disgised apes of antichrist but they 
can make no godly christianes” (Apology B2, emphasis added). Jews also became linked 
with “sophystycall scole doctours” as two groups who had “alwayes disturbed, letted and 
stopped” “the wholsom wyndes of heauenly doctryne” (Expostulation A4v). According to 
Bale, all these varied, wicked traditions entered England through the conduit of the 
Catholic Church. 
As the head of this institution, Bale often identified the Pope as the antichrist. A 
more expansive definition he sometimes employed went b yond this link “by 
concentrating antichrist into two historical institutions – one headed by the pope, th  
other by Mohammed” (Christianson 17, emphasis added). In The Image of Both 
Churches, Bale interpreted the black horse in Revelation chapter six as “heretics and 
unpure ministers . . . Mahomet and the pope in our time” (Christmas 317). Bale 
                                                                                                                                      
fact that “no parliamentary or even royal decree” supporting the expulsion has ever been found (57), in 
pages 43–88 of his book.  
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considered the Pope and Muhammad as equally evil within their respective spheres, 
setting up “innumerable sects of perdition under th Romish pope in Europe, under 
Mahomet the false prophet in Africa” (Christmas 319). In the above examples, Bale 
deftly took tried and true examples of perceived enemies to England, God, and 
Christendom—Jews, Turks, and Pagans—and equated them with groups Bale wanted his 
reformed country to view equally judgmentally—Catholics and the sophistical writers 
supporting their beliefs.80 
Assigning blame to Catholics was not always such a ircuitous process, 
progressing via association. Bale used Reformation figures and proto-Protestants as 
models for attacking the papacy directly. Martin Luther said of the Catholic Church, 
“They are in truth the communion of Antichrist and of the devil, and have nothing at all 
of Christ except the name” (“Open Letter”). John Wyclif spoke of Catholic friars as 
having “beene dead to meeknes charitie and good religion, and beene raised to cursed life 
of sin, and this is Antichrists miracle” in a text where he also accused the friars of 
persecuting true believers, sodomy, and corrupting God’s law (Wycliffe H2). Bale’s own 
perception exactly agreed with Wyclif’s claims, and Bale referred to him as “a true 
Apostle of Christ” (Leland and Bale F4). The Reformation sought to alter religion by 
defining itself against the Catholic Church, and Bale participated in that quest 
wholeheartedly. In this endeavor, the Reformation created a distinct kind of relational 
identity. This new style of differentiation veered from earlier vilifications of Jews, 
pagans, and Muslims because it split a whole that had been generally unified—Western 
                                                
80 Emphasizing the power of anti-Muslim sentiment in sixteenth century England, a 1518 “disguising 
staged by Henry VIII’s revels department signal[ed] the unifying potential of the Pagan figure, the Turk. . . 
. to re-assert the common bonds uniting Europe” (Vanhoutte, “Engendering England” 49). 
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Christians—rather than pitting traditional adversaries against each other. This change 
made defining the competing factions of the utmost importance; the dividing lines were 
new and less clearly understood than those that followed centuries of tradition. 
Since Catholics and reformers by definition opposed each other on doctrinal and 
ecclesiastical matters, simply recognizing that B le defined himself and his country in 
opposition to Catholicism would hardly warrant a chpter. How Bale went about creating 
and delineating that opposition, while attempting to persuade the rest of his country to 
accept those same views, will require a much more int icate and thoughtful analysis. Bale 
abhorred virtually everything Catholic, so listing every difference he emphasized 
between the church he left and the Reformation theology he adopted would be tedious 
and unnecessary. Looking at examples in some noteworthy categories will suffice to 
show the negative attributes that Bale saw as the inverse of proper English identity. When 
considered in context, Bale’s strategy of using invective makes sense. As deplorable as 
such intolerance and verbal violence appears today, it had the potential to foster 
dissension from the Catholic Church, which Bale andmany others saw as a positive 
direction for the country.81 
This chapter’s first section will examine later, scholarly detractors of Bale’s 
literary style. It will discuss what they found deplorable and how Bale himself understood 
the role of the controversial and polemical aspects of his work, such as those comparing 
Catholics to pagans. Bale’s posthumous opponents, upset or at the least unimpressed by 
his writing, arrived at their perceptions largely because of how Bale treated those he 
perceived as his opponents in life. Accordingly, the c apter will then examine some 
                                                
81 Chapter four will examine how the Elizabethan religious settlement responded to many of Bale’s ideas. 
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specific ways Bale attacked his contemporary Catholics. The multitudinous modes of 
abuse Bale incorporated into his work manifest some specific patterns. This chapter will 
focus on two in particular: 1) animal symbolism and 2) native characteristics versus 
adopted foreign influences. These foci have special importance due to their prevalence in 
Bale’s work and their usefulness for understanding it holistically. The chapter as a whole 
will explain how Bale’s particular style provided a vi ble means of advancing his cause. 
It defined Bale’s vision for his nation by praising what he saw as good, condemning what 
he saw as bad, and presenting it all in a characteristically divisive style that would soon 
fall out of favor. 
Part I: Bale’s Literary Style 
 Bale wrote during the period D.M. Palliser refers to as “the years of uncertainty” 
regarding England’s religious status (94), but Bale kn w exactly what he wanted in that 
regard. Unfortunately for him, much of the rest of he country did not share his 
enthusiasm for the new—or original and proper, from Bale’s perspective—religion. 
Throughout his writings, Bale claimed widespread support for the Protestant cause. He 
reported that “by burnynge Anne Askewe and her .iii. companyons, they [Catholics] 
[had] one thousande lesse of their popush beleve than they had afore” (Beilin 67). He said 
that the English people were “fully staied in conscien e, and quieted in the right way of 
gods word” following the Reformation, with only scheming Catholic bishops waylaying 
the Reformation during Mary’s reign (Admonishion A6v). Additionally, he depicted the 
entire nation as supporting Edward VI’s policies: “These moste godlye pryncyples 
refresheth your christen subiectes, and so greatly delyteth their obedyent hartes . . .”
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(Leland and Bale A6). Bale’s writing depicted England’s Protestant conversion as nearly 
complete, with just a few detractors.  
 In contrast, modern scholarship has emphasized the egree to which Catholicism 
maintained a powerful influence in the private lives of citizens. Eamon Duffy reports that 
even during the height of Henry VIII’s support for the Reformation in the late 1530s 
“time honored devotional customs persisted” (419). These included the use of crucifixes, 
candles, and images in churches, “widespread observance of abrogated feast and fast 
days,” and “victimization of Bible-readers” (419–20). Peter Marshall traces this fondness 
for traditional religion into Elizabeth’s reign, noting that after Elizabeth assumed the 
throne in 1558 “local communities seem to have been slower to respond to the wishes of 
government [regarding religion] than they had been under Henry or Edward” and that 
only in “the last years of the sixteenth century” did it reach a point where “the great 
majority of the adult population came fairly regularly to church, had some exposure to 
formal Protestant teaching, and considered themselve  to be orthodox, Protestant 
Christians” (Reformation England 111, 154). Christopher Haigh argues for the 
widespread persistence of Catholic belief. He demonstrates that “Catholic commitment 
[under Mary] was not universal, but it was common” through evidence of church 
donations, religious festivals, and other signs of devotion (English Reformations 214). 
Even in the later Elizabethan years and into Stuart England, Haigh identifies significant 
remnants of traditional religious practice. He recognizes that some communities were still 
resisting the termination of traditional festivals in 1588-89 (English Reformation 214–
15), and points out that “Robert Cawdrey [in 1604] feared that if the Crown declared a 
restoration of the mass, only one in ten would refus  to abandon ‘Christ and his religion’” 
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(293). Duffy, Marshall, and Haigh disagree as to exactly how much Catholic religion 
persisted and for how long, but as a conglomerate they provide ample evidence for 
devotion to conservative religious beliefs and practices at least into Elizabeth’s reign. As 
an opponent of this trend, Bale worked in concordance with three monarchs—Henry VIII 
(prior to his exile in 1540), Edward VI, and Elizabeth—in attempting to instill belief in a 
national, Protestant church headed by the monarch.  
 The greatest obstacle to this endeavor was the Roman Catholic Church. Bale’s 
literal demonization of this institution formed a consistent and vehement element in his 
texts. As Bale’s anti-Catholic views have been well documented, here I will provide only 
a few examples. Satan in Bale’s The Temptation of our Lord boasted, “Thy vycar at 
Rome    I thynke wyll be my frynde” (337, in Bale, Complete Plays II). In fact, rather 
than being tricked into becoming nefarious, Pope Sylvester II reportedly actively sought 
out Satan and released him from his imprisonment, ending the millennium around the 
year 1000 (First Two Partes II A8v–B1). After this, perverted church practices became 
increasingly widespread. The characters Ambitio and Avaricia laid out their plan to 
pervert the gospel in Three Laws. Their conversation provided an incomplete list of 
Catholic ideas to which Bale objected: “wyll workes . . . sayntes worshyppynge . . . 
pylgrymage . . . lyppe labour    and ydle ceeremonye . . . maye we heretykes burne . . . 
Robbe the poore people    through prayer and purgatorye . .  . condempne    the Gospell 
for heresye . . . superstycyons . . . ydolles . . . sophystrye, / Phylosophye and logyck . . . 
Without the scriptures . . . and servyce all in Latyne” (1108–1154, in Bale, Complete 
Plays II). Bale thus showed Catholic worship as antithetical o true religion. 
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The Catholic Church officially sanctioned and supported much contained in this 
list (the doctrines of saints, purgatory, pilgrimage, etc.). Individual members of that 
Church also accepted these ideas as godly, helping to explain the documented, continued 
adherence to Catholicism. Bale knew most in his target audience were or had recently 
been Catholic, so some readers supported the practices he condemned. Most English 
people certainly didn’t see their kindly parish priest as a servant of Satan. For this reason, 
arguing for diabolical flaws in officially sanctioned Church beliefs and actions formed 
only one prong of Bale’s strategy to discredit it. He also sought to reveal the seedy 
underbelly of the Catholic religion, purportedly showing that even if a deceived reader 
considered the outward vessel clean, he or she could not in good conscience condone the 
inward filth. Among his more scandalous claims, Bale made the following assertions 
about the clergy’s sexual practices in A Declaration of Edmonde Bonners Articles: 
• Priests were allowed to “kepe as many whores as they wyll, or occupy as many 
buggerye boyes as maye like them” (C8v). 
• A priest bragged “that in one daye he had beget. ii. syther [other] mens wyues of 
the paryshe there with child only to vp holde the cur hes profyts” (D3v). 
• Bale recounted a tale told him by “a iustice in Southfolke” of “a wenche clothed 
in mannes apparell, wyth iiii. waiting chaplaines, good curates, whiche had, one 
after an other, bestowed their chastity vpon her” (D4). 
• Bale asserted that many priests “play[ed] the buggery knaues, wyth boyes, 
bitches, monkes, and apes” (E4v). 
• John Wyclif reported that priests used confession to tell men’s wives that it was 
“verye wholesome to be doinge with them in the absence of their husbandes . . . 
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And some of those [women] (he saithe) certen monkes slewe in those daies, 
which wold in no wise condescend to their moste wicked perswasions” (L5). 
These examples could be multiplied many times over, but only unnecessarily. Bale 
himself thought he exercised great restraint in sharing these particular claims. At three 
points in the Declaration he advertised his Actes of the English Votaryes a the place to 
turn to for a fuller catalog of the clergy’s wrongs (D4, M5, T5v–T6).82 In many ways, 
these sexual sins—though full of scandal—paled in importance to the murders/ 
martyrdoms Bale elsewhere laid at the Church’s feet. Given his view of the Church, 
Bale’s identification of the pope (King Johan 2400, in Bale, Complete Plays I), the clergy 
(King Johan 2080), and the church as a whole (King Johan 493) as the antichrist seemed 
more a foregone conclusion than a startling comparison.83 
 Bale calling Catholics the antichrist made sense giv n his glorification of the 
Reformation, but it garnered him many detractors. Catholic apologists such as Stephen 
Gardiner (who challenged Bale’s account of Anne Askew’s martyrdom and Gardner’s 
own role in it, Davies 218), Miles Hogarde (who reversed Bale’s view of true and false 
martyrs to favor Catholics and argued for historical Protestant abuses, Betteridge, 
Literature 154–5), and Bishop Edmund Bonner (who burned Bale’s books in 1546, 
Harris 34) all opposed Bale’s works on theological grounds. Henry VIII and Mary I could 
also be added to this list, for it was during their r gns that Bale’s books were thrice 
banned and burned in England in 1542 (Harris 120), 1546 (Happé, John Bale 12), and 
                                                
82 Bale refers especially to the never–finished third an  fourth parts of his Actes of the English Votaryes, 
which would have covered relatively recent events. 
83 Bale, of course, is not forging a new path in making this declaration. Martin Luther, William Tyndale, 
Robert Barnes, Thomas Kirchmayer, and John Frith had all previously identified the pope as the antichrist 
(Blackburn 40). John Wyclif also made the same identification (Dillon 89), along with the Lollards who 
based their beliefs on his work (Bauckham 31).   
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1555-6 (Hadfield, Literature 55–6). Later critics regularly downplayed Bale’s authorial 
accomplishments on the basis of his vitriol, but additionally based on the more subjective 
criteria of style, prowess, and talent. Such arguments against Bale’s writing began shortly 
after his death, partly due to “the late-Elizabethan reaction against the conventions and 
style of the native literary tradition” in favor of“Continental and neoclassic style after 
1580” (King, “John Bale” 29).84  Jesse W. Harris attributes Bale’s declining popularity to 
changing literary styles and “[t]he quieting down of the religious controversy through the 
Elizabethan settlement” that “brought an end to the us fulness of controversial plays” 
(Harris 11). This early negative reception almost cer ainly contributed to Bale’s obscurity 
in scholarship, since the lack of popularity meant his works were out of print by the 
1580s (King, “John Bale” 35; Harris 11). When scholars in the twentieth century and 
beyond returned to Bale’s work, it generally failed to impress them. 
 Literary reputations and interpersonal relationship  share a common trait. It is 
rarely a good sign when those who know you best like you least. In Bale’s case, the most 
studious scholars of his work often condemn it. Even during his lifetime Bale faced 
scorn, and he responded by “chid[ing] the ‘soft wits’ who felt that his polemic was too 
violent” (Ryrie, “Counting Sheep” 97, quoting Beilin 44). At least two dozen writers used 
in preparing this dissertation directly and unabashedly maligned Bale’s writing. Far more 
scholars have participated in Bale bashing than have thoughtfully analyzed his work. 
John N. King, on the contrary, identifies this lacuna in Bale scholarship and points out the 
problems with it: 
                                                
84 King goes into more detail about these stylistic changes in English Reformation Literature pp. 60–61. 
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Critical judgment rarely tests the assertion that Ble was a radical Protestant with 
a violent temper who had a flair for vilification ad scurrilous attack upon his 
enemies. . . . Even students sympathetic to Bale appro ch their subject 
apologetically and argue his case on grounds of historical importance rather than 
literary merit. Few studies make any claim for him as a serious artist, and no 
study provides a thorough analysis of Bale’s art or ecognition of the literary 
techniques and forms through which he achieved his polemical effects. (English 
Reformation Literature 57)  
 
In short, while Bale’s thematic material has drawn ge uine interest and study, its 
presentation has not. 
The dearth of in-depth studies has not kept scholars from confidently presenting 
claims about the merit of Bale’s work. No one who has discovered Bale via secondary 
sources could be expected to pick up a primary text with any enthusiasm. According to 
critics, Bale’s works were “almost unreadable,” “drea y and dull,” and “unpalatable to his 
readers” (Harris 13, 60, 123). Since many of Bale’s works were intensely polemical, a 
focus on “the violence of his language” and accusations that his “riper tracts” were 
“brutal” (Levy 97; Fairfield 150; Blanc 198), “only vindictive and vituperative” 
(Mattsson 65), just “barking in print” (Davies 203), and full of “blustering scurrilities” 
emerged (Duffy 529). Duffy’s use of the term “scurrilities” echoes Thomas Hearne’s 
1770 assessment that John Leland’s “smooth language” contrasts with Bale’s, which is 
“full of scurrilities” (Shrank, Writing the Nation 67). Hearne’s phrase “full of scurrilities” 
itself plagiarizes an even earlier publication from Anthony à Wood in 1691-2 (King, 
English Reformation Literature 59). This parroting of insults testifies to the fact that 
“Bale’s later [bad] reputation had become established by the early seventeenth century” 
and had become an easily repeatable commonplace (King, English Reformation 
Literature 58).  
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If such abusive language regarding Bale’s literary shortcomings only referenced 
his polemical pamphlets, the effect on his reputation might be less severe. Readers could 
expect such tracts to exhibit a more inflammatory style than other works. Unfortunately, 
scholars single out King Johan, currently Bale’s most read and readily available play, as 
an example of his deplorable writing. Scholars claim that, in Johan, “Bale’s heavy lines 
of clumsy verse” result in a “crude, rambling, poorly constructed, often tedious,” 
“crabbed, harsh affair” “of little literary merit” that demonstrates “complete disregard for 
fairness or good taste” (Whall 71; Bryant 81; Elson 191; Firth 38; McCusker 80). But 
what else could be expected of John Bale? He “possesse[d] no peculiar claims as a poet . 
. . [and his] versification also [was] scarcely as good as that of some of his 
contemporaries” (Collier xiv). He wrote as “more minster than dramatist” (Blatt 64), and 
while theological divisiveness might have been at home on the pulpit, it did not seem as 
appropriate coming from some of the characters who voiced Bale’s views in the play. 
Robert A. Potter insists that “such violent rhetoric is untraditional and unseemly for 
sympathetic representative figures like England and the King” (97). Hence, T.W. Craik 
believes “it would be hard to imagine a less attracive way to win converts” (180). With 
such a reception, King Johan took its place among the “awkward plays of the 1530s” 
(Kendall 95). As for Bale’s Biblical plays from that period, “Few scholars would argue 
that Bale succeeded in creating plays as dramatically ompelling and interesting as his 
model [Catholic plays]” (Butler 106). God’s Promises was “distinctly anti-dramatic” and 
“[a]s dramatic poetry, The Temptation of Our Lord may not have [had] much to 
recommend it to students of literature” (Shrank, “John Bale” 185; Wickham and 
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Gladstone 130). Even in Bale’s most “literary” texts, critics perceived his writing as non-
poetic, painfully antagonistic, and lacking in stylistic worth. 
 As the preceding paragraphs demonstrated, modern scholars generally despised 
Bale’s writing. Despite appearances, though, hatred for Bale’s writing is not quite 
universal. Cathy Shrank views Bale’s violent language s indicating prowess, praising 
“his vituperative pen and fine turn in insult” (Writing the Nation 21). David Bevington 
says Bale had “genuine literary talent” (From Mankind 51), and Harris—in a surprising 
turn given her widespread negativity toward Bale’s writing—admits that “Bale’s name 
must rank in literature on about the same level as tho e of Turner, Fishe, and other 
outstanding pamphleteers of the Reformation movement” (99, emphasis added). The 
eminent Bale scholar Peter Happé identifies “a high degree of literary sophistication” in 
Bale’s Vocacyon (“The Vocacyon”  55). Happé shows how Bale’s “silence speaks 
volumes” because he “can make his feelings and attitudes clear to his audiences by 
[quoting] the words of others” (55). Although Bale uthored the text, the perception of 
Bale “as obedient and righteous” emerges through how others react to his literary persona 
rather than via direct self-aggrandizement (55). Such praises accurately reflect Bale’s 
literary skill, but neither they nor the criticisms should be considered to tell the whole 
story of Bale’s style in isolation. 
 Still, Bale’s influence on later works was somewhat indicative of its effectiveness, 
despite alienating many readers. His theological works contributed to Protestant views of 
history and the exegesis of Revelation (Bauckham 70; Christianson 8–10). Bale’s 
dramatic influence included being “probably the first playwright in England to use the 
word ‘act’ as a term for division within the play” (Blatt 184). Additionally, “Bale … took 
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the great leap forward of giving the abstract personifications familiar in moral interludes 
a specific name and identity drawn from English history” (Wickham and Gladstone 128), 
making King Johan “the first English history play” (Hunt 99).85 In these instances Bale 
the author received praise for his work apart from being an antiquary, historian, or 
religious figure.  
 While the criticism mentioned above was just the tip of the derogatory iceberg, 
adding further examples of praise for Bale’s writing skills would prove difficult. Much of 
the reason for this criticism was that modern scholars judged successful writing by 
criteria that did not map well onto Bale’s goals. Authors who praised Bale’s writing 
generally only noted his relevance to his historical context, not his individual talent. Bale 
wrote when religious battle lines were being drawn on a constantly changing field with 
factions and loyalties altering just as quickly. The majority of the people in Bale’s time 
seem to have simply gone along with the religious flavor of the week, and that was often 
a mystery flavor, ill-defined and inconsistently distributed. Haigh claims that even in 
Elizabethan England “the ministers were creating a Protestant nation, but not a nation of 
Protestants” (English Reformations 280), pointing out that religious diversity continued 
and that even among conformists “[f]ew were zealous Protestants . . . and few more were 
informed Protestants” (281).86 Duffy agrees, stating that “even among those complying 
promptly” with the Elizabethan edicts against “images, books, and ornaments,” 
“obedience . . . was often the operative factor, rather than communal zeal for 
Protestantism” (574). Marshall notes that in Elizabethan England “those English people 
                                                
85 Bale’s influence on the narrow genre of Protestant morality plays will be discussed in chapter four. 




who were neither the godly [Protestants] . . . nor self-consciously Catholic . . . were 
surely in numerical terms the majority” (Reformation England 143–4). As a result, Bale 
and other reformers found themselves fighting against both determined opponents and 
apathetic conformists. 
 England’s religious status following the break with Rome was mercurial. Even 
before successive monarchs repeatedly altered the nation’s religious stance, enough 
changes occurred during Henry VIII’s reign to baffle anyone seeking clarity in religious 
matters. Haigh goes so far as to say that “[o]n 16 November 1538 Henry VIII stopped the 
Reformation dead” and turned to a conservative religious policy (English Reformations 
152). The replacement of the 1537 Bishops’ Book with the 1543 King’s Book exemplified 
this change. It reestablished seven sacraments and approved some images (Duffy 442). 
Marshall claims that Haigh exaggerates the conservative reaction, since many religious 
beliefs and practices did not revert to their earlir status—purgatory was still denied, and 
churches had vernacular Bibles instead of shrines (R formation England 46–7). Rather 
than a straightforward reversal, Marshall describes “the last dozen years of Henry’s 
reign” as having “twists and turns of religious policy” (Reformation England 47). 
Chapter one examined how Bale wrote Imperial Majesty in King Johan as a model for 
Henry VIII, encouraging him to take Protestant policies further. Such a clear-cut policy 
never came about. Bale felt people had been sufficiently instructed post-Reformation to 
follow the “proper” religion, but when that did not ccur universally he felt that—as a 
minister and writer—he needed to help his nation truly convert.87 In contrast to many of 
his fellow citizens and the official religious policy, Bale had an immutable vision of right 
                                                
87 Chapter two discusses Bale’s view of how writers and preachers could help the nation. 
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and wrong (post-conversion, at least) and felt the ne d to instill that singular view in 
others. As covered in chapter two, Bale intricately defined exactly what the right 
religious direction for England was, and that concept appeared consistently in his writing. 
The clarity of Bale’s position on correct English identity often came as a result of 
violently opposing what it was not. As such, Bale’s aptitude for polemics and propaganda 
worked as a positive trait. Given this consideration, the evaluation of Bale’s writing 
career can take on a distinctly different tone. Ritchie D. Kendall admits that Bale’s 
writing was “crude and brutal,” echoing Pauline Blanc’s demeaning evaluation, but he 
adds that it was this way “because it sought to dissolve the incrustations of Catholic 
tradition. Only abrasive speech could peel away the centuries of corrupted theology” (99–
100). Bale thereby succeeded in separating “the true believer and those who sought to 
undermine his faith” (131). Alec Ryrie echoes this sentiment. He says that “vilifying the 
bishops . . . [was] not simply the work of his supposedly bilious personality: it was what 
he judged his audience to need. . . . These apparently irrelevant personal attacks were 
actually polemically vital . . . to recreate the stark division between papist and Protestant” 
(“Problem of Legitimacy” 87).88 Although the changing and often unclear theological 
stance of the Church of England meant Bale had to “recreate” a clear division, his 
                                                
88 While Ryrie accurately points out Bale’s attempt to separate his readers from conservative practices, he 
wrongly equates Bale not wanting people to follow corrupt bishops with a desire for people to be wary of 
ecclesiastical hierarchy even in the Church of Engla d. As discussed in chapter two, Bale’s support for the 
monarch-headed Church of England remained consistent. Ryrie’s evidence for his claim comes from Bale’s 
Epistle Exhortatory. When read properly, however, Bale is not telling English people to “maintain a gulf 
between the church and themselves (Ryrie, “Counting Sheep” 87). Bale explains how the “most godlye 
souerayne” and head of the church “beganne with kynge Iosias to reforme his churche” (Epistle A7). In 
Bale’s explanation of conservative changes in the Curch of England, Catholics used their influence “both 
amongest the kynges counsell and commons” in “the makynge of the seyd sixe Popyshe artycles,” and did 
this with “craftes” so the king “knewe not [their] cursed conueyaunces” (A7). Therefore, while 
acknowledging problems in the church, Bale felt the way to reform was through cooperation with 
reportedly righteous royal power; he did not advocate separation from the national church. 
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strategy of using “sheer force and power” in making that demarcation was similar to 
earlier Reformers: “The verbal violence of Bale’s polemics should come as no surprise to 
anyone familiar with the charges and countercharges hurled by Luther, Tyndale, and 
More” (King, English Reformation Literature 65). Bale succeeded most when he made 
his audience view England, God, and the monarch as a united front opposed by the 
sinister Catholic Church and the devil.89 
Indeed, “the most important piece of external evidence concerning Bale’s 
audience during the later 1530s,” a record regarding a performance of King Johan at the 
residence of Thomas Cranmer, emphasizes Bale’s controversial acumen (White, Theatre 
29). The play proved divisive enough to lead to “the inquisition of one Henry Totehill” 
for his statements that “it was petie and nawghtely don, to put down the Pope” in the play 
(Walker, Plays 172). Totehill’s opponents, in both the inquisition a d his estimation of 
the play, were John Alforde and Thomas Browne. John Alforde towed the Protestant line, 
saying “it ys petie that the Bisshop of Rome should reigne any lenger” (White, Theatre 
172), but Thomas Browne’s deposition said the most about Bale’s polemical style. 
Browne had heard “prelates and clerkes say, that King John did loke like one that hadd 
run frome brynnyng of a house.” When he left the play, however, he believed “King John 
was as noble a prince as ever was in England” (White 172). Due to this performance of 
King Johan, a Catholic sympathizer was exposed in Totehill, Alforde’s reformist leanings 
                                                
89 In addition to authors who discuss the effect of Bale’s polemical style, there are others who describe the 
technique itself. Rainer Pineas has at least three articles—“The Polemical Drama of John Bale,” “Some 
Polemical Techniques in the Nondramatic Works of John Bale,” and “William Tyndale's Influence on John 
Bale’s Polemical Use of History”—with this focus. Additionally, Blanc’s “Corrosive Images of the Roman 
Catholic Church in John Bale's Protestant Propagandist Works” and Edwin Shepard Miller’s “The Roman 
Rite in Bale’s King Johan” focus on Bale’s attacks on the Catholic Church. To these articles with a singular 




were confirmed, and Browne’s view of King John flipped from tyrant to righteous ruler. 
Such effects confirm Thora Balslev Blatt’s assessment of Bale’s contemporary and later 
reputation: “Bale . . . use[d] his abilities in the s rvice of the new religion and the new 
nationalism . . . [his writings] made him an able and useful man in his lifetime, but were 
destined to bring him to oblivion once the immediate situation had changed . . . [making 
him] a failure as far as posterity is concerned” (19). 
The later downfall of his reputation aside, in the context of the Reformation’s 
ideological battleground Bale was “the militants’ leading playwright” (Shepherd and 
Womack 2). The term “militant” here was apt, for “words and weapons were closely 
linked in the rhetoric of the Henrician Reformation” (Shrank, Writing the Nation 93). 
Bale spoke of words as weapons in his Expostulation, where he pointed out how Christ 
and the prophets “inueihed against [their opponents], and mightely reproued them” (A5). 
Concordantly, Bale told his readers they had a dutyto wield “the .ii. edged swerd of the 
sprete, which both are the wurde of God.” In doing so “shall they eyther conuert [their 
opponents] or dampne them” (A5v), as King Johan converted Thomas Browne and 
condemned Henry Totehill. Bale’s translation of Justas Jonas’s The True Historie of the 
Christen Departynge of the Reuerende Man D. Martyne Luther spoke of the teachers 
whom Christ called “an host of warryours” involved in “sharpe battayle, by workemen of 
a moch meaner sort” (B2). This language made sense in a period when the potential for 
real battle between Catholic and Protestant nations always existed. The possibility of 
invasion by foreign, Catholic nations drove many of Henry VIII’s decisions. He took a 
more conservative religious approach starting in 1538 in part because he had been 
excommunicated. The pope had “sent Cardinal Pole off to persuade Francis I and Charles 
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V to mount a crusade against England,” and “England was ringed by a Catholic alliance: 
France, the Empire, and Scotland” (Haigh, English Reformations 152). Henry banked that 
adopting a more Catholic-like religion would undermine some justification for the 
invasion, but in this conflict-ridden environment Bale’s militaristic language accurately 
mirrored and participated in the international conflicts of his time. 
In fact, King Johan’s contents reflected concern that “the ever-present threat of 
invasion by Catholic powers” had recently increased due to the “Franco-Imperial 
Alliance” discussed by Haigh (White, Theatre 27). Bale’s play highlighted parallels 
between King John and the reigning monarch. Like Henry VIII, King John also faced a 
“Catholic league” and was excommunicated, so an invasion like King John faced seemed 
a possible next step (Bevington, Tudor Drama 103). Bale’s play grew out of the same 
environment that influenced Henry VIII’s altered religious policy. Rather than 
compromising on Protestant principles, King Johan tried to “encourage patriotic 
resistance to external religious and military pressure” and “sway public opinion against 
Rome and reduce the risk of further seditious uprisings” (Happé, John Bale 104; White, 
Theatre 27).90 For all the violence of Bale’s language, the play sought to prevent real 
casualties that would have accompanied military invasion or rebellion. 
Bale’s warfare, for all its animosity, occurred in the realm of ideology. In Pineas’s 
opinion, “John Bale’s Protestantization of the medieval Catholic morality play converted 
it into the single most potent weapon available to the English Reformers in their warfare 
against the Church of Rome” (“John Bale on Thomas More” 77). Bale encouraged “the 
moste lawfull ouerthrow of the sodometrouse Abbeyes & Fryeryes” that occurred with 
                                                
90 Chapter one covers the propagandistic purpose of King Johan in greater detail. 
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the dissolution of the monasteries (Leland and Bale A2v). He also wanted to eliminate 
some Catholic publications, stating that if “the byshop of Romes lawes, decrees decretals, 
extrauagantes, clementines and other suche dregges of the deuyll . . . had leaped out of 
our libraries, and so becomen couerynges for bokes comminge from the foren nacyons, 
we might wele haue ben therwith contented” (Leland Bale G3).91 Bale even lobbied 
for ousting Catholic clergy, asking Henry VIII to “remoue thys vow & thys priesthode 
hence” and praising Henry VIII for executing priests who sought to “vphold their olde 
papistry”  (Apology A5v–A6; Declaration U3). This support for legal executions was 
about the only place Bale condoned physical violence on an individual or national level. 
While this fact does not necessarily excuse other aspects of Bale’s caustic writing, it does 
indicate that Bale used polemical writing purposefully to combat apathy and conservative 
backsliding. Successfully cultivating Protestant uni y actually could forestall potential 
physical conflicts. 
Despite the potential positive outcomes of divisive language, if Bale’s style 
contained unrestrained attacks rather than calculated rguments it would be impossible to 
ascribe altruistic motives to his work. Lending possible credence to the idea that Bale just 
“called it as he saw it” was his own emphasis on writing in a plain style and his 
antagonism toward rhetoric. In his Actes of the English Votaryes, he said, “As for 
                                                
91 In most cases, Bale “applauds the destruction of the buildings [monasteries], but deplores the attendant 
loss of books” as an antiquarian and bibliographer (Simpson 223). The special caveat noted above shows 
Bale commenting on decrees specifically from the pope—not all Catholic authors—and linking those 
publications with foreign texts. When it comes to English books, Bale argues for preserving “authentic 
documents” regardless of their religious affiliation, since “authority accrues to them by appearing in their 
native simplicity” (Simpson 227). Jennifer Summit wrongly avers that Bale only wanted to preserve books 
as part of a “highly selective process” that “laments the destruction of Protestant books” (“Monuments” 7; 
“The Reformation” 138, emphasis added). While Bale do s discourage new Catholic publications (as in his 
Mysterye of Inyquyte where he opposes The Genealogye of Heresy), understandably preferring Protestant 
messages, and emphasizes (or invents) proto-Protestan ism in his bibliographic endeavors, he generally 
wants to preserve all books with very rare and specific exceptions. 
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sophysiues, their wycked nature is to brynge in all errour and heresyes” (First Two Partes 
II I8). He connected this style of disputation with “te vniuersytees, whych . . . bicame 
very crafty and subtyle. . . . and in their doynges preferred the Idees or ymagynacyons of 
Plato, to ye eternal sprete of Christ. . . . Thus ded the wysdome f the fleshe erect her 
selfe agaynst Gods heauenly wysdome (First Two Partes II L1–L1v). Despite this 
condemnation, Bale undercut Catholic rhetoric more f  its purpose than for its style. To 
say that Bale the controversialist eschewed rhetoric would be like saying that Bale the 
playwright disliked theatricality. 
Since Bale did oddly write against theatricality, examining his motivations in 
those instances will help to explain his diatribe against rhetoric. In King Johan he 
accused the clergy of abusing England “With yowre Latyne howres,    sermonyes and 
popetly playes” (415, in Complete Plays I). In An Answere to a Papystycall Exhortacyon, 
Bale’s Christian speaker accused the Papist by saying, “Ye robbe christes flocke / And 
geue them a mocke / In all your iuglynge playes” (B1v). Bale’s main referents, however, 
were not Catholic mystery or morality plays, but the “playes at the aulter which are 
antichristes ydle inuencions” (Declaration G1v). Bale griped not about theater, but about 
the support of false Catholic teachings through showy, duplicitous methods. He accused 
the clergy of claiming the mass as a sacred act when really it was a series of 
“disguysinges” with “theyr copes, their vestiments” and literally thirty other 
accoutrements that, for Bale, turned Catholic ceremony into a deceptive play rather than a 
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proper religious experience (Declaration P2v).92 Outside Catholic worship, Bale 
repeatedly—through actions and words—supported drama.93  
He lambasted those who suppressed Protestant interludes. In the Declaration he 
wrote of Bonner, “Plaies or christen Comedyes hee abhorreth aboue all, because they 
haue opened so playnely the knoueries of his Romish secte” (Declaration G1–G1v). Bale 
portrayed Bonner and the other bishops as supporting earlier, Catholics plays that were 
“corruptinge mennes consciences” with their message, “But sens [plays] persuaded the 
people to worshyp theyr Lorde God a ryght . . . [the bishops] neuer were pleased with 
them” (Epistle B8–B8v). Accordingly, during Mary’s reign plays and the sermons they 
resembled were “not expressely allowable by the lawes of England” (Declaration G1v), a 
situation that Happé believed Bale put into the past by staging King Johan shortly after 
Elizabeth’s ascension (Bale, Complete Plays I 7). Godly plays received Bale’s 
unwavering support. 
Beyond this, he also made allowance for the sensational nature of Catholic 
practices if they were not directed toward worship. Happé demonstrates that “Bale . . . 
rejected the idea of saints as the embodiment of the miraculous . . . [b]ut he accepted that 
                                                
92 Janette Dillon, in an otherwise insightful look at Bale’s attacks on Catholic ritual as theatrics, says Bale 
has “discomfort with the idea of play” and “distrust of theatrical display” (91, 93), using drama only as a 
“necessary accommodation” for his audience (94). Dillon here conflates Bale’s views with a real, but 
overly universalized, antagonistic feeling toward dama that existed for some reformers. Andrew W. 
Taylor, quoting John Watkins, asserts that “‘Bale’s critique of drama’” stems from the Protestant practice 
of “‘[d]ismissing everything but the literal sense as false’” (61), a similarly over-generalized commonplace 
about Protestantism. Katherine A. Gillen’s contentio  that “Bale’s [Biblical] plays display notable anxiety 
about the potentially idolatrous aspects of dramatic productions” also overstates Bale’s worries about 
drama (1). In describing how Bale includes Baleus Prolocutor to ensure correct interpretation, Gillen 
portrays this narrator as an awkward “authorial compensation” that undercuts theatricality (10). However, 
this only holds true if Baleus Prolocutors is viewed as existing “‘outside’ the play,” as Gillen does (11). If 
that figure is viewed as part of a coherent play that stresses overt instruction over theatricality—Bale’s 
purpose in all his works and sermons—the apparent incongruities disappear. In reality, Bale only attacks 
drama when it is linked with Catholicism, and he has no qualms about the medium as he employs it. 




saints may be used as a means of teaching,” a nearly necessary view for a martyrologist 
(“Protestant Adaptation” 214). In his edition of Anne Askew’s Lattre Examination, Bale 
said, “It were best for them now a dayes to lete men b  at lyberte for their holye fathers 
gaudysh ceremonyes, as they are for beare baytynges, cocke fyghtynges tennys playe, 
tables, tombelynge, daunsynge, or huntynge” (Beilin 155). If the ceremonies were 
recognized as a pastime, their content would be accptable, or at least as acceptable as 
bear baiting and cock fighting. Bale made an analogous statement in 1536 when Bishop 
Stokesley indicted him for heresy. In his defense, which McCusker quotes, Bale stated, “I 
neuer despysed ceremonye of ye churche, grownded vpon ye wurde of god, nor yet vpon 
lawdable custom and vsage afre tyme,” only condemning the practices if they were 
“superstycyouslye takyn in ye people for want of good teaching” (11).94 Purpose and 
origin, not the dramatic actions themselves, determined Bale’s judgment. 
Rhetoric could also possess proper or perverted purposes. Gretchen E. Minton 
summarizes Bale’s view: “Allegory can be used effectiv ly if it is directed toward the 
purpose of educating the true believers . . . Bale is opposed to the employment of allegory 
that does not clarify the message but instead obscure  it” (“Civitas to Congregation” 
255). Similarly, Blatt recognizes that Bale’s acceptance of symbolism in Revelation 
shows he did not always prefer a plain style (199–200). Meredith Anne Skura attempts to 
set up a binary between Luther and Bale, accepting on face value Luther’s claim that he 
“turns ‘from all disputation and tutelage of reason’” while arguing that “Bale often turns 
                                                
94 Seymour Baker House also quotes from this section of Bale’s defense, emphasizing the difference 
“between Catholic traditions devised by men and the obligations imposed by God” (130). 
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to his own human argumentative skills” (62). In reality, both made effective use of 
rhetoric while lamenting its illicit use by their ideological opponents.  
Blatt compiles an admirable list of rhetorical strategies employed by Bale: 
parallelism (antithetical statements), triples, chiasmus (placing the focal point at the 
middle of a section and placing parallel arguments leading into and away from it), 
anaphora (the repetition of words at beginning of statements), epanalepsis (having the 
same word or phrase at beginning and end of one clause), echo (repeating the end of the 
previous line at beginning of the next), tautology (linguistic redundancy, often done to 
aid meter), enumeration, climax (intensification within a phrase), and inversion (the 
opposite of climax) (187–193). Happé adds to this list as part of his objection to Blatt’s 
claim that Bale’s play Three Laws “moves by means of ‘talk only’” (John Bale 82). 
Happé contends that its “extremely vigorous language . . . seems also likely to prompt 
lively action onstage” (82). To support his claim, Happé enumerates “rhetorical devices” 
in Three Laws, confirming and expanding Blatt’s list: “Patterns play a great part through 
such characteristics as repetition, balance (often with half-line contrast), syntactical 
inversion of sentences and phrases, and grouping of ideas into twos and (very commonly) 
threes. There is a good deal of alliteration at times . . .” (John Bale 82). The subsequent 
pages in Happé’s book discuss the “variety of verse forms” Bale employed, noting how 
“pentameter couplets,” “rhyme couée,” and “rhyme royal” enhance certain 
characterizations and dramatic effects (83–4). Such careful construction indicates that 
Bale’s style resulted from careful, purposeful craftsmanship.95 
                                                
95 Even a brief perusal of a rhetorical guide, Richard A. Lantham’s A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms, hows 
that these lists of techniques could be vastly expanded. Strategies Bale used often—such as abominatio 
(showing abhorrence), anamnesis (recalling the past), cohortatio (moving readers to indignation), and 
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Bale’s rhetorical adeptness certainly supports statements to the effect that “Bale 
qualified as an impeccable Renaissance humanist” (Christianson 14). Richard Rex 
ascribes Bale’s intellectual accomplishments to the fact that “the friars remained 
intellectually productive,” indicating that Bale’s time as a Carmelite made him and other 
ex-monastic figures “accomplished humanists” working for the Reformation (39). Bale’s 
“point-by-point” refutation of opposing views—evidenced in A Declaration of Edmonde 
Bonners Articles, in Yet a Course at the Romyshe Foxe, in A Mysterye of Inyquyte, and 
most directly in The Apology of Iohan Bale Agaynste a Ranke Papyst, where Bale divided 
the text into alternating “objectio” and “responsio” sections—likewise stemmed from his 
pre-conversion education (Fairfield 16).96 Pineas points out that “Bale’s predilection for 
abusive rhetoric is typical of the humanist’s interest in language” (“Some Polemical 
Techniques” 585), linking Bale’s insulting language and his rhetorical style.97 Certainly 
Bale’s contemporaries viewed him as a humanist scholar, since the Protestant printer 
“Oporinus granted Foxe, Bale, and their exiled colleagues Becon and Laurence 
                                                                                                                                      
comprobatio (complimenting readers)—have not received sufficient attention as rhetorical strategies Bale 
employed. This chapter and dissertation focus mainly o  Bale’s political goals and the ways religion, 
history, and national identity contribute to them. As such, recognizing that Bale’s divisive writing had an 
intentional purpose in shaping national identity suffices for the present purposes. King’s lament that“no 
study provides a thorough analysis of Bale’s art or recognition of the literary techniques and forms through 
which he achieved his polemical effects” points to a still-extant void in Bale scholarship (English 
Reformation Literature 57). 
96 King mentions that “Bale generally evades the need to align his position with that of attacking opponents 
in the traditional point-for-point confutation of scholastic disputation” (English Reformation Literature 65). 
Bale does “generally” avoid this tactic, but he uses it well in the prominent instances where he employs it.  
97 King says that Bale’s writing lacks “humanistic polish” (English Reformation Literature  65) and Shrank 
includes the eighteenth-century writer Thomas Hearn long with modern “critics such as John Scattergood 
and James Simpson” among those who consider Leland more of a humanist than Bale (Writing the Nation 
67). A likely reason for this is that the term “humanism” often denotes aspects of writing that are especially 
amenable to modern thinking. For example, Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg say that humanism 
“combine[d] literary art, moral philosophy, and civi  responsibility” and point to its use of “historical and 
classical learning” (558–9). Bale certainly participates in these aspects of the movement. However, they 
also make the blanket statement that “the humanists supported religious tolerance” (560), seemingly 
disqualifying Bale from the category. As demonstrated by his scholarship, focus on politics, and 
accomplished writing, Bale was definitely a sixteenth-century humanist (even if he would not be 
considered a modern one). 
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Humphrey the same status that he gave to Continental humanists and reformers of the 
first stature” (King, English Reformation Literature 422). Writing for a very different 
kairos than exists in the twenty-first century, Bale’s writings received praise for serving a 
valuable rhetorical purpose. 
Bale sought to establish a sense of English singularity nd unity while also 
promoting Protestantism. Outside two play performances for which audience responses 
exist (the performance of King Johan at Cranmer’s house and the staging of Bale’s extant 
Biblical plays in Kilkenny), Bale’s effect on his contemporary readers remains difficult to 
ascertain. Conversely, the general trend of later scholars’ attacks on Bale’s writing is 
easily perceived. A harsh style, intolerant of competing views, spawned this negative 
reaction, but Bale’s conscious design was to produce a polarizing effect. Emphasizing the 
divide between the proper, Protestant English and the degenerate, Catholic “others” 
rallied supporters even as it revolted opponents. 
 Going back at least to Cicero, rhetoric had a tripart te goal: delight, instruct, and 
persuade. Bale saw the usefulness of the first of those goals, but only as a means to 
achieve the other two. Bale’s dramas cannot be considered failures just because they 
seemed like preaching because for Bale preachers and pl ywrights had the same 
purposes, emphasizing teaching and persuasion/conversion over entertainment (see above 
and chapter 2). What Katherine A. Gillen calls “Baleus Prolocutor’s heavy-handed 
interventions” (11), while not very theatrical, had s much place in homiletic drama as 
any of the dialogue. The bans conservative rulers and clergy placed on Bale’s books 
responded to fears of the widespread effect of his Protestant message, a message 
emphasized by the directness of his approach. In hindsight, those fears seem justified 
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given Bale’s influence on later Protestant writers (see chapter four). Still, for all its 
potential effectiveness in separating Protestants from Catholics, Bale’s strategy of calling 
Edmund Bonner “buttocke faced Bonner” and an opposing author a “dodypoll fole and a 
more blynde assehead” rightfully earned him a “bilious” designation (Declaration M5; 
Mysterye L6v–L7).98  
Part 2: Animalistic Associations 
 Bale often attacked Catholics by comparing them to animals. Indeed, I have 
located over 100 passages where Bale equated Catholics with creatures, sometimes 
ascribing to them a whole menagerie of inhuman traits in a single sentence. Despite the 
number of animal associations Bale used to separate p oper English people from their 
inferior Catholic counterparts, critics have not exensively discussed this aspect of Bale’s 
work. Bale scholars apparently have seen no need to delve deeply into his animalistic 
metaphors because the attacks often merge into the milieu as just another insult for 
Catholics. Indeed, typical terms like “blind buzzard” or “beastly bellygod” contained 
alliterative elements, contributing to the perception that the stylistic presentation of the 
attacks took precedence over their symbolic resonance. Calling Catholics animals 
blended in with numerous other insults, so these stat ments appeared unworthy of special 
interest. 
                                                
98 King, while generally insightful and an excellent resource for this section, clearly errors in saying Bale 
“never sinks to the level of invective and scatological innuendo  indulged in by those predecessors [Luther, 
Tyndale, and More]” (English Reformation Literature 65). After the opposing author, Pantolabus, insulted 
Martin Luther, Bale even countered, “It is Mariyne Luther . . .  whose bootes to rubbe / & to folowe him 
with a wyspe to the Iakes Pantolabus shuld seme to b more fyt / than eyther to iudge his lerninge or 
decerne his faythe” (Mysterye L6v). Calling someone better suited to wiping another man’s butt than to 
participating in theological debate with him would certainly undercut King’s assertion. 
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Viewing these references in the context of relational identity helps elucidate their 
true importance. Bale used animal imagery for identifiable and consistent purposes. Bale 
went beyond repeating animal insults found in his sources or simply slinging random, 
obvious attacks. Bale wanted to ascribe specific traits to Catholics by comparing them to 
certain animals, and under close examination his seemingly scattershot slurs turn out to 
be precisely targeted salvos. Greg Walker has come clos st to giving this aspect of Bale’s 
writing its proper attention. In describing King Johan, Walker points out that Bale 
“attempt[ed] entirely to dehumanize the Catholic priesthood. [They were] described 
throughout the play as less than human, specifically as swine, whose bestial behaviour 
ought to revolt Bale’s civilized audience. . . . Bale [was] able to anathematize the 
practices of the Roman Church as inhuman and foul” (Plays 185). This recognition of 
Bale’s dehumanizing language accurately describes part of his aim, but Walker does not 
go beyond discussing a single text in a single paragr ph. Why would this subject, which 
appears almost as ubiquitously as celibacy or martyrs in Bale’s work, not receive more 
attention? 
 An easy answer would be that the use of animal metaphors did not set Bale apart. 
Bale’s audience had particular interest in animal symbolism with nationalistic overtones, 
including tales like St. George slaying the dragon and St. Patrick driving the snakes out 
of Ireland.99 Additionally, religious use of animal imagery commonly reached people 
through the Bible, bestiaries, sermons, stained glass, nd other iconography. Bale availed 
himself of this shared cultural understanding, so many of Bale’s suggested symbolisms 
                                                
99 Bale, of course, rejected these Catholic miracles, as demonstrated by his mocking of St. Patrick in King 
Johan. In the play, Sedition sees a vision of the Catholic saint while facing execution in a sardonic 
imitation of Stephen’s vision in Acts 7 (Johan 2590, in Happé Complete Plays I). 
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were unoriginal. Scholars have identified some of the readily available associations Bale 
utilized, including “evil” Biblical animals like the dragon in Revelation and the wolves 
mentioned by Jesus in the gospels (Bauckham 264–6; Firth 50–1; White, Theatre 1). Bale 
rarely found it necessary to provide extensive discus ion regarding such commonplace 
connotations, so his use of them could come across as mere mimicry.  
 This was especially true since earlier reformers had already adapted animal 
imagery to attack the Catholic Church. To give justa few examples, Luther had linked 
locusts and wolves with the papacy (King, English Reformation Literature 64), William 
Turner wrote against the pope by penning The Huntyng of the Romishe Fox (White, 
Theatre 51), and Morison referred to treasonous Catholics as beasts (Morison B7). Not to 
be outdone, Bale reported that contemporary Catholic writers responded in kind, referring 
to German reformers as apes, bears, and beagles (Beilin 68). Bale’s use of animal 
imagery, therefore, invites further study only because of the systematic way in which 
Bale used animals. 
 Walker’s recognition that Bale employed this tactic to dehumanize Catholics tells 
part of the story, but only certain animals would send the desired message. Some 
animals—including obvious examples like sheep, lions, and doves—carried positive 
religious associations that Bale would want to distance from his theological opponents. 
Bale carefully selected animals that would reinforce specific messages regarding the 
nature of Catholics. The idea of nature here has multiple significances. First, Bale 
contrasted nature and civilization, pointing to the relative barbarity and inhumanity of his 
opponents. Second, Bale drew upon the idea that nature was innate and could not be 
altered. The idiom about the leopard not being ableto change its spots came from the 
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Bible (Jeremiah 13:23), and Bale saw the Catholic Church as part of Satan’s kingdom 
that was irredeemably antithetical to true believers. Bale welcomed the conversion of 
individual Catholics, but he saw the institution as a lost cause. 
 The animals Bale compared to Catholicism representd five characteristics 
connected to its barbarous and irreversible nature. 
• Dirty- Bale linked Catholics to disgusting and depraved beasts, highlighting 
physical and moral degeneracy. 
• Dimwitted- Bale painted Catholics as unreasoning and foolish. 
• Deceptive- Bale depicted the Church as misleading and corrupting people. 
• Devilish- Some animals had direct connections to the antichrist and Satan. 
• Destructive- Catholics appeared as aggressive antago ists, warring against God, 
his doctrine, and his followers. 
Bale consistently alluded to these traits when denigrating Catholics via animalistic 
associations. He drew upon established precedents in the Bible, bestiaries, and the work 
of earlier Reformers, but Bale did not blindly ape those ideas. Rather, he thoughtfully 
integrated comparisons with animals into his own categorization of Catholic evils. 
Dirty 
 Bale used animals to emphasize Catholic depravity. He connected animals with 
the illicit sexuality of Catholics. Bale discussed bestiality on many occasions, including 
in The Actes of the English Votaryes where he accused Catholics of having sex with 
“boyes bitches and apes” (First Two Partes II A6v).100 Bale repeated this same charge in 
                                                
100 Debra Hassig writes, “In medieval art, apes also enj yed a long tradition of sexual associations” (“Sex” 
73). As is often the case, Bale here adapts existing ideas for his own purposes. 
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Declaration, only adding “monkes” to the list of sexual conquests (Declaration E4v). To 
such general accusations, Bale added personal attacks. Bale specifically referenced 
bestiality in the story of “Saynt Walstane of Bawburgh.” According to Bale, the saint 
took a vow of celibacy, but he was so charitable with h s genitals “that both men and 
beastes whych had lost their preuy partes, had newemembers agayne restored to them by 
thys Walstane” (First Two Partes II B8v–C1). Monastic figures even became the animal 
in some tales. Bale related the story of a woman who revealed in confession “that a 
lecherouse sprete had many nyghtes occupyed with her in the lykenesse of an hare.” Bale 
added, “I praye God it were not some hongry sorcere of that abbey,” accusing the clergy 
of dark magic and lechery in one fell swoop (First Two Partes II B8v).  
 Unlike other clerical abuses Bale criticized, such as the cunning use of confession 
as a “secret traytor” to surveil the populace (King Johan 269, in Bale, Complete Plays I), 
sexual sins stemmed from innate desire, not devious plotting. The Church, however, 
intentionally increased that desire through celibacy. Bale’s position was that run-of-the-
mill priests delved into sexual depravity because they could not marry, and Bale 
described marriage as an instiution “fyrst instituted of God the father . . . to confirme 
[man] in his innocency” (Declaration C2v). In contrast to divinely purposed marriage, 
Bale depicted celibacy as designedly advancing a dual deception. As a result of this vow, 
1) lay people would view the clergy as “more holie than other people,” and 2) those 
taking vows would, “for wante of women, haue vncomelye lustes in theyr hartes” (First 
Two Partes II P5). Since Bale believed sexual desire was uncontrollable though mortal 
means—he warned, “Who can vowe that hys hear [hair] shall not growe, nor his nayles 
increase, and fulfyll it in effecte? Nomore can they do to lyue chaste, onlesse [unless] the 
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Lorde geue it, whyche he neuer doeth in causes vnnecessary” (Apology A4)—the 
scheming institutors of celibacy knew its inevitable corrupting effects.101 Those vowing 
celibacy would “become buggerers and whoremaisters. Yea, and suche blynde bussardes 
and beastes, as wyll be able to abyde no truthe” (First Two Partes II P5v, emphasis 
added). In keeping with this claim, Bale compared the celibate clergy to dogs because 
they were both “lascyuyouse lechours” (First Two Partes II A2). He blamed the Church’s 
corrupt leaders for this, declaring that they were “th swynish sorte of Sodomites” 
(Excellent and a Right Learned Meditacion A7v), “swynish sacryfyers” who “[had] 
turned the grace of God, into [the clergy’s] lecherie” (Beilin 60). Prohibited from the 
resort of marriage, the clergy had sex with and copulated like animals. Claire McEachern 
accurately states that “Bale’s invective against a practical priestly chastity is a refrain 
throughout all his works” (255), and comparisons to animals play a striking part in that 
campaign.102 
 Moving beyond sexual filthiness, Bale described Catholics as unclean spiritually, 
akin to how animals were unclean physically. Twice he compared Catholics to “unclean 
birds” in reference to Revelation 18:2. In The Image of Both Churches (I generally use 
Christmas’s edition), Bale equated John’s “unclean fowls and hateful birds” with  
the filthy bishops, the prostibulous103 prelates and priests, the Gomorre and 
monks, canons, friars, and nuns, an innumerable swarm of Sodomites. These doth 
Esay [Isaiah] in similitude compare unto wild beasts, dragons, ostriches, dancing 
                                                
101 Ritchie D. Kendall discusses Bale’s view of celibacy, and using the passage from Apology quoted here 
he summarizes Bale’s opinion: “Denied egress, the carnal appetite turned back on itself, engendering an 
array of unnatural longings” (96). Bale’s claims about celibacy elsewhere insinuate that though these sexual 
tendencies are unnatural for people, they are perfectly natural for the beasts whose traits the clergy adopt. 
102 Enumerating every publication where Bale covers the topic of celibacy would be tedious, but a few 
prominent texts that discuss it are Image, Apology, King Johan, Vocacyon, Admonishion, and First Two 
Partes (where reflections on the topic bookend the text). Frantzen quotes extensively from The Actes of the 
English Votaryes in discussing how illicit Catholic sexual acts fit in o Bale’s definition of sodomy (27–8). 
103 The OED defines this term as “Relating to or suggestiv  of a prostitute.” 
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apes, owlets, mermaids, and other odible monsters. Fo  there is mocking and 
mowing, crying and yelling, crossing and gaping, congeeing and cloying, with 
many other feats. (Christmas 517–18) 
 
Sexual references continued here (prostibulous, sodomites) and combined seamlessly 
with the idea of depraved ceremonies. The First Examination of Anne Askew also referred 
to birds using the same scriptural passage, “Necessarye is it that the elect flocke of God, 
do hate the vncleane fowles, whych yet holde their abytacyon in Babylon, Apoca. 18” 
(Beilin 70). Other animals also had associations with foulness. Bale called the Catholic 
clergy “vyle dogges and swyne, whom Christ admonished vs to be ware of” (First Two 
Partes II A2v), referencing Matthew 7:6. Elsewhere, Bale complained that priests were 
“filthie and shameless” (Soueraigne A7v), concluding that this was why the “holi 
prophets & Apostles cal them by the names of Foxes, S rpents, Cockcatrices, Lions, 
Leoperdes, Bulles, Beares, Wolues, Dogges, Swine, Beastes, teaching vs therby to 
vnderstande that their natural inclination is to disce ue, poison, and destroye” 
(Soueraigne A8). The sullied lives of priests contrasted sharply with their feigned 
spirituality in Bale’s formulation. His animal symbolism often degraded Catholics by 
removing them from civilized humanity and presenting them in an unenlightened, carnal, 
filthy state. 
Dimwitted 
 Going back to at least Aristotle, the ability to reason conceptually divided animals 
from humans: “Consistent with De Anima’s assignment of an inorganic rational to 
humanity alone, as distinct from the lower creation, the Historia Animalium insists on a 
sharp difference between the mental capacities of human beings and those of animals: 
‘The only animal which is deliberative is man’” (Boehrer 15). In this tradition, Bale used 
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beastly analogies to claim mental deficiency in Catholics. He referred to Bishop Bonner 
as a “bellye Beaste” (Declaration B2), called the clergy collectively “beastly belly-gods” 
(Christmas 324), and lamented “what beastlye blockeheades these bloudye bellyegoddes 
were” (Brefe Chronycle A3). Bale here added a beastly component to Paul’s 
condemnation of those “whose ende is damnacion, whose God is the bely, & whose glory 
shalbe to their shame, which are earthly mynded” (Philippians 3:19, Coverdale Bible 
translation). Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible says that the word translated 
as “belly” in this passage comes from the Greek Koilos—“a cavity . . . figuratively the 
heart:--belly, womb” (1641). Hence, belly beasts followed the desires of their own hearts 
rather than God’s.104 Bale likewise emphasized Catholics’ focus on temporal, natural, and 
debased things rather than those of spiritual significance. 
 The inability of Catholics to control their appetit s and desires manifested itself in 
multiple sins. Bale ascribed to the clergy sexual desire, perverted by celibacy, that led to 
homosexual and bestial lusts. “The insacyable glottonye of Benettes monkes” also 
received attention (First Two Partes II N5). Bale recounted a tale of monks complaining 
that their meals had been reduced from thirteen dishes to ten. King Henry II mocked their 
                                                
104 By utilizing Paul’s terminology, Bale connects contemporary Catholics to sinners condemned in the 
Bible, a technique he also uses in his Biblical dramas. Anachronistic comparisons between first- and 
sixteenth-century figures occur in Johan Baptystes Preachynge, where the Pharisee character accuses John 
the Baptist of “newe lernynge” (207, in Bale, Complete Plays II), a typical Catholic term for Reformation 
theology, and John the Baptist accuses the Pharisee and Sadducee of stereotypical Catholic faults such as 
“sects” (religious orders) that undercut “perfyght unyte” (219–220) and having “Outwarde workes . . . but 
in sprete nothynge at all” (238). Apropos of the current topic, John the Baptist says corrupt religious leaders 
maintain such “pestylent tradycyons, / For [their] bellyes sake” (231–2). In The Temptation of Our Lord, 
Satan speaks to the incarnated Jesus Christ of “False prestes and byshoppes” and “Thy vicar at Rome” as 
his contemporary allies (334, 337, in Bale, Complete Plays II). In Three Laws, Sodomismus, one of the 
Vices responsible for undermining Naturae Lex in pre-Mosaic times, boasts, “If monkysh sectes renue, / 
And popysh prestes contynue, / Whych are of my retynue, / To lyve I shall be sure” (631–4, in Bale, 
Complete Plays II). Bale saw the enemies of God as eternally present. Despite his historical research and 
understanding, he had no qualms about projecting the face of current villains onto earlier antagonists or 
about applying Biblical chastisements to living oppnents. 
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petition for redress, saying that the monks were only complaining because “that their 
byshop hath shortened them of their bellye chere” (First Two Partes II N5v), not because 
of any legitimate grievance.105 The sin of wrath motivated martyrdoms committed by 
Catholic “blood-soupers” (Christmas 324). Bishops in Bale’s accounts acted not out of 
righteous fervor, but because they were “vnmerciful tyraunt[s]” like Bonner who “use[d] 
more tyrannye over them [martyrs], than ever ded Saracene, Turke, Tyraunt or devyll” 
(Declaration T2v–T3, Beilin 79). “[T]yrannye . . . cruelte . . . [and] myschefe” drove 
persecutors to “dyspute with fyer and faggottes . . . For starke nought [were] they in 
dysputacyons” (First Two Partes II A6). Bale linked all these sins to Catholics acting o  
base instinct, saying “as beastes which are wtout reason they [papists] corrupt in them 
selues” (Expostulation B4).  
 In addition to relying on their unenlightened instc s, Bale stated Catholics could 
not learn because they were blind to the truth. Bale’s favored alliterative term for this 
condition, especially in Declaration, was being a blind buzzard. Bale condemned 
Bonner’s Seventh Article that allowed an inferior, substitute clergy member to minister 
by writing, “Thoughe he be an ignorant luske and blynde bussarde, if he do the best he 
can, he is sure of his Lord Bonners good fauoure” (E2). Bale later reiterated this claim, 
saying that “a blinde bussarde” delivered the “exposici n” in church (S8v). Bale referred 
to Bonner himself as a buzzard repeatedly (B3v, H1v, L6), including claiming that 
Bonner’s support of celibacy proved “how ye cankred malice of thys beastleye bussarde 
                                                
105 A marginal note at this point also reads “Bellye,” mphasizing the connection Bale draws between the 
term “belly” and unmitigated appetites. 
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hath blineded him selfe” (Q6–Q6v). Bale saw blindness as pervading the clergy and the 
laity, joining thoughtless instinct as a hallmark of the beastly nature of Catholics. 106 
 Just as buzzards represented blindness, the ass epitomized foolishness. This 
association drew upon traditional symbolism and bestiary texts, where “the ass represents 
the fool” and is depicted as being “slow and without sense” (Barber 98, Payne 56).107 
Bale linked “Beastly bussardes and ignoraunt asseheades” in regards to lacking reason 
(First Two Partes II L3v), again with reference to subpar clergy: “Most commonlye is 
that office [the mass] done by an vnlerned luske / a blynde bussarde / an assehead an 
idiote / an whoremonger / a dronkarde / a bellygod / traytour / a Sodomite / a tyraunte / an 
vnfaythfull Papist / and the most knaue in a towne” (Epistle C4v, emphasis added). Others 
whom Bale called blind asses or “assehead[s]” included those who believed and 
supported Bonner, people who accepted Catholicism as “an hyghe relygyon,” and clergy 
who instead of “Christen disputacions . . . [had] halters and fyre vpon [their] syde” (Yet a 
Course B4v; Apology B3; Mysterye I2). In Bale’s Answere, a verse dialogue between a 
Christian and a Papist, the Christian told his interlocutor, “Ye are a papyst / In lernynge 
verye basse / To cum for refuge / To soche a pylde iug  [pilled judge] / Is for to seke an 
                                                
106 The subsequent section on deception moves from the blindness of leaders to how they misled their 
parishioners. 
107 The symbolic meanings Bale gives various animals often coincide with traits discussed in bestiaries. 
Bale does not reference bestiaries directly, even omitting stories with obvious religious significance like a 
lion’s young being born dead and then coming to life a ter three days (Houwen 181). Although Bale does 
not share specific examples from bestiaries, there is good reason to suspect he was familiar with their 
contents. Bestiaries were “a standard work in monastic libraries” used “as a monastic teaching tool” (Payne 
9; Clark and McMunn 3), and other than “Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Bodley 764 . . . every other 
Bestiary whose ownership is known belonged to a religious house” (Baxter 199–200). Although bestiaries 
lost their vogue after the 15th century (Clark and McMunn 4–5), Bale did extensive work in “the library of 
the Norwich convent” and “his research took him to the continent on two occasions” (Grabes 142). Bale 




asse” (Answere A4).108 Catholic leaders and those who followed them represented the 
height of foolishness for Bale. 
 Bale used beastly comparisons to support his claim that Catholics lacked reason, 
sight, and knowledge. Incidentally, this perspective may help explain why Bale so often 
attacked opponents rather than trying to reason with them. He did not credit those 
upholding the traditional religion with enough sens to have a thoughtful discussion or 
disputation. Of course, when it suited his purposes, Bale also sometimes credited his 
opponents with incredible shrewdness (the next section will expand on this point). Still, 
whether or not Bale really held his opponents in such low intellectual esteem, insulting 
their intelligence provided him with a useful rhetorical strategy. Dismissing contradictory 
views as the result of ignorance or stupidity meant detailed debate could at times be 
elided with a simple reference to beastly ignorance. 
Deceptive 
 Although Bale credited Catholics with very little understanding, he ascribed to 
them great facility in falsehood. Their sacraments came across as aping true religion in a 
very literal sense: “The [Catholic] priesthode . . . is a false and deceytful priesthed . . . 
borowed of the Iewes shadowes and paganes supersticion . To nothing might ye priests of 
ye priesthod, be more ap tely compared, than to daunsing apes, whose natural property is, 
to counterfet al thinges” (Apology A8). Bestiaries depict apes as subhuman imitators, “so 
called because they ape the behaviour of rational human beings” (Barber 48). Payne 
corroborates this, “The ape appears regularly . . . ‘aping’ human behavior in almost any 
                                                
108 The OED defines pilled as “Poor, meagre; miserable, wr tched,” citing William Tyndale’s 1528 Parable 




activity” (Payne 36). Other animals also demonstrated the corrupting nature of Catholic 
ceremony. Catholics who encouraged potential Protestant martyrs to participate in 
confession were described as “temptynge serpentes” (B ilin 54). The mass was one of 
several “vyle cerymonyes” that “[t]he wyld bore of Rome” used to lead away his 
“pyggys,” Widow Ynglond’s term for English “bastardes” who had papal instead of 
national loyalty (Johan 69–73).109 In each case, these imitations of true religion led 
people away from proper worship. 
 The clergy obscured the truth through other nefarious means as well. Bale’s 
favorite metaphor for this occurrence depicted bugs, often locusts, darkening people’s 
understanding. Bale praised John Wycliffe in his Summarium because he stood for truth 
“in the midst of the darkness of impious locusts” (Aston 25, English translation). 
Elsewhere, Bale directly referenced Revelation as a source for his interpretation of 
locusts. Bale called religious orders—including the Benedictines, Cistercians, and 
Gilbertines—“very leane locustes, as they are in S. Iohans reuelacyon described” (First 
Two Partes II K5v–K6, see Revelation 9:1–11). King Johan mentioned this same passage 
of scripture, interpreting the pope as the thing that “ ath spronge    out of the bottomlesse 
pytt / . . . Blowynge fourth a swarme    of grassopers and flyes / Monkes, fryers and 
priestes,    that all truthe putrifyes” (2423, 2425–6, in Bale, Complete Plays I). Bale’s 
commentary on Revelation often commented on the “lecherous locusts leaping out of the 
smoke of the pit bottomless, which daily deceive the ignorant multitude with their 
sorceries and charms” (Christmas 259). In regards to the locusts in Revelation 9:7–11 and 
their relation to the clergy, Bale observed, “Very p udent, wise, and learned they seemed 
                                                
109 Section three has a fuller analysis of reasons Bale focused on bastardy. 
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in their communing . . . yet they were but painted tombs, full of all sins and filthiness. 
The counterfeit goodness they shewed outwardly was only to be seen of the world. . . . 
Their study, labour, and practices were ever for a false conclusion” (Christmas 356–7). 
Such deceptions made it extremely difficult for worshippers to discern the truth.  
 Latin, the Church’s official, incomprehensible language, helped spread this 
darkness. Bale expressed his views on the language of worship set forth in Bishop 
Bonner’s Articles. When Catholics declared that “ye Byble and new testaments in 
Englishe, [were] parellous bokes to be loked vpon,” Bale interpreted this as the clergy 
declaring, “Best it were to contente them selues wyth barbarous latyne seruice, which 
wyll make them as blinde as beatles” (Declaration I6v–I7). Bale compared Latin to the 
noisome sounds of animals: 
Thei may ones again leade al to ye deuil with their blind latin patterings & 
wawlings. Wher as one crieth like a pig, an other, bleteth lyke a shepe, an other 
loweth like a cowe, an other grunteth like an olde sowe, an other howleth like an 
owle, an other chattereth like a pye [magpie], and than steppeth fourth sir laurence 
loyterar, and he plaieth Jacke monkey at the aulter . . . (Declaration O2–O2v) 
 
As opposed to Latin, from which the people gained as much “as a man may fetche from 
the grunting of a sow, or the crokeling of frogges” (Declaration B8v), Bale used 
“Englyshe for a more playne vnderstandynge” because “menne maye vnderstande yt” 
(E5–E5v, emphasis added). While Catholics obscured the truth with unintelligible 
ceremonies, Bale championed vernacular worship and a Biblical foundation to provide 
the right religion for rational humans. 
 Of course, Bale blamed insidious intent, not well-meaning missteps, as the motive 
for Catholic deceptions. The fox ideally represented this dissimulation, similar to how the 
ass embodied stupidity. The idea of the fox as a deceiv r came from a long cultural and 
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literary tradition. “Reynard [the fox] was popular . . .  as a trickster hero” (Ziolkowski 
20), and in Chaucer’s Nun’s Priest’s Tale “the fox . . . delude[d] his victim” and was a 
“trickster” (Houwen 83). Bestiaries likewise illustra ed the “notorious trickery and 
cunning of the fox” (Payne 45), identifying it as a “devious . . . clever, cheating animal” 
and a “fraudulent and conniving animal” (Hassig, Medieval Bestiaries 62; Barber 65). 
Bale accordingly linked arch villains in persecution and martyrdom to foxes. Bonner was 
a “wilye Foxe” (Declaration B3), at one point even trying “to flatter [the king and queen] 
in folish fantasies, as [his] foxish natuer [was] to do” (C1).110 When Bonner required “the 
tenne commaundementes, expressed in the olde lawe” to b  read in church quarterly 
(Declaration S3v), Bale—ever ready to nitpick an opponent’s words—called him a 
“subtle foxe.” Bale interpreted the decree as a preemptive defense of “worshippinge their 
breathed cake & their ymages” because the commandments against idolatry were in the 
superseded “olde lawe” rather than the New Testament (T1v). Elsewhere, “William 
Turner’s The Huntyng of the Romishe Fox (1543) and Bale’s Yet a Course at the 
Romyshe Foxe (1543) . . . make extended and incisive use of the ox as a way to satirize 
the hypocrisy, guile, vanity and greed, of the Roman clergy” (White, Theatre 51). In 
Bale’s case, he “adapt[ed] the beast fable to the purpose of attacking Stephen Gardiner, 
bishop of Winchester and lord chancellor of England, and other prelates who persecuted 
the Protestants in England (King, “John Bale” 31–2). A representative passage of Bale’s 
invective declared, “A Craftye custome hath the wylye foxe of wanton playe and 
dallyaunce . . . With glosinge wordes and flatteringe speche . . . with vnwholsom councell 
of deuilyshenesse in hypocresye” (Yet a Course B7). Perceiving an attempt by Anne 
                                                
110 Bonner had presented a genealogy to the royal famiy, an act in which Bale saw many ulterior motives. 
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Askew’s accusers to trick her, Bale warned his readers, “be ware, if ye come in lyke 
daunger of anye soche foxish byshopp. . . . Trust not o moche in the flatterouse faunynge 
of soche wylye foxes” (Beilin 39). Bale placed the blame for England’s unreformed 
religious status squarely on the duplicitous, fox-like clergy. 
 Such degenerate leadership led to general blindness among the populace. Bale 
extended the image of blind buzzards to duped parishioners as well as foolish clergy. 
Bonner, a “deceitfull iuggelar,” caused the “old cankred Papistes” who followed him to 
become “ignoraunte bussardes” (Declaration B7). He also empowered similarly 
unenlightening clergy on a local level. Bonner required the clergy to preach at various 
times, regarding which Bale quipped, “But by whome shall this exposicion be made? By 
the said curate him selfe. I put the case, that he be but a blinde bussarde” (S8v). Even 
worse was a stipendary priest, a “bussard” who “serueth for lucre and bely chere, & not 
for anye spirituall profitte towards the christen congregation” (U1–U1v). Despite this 
fraudulent leadership, Bale did not excuse English c tizens foolish enough to believe such 
teachings. Speaking of Bishop Bonner’s Articles, Bale declared, “He that in these wicked 
Articles seeth not unspeakeable mischefes towards, is more fyt to be placed amonge 
beastes wytlesse, than amonge men of vnderstanding” (Declaration L2v). Truly, Bale 
depicted Catholics as “þe blynde leaders of þe blynde” (Matthew 15:14, Coverdale Bible). 
Devilish 
 The Old and New Testaments often presented Satan in imalistic terms. 
Christian interpretations of Genesis equated the serpent in the Garden of Eden with Satan, 
and Bale explicitly referenced this connection. He wrote that Satan manifested himself 
“[i]n the serpent fyrste of all” (Declaration *2v), and in reference to Anne Askew’s 
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persecution he said, “Here is Christ yet troden on the hele, by that wycked serpent whych 
tempted Eva. . . . Thys serpent is agayne becomen the prynce of thys worlde, and holdeth 
the gouerners therof captyve, Jo. 14” (Beilin 31, refe encing John 14:30).111 For Bale, the 
pope and the clergy were the “subtyle sede of the serpent” (33). He said of them, “O 
wylye serpentes, I trowe the deuyll of hell hyselfe can not go beyonde yow in subtylte 
and craft for your beastlye generacyon” (First Two Partes I S8). As those who “had 
crepte into the seate of the Serpent,” the papacy “obtayned full autoryte to dyspense wyth 
all pactes, professions, promyses, vowes, athes [oaths], oblygacyons, and sealynges to the 
Beastes holy seruyce” (First Two Partes I C7). Celibacy, one such corrupting vow, 
originated because “the very sede and of springe of the serpent . . . [had] condempned 
[marriage] as a thinge execrable and wicked” (First Two Partes I A8). The serpent’s 
Catholic minions led parishioners away from the true gospel, just as Satan caused Eve to 
turn from God’s commandment in the Garden of Eden. 
 Another serpentine strategy, and a flipside to demonizing true religion, was 
elevating sinful individuals, acts, and offices. Bale stated, “By that deceytfull face of the 
olde wylye serpent, were the lecherouse massynge prestes, monkes, chanons, and 
fyestynge nonnes, iudged terrestryall aungelles of the olyshe worlde” (First Two Partes 
II E2–E2v). Referring to those Catholics considered saints, Bale stated, “That fayre face 
of the subtyle serpent, hath hytherto deceyued all the worlde, and wrought innumerable 
myschefes therin. But if those their sorcerers be Sayntes as they saye they are, then may 
the Deuyls of hell be Sayntes also” (First Two Partes I K4v). Fortunately, those living in 
Bale’s enlightened time could understand the true nature of Catholics. Bale tied this 
                                                
111 Expostulation also states, “He fraudolently deceiued our first moher Eue” (A4). 
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proper discernment to Englishness as he described the results of recognizing devilish 
Catholics: “As great honoure wyl it nowe be to yow (yea rather much greater) to flee the 
sede of the Serpent by the worde of God, as euer it was to Saynt George that noble 
captayne, to flee [slay] ye great hydre or Dragon at Silena” (First Two Partes I K5). 
English people could emulate a national hero in opposing their serpentine confessional 
adversaries. 
The preceding quotation moved seamlessly between discussing a serpent and a 
dragon, a move made possible because of the perception of these creatures in Bale’s time. 
Dragon was “a term interchangeable both textually and pictorially with that of ‘snake’ in 
the bestiaries” (Wheatcroft 146). More importantly, Revelation portrayed these animals 
as transposable symbols of the devil. Bale’s Image of Both Churches referred to “the 
great dragon, or captain of all the unfaithful sort, that old crooked serpent which deceived 
Adam, and is called the devil” (Christmas 413). In discussing Saint John’s vision of “thre 
vncleane spretes . . . out of ye mouthe of the dragon . . . and out of the mouthe of the false 
prophete,” Bale stated that “the false prophete, whych is the wycked papyst, is so wele 
touched here, as is eyther the Beast or the Dragon” (Expostulation B1). Dragons and 
serpents could therefore directly reference the devil or his followers, such as when Bale 
envisioned Catholics as “dragons, hyders, and other odyble mosters” (Beilin 69). Visual 
representations in Bale’s works also reinforced the connection between Catholics and the 
serpentine dragon. For The Examinations of Anne Askew, “The woodcut that opens both 
volumes of Bale’s edition presents Anne Askew overcoming a papal dragon” (Summit, 
“Reformation” 151–2), with the long, snakelike creature identified by “wearing a papal 
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tiara” (Happé, “Catalogue” 85). Old and New Testament symbols of evil, the serpent and 
the devil, came together as Bale described papists. 
 Bale chose these symbolic animals because of the pow rful evil they represented, 
but also because prophesy assured they would be overcom . Askew and other reformers 
fought against the dragon, even subduing it in part, but they could not fully conquer it. 
For Bale, “The ‘wonderful conquest’ would occur only at the Second Coming of Christ. 
But the Lord’s return . . . [i]n the ‘latter ende of the worlde’ . . . could happen at any 
moment” (Fairfield 112, quoting Yet a Course A7v and Image Gg7v). Bale stressed the 
importance of such Biblical promises in his works. Though Bale “was cautious when his 
commentary verged on the prophetic future” (Firth 42), in God’s Promises Pater 
Coelestis spoke with assurance of the statement in Genesis 3:15 regarding the serpent, 
“He sede shall presse downe    hys heade unto the grounde, / Slee hys suggestyons    and 
hys whole power confounde” (119–120, in Bale, Complete Plays II). As devilish animals, 
the serpent and dragon embodied the connection between the Catholic Church, Satan, and 
the antichrist. Biblical assurances of conditions in the forthcoming “seventh [seal],” with 
“the carnal church rejected, and the antichrists overthrown,” provided hope that the long 
tyranny of the Catholic Church in England would soon c me to an end (Christmas 365). 
Bale’s depiction of Reformation events, in his writings and the image of Askew 
trampling the dragon, looked forward to that prophesied triumph. 
Destructive 
 The final major theme in Bale’s use of animal symbolism focused on destructive 
and predatory beasts. Seeking to protect English manuscripts from destruction by 
Catholic citizens with more loyalty to Rome than Britain, Bale pled, “Lete vs therfore 
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moste ernestly praye vnto God . . . that this noble worke be not cast away by som cruel 
caterpiller or papyst which disdayneth to further hys owne nacion” (Leland and Bale 
E1v). Bale also connected birds of prey to papists. Bonner ordered an inquiry into 
whether the clergy committed various sins. Bale, using the birds of a feather argument, 
said Bonner should have known well: “A ravuen, a kyte, and a bussarde, with other 
deuouringe fowles, doth knowe (they saye) the naturall p opirtees of their owne byrdes” 
(Declaration H1v). Bale introduced a larger predator with lion comparisons. The devil 
himself was “that roarynge Lyon whych busyly [sought] whome he maye deuoure” 
(Expostulation A3v–A4). Satan’s servants received the same designation, s when, in 
response to Henry II’s decision to try a priest for murder, Thomas Becket “starkeled lyke 
a lyon, sekynge by all trayterouse meanes to brynge the kynge vndre, and to exalte the 
tyrannouse kyngedome of Antichrist to the very heauens” (First Two Partes II M5v).112 
Bale saw Satan’s menacing, lion-like traits increasing as the seventh seal neared, warning 
his readers, “The more nighe he approcheth to his ful iudgement of eternall dampnation, 
the more fearce and cruell are hys enforcements, seking as a furious roring Lyon, by his 
two horned instrumentes and shauen souldiers, whome he maye . . . deuoure” 
(Declaration *1–2v).113 Any ravaging creature fit into Bale categorization of Catholics 
due to the way they reportedly devastated the truthand its adherents. 
 Following the scriptures, wolves played a key role in Bale’s writings as 
adversaries to the true followers of Christ. Christ told his followers, “Beware of false 
Prophetes, which come to you in shepes clothinge, but inwardly they are rauenynge 
                                                
112 The OED defines “starkle” as “To make a stir; to use threatening gestures.” 
113 “Two horned instrumentes” references Revelation 13:1 , and Bale interprets them to be “the very horns 
of the beast; for they uphold antichrist’s kingdom” (Christmas 438).  
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wolues” (Matthew 7:15, Coverdale Bible) and “I send you forth as shepe amonge 
wolues” (Matthew 10:16, Coverdale Bible). Bale used the preceding scripture in 
discussing martyrs (Beilin 77), and at the same point he repeated a prophetic warning 
from Paul, perhaps applicable to his own time: “For this I knowe, that after my 
departinge there shal enter in amonge you greuous wlues, which shal not spare the 
flocke” (Acts 20:29, Coverdale Bible). Bestiaries similarly highlighted the predatory 
nature of “brutish, rapacious and cruel” wolves (Payne 48), as in the Bodley 764 bestiary 
that stated, “‘Wolves kill everything they find when they are ravenous . . . the wolf . . . 
thirsts for blood’” (Syme 166). The same bestiary (of which Richard Barber’s book was 
an English translation) continued, “The wolf is thedevil . . . and continually prowls round 
the sheepfolds of the Church’s believers, to kill their souls and corrupt them” (Barber 70). 
Wolves also had ties to the founding of Rome, the “antichristesnest” (Yet a Course B4). 
Bale interpreted the significance of Rome’s origin thus: “After the myndes of Virgil, 
Ouide, and such other fabulouse Poetes, these. ij. cruell captaynes Romulus and Remus, 
receyued their first nurryshment of a she wolffe whom they sucked, in sygnyfycacyon of 
the wonderfull tyranny whych shuld folowe in yt great cytie Rome” (First Two Partes II 
A3).114 Wolves, like the Roman church, were the arch enemies of the righteous. 
Bishop Bonner was one such wolf, “in condicions to his father of Rome, as the 
yong wolfe is like to the olde,” and following Bonner were the “underwolfes, or curates 
as he calleth them” (Declaration K5–K5v). Bale called Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of 
Winchester, a “bloudthurstie wolfe” (Beilin 41) and a “gredye wolfe that revanouslye 
                                                
114 Bale immediately follows this section with an alternate explanation of the twins’ upbringing where thy 
were “nurced of an harlot” (First Two Partes II A3v). Barbara Brumbaugh analyzes both passages in her 
wolf-centric article (226–7). 
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ronneth upon hys praye (Beilin 66), but his trial of Anne Askew merely made him the 
latest in a long line of persecutors. As Bale affirmed, “We knowe that hys flocke of true 
beleuers, hath had alwaies their wolues Math x. their blasphemers, persecuters, and 
slaunderers, that they myght bryng fourth godly frutes in pacyent sufferaunce” 
(Expostulation A5). In some ways, the experiences of ancient and contemporary martyrs 
were very similar: “Blandina was geven fourth to wylde beastes to be devoured. So was 
Anne Askewe to cruell Byshoppes & prestes, whom Christ calleth ravenynge wolves, 
devourers, and theves” (Beilin 11). Blessed with the truth like Askew, post–Reformation 
godly people have a duty to maintain their righteousness. Though this approach could 
lead to persecution and martyrdom, acceding to Catholicism offered a far worse eternal 
fate. Bale declared that “they which haue not the rega de and loue of Gods truth, therby 
to be saued, are worthye to become a praye to the wolues, & a spoil to the deceiuers” 
(Declaration A3). Bale portrayed a stark contrast between spiritual wolves and sheep in 
his polemical works. He took a creature with deep resonance for his Christian audience 
and made sure readers would compare the wolf’s evil traits (like those of the Pagans, 
Jews, and Turks) with Catholic malignancy. 
Section 2 Conclusion 
 Although wolves had great importance for Bale’s symbolism, dogs actually 
possessed the most diversely applicable traits. Bale used dogs to represent each of the 
five traits covered above (dirty, dimwitted, deceptive, devilish, and destructive). For 
Bale, dogs were dirty creatures, a preferred outlet for depraved Catholic sexual appetites 
(Declaration E4v). Dogs also symbolized a dimwitted nature, with Catholics being called 
“dumb dogs . . . whose god is their belly” and disputants who used “dogges rhetoryck and 
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curres curtesye, narrynges, brawlynges, and quarellynges” (Christmas 439; Beilin 55).115 
Bale accused Bonner of being deceptive, “Wyth howe double an harte, and more wicked 
a conscyence haste thou borne that deceitful face of thine . . . Thou oughtest not thus to 
haue mocked [God’s power] . . . if thou haddest any conscience, as thou haste no more 
than a dogge” (Declaration Q5v). Dogs represented the devilish nature of the clergy, with 
Bale lamenting, “Oh that the people of God shulde be ledde by such helhoundes and 
theues, as these sodometrouse shauelynges were” (First Two Partes II H7). Bale often 
used dogs to show the destructive capacity of Anne Askew’s persecutors (Beilin 36, 40–
1, 98), causing Bale to pray, “Suffer not the dumme dogges to turne againe, & with their 
teethe to teare in pieces, the true teachers of thy holy word” (Excellent and a Right 
Learned Meditacion A7v). Dogs encapsulated the full scope of evil, animalistic traits that 
Bale identified in Catholics. 
In foregrounding the injurious traits of dogs and associated religious figures, Bale 
actually broke quite sharply from the bestiary tradition, where dogs were generally 
depicted positively. “Stories of loyal dogs were included in the earliest bestiaries” 
(McNelis 72), and Barber included many stories of dogs being clever, loving, helpful, 
and loyal (72–6). In a religious sense, sometimes “the faithful watchdog [was] compared 
to the priest” (Hassig, “Sex” 85). The lone major negative connotation of dogs was the 
scriptural account of “[w]hen the dog return[ed] to its vomit” (Barber 77, see 2 Peter 
2:22). Rather than drawing upon such commonplace associations, Bale provided his own 
extensive explanation of a dog’s significance. 
                                                
115 Beilin defines “narrynges” as “dog-like growlings” in the footnote. 
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A dogge in the scripture is iudged a beast most vyle, hys pryce beyng all one wyth 
the rewarde or wages of an whore for her whoredome. . . . They in the scriptures 
of the sacred Bible, are compared vnto dogges, whych both professe and teache 
the verite of God vnpurely, snarynge the symmple sowles wyth the vnprofytable 
tradycyons of men synnefull. Dogges are vngentyll barkers, cruell byters, 
lascyuyouse lechours, gredy deuourers, and insacyable r uenours, much 
delyghtynge in bloude. The malycyouse and couetouse Romanes, wyth those 
vnpure Apostles, whych they from tyme to tyme haue sent vnto thys our nacyon, 
hath most apertly shewed themselues to be those vyle dogges and swyne, whom 
Christ admonished vs to be ware of. Mathew. vij. (First Two Partes II A2–A2v) 
 
Given this definition, one Bale himself formulated, the choice to use dogs as a catchall 
creature that could represent any and all vices made sense. 
 Conversely, Bale conventionally utilized sheep to represent innocent, righteous 
English citizens who were the victims of ferocious Catholics. Speaking of one of 
Askew’s prosecutors, Bale instructed, “Se how thys adversarye compaseth lyke a 
ravenynge lyon, to devoure thys lambe” (Beilin 33). When the compiler of the pro-
Catholic “The Genealogy of Heresy” was “conuerted to repentaunce” (Mysterye A2), 
Bale rejoiced “[t]hat he [was] becomen of a wolfe a lambe / of a Saule a Paule / and of a 
spyghtfull persecuter a godlye Christen preacher” (A3–A3v). The commonplace Biblical 
understanding of Christ as the good shepherd and his isciples as sheep imbued such 
statements with a clear message inviting English people truly follow Christ (see John 
10:1–16). 
If Britons took upon themselves the identity Bale proposed, the English would 
possess antithetical traits to those of their animalistic, Catholic counterparts. They would 
be spiritually clean, wise, truthful, godly, and productive. Bale saw all the evil attributes 
discussed as impeding the progress of England toward its ightful and traditional place in 
God’s service. Though Bale often inveighed against these traits in the absence of bestial 
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metaphors, when he did include animals it served to highlighted the stark division 
between the pure people—not animals—of England and their foes. Embodying evil 
characteristics in lowly creatures provided a frightening foil and clear warning for Bale’s 
readers, and in this way Bale sought to strengthen t ir sense of oppositional identity in 
contrast to the pope’s followers. 
Part 3: “Gods owne fre kyngedome” and the Enemy Within: Bale’s Selective 
Depictions of Britain and England 
 Bale’s reverence for pre-Catholic Britain’s religious purity and independence was 
such that he saw Henry VIII’s Reformation and break with Rome as regaining the 
defining characteristics of that golden age (see chapter two). Britain, however, did not 
mean the same thing in the sixteenth century as it did in Bale’s romanticized first century. 
The land may not have had the early homogeneity Bale suggested, but in his own time 
the divisions were undeniable. England—Bale’s homeland, the seat of his king, and 
therefore the central nation from Bale’s perspectiv—had the fewest issues integrating 
Wales from a colonial perspective. Even so, only “the 1536 act of Anglo-Welsh union 
had extended to Wales the laws of England’s ‘Imperial Crowne’” (Mottram 13). Seven 
years later “England consolidated its power over Wales, assimilated into England by the 
second Act of Union in 1543” (Shrank, Writing the Nation 7), but to that point—well into 
Bale’s first exile—the two had been separate nations. Wales melded into England with 
little fuss because it was “allowed the continued exist nce of [the] Welsh [language],” the 
Welsh people “felt they had placed one of their own on the throne of England” given the 
Tudors’ Welsh heritage, and “Henry VIII incorporated Wales into England on relatively 
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equal terms” (Baldo 151). The relationship between Wales and England best reflected 
Bale’s rhetorical claims of unity. 
 Conversely, “The Irish . . . were never offered incorporation on equal terms,” with 
the plantation system completely undermining Irish self determination (Baldo 152). 
While occurring at roughly the same time as Wales’s integration with England, it was not 
peaceful legislation but “the Kildare rebellion of 1534 [that] paved the way for a 
successful reformation parliament in Ireland” (Foster 104). The rebellion “left the king 
with no choice but to convene a parliament in Ireland which would declare him [Henry 
VIII] to be supreme head of the church” (Foster 104). Ireland accepted Henry VIII as 
head of the church in 1536 and as king in 1541, but the push for Anglicanization (English 
laws enacted, Irish heirs being raised in England) le  to “recurring political crises” and 
rebellions that would afflict all the Tudor reigns (Foster 104–6). Many of these rebellions 
were led by “the Observant Friars” who “emerged as opponents of Crown government in 
Ireland once King Henry VIII had denied the authority of the papacy in spiritual matters” 
(Foster 98). Bale’s rough reception in Ireland, recounted in his Vocacyon, mirrored the 
general reception England and its king received there. 
 Scotland did not have even a tumultuous unity with England in the mid-sixteenth 
century, instead fighting the “long and appallingly destructive Anglo-Scottish war (1544–
49), a series of sporadic but connected military clashes” occasioned by Scotland’s 
decision to ally with France and Catholicism instead of having Mary Queen of Scots wed 
Edward VI (Magnusson 323). French troops remained i Scotland until “the treaty of 
Edinburgh in 1560,” and Scotland did not unite with England officially until the 
ascension of King James in 1603 (Maley 20). With Ireland and Scotland openly opposing 
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England’s sovereignty, Britain’s contemporary status varied greatly from the conjoined 
religious and political state to which Bale longed to return.  
Writing nostalgically during Mary’s reign, Bale equated Henry VIII and Edward 
VI with rulers of “the olde Britaynes” and “the Englishe Saxons,” saying they were 
likewise “his [God’s] substituts . . . noble kinges . . . and Gods immediat ministers” 
(Declaration Q4–Q4v). Still, this power clearly did not extend as far as Bale would have 
desired. With so much of Britain antithetical to the will of the English monarch, it made 
sense that Bale would at times praise England at the expense of the rest of Britain. Along 
these lines, Stuart Mottram makes this blanket statement: 
Bale is careful to distinguish between this British history and the English nation 
with which Bale himself identifies. Bale’s regard for all things ancient British 
seems to have had no bearing upon his identity as an Englishman . . .Bale roots up 
for his Tudor contemporaries a ‘nacyon’ whose self-image is distinctly English, 
not Anglo-British. Neither does Bale make any colonial claim outside England’s 
borders . . . Bale also distinguishes between the ‘Englysh man, and the walshe 
man’ (sig. E1r). (Mottram 22, quoting Leland and Bale) 
 
Certain textual passages support Mottram’s claims about Bale’s predilection for England 
over Britain, but ample counterexamples exist. For example, Bale complained to Bishop 
Bonner, “Ye wold haue thinges mynistred after the custome of this realme, ue meane the 
rules of olde papistrye. The lawe of Moses, which is far aboue the Normans lawes, nowe 
called the lawes of Englande, and also aboue the pop s unholye lawes, is nowe abrogated 
by Christ . . . And he that shall returne to that [England’s] lawe, goeth quyte from Christ” 
(Declaration D7–D7v). In this passage, Bale equated English laws with those of political 
and spiritual usurpers—Normans and papists—who destroyed Britain’s purity. Bale 
elsewhere claimed that the way “to place here in England, the true relygyon agayne” 
would be to “set vp hys [God’s] true worshippinges, a  in the primatiue church of the 
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faythfull Bryttayues” (Expostulation B4v). These passages glorify “primatiue” Britain 
rather than what England had becomes in subsequent years. Such denigration of England 
and its laws, with comparative praise for Britain, disproves the idea of constant 
favoritism for England. Bale’s inconsistent use of the names Britain and England also 
belies the possibility of a uniform attitude. Even Mottram, who argues that “Bale 
distinguishes the ancient Britons from the Tudor English and Welsh alike” (15), 
acknowledged that Bale “[spoke] of ‘thys oure Englyshe or Bryttyshe nacyon’, and 
silently incorporate[d] the names of ancient Britons i to his register of English writers” 
(15, quoting Leland and Bale B3v). Mottram’s claim that Bale favored England 
accurately reflected Bale’s attitude at times, but Bale’s depiction of Britain and England 
was far more complex than Mottram claimed. 
 Although Bale’s feelings and terms for England andBritain varied, a consistent 
motivation existed for how he depicted those geo-political units. Bale wanted to separate 
proper from improper characteristics within the nation in order to define his land’s 
identity, in keeping with the focus of chapters two and three of this dissertation. No 
single label, England or Britain, consistently connted wholly desirable and/or 
undesirable elements across the land’s history. This fluidity made using nationalistic 
terms to conjure up associations with the land’s purity or corruption difficult. The area’s 
political geography, unlike its physical geography, varied greatly over the centuries, so 
Bale’s terminology for his homeland only comes to make sense when viewed in the light 
of chronological progression. 
 Going back to the historical foundations of the land, at least in its Christian era, 
native British goodness and a legacy of untainted Christianity helped define the nation 
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and its inhabitants. This period began when “this realme than called Brytayne was 
conuerted vnto the Christen beleue” by “Ioseph of Armathe and other Disciples sent ouer 
of the sayed [apostle] Philip” (First Two Partes IB5v–B6, emphasis added). Kings were 
among the earliest converts, including when “Timothe S. Paules disciple / by his 
preachinge in Britaine / conuerted kinge Lucius & him baptised” (Vocacyon B5, 
emphasis added). The success of first-century Christian missionaries in Britain benefited 
from the innate characteristics of the land’s inhabitants. The land’s Biblical origin 
reached back to Japheth, Noah’s son, as discussed in chapter two. Additionally, Bale 
agreed with Gildas, who “in Exeidio Britannie, concludeth / yt the inhabitours of our 
realme / haue alwayes had knowlege of God / almost sens ye worldes beginninge” 
(Vocacyon B3v, emphasis added). Going back to the time when Brute go  “thys lande of 
the Albions by conquest . . . And of hym was it called Brytayne, and the people therof 
Brytaynes. . . . there entered in a newe fashyoned sort of priestes, all diuerse from the 
other, and they were called Druydes” (First Two Partes I B3, emphasis added). These 
druids, though they visited whores and were “great t chers of sorcerye” (First Two 
Partes I B3v–B4), had “some amonge them, whiche taught one euerlastynge God alone to 
be worshypped, without Image made or other similitude els” (B3v). Hence, not only did 
Britain have the gospel preached to it in a pure fom, its inhabitants were predisposed to 
accepting true knowledge of God. The combination of preparedness and opportunity that 
led to Christianity’s auspicious premier in Britain fostered its continuation. Bale reported 
that “[t]his christianite endured in Brytayne, the space of. CC. and. xvi. Yeares” (First 
Two Partes I B6v, emphasis added), as evidenced by the British church preserving 
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vernacular worship, where “neither the old Britains, nor yet ye English Saxons, had any 
other seruice then in their own languages” (Declaration K3v, emphasis added).  
 Despite Bale’s praise for this aspect of the Saxons’ religion, he saw England 
differentiating itself from the supposed unity and purity of British Christianity in the 
years following the Saxon conquest. Bale, in referring to this early period, consistently 
named the land Britain (as the emphases in the preceding paragraph demonstrated). This 
terminology changed following military overthrow of the land: “after the Saxon had 
gotten of the Brytaynes the full conquest of this lande, the name therof was changed, and 
hath euer sens bene called England of Engist which was than their chefe Captayn” (First 
Two Partes I C6). Along with these conquerors “came there in a new fashioned 
christyanyte yet ones agayn from Rome” (First Two Partes I C6).116 The concurrent—
and, in Bale’s historiography, related—attacks on British sovereignty and religion greatly 
influenced how Bale deployed the terms Britain and E gland when referring to different 
eras in the land’s history. 
 Bale harkened back to the pre-Saxon years as an idyllic, righteous point in his 
homeland’s history. He had to reach back centuries to locate his ideal because the seeds 
of separation from this golden age had already been planted during the 216 years of pure 
Christianity he lauded. The downfall from purity began with and intensified due to 
foreign influence. Initially this interference was subtle, beginning when King Lucius 
“sent vnto Rome . . . to haue some aucthorite from then[ce]” in the year 179 (First Two 
Partes I B6v). The Roman representatives “baptysed lucius with a great part of his 
                                                
116 Bale says “agayn” here because British kings had earlier sought Roman help in setting up the 
ecclesiastical organization of the church, though doctrinal corruption had been negligible. This earlier 
Roman influence will be discussed in more detail shortly. 
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nobilitie and commons,” “chaunged the Idols temples into Christen churches,” and 
created bishops and archbishops (First Two Partes I B6v). All this was done with the 
king’s consent and without perverted doctrines, initiating rather than undermining 
widespread, organized Christianity in Britain.  
The open door to Roman influence, however, eventually allowed Augustine of 
Canterbury to become England’s Archbishop. With his arrival, the Catholic Church 
initiated suffocating control from Rome. Augustine entered in 596, bringing with him 
“super altares, chalyces, copes, candelstyckes, vestym ntes, surplices, alter clothes, 
syngynge bokes, rellyckes, and the blessynges of Peter and Paule” (First Two Partes I 
C7v, D1). Preachers who would not accept such un-Biblical religious practices were 
killed, leading Bale to state, “Thus dyd that carnall Synagoge (than called the Englysh 
churche) whiche came from Rome with Augustine, most cruelly persecute, at her first 
commyng in, the christen churche of the Brytaynes in these holy martyrs” (First Two 
Partes I D3, emphasis added). Chapter two discussed at greater l ngth how Roman 
religion undermined British religion, but, as the above quotation declares, England 
adopted Rome’s Catholicism. England had internalized th  religious perversions 
instigated by the pope and the devil, forcing Britain to fight for its religious roots on its 
own soil. 
 Along with this religious invasion came military incursions, also sponsored by the 
Catholic Church. On the same page where Bale lamented the “first commyng in” of 
pervasive Roman religious authority, he noted that “the Romysh Byshop sought all 
meanes possyble to vpholde the Englysh Saxons in a ky gdome falselye gotten, the 
Brytaynes hatynge hym for it, and he agayne for myschefe prouokynge those Saxons 
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fearcelye to inuade them” (First Two Partes I D3–D3v). The devout “cleargye of the 
Britaines, whan that lande was inuaded by the cruel Saxons, fought not with wepon, but 
with humble prayer to God” (Declaration R8v), but the spiritual abasement afoot in the 
land rendered that prayer impotent. Although the contemporary King “Maglocunus was 
rekened the most comelye persone of all hys regyon, and a man to whom God had than 
geuen great victories agaynst the Saxons, Norweyes, and Danes” (First Two Partes I 
C5v–C6), those victories could not continue due to an e rlier association with the 
Catholic Church. God ceased protecting the land because Maglocunus was “geuen to 
most abhominable sodometry, whiche he had learned in his youth of the consecrate 
chastyte of the holy clergy,” and Gildas “prophecyed afore hande of the subuersyon of 
thys realme by the Saxyns for it, like as it sone aft r folowed in effect” (First Two Partes 
I C6). Although prominent by way of his position, Maglocunus did not bear all the blame 
for the Saxons’ triumph. Bale insisted that “ye heathnish Saxons” conquered “the 
Christen Britaines / for not obeyenge and folowinge Gods wurde ye time faithfully 
preached” (Vocacyon B4). Along with the Saxons, “Than entered in an other swarme of 
monkes / muche wurse than the other” (Vocacyon B4). Bale emphasized the connection 
between these physical and spiritual conquerors: “Fre was that [British] power from the 
great whores domynyon (which is the Rome churche) tyll the violent conquest of the 
English Saxons, which they had of the Brytaynes for their iniquities sake” (First Two 
Partes I E8v–F1). Bale, in keeping with Biblical accounts and historiog aphic forerunners 
like Gildas, linked spiritual and political power. Britain became susceptible to political 




 The Danes were the next invaders to prosper with assistance from the Catholic 
Church. When they invaded “so fast (sayth Ranulphe, at uery porte, that no where was 
the Englyshe nacyon able to withstande them,” the monks “to helpe the matter wele 
forewarde . . . gaue them. x. thousande pounde to bginne with . . . tyll they came to the 
sharpe payment of. xl. thousande pounde.” The paments bought the monks only a 
temporary reprieve from Danish cruelty.117 Meanwhile, “dyd [the monks] to the lande 
innumerable harme, in sekynge their owne priuate comm dite, & so brought their owne 
natyue people in moste myserable thraldome” (First Two Partes I K1v). The Church 
continued to support these intruders’ successors. Bale recounted how the Catholic Church 
supported the Danish king Canute (whom Bale called Cantus) over “their naturall 
Englysh kynge Etheldrede.” Public support from the clergy for Canute caused “ye 
nobylyte to consent to ye same,” paralleling the clergy’s seditious influenc on Nobility 
in King Johan and fitting into the pattern Bale outlined of Catholics supporting treason. 
In this case, the treason turned deadly for those around Etheldrede. The clergy “hyred a 
cruell traytour, called Edricus, to slee kynge Edmonde Ironsyde hys naturall heyre, and 
caused ye seyd Canutus to sende his. ij. sonnes Edmonde and Edwarde into Denmarke to 
be slayne, to extynguysh that successyon or dyscent of Englysh bloude, & so to 
ouerthrowe ye maiestie of thys nacyon for there pryuate commodyte” (First Two Partes II 
                                                
117 Bale reports that, when the monks could not offer further payment, they were tortured and killed. “They 
[the Danes] slewe alwayes. ix. and reserued the tenth o perpetuall sorowe and seruytude, tyll they had
mourtered of them to the nombre of more than. ix. hondred, there and in other quarters abrode. And the 
moste part of them they hynge vp by the members, whiche was a playne sygnificaon, that plage to come 




C2).118 Promoting the Church’s “private commodity” and thesitting English king often 
meant supporting the spiritual and political enemies of Britain. 
 Catholics bolstered the Norman conquest of 1066 just as they had helped the 
Saxons and Danes. They guided Edward the Confessor “int  suche a colde of hypocresy, 
or symulate chastyte whether ye wyll, that he dyed without yssue, to gyue place to the 
Normanes our most greuouse enemyes in the basse bloude of a Bastarde” (First Two 
Partes II D1). Not only did the Catholics sabotage the English succession by promoting 
celibacy, they actively supported “the Normennes and Frenche men procuring theyr 
bastarde a banner from Rome to subdue the lande” (First Two Partes II P6v). Bale often 
focused on William the Conqueror’s bastard status, de cribing the “fylthy fytt” of his 
father with “a skynners doughter called Arlet” that produced “Wyllyam Bastard . . . 
which was afterwarde called the great conquerour of Englande, to the great mysfortune, 
yea, to the vtter shame, confusyon, and vndoynge therof . . . he beynge a straunger, a 
mylbegotten, and so cruell a tyraunt, as in the wrath of God he shewed himself there, for 
the ponnyshement of their synnes” (First Two Partes II D1–D1v). Bale enumerated the 
woes of England under William the Conqueror by notig that “the nobylyte and 
commens of this realme were wonderfully oppressed . . . so that both noble men and 
gentyll men of the Englysh bloude [were] depryued of their possessyons, and . . . 
compelled to spoyle and robbery” (First Two Partes II F1). English rulers of Saxon, 
Danish, and Norman blood all subjugated the realm and despoiled the native residents of 
                                                
118 Sending two passengers between England and Denmark to be killed upon their arrival calls to mind the 
voyage, in the opposite direction, of Rosencrantz ad Guildenstern in Hamlet. 
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their temporal goods and spiritual inheritance because of the consistent link between 
military and spiritual invaders. 
 Chapter two covered the evils of foreign incursion that spread Catholic influence, 
but those problematic elements did not remain foreign. Support for Britain’s religious and 
political undermining continuously flowed from Rome, but the process also found 
internal supporters in English monarchs. Bale willingly attacked evil kings of earlier 
times—unlike sitting rulers— because of their blameworthy actions, temporal distance, 
and continental origins. Saxon control accelerated England’s submission to Catholic 
religious practices. Danish kings joined with the Church in suppressing the English 
succession through assassination and subverting the loyalty of English nobles. William 
the Conqueror was a bastard who oppressed the native inhabitants of the land, creating a 
nation that, rather than holding true to its pure past, “reel[ed] from the conjunction of 
English and French identities that began in 1066” (Shell 64). Non-native monarchs forced 
the integration of Catholic religious practices into English society. 
 Continental invaders influenced England more than t e rest of Britain due to it 
being their seat of kingship. As King Johan portrayed, Bale viewed the king and country 
as closely linked, even as in a marriage relationship (see chapter 1). Righteous rulers like 
King Johan and Henry VIII attempted to help their subjects return to their righteous past 
by seeking to recover the land’s dormant goodness. Unfortunately, such rulers were rare. 
As quotations above and in chapter two demonstrate, Bal  saw the country’s situation and 
the king’s moral standing as intertwined. Evil actions could provoke God to punish the 
nation with a bad leader, and that bad leader could continue to lead the inhabitants on a 
downward path. The country’s roots remained immutable, but its inhabitants could 
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distance themselves from their proper identity. Rulers ike King Edgar led their people in 
such a direction. Bale reported that “Kyng Edgare which was euer a great whore mastre 
and a tyraunte . . . was condempned of Dunstane . . . tyll he had fullye graunted to the 
vtter condempnacion of priestes marryage through out al hys realme” (First Two Partes I 
H6v–H7). King Edgar’s crimes led to his country’s spiritual decline, especially during 
this unenlightened time when Bale divested the deceiv d commoners of the responsibility 
to make changes (see chapter 2). England became increasingly corrupt, and eventually 
adopted foreign and Catholic attributes became part of England’s identity. “THus became 
the face, first of the Brytonysh and then of the Englysh churche sore changed, blemyshed, 
and by whoryshe commyssions from the whoryshe byshoppes of the whorysh Synagoge 
of Rome, was made all togyther whoryshe” (First Two Partes I H6v).  
 From Bale’s perspective, then, England faltered catastrophically. Fortunately, the 
remainder of Britain stumbled to a lesser extent because it held on to its traditional roles 
longer. Foreign interlopers ran the Catholic Church wit in England “by the space of more 
than fyue hondred and. xxiiij. yeares, [when] none ccupyed that seate but monkes, and 
that caused so many corrupcyons to entre into ye church of England” (First Two Partes II 
K1). Conversely, “[I]n wales . . . to the yeare a. M.a.C. and. xv. none other were 
archebyshoppes there than Brytaynes or Welchemen, and all that tyme had their ministers 
wyues” (First Two Partes II K1v).119 The Irish clergy likewise still had wives until the 
popes “in their tyrannye commaunded kyng Henry the seconde, to subdue the Iryshe 
                                                
119 Later Anglican historians, with similar polemical purpose to Bale, would also claim that “[w]ith the 
ravages of the pagan Saxons, the Britons had been driven westwards into the mountains of Wales, where 
their church was organized around seven bishops . . . the British Christians survived for several centuries in 




nacyon as heretykes and rebelles, bicause the people there withstode their procedynges 
for their byshoppes and prestes marryages” (First Two Partes II K3). Despite similar—
and eventually successful—pressure from the Catholic Church to accept Roman church 
practices, not being under the direct influence of the English kings offered the remainder 
of Britain a reprieve from decline. A clear example of this came in the person of the 
Scottish King Malcomus. “[A]t the suggestion of supersticiouse monkes, he vowed neuer 
to marrye,” but fortunately “Arnoldus the bishopp of S. Andrewes, hauynge knowledge 
therof, and consyderyng the inconuenyence that might ensue for want of successyon, 
wysely and Godly dyssuaded hym agayne from that vayne purpose” (First Two Partes II 
M2). Conversely, King Edward the Confessor’s celibacy in England enabled the nation to 
be “distamed with the bastardes bloude, firste of the Normannis and than of the frenche 
men, the noble Englyshe bloude so extynguyshed, and the lande decayed” (First Two 
Partes II M2v). Mitigated influence from Roman Catholic religion helped Wales, Ireland, 
and Scotland remain more traditionally British than England. 
 Aside from righteous clergy, the British Isles produced proto-Protestant writers, 
perpetuating in Bale’s mind the land’s true heritage. As a proud Englishman, Bale’s first 
bibliographic tome, Summarium, focused mostly on English authors, including Anglo-
Saxons. Despite the generally fallen spiritual state of the land, Bale declared, “Yet denye 
I it not / but some godly men were amonge them in those dayes. As Beda, Iohan of 
Beuerle, Alcuinus, Neotus, Hucarius, Serlo, Achardus, Ealredus, Alexander Neckam, 
Nigellus, Seuallus, & suche other” (Vocacyon B6v). King comments,  
Through their studies in medieval English and Latin sources, Leland, Bale, Foxe, 
and Crowley discovered Anglo-Saxon precedents for Pr testant poetry. Bale, for 
example, commends Caedmon for producing ‘psalm-like songs’ that were filled 
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with ‘sweet feeling.’ He also praises Alfred the Great as the ideal king, poet, and 
priest for translating the Psalms into Anglo-Saxon verse.” (King, English 
Reformation Literature 215–16) 
 
In making such declarations, “Bale asserts the exist nce of an unbroken literacy tradition 
that connects Anglo-Saxon authors to their Middle English successors and the authors of 
Bale’s own age” (King, “John Bale” 33). Even in its darkest days, England produced 
some right-minded writers. 
 The expansion that took place between Summarium and Bale’s later, longer 
bibliographic work Catalogus revealed the value Bale placed on the other areas within 
Britain. Bale explained that he “added the neighboring Scots and confederate Irish, lest 
[he] pass over something in these islands worthy of note” (Highley and King 95, quoting 
Catalogus). In Catalogus, “Five additional centuriae supplement the entries for English 
and Scottish authors in the first volume and add an entirely new section on the literature 
or Ireland, the Hebrides, and the Orkneys” (King, English Reformation Literature 425). 
There are thus “entries on some 76 Scottish authors from the third century B.C. to the 
fifteenth century . . . [and] 24 entries on Irish authors beginning with St. Patrick and St. 
Brendan from the fifth century” (Grabes 150). Bale included Scottish and Irish authors in 
what began as a book on English and Welsh writers bcause he saw all those groups as 
participating in the heritage of Britain. Their accomplishments made “[t]he major British 
authors . . . members of an apostolic tradition that contradict[ed] the ‘false’ papal claim to 
ecclesiastical primacy” (King, “John Bale” 33). Bale was also motivated to include these 
authors because he saw other historians as not covering Britain enough: 
 Bedas Girminus . . . in settynge fourth the hystorye of the Englyshe Saxons, doth 
omyt the Antiquytees of the seyd Brytaynes their predecessours, partly of hate, as 
it is supposed, and partly for want of theyr olde wrytynges. Yet remayned there of 
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late yeares in serten lybraryes of thys realme (I haue seane parte of them) the 
moste worthye monumentes.” (Leland and Bale A7) 
 
Finally, including these authors allowed Bale to draw exemplars from the parts of Britain 
that remained most true to their roots, at least for a time. Bale’s praise for non-English 
elements in Britain focused on a crucial period in history where Britain, rotting from its 
core in England, remained more righteous on its periph y than in its center. 
  Eventually, however, the spiritual darkness became l ost universal. England 
held other parts of Britain as colonies, “Ireland from the twelfth century, Wales from the 
thirteenth” (Maley 17), even if, as noted at the start of this section, control was neither 
absolute nor uninterrupted. England also had strong p litical connections to Scotland 
despite its independence—the terms of the 1072 Abernethy Submission were hotly 
debated, but it at least potentially portrayed the “King of Scots as a vassal of England” 
(Magnusson 66).120 Despite the continued presence of some good people in Britain—
“God hath always had some in the world, which have not in all points consented to their 
blasphemies, though they have not had the light of this truth so open as we have it now” 
(Christmas 521)—it fell into the same darkness as the rest of Christendom in the years 
after the pope’s/antichrist’s ascension and prior to the Reformation. Bale’s Image equated 
this period with the third through the fifth seals mentioned in Revelation, a time of nearly 
complete apostasy. In this long period of darkness, “martyrs . . . did then most abound” 
(316), “truth was finished . . . and the light had a sore eclipse” (319), and there was 
“horrible confusion . . . with their deceitful doctrines of errors and lies” (322). Following 
these centuries of darkness, “The Lamb Christ disclosed the sixth seal to manifest the 
                                                
120 My purpose here is not to give a detailed description of the political relationships among the various 
parts of Britain, but merely to show that they interacted constantly and so there was no prolonged insulation 
from the political and religious pressures present in England. 
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clearness of his truth” (Christmas 326), a phenomenon Bale saw embodied in “the sincere 
preachers of this present age” (Christmas 358).  
 This truth came partly through “Christ’s doctrine i  John Wicliffe” and “the king 
[Henry VIII] (when he set forth the gospel)” (Christmas 326). Bale identified Wyclif as 
“the verie manne of God / for withstandinge Anticrist and his false kingedome” and 
praised “his eloquence / witt / manyfolde lerninge and most innocent lyfe” (Mysterye C1–
C1v). Bale credited Henry VIII with England’s turn to true religion because “at our noble 
kynges moste wholsome request, we vtterlye by othe renounced that odyouse monstre 
[the Catholic Church]” (First Two Partes I E8). In Three Laws, Bale penned, “Who hath 
restored    these same thre lawes agayne / But your late Josias    and valeaunt Kynge 
Henrye? / . . . It was he that brought     Christes veryte to lyght / Whan he put the Pope    
with hys fylthynes to flyght” (Three Laws 2021–2, 2026–7, in Bale, Complete Plays II). 
Although the Reformation’s path was neither sure nor steady, Bale believed those 
supporting it instituted a new age in the world in accordance with God’s will. The long, 
dark night of Catholic influence tearing down England’s spiritual and political wellbeing 
had apparently ended. 
 Britain’s emergence from spiritual darkness progressed in many ways as a mirror 
image of its descent. England became a shining light. Led by a righteous king, the nation 
had a miraculous conversion for the majority, at lest as Bale presented the situation. 
“John Bale claimed in 1545 to have met several persons in Colchester who were 
‘converted from your papism unto true repentance’ . . . He also claimed that a great 
number of those present [1000] were converted by the burning of Anne Askew and her 
companions in 1546” (Marshall, “Evangelical Conversion” 34–5). The rest of what 
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would become the United Kingdom under James I seemed more recalcitrant. The lack of 
English royal control over these regions had slowed th ir adoption of Catholic heresies, 
but now it impeded their re-acceptance of the true religion. Loyalty to the pope outpaced 
loyalty to the land’s heritage or its godly leader (with the exception of Mary’s reign when 
papal and patriotic allegiance aligned). King Johan depicted the opposition England faced 
from its neighbors by having the Vices brag, “We have [i]n the northe    Alexander, the 
Kyng of Scottes” and “those Yrysh men    are ever good to the Church; / Whan kynges 
disobeye yt    than they begynne to worch” (1632, 968–9, in Bale, Complete Plays I). As 
mentioned in chapter one, Bale wrote about King John in part because of strong parallels 
between his time and that of Henry VIII, and Bale saw Ireland and Scotland actively 
opposing the Reformation. 
 Bale focused more on Ireland’s depravity than Scotland’s, in large part because he 
experienced the Irish spiritual and political climate firsthand as Bishop of Ossory. The 
Vocacyon enumerated Bishop Bale’s difficulties as loyalties to the Catholic Church 
impeded Ireland’s acceptance of proper British Christianity. Bale saw the cardinal vice of 
affinity with the Catholic Church manifested ubiquitously in Ireland. The Vocacyon’s 
title page woodcut (Figure 1) announced the theme of the work by depicting “the conflict 
between the English Christian and the Irish Papist” (Happé, “The Vocacyon” 54). More 
specifically, “This woodcut portray[ed] a victim, cowering alongside a lamb symbolic of 
Christlike innocence, under assault from an attacker accompanied by a hunting dog or 
wolf,” depicting both Bale’s use of animalistic symbolism and his perception of intra-
British religious conflict (King, Voices 243). The illustration showed “yet another 
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encounter between the true and false churches” (King, E glish Reformation Literature 
419), this time with geographical divisions inseparable from the religious message. 
 The rest of the Vocacyon described several battles in this ecclesiastical war. The 
sections of the text that King included in Voices of the English Reformation—which I 
used here due to their modernized spelling and punctuation—gave a good sense of the 
spiritual sins Bale identified in Ireland. In Waterford, Bale reported, “I see many 
abominable idolatries maintained by the epicurish priests for their wicked bellies’ sake. 
The communion . . . was there altogether used like a popish Mass, with the old apish toys 
of the Antichrist . . . ” (King, Voices 242, emphasis added). Bale encountered similar 
heresies in Kilkenny, where he exhorted the priests “that the white gods [mass wafers] of 
their making that they offered to the people to be worshipped were no gods but idols and 
that their prayers for the dead procured no redemption to the souls departed” (King, 
Voices 245). After the death of Edward VI, but before an official restoration of 
Catholicism, Bale lamented that “the priests had suddenly set up the altars and images in 
the cathedral church” (King, Voices 250). Catholic devotion among the Irish led them to 
vehemently oppose the Protestant Bishop Bale, theirspiritual leader sent by Edward VI. 
 The dearth of respect Bale received despite his royal appointment revealed a close 
correlation between lack of loyalty to the English church and to the English crown in 
Ireland. When Bale was to be invested as bishop,  
The dean of the cathedral church there, desired the lord chancellor very instantly 
that he would in no wise permit that observation to be done after that book of 
consecrating bishops which was last set forth in England by act of Parliament . . . 
it was not as yet consented to by act of their Parliament in Ireland. . . . I [Bale] 
stepped forth and said, if England and Ireland be under one king, they are both 




The dean’s reticence to accept the ceremony as set forth in the Book of Common Prayer 
stemmed from a rejection of the English government’s spiritual and political authority. 
He felt that the Catholic practice for installing bishops should not be changed because he 
did not want the English Parliament to control matters in Ireland. The widespread nature 
of anti-English sentiments became inescapably clear when, following the death of 
Edward VI, “The clergy of Kilkenny . . . blasphemously resumed again the whole papism 
or heap of superstitions of the bishop of Rome, to the utter contempt of Christ and his 
holy Word, of the king and council of England, and of all ecclesiastical and politic order, 
without either statute or yet proclamation” (King, Voices 248, emphasis added). 
Although one might suppose the clergy merely followed the wishes of their new Catholic 
queen, Mary, her religious position had not been given by “statute” or “proclamation.” 
Bale reported that it was “the eighth day of Septemb r” when “cruel murderers . . . 
cowardly slew” five of his servants and “robbed [him] of all [his] horses” (King, Voices 
249). This began a period of increasing hostility toward Bale that drove him to flee 
Ireland. Over a month after this, “Mary’s First Act of Repeal . . . in mid-October . . . 
essentially returned the Church of England to Roman C tholic worship” (Almasy 21). Up 
to that point, Edward VI’s religious proclamations officially remained in effect. 
Therefore, when “[i]t was also noised abroad by the bishop of Galway and others that the 
Antichrist of Rome should be taken again for the supreme head of the Church of Ireland” 
(King, Voices 250), it was a declaration of loyalty to the Catholic Church and overt 
disloyalty to English rule.  
 Loyalty to the local government and tradition joined loyalty to the Catholic 
Church in impeding Ireland from integrating into Bale’s conception of the ideal Britain. 
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The Irish insistence on having their own Parliament accept the Book of Common Prayer 
before its adoption demonstrated reticence to accept English control, as did coign and 
livery. In the Vocacyon, “‘Coyne and livery,’ a practice which allowed Irish lords to 
quarter themselves and soldiers on their clansmen as a p yment for protection, serve[d] as 
a synecdoche for the ‘defects’ of Irish society” (Hadfield, Translating 50). Bale 
complained about the practice: 
Coyne and lyuerie . . . are so cruell pillages & oppressions of ye poore commens 
there [in Ireland] / as are no where els in this whole earthe . . . [the Irish lords] 
enter into the villages with muche crueltie and fearc nesse / they continue there in 
great rauine and spoyle / and whan they go thens / they leaue nothinge els behinde 
them for payment / but lice / lecherye / and intollerable penurie for all the yeare 
after. Yet set the rulers therupon a very fayre colour / yt it is for defence of the 
Englishe pale. (Vocacyon F6–F6v) 
 
Bale only briefly mentioned coign and livery, but he felt compelled to at least touch on 
the topic: “Some men perauenture will maruele / that I vtteringe matters of Irelande / 
shulde omitt in this treatise / to write of Coyne and lyuerie” (Vocacyon F6). R.F. Foster 
gives context explaining why this issue was controve sial: 
 [English] Critics [of delegating authority to Irish aristocrats] . . . alleged that the 
Anglicized parts of the country were succumbing to Gaelic influence. . . . Specific 
reference was made to the impoverishment of the farming population in Munster, 
because of the military exactions imposed on them by the earl [FitzGerald] and 
his supporters. These exactions and billeting practices, known collectively as 
coign and livery, were likened to the Gaelic practice known as buannacht and 
their application in previously Anglicized areas was t ken as evidence that these 
areas were degenerating from their previous civility. (Foster 90) 
 
Coign and livery did not just impoverish parts of the land, it was a specifically Gaelic 
Irish practice that did so. For Bale, coign and livery, like Catholic loyalty, represented 




 In Ireland, Bale termed those who rejected the gospel for Catholic practices the 
“wild Irish.” He blamed these degenerates for the wrongs in the realm, using them to 
explain the religious turmoil obviously present in Britain without connecting it directly to 
England. In this way, Bale depreciated Irish nature in addition to Irish practices. After 
Edward VI’s death,  
the ruffians of that wild nation . . .  rebelled against the English captains . . . 
conspired unto the very deaths of so many English men and women as were left 
therein alive . . . And to cause their wild people to bear the more hate to our nation 
. . . they caused it to be noised over all that the young earl of Ormond and 
Barnaby . . . were both slain at the court at London.” (King, Voices 247, emphasis 
added) 
 
The “wild Irish” included almost all who lived “beyond the Pale.” These people had little 
influence from English political or religious control and lived in relatively traditional 
Irish ways, hence their local loyalty (Foster 96).  
 Additionally, that “wild” classification expanded to include reprobate citizens 
throughout Ireland, encompassing formerly or potentially “tame” inhabitants living under 
English stewardship who regressed. Bale reported that “a man sober, wise, and godly . . . 
[was] a rare thing in that land [Ireland]” (King, Voices 248), largely because of the 
debasing influence of “prestes / lawers / and kearns [OED: A light-armed Irish foot-
soldier] / which [would] not suffre faythe / truthe / and honestye to dwelle there” 
(Vocacyon F6v). Bale clarified, “I speake only of those which are bredde and borne there, 
/ and yet not of them all” (Vocacyon F6v), linking Irish descent with disloyalty to God 
and country while maintaining that such ills were not universal. Though not all priests, 
lawyers, and kearnes were wild Irish, those who were corrupted other people. Bale 
warned, “They can very wittely make / of a tame Irishe a wilde Irishe for nede . . . so 
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wele as though they were of the wilde Irishe in dede. Lyke as they ded properly and 
fynely / in the most shamefull and cruell slaughter of my .v. seruauntes” (Vocacyon F7). 
The native wildness of the Irish, coupled with the ability of priests to harness Catholic 
and regional loyalty to mislead even those who had been “tamed” Protestant English 
influence, made Ireland a symbol of the evils that needed to be extracted from 
Reformation Britain. Bale wanted union for the British Isles under the English king, but, 
until that grouping could be a truly Protestant coaliti n, Ireland remained a useful 
scapegoat which Bale could blame for the existence of dissenters. As long as Ireland 
resisted placing the English monarch above the pope, l cal political sovereignty, and 
native traditions, the Irish could not be proper participants in Bale’s politico-spiritual 
vision. 
 Of course, Irish people were not the only ones to reject the Reformation or the 
break from Rome. The same pattern of “wild” citizens spread beyond Ireland. Even 
London, the king’s seat, had its share of evils, but Bale depicted distance from the king as 
having a multiplying effect on the severity of Catholic adherence. The separate, though 
colonized, nation of Ireland accordingly exhibited some of the worst sedition. Papists 
were a bane wherever they resided, but by concentrating their supposed presence in 
outlying areas Bale essentially used these places as dumping grounds for evil 
characteristics from which he wanted to exculpate the king and the majority of English 
citizens. Speaking of the Catholic-style religion preached at Paul’s Cross following 
Henry VIII’s conservative switch, Bale declared, “If it be thus in London the head cyte of 
the realme and so nygh the kynges presence, it must nedes be moche worse farder of” 
(Yet a Course B2). Later in the same text Bale added, “ . . . the kynge thus doynge one 
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thynge and the bysshoppes an other. If they dare be so olde openlye and vnder the 
kynges nose, I doubt not but they are bold ynow a brode and farder of[f]” (Yet a Course 
E2v). These statements implied that the king supported religious reform, but that 
Protestantism did not progress more quickly because of traitorous bishops working 
against him. The farther off areas where the situation was presumably worse included 
Ireland, and but also distant parts of England. Bale even suggested that the clergy’s 
choice to place the archbishop’s seat at Canterbury was done specifically because 
“Caunterbury was wel out of the wayes, and much nygher the sea then was London, and 
so muche the fytter for theyr craftye conueyaunces, and flyghtes to their holy father” 
(First Two Partes I D1). Distance from London and royal oversight supposedly nabled 
defiance. 
 Chapter two noted that Bale never blamed the king for the lack of a complete 
Reformation. The statements in the previous paragraph show that, in addition to 
exculpating the king via implicating other individuals, exporting the worst offenses to 
places like Ireland—where people often withstood the king’s authority—could be used to 
claim that England and the king’s official religious policy remained godly. Historical 
research has indicated that London and its surroundings really were more converted to 
Protestantism than other areas. In the time of the Marian martyrs, “Examples of public 
sympathy for heretics [martyrs] c[a]me almost exclusively from London and the other 
centres of Protestant success . . . Elsewhere, reactions were mixed or hostile” (Haigh, 
English Reformations 233). Though the geographical pattern of conversion Bale cl imed 
generally held true, by the time Yet a Course was published in 1543, Henry VIII had 
executed Thomas Cromwell and forced Bale into exile. Still, the memory of Henry VIII 
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as the architect of the Reformation, along with genuine Protestant fervor in the area, 
provided Bale—and his readers—with a useful fiction regarding the King’s devotion to 
the Reformation. England at its core was, or at least could be depicted as, a pure and 
righteous nation. 
 England, formerly the earliest and most egregious dis enter from primitive British 
religion and values, now stood at the vanguard in restoring those values. Ireland 
represented its antithesis, with the geographical distance from London and/or Dublin a 
loose indication of the relative righteousness of an area. This situation was a direct 
reversal of the situation in Britain following the Saxon invasion and institution of Roman 
ecclesiastical control. In those distant times, places like Ireland, Wales, and Scotland had 
retained elements of true, British Christianity long after England’s capitulation to foreign 
kings and papal authority. This reversal guided Bale’s use of the terms Britain and 
England when referring to different historical periods. 
 Wherever the wayward people resided, however, Bale’s strategy for denigrating 
them remained constant. In King Johan, rather than accepting the English people as her 
children, Ynglond said, “Bastardes they are,    unnaturall by the rood! / . . . The wyld bore 
of Rome / . . . Lyke pyggys they follow” (69, 71–2, in Bale, Complete Plays I). Bale 
continued this comparison later in the play, with even Commonality—a victim of 
deception rather than a willful rebel—having Ynglond tell him, “Yf thow leve thy kyng    
take me never for thy mother” (1610). Bale also referred to English people who did not 
defend native learning and writing as “vnnaturall chyldren, yea, rather curyshe bastardes, 
nothyng els sekinge, but theyr bellyes” (Leland andBale E2). In another example, Bale 
complained of Bishop Bonner, “So vnnatural a bastard is thys beastly byteshepe to hys 
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most naturall country of Englande” (Declaration K7v). In addition to applying this epithet 
to Bonner himself, his parishioners who “contente[d] them selues wyth barbarous latyne 
seruice” likewise acted as “[u]nnaturall beastes and blasphemers of theyr natural 
countraye . . . such bastarde children” (Declaration I7). Those who accepted Catholic 
practices over the native values, like many Irish did while Bale was Bishop of Ossory, 
were declared bastards to their motherland. 
 Interestingly, the term bastard in reference to Bale’s countrymen—though 
appearing recurrently in King Johan, Laboryouse Journey, and Declaration—did not 
appear prominently in his other works. When Bale usd that term elsewhere, he used it to 
denote an actual bastard, often the offspring of a supposedly celibate Catholic.121 
Although the term bastard is not used to describe wayward Britons there, the same 
message appeared as Bale referred to the “holy whorish church” as the mother of these 
traitors to British values (Christmas 398). Bale’s An Expostulation or Complaynte 
responded to written attacks on Edward VI, saying of the opposing author, “Thys 
pernycyouse poyson haue thys wycked papyst sucked out of the vngraciouse pappes of 
hys mother the synnefull synagoge of Rome,” later refer ed to as “hys whorysh mother, 
the monstruouse madame of Rome whych is full of the names of basphemye” 
(Expostulation B1v, B3). Yet a Course at the Romyshe Foxe returned to this line of attack 
by stating, “I wolde fayne but knowe how they coude be chast, hauynge an execrable 
whore to ther mother, and they brought vp in whoryshnesse all the dayes of ther lyfe,” 
                                                
121 Bale’s Actes of the English Votaryes is replete with examples of this unchaste practice. A few instances 
of this trend are that “Kyng Ethelwolphe beynge subdeacon and prest, through wanton occupieng had a 
bastard”, that Pope “Sergius kepte a yonge whore in the tyme of hys holy papacye called Marozia, & had
by her a bastarde,” and that “pope. Iohan the. xiij. . . . was the bastarde of pope Iohan the. xij.” (First Two 
Partes I G1, H2, J3). 
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along with many similar insults (Yet a Course I3v). A Mysterye of Inyquyte called the 
Church the mother of its followers a dozen times, including proclaiming that “youre 
spirituall cyte or holye mother churche is now that Egypt and Sodome” and “ye churche 
of Antichrist. . . . The dowter of a mourtherer is that holye mother of yours” (Mysterye 
K4v, K8v–L1). At times, the church stood in for both parents, with the Church itself as 
mother and the clergy as father. Speaking of Bishop B nner, Bale said, “But all my 
lordes labour ys to make hys ghostlye chyldren to grope styll in the darke, tyll they 
droppe into the dytche for all” (Yet a Course G5, emphasis added). Along those same 
lines, Bale provided a formula for identifying a papist: “In, ii. specyall poyntes shall ye 
knowe a ranke papyst, whych he hath firste of hys father the great Antichrist of Rome, 
and than of hys mother hys malignaunt synagoge. For the naturall chylde foloweth father 
& mother” (Expostulation B8v).122 
 Bale used the idea that “the naturall chylde foloweth father & mother” to 
condemn the titular “Franticke Papyst of Hamshyre,” but a focus on proper parentage 
could bind residents to Britain and England. The return to traditional British practices 
under Henry VIII represented the unification of thecountry’s father (the monarch) and 
mother (the land itself). As Jacqueline Vanhoutte writes, “Both writers [Bale and 
Morison] invest the nation with the structure of the patriarchal family. Although the king 
retains his position as head patriarch, the key parent l figure becomes England herself . . . 
casting her as the mother of the English” (Strange Communion 27–8). For centuries, the 
native practices and values that defined Britain (or Ynglond, in King Johan) had been 
superseded by the pope’s decrees. Most kings of England following the Saxon invasion 
                                                
122 A Brefe Chronycle and The First Two Partes also discuss the Church as the mother of Catholics. 
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had perpetuated this problem, effectively marrying the father of the realm to “that holye 
mother of [papists’] the churche of Rome” (Mysterye K1v). This eventually made even 
the purest of citizens bastards to their true mother, as exemplified by Commonality in 
King Johan. For Bale, the Reformation meant that this betrayal of the motherland could 
have an end, with loyalty to the king and country—the rue character of the country—
once again possible because of a united Protestant stance. Imperial Majesty in King 
Johan enacted just such unity. 
 Of course, some English people continued to follow their whorish mother, the 
Church, after the Reformation. In Bale’s enlightened age, such loyalty was a choice, not 
an inescapable condition.123 This explains Bale’s focus on the chosen mother, rather than 
the use of the term bastard, when referring to his own time. To be a bastard may be an 
unenviable position in many instances, but it is one in which the bastard has no say. In 
the case of those still loyal to the Church, that fe lty directly defied the restored union 
between king and country that offered godly, native filial associations. Bale did not 
generally refer to Catholic contemporaries as bastard , but rather he highlighted their 
choice of a mother figure in the Catholic Church with all her abominable and sinful traits. 
The Irish in Ossory who sought Bale’s life, the bishops who killed Protestant martyrs, 
and anyone who honored “[t]he lawdable rytes and ceremonyes of hys mother the holye 
churche of Rome” made this disloyal selection (Yet a Course K5).  
 As reprehensible as Bale found these recusants, he simultaneously rejoiced that 
the inhabitants of Britain could choose to be true and righteous children. Having one king 
                                                
123 Chapter two’s discussion of how Bale placed greate responsibility on people living after the 
Reformation contributes to this stance. 
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over England, Wales, and Ireland—though admittedly not Scotland—meant that all could 
be restored to their primitive religious purity. No longer need Britain experience an ebb 
and flow of righteousness with different parts of the land at different stages of spiritual 
enlightenment. Bale—blithely overlooking Henry VIII’s conservative turn, Mary’s reign, 
and other worrisome signs that Britain’s return to form may not have been complete—
wanted a united Britain so the godly sovereign could enforce righteousness via the 
Church of England. It was precisely this power thatenabled Bale to be invested as a 
bishop according to Edward VI’s Book of Common Prayer while in Ireland, and it was 
this same power Bale wanted to use to provide stability and surety for the Church of 
England—in all of Britain—going forward. 
 Despite Bale’s recognition of historical differencs between England and Britain, 
in his own time he attempted to promote the filial union of king, country, and subjects by 
conflating the terms England and Britain.124 Critics, including Mottram, Andrew 
Hadfield, and Cathy Shrank, have noted this trend of conflation, but they have not delved 
into Bale’s reasons for it. Hadfield simply sees Bale as availing himself of a common 
practice, not identifying England with Britain for any particular purpose. He discusses 
“the British/English church” and says, “(like Skelton, Bale often seems to equate the two 
terms or regard them as effectively equivalent) and in doing so he is forced to foreground 
the national identity of his subject,” as if Bale’s nationalistic emphasis were an 
unfortunate side effect of his subject matter rather an a continual point of emphasis 
(Hadfield, Literature 65, emphasis added). Speaking of Bale’s appropriation all things 
                                                
124 Bale contended that “[t]he contours of the church’s history of corruption and reformation, a story of 
primitive purity, of gradual decay and of the eventual reign of the full-blown Antichrist, broadly coincided 
with the main ethnic phases and political vicissitudes in the history of England – the era of the Britons, the 
establishment of the Saxons and the Norman Conquest” (Kidd 111). 
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Irish, Hadfield adds, “The co-opting of British history as English was almost de rigeur 
under the Tudors” (Hadfield, Translating 48). Shank likewise notes Bale’s lack of 
originality in eliding terminological differences, writing, “For writers such as Caxton and 
Bale, ‘England’ and ‘Britain’ were interchangeable” (Writing the Nation 18). These 
authors correctly point out that Bale had no monopoly on conflating England and Britain, 
but they do not consider what is unique about Bale’s use of this formulation in the 
context of his work and purposes. 
 Mottram and Shrank both use a quotation from Laboryouse Journey where Bale 
refers to “thys oure Englyshe or Bryttyshe nacyon” as the bedrock of their discussion of 
the regions and how Bale combined them in his terminology (Leland and Bale B3v). 
Contemporary politics influenced Bale’s statement, since Leland’s original version of the 
book was written to Henry VIII as a New Year’s gift meant to flatter the monarch with 
the greatness of his realm. Looking at Bale’s roughly c ronologic Actes, it becomes clear 
that such equivalence did not exist in earlier times. The beginning of this section of the 
dissertation emphasized the consistent use of the term Britain prior to foreign incursions. 
By contrast, Bale wrote, “After the Saxon[s] had gotten of the Brytaynes the full conquest 
of this lande, the name therof was changed, and hath euer sens bene called England of 
Engist which was than their chefe Captayn” (First Two Partes I C6). A spiritual assault 
coincided with this attack, in which “dyd that carnll Synagoge (than called the Englysh 
churche) . . . most cruelly persecute . . . the christen churche of the Brytaynes in these 
holy martyrs” (First Two Partes I D3). In each of these examples, England opposed the 
true British spiritual and political identity. When writing of earlier times, Bale did not 
describe England and Britain as interchangeable because to do so would be to see all the 
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virtues of the land disappear—as they had in England—centuries before Bale actually 
believed that occurred. 
 Fortunately, in Bale’s view, the disjunction between the land and its proper 
identity was to have an end. In a prophesy from Merlin (quoted in chapter two at length), 
Bale described how Henry VIII recovered “[t]he Diademe of Brute . . . the pryncely 
power of thys whole region,” a change that occasioned “the returne of the name, marke in 
thys age the wrytynges of lerned men, & ye shall we perceyue the change, for now 
commonly do they wryte vs for Englyshemen, Brytaynes.” (First Two Partes I E8v–F1, 
emphasis added). Brute here refers to Brutus, Britain’s legendary founder from Trojan 
stock. Only when the whole region was reunited under a native king restoring native 
values would the crown of Brute and the name of Britain return. No longer was the land 
called by the name of its Saxon conqueror Engist, but rather by a name that represented 
its ancient heritage. Bale declared that Henry VIIInot only restored the political purity of 
Britain, but also its religious heritage.  
THE. x. hornes of the first Beast (whiche were kyngdomes maynteynyge that 
whore (now ioyned all into one, doth mortallye hate her at this present instaunt, & 
is makynge her desolate and [n]aked in Englande. . . . Englande was sumtyme 
into. vij. kyngdomes deuyded, by the consent of al writers, and wales into. ij. 
called Venedotia & Demetia or north wales & South wales, Ireland makyng vp 
the truth. Or if ye holde wales but for one, let Scotland supplye that rowme, 
whiche oweth vnto Englande perpetuall homage. As all these are now in one 
moste worthye and victoryouse Kyng but one [Scotland].” (First Two Partes I 
F1–F1v) 
 
This passage indicates the Britain unified under Henry VIII out of hatred for the Catholic 
Church. Thus, using the terms Britain and England interchangeably only became possible 
in Bale’s mind after their unification under a Protestant king. At that point, the names 
truly became equivalents. Not only “[did] they wryte vs for Englyshemen, Brytaynes,” 
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but Bale could just as easily speak of “our realme / in those dayes called Britaine / and 
now named Englande” (Vocacyon B3). Bale hoped that royal, religious uniformity would 
bring all parts of the land together, and he saw that unity in practice, at least to an extent. 
The benefits of this union went beyond returning the land to its former glory. 
They also guarded against future divisions. Having the king be “by the grace of God 
kynge of Englande, Fraunce, and Irelande, Defender of the faythe, and in earth vndre 
Christe, of the Churches of the sayde Englande, and Irelande the supreme head” could 
certainly foster political and religious cooperation among Britons (Leland and Bale A2). 
In practice, this all-encompassing rhetoric ignored the many divisions that persisted in the 
kingdom. The previous discussion of Ireland showed that resistance to the king’s political 
and religious authority was widespread in places. As much as Bale wanted to depict 
Ireland and other distant regions as housing isolated degenerates, the facts did not bear 
out this optimistic vision.  
Putting the blame on the Catholic clergy and their “oyled owlyshe generacion” for 
the Pilgrimage of Grace, (Mysterye B5), Bale said that “confessyon [had] bene a sure 
holde of conspyrycye and treason . . . That made captayne cobler and master aske full 
notable captaynes, and raysed them vp a valeaunt armye in ther late pylgrymage of 
grace” (Yet a Course I2v). Bale had a keen awareness of revolts occurring aound him. 
Seymour Baker House believes Bale’s 1537/8 tour responded directly to the Pilgrimage 
of Grace. “Cromwell’s troupe [including Bale] tempered their polemic in response to the 
recent uprisings in defence of the English monasteries” (House 123), and in King Johan 
“Sedition . . . was probably suggested to Bale by the recent uprisings known as the 
Pilgrimage of Grace, which Protestants likewise sawas sedition disguised as religion” 
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(Craik 183). King Johan, especially in the character of Imperial Majesty, attempted to 
combat this sedition by showing the benefits of a righteous king who could unify the 
various parts of the realm (Clergy, Nobility, Civil Order, and Commonality). Bale’s 
slippery usage of England and Britain served a similar purpose. By deemphasizing 
divisions, Bale hoped to assuage real concerns about revolt and division while 
simultaneously restoring unity. Distinct uses of the erms Britain and England were 
occasioned by spiritual and political divisions Bale hoped were fading away. Mary’s 
reign and threatened Kentish rebellions in 1548, 1549, and 1550 revealed the futility of 
this dream (Adrian 51), but Bale’s retained hope for British unity under a Protestant 
monarch. 
Ultimately, Bale did not separate the terms England  Britain in wholly 
consistent ways, but his view of those entities followed some general patterns. Bale 
favored “Britain” when speaking of the laudable parts of his land prior to the 
Reformation and “England” after that time. He designed this linguistic division as a 
means to claim all good things that had happened on the Isles, while still maintaining a 
separable dumping ground which could be blamed for m st corrupt practices. England, 
guided by foreign rulers and Catholic worship after the Saxon conquest and the time of 
Augustine of Canterbury, was anathema to the proper progression of the land and its 
people up to the break with Rome. After that break, England’s ruler held the key to a 
united, righteous Britain, so Bale conflated the terms Britain and England as much as 
possible, hoping to linguistically influence his readers toward unification. When it 
became clear that Henry VIII would not take the Reformation as far as Bale wanted and 
that traditional religion remained a strong influenc , Bale blamed Ireland and outlying 
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areas for the worst offenses, though the clergy was a pernicious influence everywhere. 
Even when it was clear that such dissention was widespread, Bale still wrote of 
Britain/England as united and good. Just as he never ceased to profess a belief that Henry 
VIII would complete the Reformation, he wishfully depicted Britain during his time as 
congregating around the King and Christ. 
Conclusion 
 The opponents discussed in the first section of this c apter, those who criticized 
Bale for violent rhetoric and unskillful writing, were generally right about the content of 
his books, but wrong about his purposes and rhetorical skill. When Bale attacked 
Catholics as animals, he was not merely calling them subhuman or throwing out random 
insults. He compared Catholics to animals with the int nt of highlighting specific 
deplorable traits that he also attacked elsewhere. Th  animal metaphors successfully 
emphasized very human deficiencies Bale identified n the clergy and their devout 
followers. Similarly, when Bale wrote about England, Britain, and/or Ireland, his 
terminology was not employed haphazardly. Bale singled out blameworthy geographic 
regions and used them as a way to banish negative characteristics from his essentially 
laudable land. Only when Bale had hope for righteous leadership throughout Britain—
with the possible exception of Scotland—did he follow the example of Skelton, Caxton, 
and others in using Britain and England interchangebly. Bale’s harsh language and 
bigoted views do not sit well with modern audiences, but they were calculated to produce 
exactly the effects he desired in his contemporaries. Whether attacking Catholics as dumb 
dogs or the Irish as wild savages, Bale’s true goalwas to push his readers away from the 
practices that engendered such epithets. Bale encouraged allegiance toward the King, the 
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Church of England, the land’s heritage, and God, an he used contrasting attributes to 
clearly define and situate proper British identity. Though Bale’s work could appear as a 
failure through a presentist lens, it proved effective for the besieged, often banished, 
polemical firebrand. How the core ideas of his work had a real influence on the future of 




































Figure One: Title page woodcut from The Vocacyon of John Bale (STC 1307). Retrieved 

























Chapter Four: Waking to Bale’s Dream 
 In 1563, the year in which John Bale died, John Jewel, Matthew Parker, and the 
ecclesiastical leadership of the Church of England passed the Thirty-Nine Articles 
(Southgate 77). If Bale had been a bishop under Elizabeth, as he had been under Edward 
VI, he might have participated in the drafting of this document, one that would shape the 
future of the nation’s religion for centuries. As an ged prebendary at Canterbury 
Cathedral (McCusker 27), Bale lived outside the circles of power that were shaping his 
country’s future. The formerly prolific author of dramas, books of scriptural exegesis, 
and polemics produced few public works in his waning years, only publishing A
Declaration of Edmonde Bonners Articles and perhaps revising King Johan for a 
performance before the newly crowned queen (Blatt 102). Fittingly, Bale essentially 
concluded his writing with a revision of the work this dissertation initially discussed, his 
most famous and enduring play. 
 Yet, in reading the Thirty-Nine Articles, a product of Bale’s time if not his pen, 
one can identify numerous parallels with his work. The call for a national church headed 
by the monarch and free from foreign influence (Article 37), a belief that the “Holy 
Scriptures containeth all things necessary to salvation” (Article 6), a rejection of Catholic 
beliefs including “Purgatory, Pardons . . . Images . . . and also Invocation of Saints” 
(Article 22), support for vernacular worship (Article 24), and other declarations agreed 
exactly with Bale’s hopes for religion in his native land. Bringing about such a religious 
structure did not require Bale’s direct hand—he wasone of many Protestants, one of 
many returned Marian exiles, one of many polemicists against the Catholic Church—and 
yet the Elizabethan religious settlement became a fulfillment of Bale’s dreams for his 
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homeland. Due to this close correspondence between d sire and fulfillment, examining 
any effect Bale did have on the future of his country proves especially nteresting. 
 Scholars have identified many possible strains of Bale’s influence on later 
Elizabethan events and artifacts, but the connection between politics, religion, and 
English identity—one of Bale’s key concerns, as thidissertation contends—has been 
underrepresented in their work. This chapter will begin by examining the veins in which 
most critics trace Bale’s influence, particularly his effect on John Foxe, his dramatic 
footprint, and the connections he drew between Biblical prophecy and historical 
fulfillment. Then, focusing on Archbishop Matthew Parker and Bishop John Jewel, I will 
explore connections between Bale’s ideas and the eventual design and underpinnings of 
the nation’s church. The conclusion that emerges from this examination is that Bale’s 
idyllic plan for his country largely found fulfillment in Elizabethan times. More 
specifically, Parker and Jewel finally enacted Bale’s pleas from the Epistle Exhortatory, a 
text originally written during Bale’s first continetal exile to and in reprimand of 
conservative bishops during Henry VIII’s reign. Due to the enduring nature of the 
particular brand of Protestantism created in the early years of that reign, Bale’s vision 
held sway in England and beyond for far longer than e believed the world would endure, 
having referred to his own times as “these latter daies and end of the world” (Declaration 
*2). 
 Some literary and religious figures in Early Modern England explicitly looked 
back to Bale as an important figure. An incomplete but representative list could begin 
with the Elizabethan reformer Lawrence Humphrey, who praised Bale because he “tore 
away the mask that Pope and Popery wore” with his anti-papal writing (White, Theatre 
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35). Barnabe Googe was less flattering of Bale, encouraging him to “rest thy pen” and 
“labor now no more” (Betteridge, Literature 195). Tom Betteridge feels that Googe 
suggested Bale stop writing because “In ‘To Doctor Bale’ Googe personifies the popular 
and violent past of English Protestantism in the person of the young John Bale,” making 
Bale a symbol for a whole era, albeit one that Googe—in Betteridge’s interpretation—felt 
to be “no longer vital or even relevant” (196). Robert Abbot drew upon Bale’s Acta 
Romanorum Pontificum in writing his 1603 Antichristi Demonstratio “in which he 
discussed the life and actions of Antichrist and the final apostasy” (Firth 176–7). John 
Foxe cited Bale’s work in Actes and Monuments, drawing upon his expertise and 
historical data to contribute to his own massive undertaking. Among numerous 
references, Foxe borrowed Bale’s opinion of Pope Gregory’s Decretals, calling them “the 
sinke or puddle of foolishnesse and impietie” (Volume 1 313), used Bale as a source for 
martyrs' names (Volume 2, First Part 798), and defended Bale’s account of Anne 
Askew’s martyrdom from detractors (Volume 2, First Part 1348). Foxe’s use of Bale’s 
work revealed that Foxe adopted the elder churchman’s views on the evils of the Catholic 
Church, the nature of God’s people, and the importance of godly martyrs.  
 Beyond these explicit references to Bale made by near contemporaries, scholars 
have noted more widespread inspiration from him in later writings and philosophies. 
Foxe’s work has drawn particular interest because of the many personal connections 
linking Bale and Foxe. They shared a house in Basel (Warner xx) and resided together 
again in the house of Marie, Duchess of Richmond, upon their return from exile (Harris 
37). This personal contact led to professional collaboration, and the two “worked closely 
together, probably collaborating in some way over Foxe’s preparation of Commentarii 
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Rerum in Ecclesia Gestarum” (Happé, John Bale 20). Their work even appeared side by 
side in Actes and Monuments according to Tom Freeman, with Bale writing the entry on 
King John (175). Still, explicit references and personal interactions tell only part of the 
story of how Bale touched Foxe’s career. 
A staggering number of critics have examined connections between Bale and 
Foxe, so even a brief listing of their conclusions will demonstrate the immensity of 
Bale’s role in Foxe’s development. Helen L. Parish sees a strong correlation between 
Bale and Foxe in their discussion of the corruption of Catholic clergy: “[Bale’s] works . . 
. made clerical celibacy and morality a dominant theme in the history of the church and 
were to exert a powerful influence over other Protestant history writers, most notably 
John Foxe” (55). Bale’s “explicit claim that historical research and apocalyptic exegesis 
should go closely hand in hand . . . was new,” and “[i]ts influence was to be greatest on 
John Foxe” (Bauckham 70), as evidenced by thematic correlation between Foxe’s Actes 
and Monuments and Bale’s Image of Both Churches. The title of the latter book referred 
to the “conception of the two Churches which Foxe had taken over from Bale,” 
essentially the eternal division between the godly and the Satanic that manifested itself in 
“the growing corruption of the papacy and the countervailing movement for reform” 
(Haller 118, 141). Often this battle cost the lives of martyrs, and Bale “was crucial in 
forming Foxe’s sense of his vocation as a martyrologist,” helping to “establish the 
parallelism between the primitive church and the period inaugurated by Wyclif that Foxe 
was to develop” (Knott 46–7). F.J. Levy extends thidiscussion by claiming that the 
“basic scheme” of history that “Bale’s young friend and protégé, John Foxe” took from 
him also applied specifically to the English church (98–9). Foxe and Bale focused on 
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England partly “to capture the interest of English readers” and partly to show “England as 
contributing significantly to the struggle to defend God’s truth” (Capp 96; Dillon 111).125 
These scholars and others expertly probe the depths of e connections between Foxe and 
Bale.126  
 Bale’s immense influence on Foxe continued to touch later figures through Foxe’s 
enduringly popular and readily available tome, the Actes and Monuments. Since the book 
was “placed in every cathedral and collegiate churc in England” (Hadfield, English 
Renaissance 14), Bale’s ideas seeped into the consciousness of generations of Britons. 
This legacy included his perspective on history. A “fluid movement between literal, 
moral, and figurative levels” characterized Bale’s hi toriography, and the resulting 
“apocalyptic vision of history . . . exercised a profound influence on Elizabethan thinking 
about church and nation” (MacColl 591). This influenc  stemmed largely from Bale’s 
conflation of scriptural and historical narratives, a combination that proved especially 
applicable in a nation looking for just those intertwined foundations to justify the 
independence of its crown and national church. In addition to Foxe and the soon-to-be 
addressed Parker and Jewel, the way Bale “schematized h story” influenced—at least 
indirectly—“Spenser, Shakespeare and other Elizabeth n poets” (Happé, John Bale 70). 
English chroniclers like Edward Hall and Raphael Hoinshed adopted the same basic 
                                                
125 Both Bernard Capp and Janette Dillon note this English focus with a careful caveat that they do not side 
with William Haller’s claim that Bale and Foxe viewd England as an elect nation, but merely one with 
important historic contributions. My own take on this issue appears at the start of chapter two. 
126 While this paragraph provides an accurate representatio  of the scholars’ claims, it does not 
comprehensively note every instance in which they cover the relationship between Foxe and Bale. Other 
critics who discuss this connection include Andrew Hadfield (Literature, Politics, and National Identity 
chapter two), John N. King (“John Bale (21 November 1495 - 1563)” (28–9)) and Krista Kesselring 
(“Representations of Women in Tudor Historiography: John Bale and the Rhetoric of Exemplarity” (55)). 
Again, this list is not meant to be comprehensive, but rather to show that a critical consensus exists 
regarding the nature of the Bale/Foxe connection. 
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schema regarding ecclesiastical and national history (Harris 13). Jesse W. Harris quotes a 
passage from Actes and Monuments where Foxe describes Hall’s direct debt to Bale’s 
work on Oldcastle (117, quoting Pratt and Townsend’s Acts and Monuments, III, 377–
38). Harris then references Ruth Wallerstein’s dissertation, King John in Fact and 
Fiction, in support of a connection to Holinshed: “‘[Holinshed’s] narrative . . . of the 
events of John’s life is strongly influenced by Bale’s version’” (117). Andrew Hadfield 
also recognizes at least some connection between Bal ’s work “to map out and thus 
circumscribe a national history” and Richard Hakluyt’s project “which planned to rescue 
a forgotten history ‘only of our own nation’” ( Literature 59, Hadfield’s emphasis). Thus, 
some of the most prominent historical texts produce in Elizabethan England arguably 
had their roots in John Bale. 
  Bale’s depiction of history lost prominence as the study of scripture, with its 
focus on divine and demonic influences on the world, grew into a separate field from 
historical research. As a result, a field that contribu ed greatly to Bale’s relevance in the 
decades after his death has now contributed to his relative obscurity. Conversely, the 
fame King Johan now accords Bale contrasts with its reputation—or lack thereof—in 
later Tudor England. Relatively few critics have argued for Bale’s plays having a 
significant effect on later drama, but Paul Whitfield White prominently represents the 
camp that has. He writes about Bale as “the most influe tial” playwright of his time. 
A number of features may be traced back to his extant pl ys: the presentation of 
sober and earnest-speaking godly figures as Protestant evangelists, of game-
loving villains as Catholic clerics; the typology of these opposing dramatis 
personae as universal representations of Christ or Antichrist; the persistently 
derisive treatment of Catholic doctrine and customs; the practice of taking ideas 
and rhetorical patterns from homiletic works – sermons, catechisms, dialogues, 
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treatises – and incorporating them verbally and visually into the action. (White, 
Theatre 74) 
 
Along these lines, Harris cites Alois Brandl’s German text Quellen des Weltlichen 
Dramas in England vor Shakespeare s arguing for “a considerable Baleian school of 
drama” (11). Brandl mentions King Darius (lxiii) and Richard Wever’s Lusty Juventus 
(lxiv) as plays inspired by Bale, and Lewis Wager and Foxe as playwrights who also had 
ties to him (lxiv, lvi). Peter Happé discusses a similar list of plays with Bale’s influence 
(Lusty Juventus, Lewis Wager’s Life and Repentance of Mary Magdalene, N w Custom, 
and William Wager’s Enough is as Good as a Feast) (John Bale 144–6). Still, Happé 
cautiously adds that similarities to Bale’s “religious stance as well as his dramatic 
methods” could have occurred “whether these dramatists knew [Bale’s] work or not,” 
indicating that any link between Bale’s work and the later plays could be indirect (John 
Bale 146). This attitude places Happé on the cusp between those who depict Bale as a 
generic founding figure and those who downplay his impact. 
 Indeed, many scholars describe Bale’s immediate dramatic footprint as limited or 
nonexistent. Honor Cecilia McCusker opines, “Bale se ms to have had little influence on 
the playwrights who followed him,” calling Brandl’s claim of a Baleian school “an 
exaggeration” and saying Bale’s only real impact was “in nomenclature” for characters 
(96). Leslie P. Fairfield also dismisses the claim that Bale spawned followers: “Bale’s 
plays and his propaganda tracts neither provoked imitators nor had much long-term effect 
on English thought” (150). Given the prevalence of anti-Catholic writing and the 
preference for plain, homiletic language following the Reformation, it does seem that the 
similarities identified between Bale’s works and later plays could be coincidental. Bale 
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and Skelton showed advanced use of doubling and play structure (Bevington, From 
Mankind 137–40), and “[l]ike the villains of Bale’s Protestant drama, the [Elizabethan] 
Machiavel is both a foreigner . . . and an actor” (Dillon 165), but showing effects on—
rather than just similarities to—later plays has proven difficult. Chapter one covered the 
specific case of King Johan and its potential impact on Troublesome Reign and 
Shakespeare’s King John in greater depth, but essentially the play was “apparently not 
known to Shakespeare” (Womack 116). Shakespeare and his contemporaries had a far 
greater chance of encountering Bale’s ideas via Foxe, Hall, or Holinshed than from a 
primary source Bale authored. Additionally, as previous chapters demonstrated, Bale’s 
importance resulted in part from serving as the voice f a larger reformist faction, not 
solely from idiosyncratic ideas of his own. Certainly later dramas had resemblances to 
Bale’s work, but solid evidence for direct lineage appears to be scant or nonexistent. 
 Bale’s theological writing shared a fate more similar to his historical works than 
his dramas. Bale, obviously, did not necessarily distinguish between theology and 
history—and he did not shy away from commenting on those topics dramatically—but 
his religious contributions can definitely be traced along their own paths. The Geneva 
Bible, “the best, cheapest, and most widely used version” following its 1560 publication, 
inserted Bale’s polemical ideas unabashedly into the marginal annotations (Christianson 
37). The inclusions based on Bale’s work included “xtravagant claims for the ancient 
purity of the English/British church” and anti-Catholic sentiments, such as when, 
“[f]ollowing Bale, [the editors] equated the locusts from the bottomless pit with the 
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offices of popery” (Hadfield, Literature 19, 63; Christianson 38).127 Two of Bale’s 
spiritual notions already identified in Foxe’s work, the use of the two-church theory and 
focus on the true nature of martyrdom, also found wider acceptance. John R. Knott 
observes, “Bale did more than anyone else to popularize [the two-church theory],” and 
“Bale also popularized the sense that protestant martyrs formed part of a long tradition of 
‘witnesses of God’s verity’” (47, quoting Bale’s Image from Christmas 368). Bernard 
Capp agrees that Protestants who used “a theory of two churches running parallel 
throughout history” were Bale’s “successors” (94). The timing and significance of the 
millennium and apocalypse, pivotal events in history f  Christians, also found extensive 
and impactful expression in Bale’s works. The Image of Both Churches served as 
“perhaps the most important prophetic and polemic interpretation of scripture produced 
by the English Reformation” (Davies 214), with its “historical paradigm” remaining 
prominent “until the late seventeenth century” (Christianson 244–5). This text 
“reinterpreted the millennium in which the devil is bound as the thousand years from 
Christ’s birth to AD 1000” (Bauckham 28). This was  particularly beneficial reading for 
Protestants looking to identify Catholic putrefaction following a period of purity, 
allowing England to claim to base its practices on the unspotted primitive church.  
Bale’s anti-Catholic polemical writing certainly help d make his reputation as 
“bilious Bale,” a characterization that endured through Elizabethan times and has come 
down to the present as one of his legacies. According to Alan MacColl, Bale is “justly 
remembered as setting a standard for anti-Catholic invective . . . and establishing the tone 
                                                
127 John N. King adds, “Government action forced the Puritans to moderate the Baleian invective in later 
editions” (English Reformation Literature 429). This change embodied the less confrontational stance that 
characterized Elizabethan policy, as will be noted in regards to Parker and Jewel later in this chapter. 
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of much subsequent writing” (588). Anti-Catholic sentiment appeared often in 
Elizabethan pamphlets, plays, and sermons—including many of the texts that will be 
covered later in this chapter. Still, regarding this style and subject that endured 
throughout Bale’s career, there is some doubt as tohis immediate connection to later 
writers. Bale’s younger counterpart, Foxe, certainly had a larger readership—Bale’s 
works were out of print by the 1580s, around the same time the fourth massive edition of 
Actes and Monuments appeared in every church in the nation (King, “John Bale” 35). 
Many of Bale’s contemporaries wrote with similar prejudice against Rome and 
Catholicism, so depicting Bale as the primary promulgator of this literature would greatly 
oversimplify the situation. Literature against the mass flourished in both Germany and 
England, and Bale’s fellow propagandist Richard Morison was one of many who shared 
some of his strategies and purposes (Harris 62–3; Levin, “A Good Prince” 28–9). 
Moreover, Bale acknowledged his precursors, trumpeting the names of William Tyndale 
and Simon Fish for (among other things) preparing the way for his defense of King John 
(Vanhoutte, Strange Communion 42), and praising John Wyclif, Gower, and Chaucer and
others because they “smelled out [Catholics’] mischefes” (Vocacyon B7). Bale relished 
exposing Catholic immorality, saying “No more wyl I be ashamed to reherse their fylthye 
factes . . . then they haue bene to do them” (First Two Partes I K3), but he did not see 
himself as alone in that endeavor. 
Thus, though Anti-Catholic polemic helped define Bale’s distinctive style, the 
practice also extended well beyond his personal purview. This issue epitomizes the 
difficulty in tracing the lasting effects of Bale’s work. Indeed, Bale’s involvement in 
many of the major events of his time—along with his movement in important political, 
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religious, historical, and literary circles—made it nearly inevitable that some of Bale’s 
foci would be perpetuated, with or without his personal contribution. Along these lines, 
later connections to Bale have sometimes been claimed on weak evidence. Alan MacColl 
reports that William Harrison wrote his Description of Britain in part by “[t]aking his cue 
from Bale” (595). MacColl proceeds to discuss aspects of British historiography and anti-
Catholic sentiment in Harrison’s work that correspond with Bale’s ideas. However, he 
quotes Holinshed and Foxe ten times in his section on Harrison and Bale only twice, even 
mentioning that the kind of writing shared by Bale nd Harrison “[was] the common 
language of anti-Catholic polemic” (595–99, emphasis added). MacColl rightly identifies 
similarities between Bale’s writing and Harrison’s, but Holinshed and Foxe often provide 
more apt quotations than Bale himself. Also, since the ideas were part of the “common 
language,” any link between the two authors was likely circuitous. The prevalence of 
Bale-like ideas and authors in Elizabethan times neither confirms Bale’s status as 
progenitor nor eliminates the usefulness of investigating how Bale’s writing specifically 
shaped future ideas. Despite demonstrable similarities with later work, finding the aspects 
of drama, historical understanding, and other issue that truly stemmed from Bale has 
proven a controversial and daunting endeavor.  
 Though pinpointing Bale’s individual contributions to many later trends is 
difficult, his personal and professional connections to prominent Elizabethan clergymen 
can facilitate the process. Accordingly, identifying his fingerprints in defenses for and 
policies of the Church of England can be comparatively straightforward. Specifically, 
Archbishop Matthew Parker and John Jewel, Bishop of Salisbury, sought to enact 
reforms and define the direction of the Church of England with conscious debt to Bale. 
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Like John Foxe, these major ecclesiastical figures had connections with Bale during his 
life and served their country and church in ways similar to Bale—as clergymen, authors, 
historians, bibliographers, and polemicists. Bale could not have asked for better 
successors to carry his program forward. Scholars hve noted the connections between 
Bale and these men, and the citations below will show just how extensively I have drawn 
from their work. However, these studies often looked at Bale’s influence either in passing 
or in isolation. In contrast to the paradigmatic historical and theological shifts attributed 
to Bale elsewhere, his impact on Parker and Jewel has usually been measured in limited 
ways—a certain letter sent, doctrine shared, or souce sed. The existence of many 
specific connections, as recognized in previous studies, provides a wealth of information 
and insight, but what remains to be done is to show  such correlations form part of an 
overarching parallelism between Bale’s ideal Church of England and the programs 
supported and enacted by Parker and Jewel. The explicit, discrete connections between 
Bale, Parker, and Jewel form a much better foundation for understanding Bale’s influence 
than the broad speculations that have dominated Bale scholarship from a “legacy” 
standpoint.  
 Archbishop Matthew Parker’s correspondence with Bale, in particular an extant 
letter from 1560 regarding bibliographical research, has received ample critical attention. 
McCusker, who quotes much of the letter, says it was already “well known” at the time of 
her book’s publication in 1942 (58), but this already-established prominence did not stop 
many later writers from returning to discuss the text. Harris quotes a portion of the letter 
(136), and Timothy Graham and Andrew G. Watson reprint the whole text while 
commenting on it far more extensively than McCusker. Norma L. Jones traces the letter’s 
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impetus back to the Magdeburg Centuriators—a group of German, Protestant 
bibliographers headed by Matthias Flacius Illyricus—who requested information on 
English manuscripts, prompting Parker to request Bale’s help in a letter a mere four days 
after receiving the request (37). Thus, “Flacius wa instrumental in bringing Parker and 
Bale together” by requesting information from Parker that Bale had the best capacity to 
deliver (Jones 41).  
One specific text to which Bale alerted Parker in the letter found use in Parker’s A 
Defence of Priestes Marriages. The shared used of this source helped to identify 
Parker—who in his preface to the book identified its creator simply as “a learned man of 
[Queen Mary’s] tyme” (*1-2v)—as the text’s author as well as its editor (Kleist, 
“Matthew” 118). Other scholars have similarly used the 1560 letter to address 
bibliographic puzzles. David N. Dumville references the letter in an attempt to identify 
the provenance of an extant manuscript by the Catholic Archbishop Dunstan (293–4). 
Yoko Wada feels the best way to utilize the letter is not “merely to show Bale’s 
relationship with Parker” (511), but rather to find what portions of it refer to extant 
documents and “could be derivative of the Index” (514), referring to Bale’s bibliographic 
work Index Brittaniae Scriptorum. Katharine R. Firth’s brief mention of Bale and Parker 
collaborating on bibliographic work, in the absence of cited examples, also seems to refer 
to this famous correspondence (86–7). A large proportion of the critics who comment on 
a link between Bale and Parker use this letter as their key, and sometimes only, primary 
text. 
Does a single letter merit such intense focus? The answer is a definitive “yes,” 
with an added “but . . .” The letter contained examples of many of Bale’s most important 
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foci. It showed an interest in preserving books threatened by the dissolution of the 
monasteries (17), linked the preservation of texts to Bale’s love for England (17), 
discussed Bale’s interest in English history and his desire to write a chronicle (17), 
warned against the Catholic doctrine in some books (19), lamented the “false religion” 
brought into England historically by Catholics and recently by Mary (23), and proudly 
named “the Appendices of my great boke, d  scriptoribus Britanni, and the seconde 
part of my Englysh votaryes” as good sources for a history of celibacy (28) (Graham and 
Watson). Parker, using this letter, “constructed a finding list of the most valuable 
manuscripts” it mentioned (116). Their value was determined by how they related to the 
letter’s concerns, which were typically Baleian: attacking Catholics, praising England and 
pure religion, and using antiquarian sources to infrm further writing on those topics. 
Parker’s own work demonstrated many of these same chara teristics, but—despite the 
letter certifying unequivocal influence from one write  on the other—relatively few 
critics have discussed Bale’s effect on Parker’s work outside the narrow context of that 
one letter.  
 This is not to say that more extensive links have be n ignored entirely. Levy 
asserts that “[Bale] bequeathed to the Elizabethans a twofold legacy: a comprehensive 
view of the history of the Christian church in general and the position of its English 
branch within it in particular, and a reverence ande thusiasm for the sources of English 
history which transcended religious controversy” (97). Bale cemented this heritage in part 
because “he made available to Parker all this information which a lifetime of collecting 
had put at his disposal” (Levy 96). Parker used Bale’s information to continue his 
bibliographic quest. He reported in A Testimonie of Antiquitie that, as a result of his 
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“diligent search for such writings of historye,” including some recovered from dissolved 
monasteries like those mentioned in Leland and Bale’s Laboryouse Journey, many 
“bookes [had] bene deliuered . . . as might reueale vnto vs what hath ben the state of our 
church in England” (Testimonie A3). Parker also loaned some of the manuscripts he 
received to Flacius, furthering the Bale/Parker/Flacius link (King, English Reformation 
Literature 373–4). English and continental bibliographic pursuits manifestly owed a great 
debt to Bale. 
Jennifer Summit points out how Bale’s call for “‘one solempne lybrary’ in ‘evry 
shire of Englande’” to preserve books was answered by Parker (“Monuments” 7, quoting 
Leland and Bale), who donated “nearly six hundred books to Corpus Christi College in 
1575” and helped fulfill Bale’s goal of making libraries “a state-sponsored center of 
national identity” (Memory’s Library 105, 12).128 Unfortunately, Summit then proceeds 
to overly conflate Parker’s and Bale’s attitudes toward manuscripts. While Stephen 
Batman provided evidence that “the archbishop personally chose to preserve only a small 
fraction of the monastic books that were made known to him” (Summit, “Monuments” 
8), Bale’s letter to Parker made it clear that prejudice did not keep him from preserving 
even “the very ryff faff and wurst” of his manuscripts (Graham and Watson 20). 
Nevertheless, Summit rightly identifies complementary motivations and methodologies 
that united Bale and Parker in their work of bibliographic preservation.129 
                                                
128 Along the same lines, Levy writes that Bale “first suggested that the only solution to the problem [of 
losing texts] was to establish a national library” and that Parker was the first to establish a permanent 
collection (127). 
129 Summit takes Bale’s denigration of the contents of Catholic books as evidence he wanted them 
destroyed, largely through ascribing Parker’s attitudes to both Parker and Bale. The main piece of evidence 
she brings up to show Bale wanted books destroyed is a quotation from Laboryouse where he spoke of 
separating “‘the profitable corne’” from “‘the unprofitable chaffe’” (Memory’s Library 110, quoting Leland 
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 Of course, both authors wanted to preserve the texts for purposes beyond storing 
them in libraries. They found important insights on the history of clerical marriage—
among other shared interests—through studying the manuscripts. Bale wrote extensively 
on the issues of celibacy and marriage as they related to the clergy, filling his works with 
examples of concupiscent priests contrasted with scriptural defenses of marriage, in part 
motivated by his own marriage to Dorothy (see chapter two for more on Bale’s 
discussion of this topic). Parker likewise emphasized the importance of clerical marriage, 
tracing its history in his Defence and other works.130 The social and religious disputes 
over this issue will be discussed later, but like Bale “Parker also defended clerical 
marriage by his actions: he publicly acknowledged his wife” (Bjorklund 363). Parker 
even got married two years before official Parliamentary approval in 1549 (Kleist, 
“Matthew” 106–7), defying what he saw as a scripturally unsound law. Bale had done 
much the same when he kept his wife during the Marian regime. Bale sent Parker “a copy 
of Volusianus of Carthage’s tract in favor of the marriage of clerics” (McCusker 66–7), 
giving them a common source in a common cause throug  direct communication. When 
Parker passed the source on to Foxe for use in Actes and Monuments, the traceable trail 
of influence grew.131 Beyond this singular text, Bale and Parker shared similar methods 
                                                                                                                                      
and Bale A7v). This hardly proves that Bale sought to destroy the texts because 1) Summit herself 
compares the statement to the Biblical allegory of the wheat and tares that Stephen Batman references, i  
which “both grow together until the harvest” rather than having the tares removed (Memory’s Library 116), 
and 2) Summit admits the continued existence of many of the so-called fabulous and superstitious texts 
(Memory’s Library 118). 
130 Aaron J. Kleist argues persuasively that, despite the preface to Parker’s Defence claiming the text was 
“written by a learned man” of undisclosed name and that Parker only “committed it to the Printer,” Parker 
actually penned the text (“Matthew”). Close reading, examination of sources used in the text, and 
comparisons with books of known Parker authorship support the assertion that Parker bore full 
responsibility for the text and its contents. 
131 In the edition of Actes and Monuments used for this chapter, the passage based on this source appears in 
Volume 2, First Part 1154. 
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of supporting the right to marriage. Following Bale’s strategy of finding historical 
precedents, Parker used a text from 1076 that supported married priests in keeping their 
wives (Testimony A5–A5v). He also employed additional historical sources that denied 
clerical marriage went “againste antiquitie: against the practise of the primatiue Churche: 
against the worde of God wrytten: againste the practise of tolerations in the lyke case of 
diuerse counsailes, and decrees of the Busshops of Rome” (Defence K8). Parker thus 
defended a Baleian view in a Baleian manner, including through use of a text Bale gifted 
him for that express purpose. 
While it relied upon manuscript sources like those just covered, Bale and Parker’s 
use of historical arguments deserves separate discussion. “Parker’s books emphasize[d] 
the inseparability of religious reform and national identity,” and “[t]he most powerful 
articulations of this appear[ed] in the writing of John Bale” (B. Robinson 1064). Parker 
overtly defended Bale’s use and interpretation of historical sources in his Defence. Parker 
wrote the Defence in response to a work by Thomas Marten. One of Marten’s claims was 
that the story of a prelate who preached against priestly marriage and then was found 
with a harlot was one of “Bales counterfette stories” (Gg3v). Parker proceeded to defend 
Bale’s historical expertise by showing that the story came down through Henry 
Huntington, Polydore Vergil, and “other histories, bothe in Frenche and Latine” (Gg3v–
Gg5). In many ways, Parker’s De Antiquitate Britannicae fulfilled Bale’s desire for 
“Englyshe chronycles in theyr ryght shape” (Brefe Chronycle A5v), at least in terms of 
providing “a church history of England” (Levin, Propaganda 124). For this text, “Parker 
relied almost exclusively on Matthew Paris” (Levin, Propaganda 125), a text to which 
Bale had alerted Parker in his 1560 letter, commending it because “no chronhcle paynteth 
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out the byshopp of Rome in more lyuely colours” (Graham and Watson 30). Parker also 
made sure that “[w]ithin a decade of Bale’s death [n edition of] Matthew Paris 
appeared” (Levy 96). Parker deliberately carried out Bale’s historiographical agenda. 
 These overt manifestations of Parker’s indebtedness to Bale’s earlier 
accomplishments have facilitated the process of finding other ways in which Parker 
followed Bale’s path. However, relatively little work has been done in linking Bale to 
Parker’s work beyond places where that link is straightforward. Unlike the examples of 
Foxe earlier, where the personal connection formed a springboard for critics examining 
many similarities of their careers, scholars essentially stop discussing Parker’s debt to 
Bale after noting the initial contact. In contrast, this chapter will cover a multitude of 
other similarities between Bale and Parker. Though Parker will rarely mention Bale in the 
examples given, the correspondence already noted makes identifying Bale as an 
inspiration for Parker’s other work defensible and illuminating. 
 Bishop John Jewel’s direct links to Parker and Bale make him a natural conduit 
for discussing how Bale’s ideas were brought to fruition. Parker and Jewel were “the 
most important of the first generation of Elizabethan churchmen” (Southgate x), and 
much of this importance was based on projects that brought the two together. The more 
inexperienced clergy member, “Jewel leaned heavily on Archbishop Parker” in learning 
his ecclesiastical duties (Southgate 64–5), so the res mblance that already existed in their 
theological and political views increased through their cooperative relationship. The 




Jewel’s Apology came about when “Secretary Cecil set in motion a literary 
campaign” to combat Catholic texts circulating in Egland (Jewel, Apology xvii)—a 
situation similar to Thomas Cromwell’s propaganda movement that employed John Bale. 
Jewel’s text helped “explain the position of the English in relation to the Council [of 
Trent, currently underway,] and to the world” (Jewel, Apology xxxiii). Jewel set out 
accomplishing this feat by including “a summary of the doctrinal beliefs of the English 
clergy” (xxxiv), “expos[ing] the immorality rampant among the papists” (xxxv), and 
demonstrating that “the papists [had] not the scriptu es” and “[did] not have the ancient 
church on their side” (xxxv). The politically expedi nt and anti-Catholic aspects of 
Jewel’s Apology made it approximate Bale’s writings, but the tie to Parker was even 
more immediate. Cecil was in communication with Archbishop Parker regarding the 
book’s progress due to its officially sanctioned purpose (Jewel, Apology xxxviii). Parker 
also served as “editor of the Apology” (xliii), requested an English translation of the 
original Latin text (one designed to defend the Churc  of England for a continental 
audience) (xlv), and wrote the preface to the official English translation by Lady Anne 
Bacon expressing his and Jewel’s approval (3–5). 132  Parker esteemed the book so much 
that he “thought that the Apologia should be appended to the Articles of Religion,” 
though this did not receive governmental approval (Allen 70). Still, the Apology remained 
prominent enough to provoke rebuttals from Catholics in luding Henry Cole and Thomas 
Harding, culminating in A Defence of the Apologie of the Churche of Englande, a 
                                                
132 For more on the translation process, see Patricia Demers’s “‘Nether bitterly nor brablingly’: Lady Anne 
Cooke Bacon’s Translation of Bishop Jewel’s Apologia Eddlesiae Anglicanae” and Gemma Allen’s “‘a 
briefe and plaine declaration’: Lady Anne Bacon’s 1564 Translation of the Apologia Ecclesiae 
Anglicanae.” Both articles provide insight into how the translation reflects Bacon’s views as well as 
Jewel’s. Overall, the impression is that Bacon’s work “brings to life” Jewel’s text while accurately 
presenting the author’s ideas and intentions (Demers 216). 
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massive tome containing the Apology, Harding’s words against it, and Jewel’s response 
(Jewel, Apology xxxviii–xli). With this book, Parker finally gained official sanction for 
Jewel’s work—albeit slightly posthumously for Jewel—and he “ordered that A Defence .
. . should be chained to reading desks in every parish in the country” (Fedderson).133 The 
story of the Apology epitomized the bond between Parker and Jewel, demonstrati g their 
importance to the godly, national church Bale had always desired, but only occasionally 
experienced. 
Parker’s and Jewel’s collaborations extended beyond the Apology. In preparing 
his replies to the antagonistic Harding, published in the Defence of the Apologie and 
elsewhere, Jewel “corresponded with Parker . . . on the subject of the early English 
Church” (Southgate 91). The Second Tome of Homilees al o contained work from both 
Parker and Jewel. “Jewel was most likely the author of some of the sermons and the 
editor for the entire volume” (Wenig 30), but the book benefitted greatly from Parker’s 
contributions. It is highly likely that “Parker wrote the ‘Homily against Disobedience and 
wilful Rebellion’” (Wenig 30), a massive sermon that “expressed most notably . . . Tudor 
absolutism” (Ribner, English History Play 309).134 In a move Bale would have 
wholeheartedly endorsed, the homily included King John’s reign as a prominent example 
of the consequences of subjects disobeying the monarch: “in kyng Johns tyme the 
Byshop of Rome vnderstandyng the brute blyndnes, ignorance of Gods worde, and 
                                                
133 The official nature of the Defence continued beyond Parker’s intercession. The 1609 edition of Jewel’s 
Works was “published in one volume, so that every parish church should have a copy,” with Bacon’s 
translation used in quoting the Apology in the Defence (Allen 76). 
134 Levin claims that “the homily was probably the work f Bishop John Jewel, the general editor” 
(Propaganda 149). Since the writing occurred in 1571, the year of Jewel’s death, Wenig’s attribution to 




superstition of Englishmen . . . he abused them thus, & by their rebellion brought this 
noble realme, and kings of England vnder his most cruell tyrannie” (Jewel, Second Tome 
Qq1). When Puritan challenges to the Church of England began to rival Catholic tyranny 
in their number and importance, “Archbishop Parker and the Queen turned increasingly 
to Jewel. . . . with Jewel acting as chief adjutant o Parker in the administration of the 
Establishment and its defender against the Puritans” (Southgate 107). These similarities 
indicate that Jewel, Parker, and Bale shared many foci. 
Beyond this, Jewel had connections to Bale in relation to their scholarly 
achievements. Jewel’s humanist education gave him a si ilar scholastic foundation to 
Bale. Jewel received his M.A. and B.D. from Oxford, served as a “Reader in Humanity 
and Rhetoric,” and was an “ardent pupil and privileged friend” of the reformer Peter 
Martyr starting when Martyr came to Oxford (Jewel, Apology xviii). This training served 
Jewel’s ecclesiastical career well, for it brought him into contact with other Marian exiles 
in Frankfurt and to the attention of Queen Elizabeth when he returned to England. W.M. 
Southgate argues that being “one of the most learned of the extremely learned group of 
clerics” working to put together the 1559 Book of Common Prayer helped Jewel’s 
reputation and enabled him to receive his bishopric soon afterward (36). The letter 
informing Bale he had been called as Bishop of Ossory imilarly listed his “learninge / 
wysdome / and other vertuouse qualityes” as reasons for the appointment (Bale, 
Vocacyon B8v). The disputations Bale and Jewel held in print often demonstrated 
knowledge and style indicative of their formal education, and a stylistic comparison will 
form part of this chapter. 
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Another vital link between Bale and Jewel, their con urrent time as exiles in 
Frankfurt, proved to be an indicator of their attitudes toward the Church of England for 
the rest of their lives. Both Jewel and Bale sided with the “the more conservative Coxian 
party” (Jewel, Apology xxiii), a faction “whose national sentiment was most pronounced” 
and who “desired a modified version of the second [1552] Book of Common Prayer of 
Edward VI” (xxiii, xxii). The pair held prominent enough positions in that contingent to 
be considered leaders of the movement. Judith Maltby portrays Jewel’s voice as 
instrumental in maintaining the Book of Common Prayer (Maltby 80), and Bale’s name 
made the short list of potential ministers for the group (Jenkins 41). Since they aligned 
themselves with a common vision of proper English worship, even against prominent 
opponents such as John Knox, it made sense that widespread similarities appeared in 
works throughout their careers. 
 Parker and Jewel, due to their direct connections t  Bale, have some of the 
strongest claims to being true conduits for Bale’s theological, bibliographical, and 
historical ideas. While broad claims about Bale’s lgacy have been made by numerous 
scholars, with the exception of examining his effect on Foxe they have often failed to 
show an indisputable tie to Bale. Additionally, theways in which Bale’s ideas on 
England’s identity, the royal supremacy, and the natio l church progressed have 
received far less attention than his effects on theology and drama. The importance of this 
oversight looms large when considering that 1) previous chapters have demonstrated the 
centrality of such ideas in Bale’s works, 2) direct lines of descent exist between Bale’s 
ideas and those of Parker and Jewel on these issues, and 3) the Epistle Exhortatory and 
other texts specifically admonished English people to focus on the national church and 
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separating from Rome more completely (with theological, bibliographical, and historical 
arguments used as means to that end). 
 Since the focus of the Epistle Exhortatory aligns with the focus of this chapter, 
and with key aspects of the dissertation as a whole, it will appear prominently herein. I 
have used the Epistle sparingly in previous chapters to enable me to use it extensively 
here without excessive repetition. The Epistle, like King Johan, offers a microcosm of 
Bale’s ideas.135 As such, it makes a good bookend for the dissertation, showing that the 
claims I have made regarding Bale’s foci do not require cherry picking examples or 
cleverly framing Bale’s words. Unlike King Johan, the Epistle is a straightforward prose 
text rather than an allegorical play. Bale addressed th  book directly to the bishops of 
England, imploring them to break from traditional, quasi-Catholic worship and guide 
Henry VIII properly as his religious advisors. This rhetorical purpose necessitated some 
of the most on-point statements Bale made about how t e crown and church should 
interact and how the country should construct its identity (though such statements are 
certainly not rare elsewhere). 
 Bale’s immediate goal upon publishing the text was to have Bishop Bonner, the 
Bishop of Winchester, and others support furthering the Reformation. The book’s full 
title explains that Bale wrote it “against the pompouse popyshe Bysshoppes.” In its 
attempt to sway the Henrician clergy, the writing utterly failed. The conservative bishops, 
with full support from an increasingly conservative H nry VIII (a fact Bale willfully 
denied), held sway until the ascension of Edward VI and his more Protestant Regency 
Council. Edward VI’s reign allowed Bale to return fom exile because it saw his dream of 
                                                
135 Chapter one covers King Johan’s place as a representative Bale text. 
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a Protestant nation with an equally Protestant ruler and national church blossoming—
guided by the same Book of Common Prayer Bale and Jewel later defended in Frankfurt. 
The untimely death of Edward VI reversed these trends nearly instantaneously, forcing 
Bale to flee for his life, as detailed in his Vocacyon. By the time Elizabeth ascended the 
throne, an aged Bale returned to England with grand plans of writing an English history. 
He received a position at Canterbury Cathedral and royal support for reclaiming the 
manuscripts he lost during his second exile to helpim write this history (McCusker 27; 
Happé, John Bale 23). The elderly Bale, however, died before recovering his library, 
leaving his last planned work to the responsibility of Parker (as discussed above). 
More than this brief recapitulation of the years, projects, and desires of Bale’s 
lifetime would be redundant following the first three chapters of this dissertation, but 
much remains to be said about the future of his plans. Elizabethan England finally heeded 
Bale’s Epistle Exhortatory in the twilight of his life and the proceeding decades. Whereas 
Bishop Bonner and others had utterly ignored its admonitions, a new generation of 
churchmen led by Parker and Jewel embraced and actively advanced Bale’s causes. It 
would oversimplify the situation to an absurd level to say that the Elizabethan bishops 
simply heeded Bale’s advice—Bale did not single handedly pave the way for the 
reestablishment of a Protestant Church of England—but dismissing his contribution 
would overlook a significant influence.  
 At this point, I hope to have shown 1) that some of Bale’s effects on Elizabethan 
religion and politics, particularly those that align with the claims in this dissertation, have 
been under recognized and 2) that looking at the work of Parker and Jewel offers a 
particularly viable way to explore those effects. Since Parker and Jewel had strong ties to 
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Bale, Bale can reasonably be credited for informing their ideas.  The rest of this chapter 
will examine how those two church leaders implemented and justified particularly 
important aspects of Bale’s work. 
The Role of the Monarch 
 While in Frankfurt, Bale and Jewel were forced to take sides against prominent 
English Protestants. On one side were John Knox and others who saw the lack of a 
national church as liberating, opening the door to radical reformation “patterned after that 
used in Geneva” (Jewel, Apology xxii). Richard Cox and his companions, despite not 
needing to work around the conservative bishops in power in England, sought to protect 
England’s liturgy as established under Edward VI and expressed in the “essential 
Englishness” of the 1552 Book of Common Prayer (Rosendale 125). Speaking of his time 
as Bishop of Ossory, Bale attested that he “had earnestly / euer sens [his] first comminge 
/ requyred [worshippers] to obserue and folowe ye only boke of commen prayer / whych 
the kynge & hys counsell had that yeare put fourth by acte of parlement” (Vocacyon E5v). 
This statement emphasized the book’s authoritative position in the church and the king’s 
role in creating it. Bale wrote his Epistle Exhortatory during his first exile, and despite 
Henry VIII’s support for conservative religion having forced him into hiding, Bale still 
felt that it was “the kynges maieste . . . vnto whom God hath geuen power and auctorite . 
. . to procure a full reformacyon” (A2v–A3). Although Bale recognized the need for 
righteous clergy and counselors to help the monarch—and blamed Catholic counselors’ 
“cursed conueyaunces both amongest the kynges counsell a d commons” for religious 
backsliding in England (Epistle A7)—he believed in a divinely ordained need for the 
monarch to lead the church rather than relying on only a clerical presence. 
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 In Frankfurt, Bale’s association with Jewel and the Coxian faction, along with a 
letter he wrote from there to Thomas Ashley defending the Book of Common Prayer 
from charges of being popish (Fairfield 102–3), revealed his attitude had not changed. 
Jewel’s stance regarding the national church and the Prayer Book came about in a similar 
way to Bale’s. Gary W. Jenkins, whose insights on Jewel’s time in Frankfurt greatly 
informed this section, writes, “Jewel by bitter exprience had apprehended the 
expediency and need of the godly prince as the govern r and protector of the Protestant 
church: initially, the death of the Protestant Edward made Jewel a pariah in . . . England 
because of his own Protestant inclinations” (60). Jewel’s name in this passage could be 
replaced by Bale’s with complete accuracy. By maintaining the Book of Common Prayer, 
Jewel and Bale defended “the right of a regional chur  to establish and espouse its own 
order and liturgy . . . inherent in the very concept of the royal supremacy” (Jenkins 45).136 
The Prayer Book reminded Coxians of “the blessings which God had bestowed upon 
England” (Wenig 76), and maintaining its services emphasized the cooperative nature of 
godly religion and monarchal authority. 
 Ultimately, those who sided with Richard Cox found their return to England a 
smooth transition. The Elizabethan Settlement adopted the Book of Common Prayer in 
1559 with only minor changes from the 1552 version that had been preserved in exile.137 
In a small change of title that actually reflected a continuing role, Elizabeth became “the 
‘supreme governor’ of the church as well as of the state” as officially as Edward VI had 
                                                
136 The Coxians were not entirely inflexible in using the 1552 Book of Common Prayer. However, though 
they “may have been willing to modify the Prayer Book,” they “refused to throw it out in favor of some 
foreign order of worship” (Booty “Communion” 160, emphasis added). Scott A. Wenig also notes the 
willingness of the Coxians to alter the Prayer Book provided it maintained its nationalistic characteristics 
(76).  
137 The exact nature of these changes will be discussed lat r in this chapter. 
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been their head (Booty, “Introduction” 21). Elizabeth supported the Prayer Book through 
statutes that regimented its use. In a reversal of the Marian years, where the Book of 
Common Prayer and Edwardian Act of Uniformity were revoked (Cummings 186), the 
Church of England possessed a supporting monarch at its head and the religious structure 
the Coxians had fought to maintain. The best religious climate of Bale’s life, that of 
Edwardian England, had essentially been reestablished. 
Parker and Jewel participated in this restoration by helping to create the 1559 
Book of Common Prayer and Elizabeth’s religious settlement. As Archbishop, Parker 
ensured the use of the Book of Common Prayer in vistations. He ordered inquiry into 
whether the clergy performed the service “as it is set forthe by the lawes of this realme, 
with out any kynde of variation” (Parker, Articles A2), including whether they used “all 
Rites and orders prescribed in the boke of Common praier” (A2v). As already mentioned, 
Jewel participated in the formation of the Book of Common Prayer (Southgate 36), and 
he was part of “a powerful ‘Prayer Book’ party among the emigres who . . . eagerly 
supported the re-introduction of the Prayer Book” (Wenig 74). An important part of the 
Book of Common Prayer was the inclusion of the Act of Uniformity within its pages, a 
document that set forth the uniform nature of worship as established by royal authority. It 
even stated that “the Queens Majesty may . . . ordain and publish such further 
Ceremonies, or Rites, as may be most for the advancement of God’s Glory” (Cummings 
192), explicitly allowing the monarch control over the actions of the church and the 
responsibility for defending and maintaining its practices. 
Chapter two of this dissertation discussed Bale’s far of a godly church being 
overcome by evil worldly forces unless backed by powerful worldly forces of its own, 
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leading to his desire for a royally governed national church. Bale called on Henry VIII to 
continue to reform the church in his Epistle because, despite Henry himself being a cause 
for the stalled Protestant progress, the king alone had the divine authority and earthly 
power of  “bannishynge . . . an vngodlye vsurper [the pope] for euer” (A7). Parker and 
Jewel similarly embraced the monarch’s spiritual authority. One of Parker’s Articles, 
after having inquired about several spiritual matters, asked if anyone “[spoke] to the 
derogation of the Queenes maiesties aucthority and power” (Articles A4v). Parker thus 
linked going against the queen with going against God. Jewel wrote, “The Prince is 
keeper of the Lawe of GOD, and that of both Tables, as wel of . . . Religion, as of . . . 
good order. For he is the Head of the people, not oelye of the commons and Laity, but 
also of the Ministers and Cleargye” (Certaine Sermons F6). Jewel elsewhere averred that 
“it is lawful for a godly prince to command bishops and priests; to make laws and orders 
for the church” (Reply 287). Elizabeth received special praise, being called “an 
instrumente of [God’s] Glorie” and the “Nource of Gods Church” (Jewel, Defence A4; 
Jewel, Certaine Sermons K2v). Southgate accurately portrays Jewel’s attitude in saying 
the Bishop felt that correct doctrine needed “an agency which [could] . . . give definite 
and concrete form to doctrine” (192). The royal supremacy gave the English ruler this 
authority, and Parker and Jewel fully supported the arrangement. 
 Since “Jewel always insisted that the way to reform was through the order 
imposed on the Church by the prince” (Jenkins 46), a closer look at the nature of that 
order and what Elizabeth did with her authority is appropriate. For the clergy, backing of 
Elizabeth as their spiritual leader reaped reciprocal rewards. Just as Elizabeth enjoyed 
ecclesiastical power under the 1559 Settlement, the clergy gained civil power to enforce 
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the practices of the Book of Common Prayer and impose their religious vision on the 
nation. The Act of Uniformity granted “Archbishops, Bishops, and all other their officers 
. . . full Power and Authority . . . to reform, correct, and punish by censures of the 
Church, all, and singular persons, which shall offend . . . against this Act,” including its 
stipulation that all religious practices be done “in such order and form as is mentioned in 
the said [Prayer] Book” (Cummings 190, 187). Moreovr, a member of the clergy could 
“joyn and associate himself by vertue of this Act to he said Justices of Oyer and 
Determiner,” thus enabling the clergy to participate in both ecclesiastical and civil 
discipline for those not following the Prayer Book’s prescriptions (Cummings 190). One 
difference between the Edwardian and Elizabethan settlements was just how harsh that 
discipline could be: “Where Edwardian Uniformity proscribed graduated penalties to 
£10, £20, and life imprisonment for derogation of the Prayerbook, Elizabeth upped the 
stakes to 100 and 400 marks (£67 and £267) – devastating penalties for the first two 
offenses” (Rosendale 128). Preachers not using the Prayer Book, players or writers 
mocking it, any anyone being irreverent in or not attending church all faced carefully 
enumerated, debilitating punishments (Cummings 187–90). These statutes gave the 
national, Protestant religion the teeth it needed to ensure uniformity along the lines 
reformers like Parker and Jewel sought. 
 Parker followed up on the laws and punishments enumerated in the Act of 
Uniformity. In his Articles, he required those performing the visitation to inquire as to 
“whether the laye people be diligent in comming to the Churche on the holy daies,” and if 
they are not “Whether the forfaiture be leuid on their goodes to the vse of the poore, 
according to the lawes of this Realm” (A4). Jewel also used visitations on a local level as 
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Bishop of Salisbury, seeking to ensure “clerical obedience to the queen’s injunctions” 
through “articles of inquiry which Jewel issued” (Wenig 143). The first entry in Jewel’s 
The Second Tome of Homilies, “OF the ryght vse of the Churche,” unequivocally 
declared, “To the sayde house or temple of God, at all tymes by common order 
appoynted, are all people that be godly in deede, bounde with all diligence to resorte . . . 
with all quietnesse and reuerence there to behaue them selues” (A3v–A4), echoing the 
behaviors enjoined in the Act of Uniformity.138 The Church supported Elizabeth’s power, 
and Elizabeth used that power to enforce obedience to the program the clergy desired and 
advanced.   
Political and ecclesiastical power also intersected in the appointment of clergy. 
The clergy’s oath at the time of their consecration included spiritual charges “out of the 
same holy Scriptures to instruct the people” and to “be merciful . . . to poor and needy 
people” (Cummings 648–9). In the same ceremony, the initiate also had to declare “That 
the Kings Highness is the only Supream Governour of this Realm . . . in all Spiritual or 
Ecclesiastical things . . . as Temporal” (Cummings 629), promising to “assist and defend 
all . . . authorities granted orbelonging to the Kings Highness” (630). Bale had defended 
this order of consecration in Ossory (Bale, Vocacyon C2v), showing his belief in the 
                                                
138 Jewel’s relationship to The Second Tome of Homilies contains some ambiguities. While consensus exists 
that Jewel served as “the general editor” (Levin, Propaganda 149), his exact role remains debatable. Some 
scholars vaguely say the book was “largely written by Bishop John Jewel” or simply refer to Jewel as 
writing “the major part” of the book (Ashton and Davis 79; Wagner and Schmid 146). W.J. Torrance Kirby 
claims Jewel “wrote all but two” of the homilies in the Second Tome (97), but he does not say in which he 
denies Jewel’s authorial hand. Ian Lancashire says of the homilies that “19th-century editors have attributed 
many to John Jewel, bishop of Salisbury (nos. 1-3, 7 9, 16-17).” Lancashire notes that “John Ayre, the 
editor of Jewel's works, does not agree that he contributed eight of the twenty; rather, he says, ‘it is more 
likely that he was called on merely to revise them’" (Jewel 1850: xviii and n. 5).” Still, Lancashire lists 
numbers 1-3, 7-9, and 16-17 as “Possibly Jewel.” With so little consensus on Jewel’s exact role as an 
author, I have decided to draw evidence only from those homilies that have been specifically—if not 




necessity of royal approval for clerical positions. In Bale’s view, clergy who lacked 
proper loyalty to the magistrate caused England’s woes, and the solution was to cast out 
the conservative bishops, “The Popes cruell cattell tokened with hys owne propre marke . 
. . to depryue them of there vsurped auctorite and power restorynge agayne therunto his 
temporall magistrates” (Epistle C5–C5v). Clergy who took and kept their oaths would, 
like all others who supported the proper religious settlement, benefit the godly nation. 
Bale, Parker, and Jewel all took this oath and supported it in their subsequent 
writings. Adding to Bale’s support for the order of consecration, the Thirty-Nine Articles 
declared, “The Book of Consecration of Archbishops and Bishops . . . lately set forth in 
the time of Edward the Sixth . . . doth contain all things necessary to such Consecration 
and Ordering” (Cummings 683–4). By “[p]residing over the Convocation of 1563, 
[Parker] played a major role in preparing the Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion” 
(Bjorklund 361), and the position he presented therein correlated with the emphasis in his 
Articles on rooting out any minister “without imposition of handes and ordinary 
aucthoritie” (A3). Jewel supported the crown’s role in establishing ecclesiastical order by 
defending the legitimacy of his ordination to Thomas Harding, who saw the Pope as the 
keeper of church authority. Jewel replied, “I am a Prieste, made longe sithence . . . in the 
late time of that moste Vertuous Prince Kinge Edward the Sixthe” (Jewel, Defence L5v), 
and hence according to the Book of Common Prayer. The crown and clergy thus had a 
synergetic relationship. The crown ordained and protected loyal clergy, and the clergy 
knew heretical and unauthorized preachers and religious practices would be curtailed.  
The monarch even had (purportedly) limited ability to determine practices within 
the church directly. Scripture was supposed to determine the order of the church, hence 
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Jewel writing “We receive and embrace all the canonical Scriptures . . . whereupon is 
built the church of God” (Apology 30). When scriptures did not address an issue or 
ambiguities remained, Jewel maintained the ruler’s prerogative “to make laws for the 
church” (Jewel, Defence B1, also quoted in Jenkins 172).139 The Thirty-Nine Articles 
declared, “The Church hath power to decree Rites or Ceremonies and Authority in 
Controversies of Faith” (Cummings 679). The Church of England therefore adopted 
many practices that, while not scriptural or official sacraments, contributed to “godly 
states of life, necessarie in Christes church” (Jewel, Second Tome S4v). The Book of 
Common Prayer approved of such practices “for a decent order in the Church” 
(Cummings 214), and a unified Protestant church is exactly what the clergy sought. The 
political power that led the Church of England made it a truly national church of the kind 
the Frankfurt refugees and Parker sought. Imperial Majesty in King Johan concluded the 
play on a positive note despite the death of King Johan because he managed to unify the 
three estates under a godly ruler, himself (see chapter one). Likewise, Parker and Jewel 
welcomed Queen Elizabeth’s control over the church because of the security and order it 
provided for their desired reforms.  
The overt fulfillment of Bale’s vision of a sustainble Protestant national church 
masked some turmoil beneath the surface. The supposed unity between monarch and 
church had been severely tested in earlier years of the Reformation, with Protestants who 
wrote about the paramount importance of obedience being faced with conservative and 
outright Catholic rulers. Bale dealt with this in two ways in the Epistle Exhortatory and 
                                                
139 Thomas Starkey in the 1530s had introduced “the doctrine of adiaphora, or ‘things indifferent,’ in 
matters of church polity” (Wall 64). This idea led to the position that the head or governor of the chur  
had the authority to make decisions in these debatable areas. 
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other works. First, he distanced the monarch from the evil practices within the nation. 
Henry VIII had limited Bible reading through his 1543 Act for the Advancement of True 
Religion (Pender 511), and he had personally participated in putting forth the 
conservative Six Articles by officially issuing them and revising the first draft (Blatt 14). 
Bale’s portrayal of these proclamations in Epistle completely removed them from Henry 
VIII’s agency. He insisted that the clergy had “subtillye bewitched” parliament into 
passing the Six Articles and later complained, “Agayne ye [the clergy] bewytched the 
parlement howse / prouokynge them most pestylentlye to depryue the common people all 
together of the Byble readyng” (A5v, B6).140 The theme of the clergy misleading Henry 
VIII runs throughout the Epistle, and in this example Bale does not even mention Henry 
VIII, placing these deeds entirely at the feet of the clergy and a deceived parliament. 
Bale’s second means of dealing with Henry VIII’s policies was to accept them even if 
they were not ideal. Of course, Bale did not come out and say Henry VIII had adopted 
questionable policies, but he did ask God to “open throughlye the eyes of our most 
worthye and noble kynge (as he hath alredye begonne)” so that Henry would “procure a 
full reformacyon” (Epistle A2, A3). Despite the Reformation being incomplete, Bale still 
supported and defended the king. 
Jewel and Parker also identified places where they wished Queen Elizabeth would 
move the Reformation further, specifically on the issues of clerical marriage, images, and 
vestments.141 Elizabeth projected her attitude toward clerical mrriage when she “forbade 
clergy from living with wives and daughters [in cathedrals and colleges], and she was 
                                                
140 The Examinations of Anne Askew used a similar approach as discussed in chapter two. 
141 Chapter three in Wenig’s book covers exactly these is ues. His insights help immensely in this section 
of the chapter, but Wenig’s lack of any connection  Bale’s statements and motivations makes a review of 
those subjects in this context vital to seeing the link between Bale and the later reformers. 
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dissuaded only with difficulty from banning clerical marriage altogether” (Kleist, 
“Monks” 317).142 The parallel between Parker’s attitude on clerical m rriage and Bale’s 
has already been discussed, and Parker’s Defence musters examples from scriptures 
(including “Zacharie the Prieste”), apostles (“S. Peter had a wife”), and earlier Catholic 
practices (“the assent of three hundred Bushops . . . that maried priestes ought not to be 
diuorsed”) to support the practice (G3v–4). Jewel, despite not being married (Southgate 
36), shared Parker’s consistent support for clerical marriage. Jewel also endorsed the 
practice using scriptures (“God himself said, It is not good that man shoulde b  himselfe 
alone”), apostles (“al the Apostles S. Iohn onely excepted, were married”), and figures 
from early Catholic history (“Spiridion was a maried Bishop, & yet he was therby 
nothing hindred”) (Jewel, Certaine Sermons Z8). Although Elizabeth allowed clerical 
marriage, so the dispute did not affect official policy, strong differences in attitude 
between the queen and her clergy undeniably existed. 
Another such disagreement involved the use of images. This debate came to a 
head when “the Queen was insisting upon the use of the crucifix and candles in the royal 
chapel” (Southgate 41). In a letter, Jewel lamented that the “ill-omened, miscreant little 
silver cross . .  .will easily be made into a precedent” (Jenkins 184–5, quoting a letter to 
Peter Martyr in Works 4.1224). Wenig reports that “Parker . . . was offended by the 
queen’s use of ceremonial items so blatantly connected with the old religion,” and he 
wrote “Reasons Against Images in Churches” as a response—with the help of Jewel and 
others (100). Jewel saw images as incommensurate with statements made in The Second 
                                                
142 Nancy Basler Bjorklund’s article "'A Godly Wyfe Isan Helper': Matthew Parker and the Defense of 
Clerical Marriage" covers Parker’s dispute with Elizabeth on the issue of marriage in greater depth. 
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Tome of Homilees, an official church text, that insisted, “It is the dutie of the same godly 
magistrate . . . to dryue away all spirituall harlottes (I meane idols and images) specially 
out of suspected places, churches & temples” (Z2v). The end result of the dispute, which 
included “a formal disputation on the issue” in front f the queen (Wenig 103), was a 
compromise where images and roods were destroyed throug out the realm, except that 
the cross and candles remained in the Queen’s chapel (104).143 
Jewel’s statements regarding vestments would suggest such a compromise would 
be impossible on that subject. In a letter to Peter Martyr, Jewel referred to vestments as 
“‘that comical dress,’ ‘ridiculous trifles,’ and ‘relics of the Amorites’” (Wenig 109, 
quoting H. Robinson, Zurich Letters, I, no. 23, p. 52).144 Nevertheless, the issue of 
vestments was resolved relatively easily. Whereas on the issue of images the clergy 
largely swayed Elizabeth to their view, on the issue of vestments the clergy capitulated to 
the Queen’s demands. Just as Bale had accepted the Henrician and Edwardian churches 
despite some non-biblical inclusions, Jewel supported the queen’s right to command in 
matters that did not explicitly contradict scripture. In a letter to Henry Bullinger, Jewel 
actually expressed regret that “some of our brethren a  contending about this matter [of 
vestments]” (Southgate 98, quoting Works IV.1272). In public practice, as opposed to 
private correspondence, Jewel fully supported Elizabeth, even denying his friend 
Lawrence Humphrey “preferment because [he] was unwilli g to wear the required 
vestments,” and “Parker backed Jewel’s decision” (Wenig 116–17). For Jewel, the ruler’s 
“ciuil, and honest lawful policie . . . [was] the gift of God, without the which, nor 
                                                
143 For fuller accounts of this controversy, see Wenig 100–105, Southgate 41–2, and Jenkins 184–8. 
144 Southgate quotes the same passages (96), and Bryan Spinks also covers private correspondence from 
Jewel attacking the surplus (47). 
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common state, nor the Church [could] be mainteined. But . . . [God’s] Church must bee 
built vpon the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets” (Certaine Sermons L7v). As long 
as the monarch’s policies did not directly contradict the Bible, Jewel willingly consented. 
Ultimately, the queen and clergy resolved their contentions relatively peacefully. 
All divisions had a preset endpoint with agreement on he royal supremacy and the 
authority of the word of God. The adoption of the 1559 Prayer Book, one of the earliest 
acts that brought together Queen Elizabeth and the clergy, set the tone for other disputes. 
The few significant additions and deletions between the 1552 and 1559 Prayer Books 
included removal of “references to ‘the detestable enormities’ of the pope,” restoration of 
a reference to the real presence in communion from the 1549 Book (leading to ambiguity 
on the nature of the sacrament), removal of the “Black Rubric” that had been added in 
1552 to deny the real presence in relation to kneeling at communion, and the addition of 
the Ornaments Rubric that allowed vestments and orname ts some found to reminiscent 
of Catholic practices (Cummings xxxiii–xxxiv, 732–3).145 These changes reflected 
Elizabeth’s slightly more conservative attitude—less blatantly anti-papal, more open to 
the real presence, etc.—but considering the conflicts over images and the fact that 
Elizabeth held Mass in her private chapel (Southgate 29), the relatively few changes 
made reflect Elizabeth conceding points to more radical reformers as well. The book was 
an act of compromise made possible because the opponents shared a similar enough 
perspective on the nature of the Church of England. 
                                                
145 Other scholars who discuss the same substantive differences in the books include Alan Jacobs (58), John 
E. Booty (“Communion” 161), and C.W. Dugmore (29). 
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Monarchs lacked that understanding of the church throughout much of Bale’s life. 
Mary eliminated the royal supremacy and placed the church back under the pope’s 
jurisdiction. Some Protestants believed that practices Henry VIII reinstituted, like 
transubstantiation and auricular confession, were not o ly Catholic but contrary to the 
scriptures (Happé, John Bale 27), leading to “208 [Protestants] indicted for treason” 
when they would not support the king’s decrees (Bryant 28). The cooperative relationship 
between the church and Elizabeth succeeded because both sides agreed on the royal 
supremacy and the importance of Biblical religion. Parker and Jewel could agree with, or 
compromise on, most of Elizabeth’s proposals. When Elizabeth wanted something that 
did not contradict scripture, such as vestments, the clergy acceded to her wishes as 
supreme governor of the church. As Jenkins puts it, “Vestments could be abhorred but 
still countenanced: for Jewel, these . . . remained perfectly licit, and within the domain of 
the royal prerogative” (Jenkins 165). Parker and Jewel supported Elizabeth just as fully as 
Bale supported Edward VI.  
Elizabeth’s willingness to heed her clergy’s advice in spiritual matters 
undoubtedly made it much easier to grant this unwavering support. When Parker and 
Jewel felt scripture made a matter indisputable, as with clerical marriage and images in 
churches, Elizabeth backed down.146 Moreover, when the clergy acted as advisors on 
other matters, she often heeded their words. Jewel saw a dearth of good ministers as a 
large problem, with a lack of fair compensation andgood training as major causes (Jewel, 
Certaine Sermons G2–G2v). In presenting this problem during a sermon, he lamented, 
                                                
146 Elizabeth did not necessarily fully capitulate. She kept the cross in her chapel and placed limits on the 
contact married clergy could have with their wives in cathedrals and colleges. However, for most people 
and in most cases, the stance the clergy supported dictated the situation. Even the limitations in cathedrals 
and churches may not have been enforced (Wenig 108).
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“Oh, that the Queenes Maiesty knewe the great scarcitie, and miserable neede of 
Ministers that is abroade” (G3). This statement placed the blame for the issue not on the 
Queen’s negligence or ill intent, but rather on ignorance caused by the “Lordes and 
brethren” whom Jewel addressed not bringing the issue to the Queen’s attention (G2). In 
another sermon on the same topic, Jewel declared, “I know, your grace heareth not of 
these matters” (I5v).147 Jewel’s technique here exculpated Elizabeth in the same way Bale 
removed all blame from Henry VIII for the Six Articles and Anne Askew’s martyrdom. 
Jewel’s desire, unlike Bale’s hope for further Henrician reformation, received a positive 
response from the monarch. “During Elizabeth’s reign more colleges were established” 
and a fund was set up “to provide for theological sholarships” (Booty, “The Bishop” 
227). At least in Jewel’s jurisdiction of Salisbury, the number of ministers increased 
during his tenure (Wenig 149–51). This trend of having more qualified ministers 
continued nationwide “in the 1570s/80s with the arriv l of large numbers of new clergy 
who had been brought up as Protestants” (Marshall, Reformation England 147). Jewel’s 
pleas did not singlehandedly cause this trend, but the attitude of cooperation evidenced—
with Jewel petitioning the queen without blame and the queen addressing his concerns—
helps explain the relative stability of the Church of England and its doctrine under 
Elizabeth (see Southgate 92).  
This cooperation neither relied on equal status nor reflected total accord. The 
clergy willingly acquiesced to the crown’s desires, ceding to the ruler her rightful 
prerogative. Having a Protestant, scripturally concordant resolution at least facilitated, 
                                                
147 John E. Booty’s article discussing this sermon, “The Bishop Confronts the Queen,” thus has a somewhat 
misleading title. Booty described the contents of the sermon well and included excellent historical 
information on the state of the ministry at the time, but Jewel’s attitude toward the queen herself remained 
positive—not confrontational—despite the vehemence of his request for more preachers. 
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and maybe completely enabled, this deference. Just a few years before this time, disputes 
over the form of the worship service and priests’ marriages had concluded in exile and 
death for hundreds of English citizens. Bale lived through these times, and the attitudes 
he had toward monarchal control of the church finally produced the sustained results he 
wished for during Elizabeth’s long reign. Jewel and Parker always demonstrated a 
conciliatory attitude toward the Queen, but in retun she treated them with respect and an 
open ear. This relationship engendered the kind of co peration Bale wrote about and 
lived by. Jewel and Parker accepted minor doctrinal disagreements without wavering in 
support of the monarch. They simultaneously lobbied v gorously for Prayer Book 
Protestantism, believing that the queen—who only ever rred in ignorance—should heed 
the clergy’s advice on spiritual matters. The result was a royally controlled church with a 
well-defined order that fostered a period of relative religious peace and unity. 
The Church of England 
With a cooperative working relationship between the controlling crown and the 
supported/supporting clergy, the Church of England became the powerful institution Bale 
believed it needed to be to survive Catholic intervention and/or internal dissent. As 
Archbishop, Parker threw his weight behind the Book f Common Prayer with his 
Articles, ensuring that the Prayer Book’s instruction that “all the whole realm shall have 
but one use” received compliance (Cummings 5). Jewel’s role as “apologist of the 
Church of England” and member of the House of Lords helped his influence to spread far 
beyond his limited clerical bounds as Bishop of Salisbury (Booty, John Jewel title; 
Southgate 77). The second part of Jewel’s Apology acted as “a summary of the doctrinal 
beliefs of the English Clergy . . . and the whole follow[ed] the usual form of a creed” in 
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defining the Church of England’s identity (Jewel, Apology xxxiv). The Second Tome of 
Homilees, to which both Parker and Jewel contributed, joined the Bible, Book of 
Common Prayer, and Erasmus’s Paraphrases in an authoritative list of “all thinges 
necessarye and requisite for Common prayer” (A ticles A2). Under Mary, Bale lamented 
the removal of “King Edwarde boke [the Prayer Book] . . . their Bybles, their Testaments, 
their Psalmes, their Gospelles, theyr homelies, theyr paraphrases and all,” showing 
agreement between Bale and Parker regarding what should be part of “their Englishe 
seruice” (Declaration O5v). Queen Elizabeth even claimed “that the Homiles wre 
sufficient to engender loyalty to the Protestant regime” (Wenig 30). Though clergy 
members convinced her to allow the freedom to preach beyond the contents of the book, 
it remained a text “Set out by the aucthoritie of the Queenes Maiestie . . . to be read in 
euery parishe Church” (Jewel, Second Tome A1). Thus, the nature of the Church of 
England was established by governmental and ecclesiastical power, spread to clergy, and 
preached to all citizens in a uniform and organized manner via such publications. These 
documents gave the church a unified, national statu, b t the church’s all-encompassing 
nature had to be justified by something more established than contemporary claims. 
Recognizing this, Jewel and Parker not only shared Bale’s goal for the national 
church, they also emulated his means of justifying its status and practices. Bale sought a 
church based on the Bible, and specifically attacked Bishop Bonner because he did not 
institute the “most holesome & necessary rules for [Christ’s] chosen churche” found in 
the words of Biblical figures including Christ, Peter, John, and James (Bale, Declaration 
A2). Additionally, Bale looked to the examples and words of early church figures—prior 
to the primitive church’s corruption—as guides to pr per religion. To support clerical 
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marriage, Bale listed over half a page of names of “married men” among “the godlye 
fathers of the primatiue churche, both bishops and elders” (Declaration C3v). Bale 
credited Saint Augustine with exposing the corruption of the Catholic Church in his time, 
having “very muche lamented / that so many supersticions were than crepte in” (Bale, 
Vocacyon B2v). Scriptures, primitive precedents, and quotations from early church 
figures bolstered the claims of Bale’s clerical successors as well. 
Parker and Jewel agreed on the precedence of scripture. Parker, in defending his 
practice of using “the writings of the Fathers, even of the First age of the Church,” 
admitted that they “be not thought on all parts so perfect.” He reserved the honor of being 
“received without all exception” for “the most holy and tryed word of God” (Parker, 
Testimony E2). The defensive nature of Jewel’s writing led him to use the Bible as 
validation frequently, with his claim that he and his fellow Anglicans “refer all our 
controversies unto the Holy Scriptures and report us to the selfsame words which we 
know were sealed by God himself” serving as one of many statements supporting this 
practice (Jewel, Apology 20). Bale’s emphatic statement that “Christ alledged the 
scriptures, gaue authorite vnto them, obeyed them in al hys works, and commanded vs 
diligently to searche them” had many echoes in the works of Parker and Jewel 
(Declaration T2v).  
The words and works of early, uncorrupted church aut orities, though less 
definitive than the scriptures, still formed an important part of Parker’s and Jewel’s 
artillery against competing beliefs. A Testimony of Antiquity was not a text Parker wrote, 
but an edition of a work by Ælfric, Abbot of Eynsham. Parker provided a preface and 
translated the text into English, but the statements denying the real presence came as 
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quotations from a time Bale would have considered th  relatively pure millennium after 
Christ (see Bale, Declaration E2). Parker quoted Ælfric as saying “neturally corruptible 
bread, & corruptible wine . . . is by mighte of Godes worde truely Christes bodye, and his 
bloude: not so notwithstanding bodely, but ghostly”) (Parker, Testimonie E3, emphasis 
added). Jewel supported another practice of the Church of England when he quoted 
Tertullian, Origen, Athanasius of Alexandria, and other early church figures in regard to 
eschewing images and idolatry (Second Tome C7v–C8v). Part of this support included an 
exhortation from Tertullian to “keepe your selues from idolatrie . . . from the images or 
idols them selues” (C7v). Harnessing the words of early church leaders of the Christian 
era, including those in high esteem among Catholics, gave reformers a means of showing 
the purity of their origins while questioning innovations in the Catholic Church. 
This issue of innovation loomed prominently in theological debates, with 
Catholics like Thomas Harding saying of the Protestant religion, “Of late yeres it 
beganne, not at Ierusalem, but at Wittenberg” (Jewel, Defence E5). Jewel responded, 
“The Gospel of Christe that wée professe . . . is the same Gospel, wherof it is Written by 
the Prophete, The Lawe shal come out of Sion, and the VVoorde of God out of Jerusalem” 
(Defence E5v). Elsewhere Jewel challenged Catholics to “show this their antiquity” with 
the accompanying accusation that “they have not that antiquity” because Protestants were 
the true inheritors of proper gospel practices (Jewel, Apology 93). Jewel affirmed, “We 
serve God according to his holy word, and the order of his primitive church,” pointing 
out similarities in the sacraments, baptism, and use of scriptures between the Church of 
England and the ancient church (Jewel, Reply 336). In his Defence of Priestes Marriages, 
Parker declared, “If the Churche of Englande, can declare her self to proceade nigher the 
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rules of the Apostles, then that Churche . . . it must bee preferred before that priuate 
Catholike congregation” (Parker, Defence L8v). These Elizabethan defenders of 
Protestantism mustered the same kinds of sources as Bale in support of the national 
religion and its doctrines.148 
As Bale had experienced under Mary, this doctrinal foundation would not stand 
unless it had widespread support. Fortunately for the Elizabethan Protestants, their queen 
did not need convincing, but some of the clergy still did. Jewel’s sorrow over the poor 
state of the clergy showed this (Booty, “The Bishop” 215). Some methods of teaching 
and enforcing conformity have been discussed already—the Book of Common Prayer, 
visitations, Jewel’s Apology, and The Second Tome of Homilees—but the highly 
influential Thirty-Nine Articles have only been mentioned in passing. The Thirty-Nine 
Articles stemmed from the Edwardian Forty-Two Articles, but they “were a more 
conservative version” (Booty, “Introduction” 16), with less emphasis on the lack of the 
real presence and fewer direct attacks on Anabaptists (Wenig 32).149 The Thirty-Nine 
Articles gave the clergy a concise understanding of their church. 
Like other foundational texts of the Elizabethan settlement, this one emerged via 
involvement from Parker and Jewel. With “Parker presiding over the Convocation of 
1563, he played a major role in preparing the Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion” 
(Bjorklund 361). Jewel, along with others who returned from exile under Elizabeth, 
                                                
148 Southgate and Jenkins discuss Jewel’s use of the primitive church and church fathers to support the 
Church of England, and Kleist (“Monks”) does the same in relation to Parker, but none make the link 
between Bale’s methods and those later figures who knew him. 
149 Altering the Articles from a stricter, more continental version of Protestantism to a more conservative 
one mirrored the changes made in the Book of Common Prayer between its 1552 and 1559 versions. Wenig 
claims that Elizabeth wanted the more conservative version to avoid heresy hearings (33), seeking a version 
of Protestantism amenable to reformers and acceptabl  to the masses. 
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“presented the queen with a ‘Declaration of Doctrine” i  1559 that “follow[ed] closely 
the Forty-Two Articles . . . and it served as a link i  the doctrinal chain culminating in the 
Thirty-Nine Articles” (Wenig 27). In addition to having a hand in this precursor to the 
Articles, Jewel also signed the Articles themselves in 1563 (Southgate 77). As the start of 
this chapter explained, the Thirty-Nine Articles enumerated many aspects of religion that 
helped the Church of England conform to Bale’s hopes. The Thirty-Nine Articles were 
able to guide clergy starting in the year of Bale’s death (1563), and were officially 
approved by Elizabeth the following year (Wenig 33). However, they were not translated 
into the vernacular and passed by Parliament until 1571 (Allen 70). Though the Thirty-
Nine Articles become binding to ministers and available to the nation at large only at this 
point, their status as official guidelines extended back to at least Elizabeth’s ascent to 
them in 1564 (Booty, “The Bishop” 228). 
In having a delayed English presentation, the Thirty-Nine Articles lagged behind 
the general practice of presenting core religious texts in the vernacular. Bale’s Epistle 
descried “the hearynge of Mattens and Masse without vnderstandynge” (C1v), one of 
many places where the author emphasized the importance of using the English language 
for a British audience.150 The Elizabethan Church adopted a congruent view, with Article 
24 of the Thirty-Nine Articles declaring that worship in “a Toungue not understood of the 
people” was “repugnant to the word of God” (Cummings 680). Parker appended a section 
on “THE Lordes prayer, the Creede and the x. Commaundements in the Saxon and 
Englishe tounge” to A Testimonie of Antiquitie, claiming to prove “THat it is no new 
                                                
150 This British audience included non-English speakers, like the Irish for whom Bishop Bale had 
prescribed the use of the Book of Common Prayer (Hadfield, Literature 73–4). This demand showed the 
precedence Bale gave to England and the English king, for better or worse (see chapter three for more on 
Bale’s treatment of the Irish). 
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thyng to teache the people of God . . . in the Englishe tounge” through quotations from 
Ælfric and King Cnut (K5–K5v). The Second Tome of Homilees contained “An Homilee 
wherein is declared that Common prayer and Sacramentes, ought to be ministred in a 
tongue, that is vnderstanded of the hearers” (S1v). This entry was probably written by 
Jewel, the general editor (see fn. 138). The homily drew upon “the scriptures and the 
examples of the primatiue Churche” to support its call for “common prayer & 
administration of sacramentes in a knowen tongue” (J wel, Second Tome S5). English-
language services enabled a heartfelt “amen” from the whole congregation (S6), 
indicating devotion, understanding, and oneness. 
The contents of worship services reiterated the message of unity implicit in their 
communal, vernacular form. Bale affirmed, “That fayth which aryseth of the Gospell 
preachynge / bryngeth forth the workes of the Gospell” ( Epistle C1), and Jewel shared a 
similar view of the importance of preachers. Jewel defined the purpose of vernacular 
worship as being so “that the congregation of Christe might . . . be put in remembraunce 
of their vnitie in Christe, and that as members all of one bodye, they ought . . . to seeke 
and desire one anothers commoditie, and not their owne without others” (Jewel, Second 
Tome S5). The unifying nature of worship relied upon the clergy because “common 
prayer and thankes geuyng [were] rehearsed and sayde by the publique minister in the 
name of the people” (Jewel, Second Tome B2). Concord emerged via coming together to 
participate in the same services, adhere to the sam “use,” and hear the same homilies. 
Parker’s Articles stressed the role of preachers in producing this uniformity, requiring 
ministers to “be peacemakers, and exhorte the people t  obedience to their Prince, and to 
all other that be in authoritie to charity and mutuall loue amonge themselues” (Parker, 
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Articles A3v, emphasis added). Preachers’ work focused on producing a peaceful, godly 
society in England as well as preparing people for heaven.151 
Moreover, as the last quotation from Parker indicated, order in civilization 
required proper vertical and horizontal alignment. Jewel’s and Parker’s preaching spread 
a message of support for the royal supremacy. Jewel’s Apology affirmed that Protestants 
“instruct the people . . . to reverence their magistrate” while Catholics “disorder realms . . 
. pull down kings” and generally commit the treasonous acts on which Bale often 
focused, including in King Johan (63). Part of the weekly communion service was a 
prayer for the ruler “that he . . . may above all things seek [God’s] honour and glory; and 
that we . . . may faithfully serve, honour, and humbly obey him” (Cummings 391).152 
Bale had similarly instructed people to pray for Henry VIII and Edward VI (Yet a Course 
N2; Leland and Bale E5v). The clergy used these prayers as an official way to foster 
obedience, and one in which everyone would either have to participate or face a fine of 
twelve pence for non-attendance (Cummings 190). 
Homilies by Jewel and Parker redoubled this emphasis on obedience. Jewel’s 
“Homilee of good works” declared, “Lawes made by princes . . . ought of all Christian 
subiectes with reuerence of the magistrate to be obaied” (Jewel, Second Tome M5v). 
Parker’s “Homilee agaynst disobedience and wylful rebellion,” easily the longest in The 
Second Tome, supported its claim “that kynges and princes . . . do raigne by Gods 
ordinaunce, and that subiectes are bounden to obey” with over seventy pages of historical 
and theological backing (Jewel, Second Tome Mm2). Parker’s Articles sought to ensure 
                                                
151 Wall describes the relationship between this purpose of worship and the broader goal of Christian 
humanists, including Erasmus, who sought to improve society through spiritual instruction (51–2). 




that the message of obedience contained in official texts reached the people, with 
instructions to make sure that ministers “pray[ed] for the prosperous estate of the 
Queenes Maiesty” (A3). At the conclusion of the same text, Parker ordered those 
conducting visitations to discover “[a]ny that stubb rnly refuse to conforme them selfe to 
vniti [unity] and good Religion . . . or otherwise that disturbeth good orders, and the 
quietnesse of Christes Churche and Christin congregation” (Articles A6). These texts and 
sermons constantly reiterated the importance of maintaining social order. 
Parker and Jewel spelled out the consequences of obedience and disobedience 
with the same rigor as they enumerated the duties incumbent upon English citizens. 
Parker promised, “Good and obedient subiectes are in Gods fauour, and be partakers of 
peace, quietnesse, and securitie, with other Gods manifolde blessinges in this world, and . 
. . also in the world to come” (Jewel, Second Tome Nn7). The same homily conversely 
foretold that “horrible plagues, punyshmentes, and deathes, and finally eternall 
dampnation” awaited those who rebelled against the sov reign’s will (Nn7). Jewel also 
proclaimed “benefites both heauenly and worldly” for the obedient and “drought and 
barrennesse, thirste and hunger” for sinners (Jewel, Second Tome A6, B4). The plagues 
Jewel warned against were communal, affecting the natio  as much as the individual. As 
a manifestation of this national punishment, Bale depicted the power of conservative 
bishops during Henry VIII’s reign as “a iust plage for oure synne” that could be divinely 
removed as a reward for societal obedience (Epistle D2v). Communal worship 
emphasized that divine blessings and curses could extend to the whole realm, making 




The Church of England under the leadership of Archbishop Parker, and with 
plenty of doctrinal input from Bishop Jewel, sought to unify the commonwealth. 
Parishioners echoed clerical prayers for the monarch immediately with their “amen,” and 
they showed their connection to each other during other parts of their worship service. 
The push for conformity began at a young age, with the catechism that children repeated 
each Sunday declaring, “My duetie towards my neighboure is, to love hym as myself . . . 
To honour and obey the kyng and his ministers” (quoted in Booty, “Communion” 166). 
Official church messages and practices gave lifelong reinforcement to the ideal that “the 
whole multitude of Gods people in the parishe, should with one voyce and heart, call 
vpon the name of God” (Jewel, Second Tome L3v). Sometimes people literally fulfilled 
this request even outside the bounds of formal worship, with a 1560 letter from Jewel to 
Peter Martyr happily mentioning “six thousand persons . . . singing together and praising 
God” after a service at Paul’s Cross (Targoff 70).153 While the actual limited amount of 
conversion at a national level has been discussed in chapter three, there certainly were 
tangible results from the programs Parker and Jewel helped to implement. The clergy 
helped define church doctrine in their roles as governmentally appointed officials, and 
they then spread that doctrine—along with its social implications—through sermons and 
publications (including those printed “Cum priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis”) (Parker, 
Testimonie A1). To call the relationship between crown and chur  symbiotic would 
properly indicate their helpfulness to each other, but improperly suggest separability. In 
                                                
153 Katherine Steele Brokaw notes that, while ambivalent on music as a whole, Bale used it in God’s 
Promises in “a prominent theatrical and devotional role” (342). Music could be a positive spiritual force. 
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truth, Bale’s hoped-for confluence of royal power and Protestant religion had become an 
enduring reality for Elizabethans. 
Writing like Bale  
Doctrinally England’s religion claimed to have come back full circle to the 
primitive church from which Catholics had departed. However, like Bale, those he 
influenced focused on the journey as well as the destination. The preceding sections of 
this chapter have focused mainly on the current state of England and how Bale’s 
blueprint for England’s national church found architects in Parker and Jewel. This 
concluding section will examine the foundation of that church in the country’s history. It 
will present a roughly chronological examination of h w Bale, Parker, and Jewel viewed 
the evolution of religion from the time of the primitive church to their present. Bale’s 
claims regarding the subjects here have been covered ext nsively in chapters two and 
three, so here I will focus mostly on how Jewel andParker shared Bale’s perspective and 
style (with a few passages from Bale’s Epistle Exhortatory to reiterate its representative 
nature). 
As Christians, Parker and Jewel viewed the church and its teachings as they 
proceeded from Christ and his apostles as perfect. Problems with religion only emerged 
as it deviated from its heavenly origin, with the Catholic religion reportedly deviating to 
astounding degree. Jewel, like Bale, traced much of t e evil in the church back to Pope 
Sylvester II. Bale claimed that Sylvester practiced an  taught “Necromancy, to holde the 
Romysh churche in that scole, and to prospere the kyngdome of Sathan in hys goynge 
forth at large” (First Two Partes II B2v). Jewel also reported this originator of evils as “  
sorcerer . . . hav[ing] league and conference with the devil” (Reply 381, see also 400). 
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Parker indicted Sylvester for supporting clerical celibacy while lessening the penalty for 
priests fornicating (Defence O1). For these writers, Sylvester’s time as pope—which Bale 
declared to be the end of the millennium and the commencement of Satan’s increased 
influence—initiated an accelerated divergence from proper religion. 
Later popes continued the downward trend Sylvester initiated. Protestants would 
come to see the unrivaled authority granted to the pope as contributing to corruption. In 
an evidentiary tactic similar to Bale’s use of historical material, Jewel quoted many 
Catholic sources declaring things such as “the authoritie of the Romaine Churche, and of 
the Bishoppes of Rome . . . is more, then Goddes VVoorde” and “The Pope maye dispense 
with al the Commaundementes bothe of the Olde, and also of the Newe Testamente” 
(Jewel, Defence E2).154 Bale saw the effect of this manner of thinking in E gland, with 
the pope’s “fylthye tradicions . . . styll admitted for the spirituall lawes of the churche of 
Englande” and “scripturs of both testamentes reiectd or ess [else] ponnished by most 
terrible deathe” (Epistle A7–A7v). While some writers lauded the power of the pontiff, 
Jewel and Bale actually joined Catholic forerunners in rejecting this inversion of 
authority. Parts IV and V of Jewel’s Apology included statements from earlier figures like 
Roger Bacon, Hadrian the Bishop of Rome, Baptist of Mantua, Origen, St. Augustine, 
and Emperor Justinian bemoaning the state of the Catholic Church (73–5, 87–9). 
Protestants obviously shared the view that the Catholic Church had become “an infection 
of naughty persons and hypocrites,” distinct from “the primitive church of Christ’s time, 
of the apostles, and of the holy fathers” that “[Protestants] ha[d] ever judged . . . to be the 
                                                




catholic church” (Jewel, Apology 65). The right church and the pope’s church had grown 
asunder. 
Jewel listed a succession of popes following the devilish Sylvester II, showing 
how the errancy of the church continued to multiply. An excerpt from Jewel’s Defence 
revealed a disturbing trend: “Pope Liberius was an Arian Heretique . . . Pope 
Coelestinus was a Nestorian Heretique: Pope Honorius was a Monothelite Heretique: 
Pope Iohn. 22. was reprooued by Gerson, and the Schole of Parise for an Heretique” 
(L6).155 Such heresy led Bale to call the pope “the great Antichrist of Rome” in the 
Epistle’s full title, as well as including that identification around a dozen times in the text. 
Parker and Jewel agreed with Bale’s assessment, with Jewel declaring “he is Antichriste . 
. . that calleth him selfe, The Vniuersal Bishop” and Parker bluntly mentioning “Gods 
greate enemie the Pope, the Archeheretique in Christendome” (Jewel, Defence Kk8v–Ll1; 
Parker, Defence K3).  
Beyond spiritual corruption, all three authors condemned the pope for living up to 
the role of Usurped Power in King Johan (a role that play explicitly linked with the 
papacy) (Adams, “Doubling” 119). Among other overreaches into civil power, Bale 
complained that the pope “subdued and poysoned kynge Iohan” (Epistle B2v), Jewel 
wrote that “Pope Innocentius the thirde sturred vp the Nobles, and Commons of this 
Realme against kinge Iohn” (Jewel, Defence A3–A3v), and Parker’s “Homilee agaynst 
disobedience” declared “The Byshop of Rome dyd pikea quarell to kyng John of 
Englande . . . hauing no ryght, but [he] had begun the  to vsurpe vpon the kinges of 
                                                
155 An equally condemnatory, though somewhat shorter, list appears in the Apology (Jewel 107–8).  
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Englande” (Jewel, Second Tome Pp7v).156 The pope thus became a plague upon the 
spiritual and temporal fortunes of all Christendom. 
Protestants especially stressed the deleterious effects of the papal see’s power on 
specific religious beliefs and practices. In general, C tholic beliefs were regarded as 
“supersticions / & sorceries of the Romishe Antichrist” (Bale, Epistle A2–A2v), the 
“superstition & hipocrisie of monkes” (Parker, Testimonie A6v), and “outwarde 
ceremonies . . . contrarie to . . .  the scriptures . . . the primitiue Church . . . and godly 
doctours of the Churche” (Jewel, Second Tome B5v). The scriptures became an especially 
hot point of contention. Since Protestants saw Catholic practices as anti-scriptural, they 
assumed nefarious purpose in the suppression of vernacular scriptures. Thomas Harding 
defended the Catholic, Latin worship service by saying that the scriptures were “harder 
than that the common people’s gross and simple wits may pierce the understanding of” 
(Jewel, Reply 332). Jewel contested that not “suffer[ing] them to read the holy scriptures 
and to teach themselves . . . increase[d] ignorance” (Jewel, Reply 674). Scriptures played 
a vital role in the Reformation, with vernacular vesions of the Bible becoming hallmarks 
of Protestant countries and signs of proper religion for reformers, hence the English 
clergy supporting them so vigorously. 
Protestants painted the Catholic position against access to the Bible as part of a 
larger plot to discourage gospel knowledge. Parker accused Catholics of actively 
promoting ignorance, “for that commonly thei supposed preachyng, to be but vaine 
labour spent, and daungerous to haue the people wise in knowledge . . . where ignoraunce 
                                                
156 All the authors also use the term usurp, with Bale and Parker’s usage noted above and Jewel’s occurring 
in the Homilies: “the Byshoppes of Rome, beyng . . . vsurpers of princes aucthoritie contrarie to gods word, 
were the mainteyners of images against Gods word, and stirrers vp of sedition and rebellion, and workers of 
continuall treason against theyr soueraigne Lords” (Jewel, Second Tome E3). 
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was the mother of obedience” (Parker, Defence F4v). In addition to limiting vernacular 
scriptures and sermons, Catholics received accusations of destroying books of many 
kinds. Bale had referred to them as “cruel caterpillar[s]” who destroyed English books 
(Leland and Bale E1v). Parker claimed most of Ælfric’s books had been “made out of the 
waye since the conquest by some which coulde not well broke thys doctrine” (Parker, 
Testimonie A4v). Adding to the lack of true knowledge, Jewel affirmed, “It is no new 
practice in the church of Rome to forge evidence in the name of old fathers” (Reply 353). 
The consensus was that Catholics withheld truly edifying texts and doctrines while 
spreading diabolical lies.  
Protestants attacked a wide array of what they viewed as spiritually deviant 
practices, but among the most deplored were those that shifted worship away from God 
himself. Catholic apologists like Thomas Harding defended the use of images by 
distinguishing between the veneration given them and the worship “due to God alone” 
(Jenkins 127). Parker and others recurred to the second commandment to support their 
anti-image stance (Parker, Testimonie Ll5–Ll5v). In a list of Catholic enormities, Bale 
mentioned “ymages [and] / the prayinge to dead saynctes” (Epistle C1v). Images again 
received special focus in Parker’s Articles, where he sought confirmation that “ymages 
and al other monumentes of ydolatry and superstition be destroyd and abolyshed in your 
seueral parishes” (Parker, Articles A2v). Jewel returned to the tactic of citing multiple 
early church authorities, including St. Augustine ad Eusebius, to make his case against 
images, representatively noting that “Byshop Epiphanius . . . iudged it contrary to 
Christian religion and the aucthoritie of the scriptures, to haue any images in Christes 
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Churche” (Jewel, Second Tome D2).157 Saints created a similar effect on the laity as 
images, contributing to “horrible Abuses, and vaine fantasies . . . For you, in your 
imagination, of the Sainctes of God haue made Idolles” (Jewel, Defence Cc6v). Parker 
and Jewel saw Catholics turning people from God by encouraging a focus on images and 
saints, and they supported iconoclasm as stringently as Bale had. 
Other shared areas of concern included paths to salvation that seemed to have a 
Roman rather than a divine origin. Purgatory, with its lack of scriptural basis, was “a 
blockish and an old wives’ device” (Jewel, Apology 36). The Thirty-Nine Articles made a 
blanket statement against “Purgatory . . . Worshiping and Adoration as well of Images . . . 
and also Invocation of Saints” because they were “repugnant to the word of God” 
(Cummings 679). As a practice that went hand-in-hand with Purgatory, the purchase of 
“obites, diriges, trentals, or any suche like vse” for the dead had also been forbidden in 
Parker’s Articles (A5), apparently a necessary step since Jewel complained of “Mases 
being sold abroad in every corner” (Apology 37). Bale also linked Purgatory with prayers 
for the dead, condemning them both in his Declaration (K6–K6v). The Calvinist Church 
of England had no place for ideas that promoted any means of salvation other than the 
grace of God. This was especially true for practices that diverted money and energy from 
promoting unity in the commonwealth to supporting a heretical view of the afterlife. 
Even, or perhaps especially, the most persistent and h bitual parts of Catholic 
worship drew disdain. Commenting on the Catholic mass, Bale had complained of 
“playes at the aulter which are antichristes ydle inuencions” (Declaration G1v–G2). Jewel 
similarly equated the ornamental and visual nature of Catholic worship with “[p]retty 
                                                
157 A highly comparable passage also appears in Jewel Def nce Tt5v–Uu1. 
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games to make sport withal” (Jewel, Apology 94), and in another text he mocked the 
“toyes and tryfles of theyr owne deuyces. . . such gay gasing sightes as their grosse 
phantasie was greatly delyghted with” (Jewel, Second Tome R7v–R8). Protestant worship 
focused largely on the communal experience and an understanding of the words 
presented (see Targoff 22–3, 28–9). Conversely, Catholic worship was about the visual 
spectacle and the impression made on individuals as they worshiped inwardly, so 
Harding maintained that for “all the common people to understand the priest at the 
service, I think wise and godly men judge it not a thing so necessary” (Jewel, Reply 322). 
Hence, the perception of lavish spectacle turned from an inciter of private, holy thoughts 
for Catholics to a gaudy distraction from the true purpose of worship for Protestants. 
In depicting Catholic practices as frivolous or simply evil, Protestants knew that 
disparaging such pomp and the powerful religion backing it could have deadly 
consequences. Bale’s work as a martyrologist influeced Parker and Jewel just as it had 
Foxe and Hall. In the Epistle, Bale asked, “How manye innocent Christen creaturs haue 
ye most cruellye murthered?” (Epistle B4v). He then spent the next two pages 
enumerating the names of martyrs killed for reasons such as “not admittynge youre 
purgatorye . . . youre saynctes prayinge to and youre pylde popyshe masse” (B5v). Parker 
wrote of the plight of Marian martyrs, describing “what crueltie was seene executed by 
fyeryng olde men and women, young men, & maydes, without choyse, whether the 
women were with chylde, or free from children” (Defence *1-1v). In this, Parker showed 
his appreciation for those who had died under Catholic rule. Jewel did not speak of 
martyrs to the same extent as Bale or Foxe, but he made up for a lack of length with a 
compressed paragraph retelling gruesome aspects of martyrdoms. A litany of woe, 
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including people being scourged, starved, drowned, an  burnt ends with, “ye tooke a 
poore Babe falling from his Mothers Wombe, and in most cruel, and Barbarous manner 
threw him into the fiere” (Jewel, Defence C3v–C4). Bale believed persecution, including 
martyrdom, was important, because “true beleuers, hath ad alwaies . . . persecuters, and 
slaunderers, that they myght bryng fourth godly frutes in pacyent sufferaunce” 
(Expostulation A5). Jewel and Parker enjoyed a time of relative peace and safety, but 
they faced their persecutors in literary battles, fought against sin and recusancy, and 
recalled in memoriam those who had done much more—a practice made possible in part 
by Bale’s martyrological accounts.  
In stark contrast to the honored dead, the living proponents of Catholic practices 
received the same kind of scorn during Elizabeth’s time as they had from Bale earlier. 
Bale’s antagonism appeared in his Epistle just as it had in other texts, with him claiming 
that a typical priest was “an whoremonger” and “a Sodomite,” with Bale accusing that 
“from the fylthye occupyenge of an harlot / he cometh strayght to the aultre” (Bale, 
Epistle C4v). Jewel charged the clergy with lasciviousness in his own attacks on 
Catholicism. He cited many historical sources to support his claim that Catholics “ha[d] 
taught that the priest which keepeth a concubine does live more holily and chastely than 
he which has a wife” (Jewel, Apology 52). Even the contemporary Erasmus—who though 
a Catholic joined Parker and Jewel in contributing a  official text to the Church of 
England in his “Paraphrases”—admitted that “A greate many of them [the clergy], whom 
the common sorte taketh for good, and godly Menne, ot a white abhorre Simple 
Fornication” (Jewel, Defence Hh1). Parker concurred that “some Lawiers and Deuines” 
argued “if [a priest] committe but adulterie or fornication, he breaketh no vowe” (Parker, 
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Defence P1v). Presenting the Catholic clergy as immoral recreants dded an ad hominem 
argument to the attempted discrediting of their doctrine and foundations, potentially 
turning readers nonplussed by papal teachings against the church on a more visceral 
level. 
At times, the abusive language employed overshadowe the reasons for the 
attacks. Bale’s reputation stemmed largely from his insults, including his use of animal 
imagery. He wrote to the “pompouse popyshe bysshoppes” mentioned in the full title of 
the Epistle, telling them, “As wele maye ye be spared in the common welthe / as maye 
kytes / crowes / and bussardes / polcattes wesels / and rattes / otters / wolues and foxes / 
bodye lyce / flees / and fleshe with other deuowrynge and noyfull vermyne” (Bale, 
Epistle C8–C8v). The reasons for this spiteful tactic were covered in chapter three, so 
here the focus will be on its continuation in Elizabethan times rather than its deeper 
meaning. Jewel blamed the clergy for teaching people to have faith in relics, making 
them “no wyser then asses, horses, and moyles” (Jewel, Second Tome H1v). Jewel also 
espied such ignorance in those who, following the clergy, prayed in Latin without 
understanding their own words. Such utterances werenot really prayers, but rather noises 
“as parattes [parrots], and suche other byrdes vse to counterfaite mens voices” (Jewel, 
Second Tome T1v–T2). Parker’s depiction of the clergy as “craftie and wilie Foxes” also 
fit into this trend of presenting the clergy as deceivers who held the laity in darkness and 
confusion (Parker, Defence F4). Whether the animal references referred to the clergy or 
their victims, the message consistently showed the dec ptive and dehumanizing aspects 
of Catholicism, contrasting it with the understanding and clarity available in vernacular 
worship founded on the scriptures. 
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Of course, if Protestant reformers were to be believ d, blind obedience served the 
Catholic Church far better than true conversion to the gospel, which would take people 
away from papal religion. The true goal of the clergy was apparently to serve themselves 
and the Church rather than their parishioners and country, hence Bale’s use of the 
epithets bellygods and bastards, as covered in chapter three. Parker and Jewel picked up 
on the same messages and terminology. Parker claimed that the clergy “sette forthe their 
owne priuate stomackes” rather than the good of the people, and Jewel echoed this idea 
by stating, “They serue not Iesus Christ, but their b llie” (Parker, Defence F2v; Jewel, 
Certaine Sermons J6). Any remaining loyalty was reserved for what Thomas Marten, 
Parker’s opponent in his Defence’s battle over clerical marriage, called the “vniuersall 
Lawes of our mother holy churche” (Parker, Defence Bb3). Parker rebuked this 
allegiance in his concluding contribution to The Second Tome of Homilees. He 
complained of Catholic rebels’ “vnnaturalnesse” toward their “naturall country” and said 
they “dishonor[ed] their prince, the parent of their country” by choosing to follow the 
pope instead (Jewel, Second Tome Mm7v–Mm8, Nn8). From this perspective, the English 
people were never served by Catholics. Instead, they were always victims, exploited by 
their presence. 
This trend did not just encompass recent rebellions or King John’s time. It 
stretched back to the first presence of Roman Catholicism on English soil. Like Bale, 
Parker and Jewel took a special interest in the history of their own country. Catholicism’s 
past was sordid worldwide, but its specific effects on English soil were of most interest to 
the writers’ audience. While the Catholics claimed to have brought the light of true 
religion to Britain, Jewel agreed with Bale on the actual inception of Christianity in their 
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land. Jewel reported, “Theodorus saith that Paul came into this island . . . The like is 
commonly surmised, by the writers of the British chronicles, of Joseph of Arimatha” 
(Jewel, Reply 279–280). He cited Gildas as another source confirming the presence of 
Joseph of Arimathea in Britain (Jewel, Reply 305). Jewel’s description of Augustine of 
Canterbury, the representative sent from Italy to bring England into conformity with the 
Catholic Church, could have come from Bale’s pen. Jwel described Augustine as “an 
hypocrite, a superstitious man, cruel, bloody, and proud above measure” who “corrupted 
the religion that he found planted here with much filt of superstition” (Jewel, Reply 
300). The degradation of England’s religion continued with clergy like Aethelwolde, who 
came “to be an earnest louer and a great setter forwarde of monkerye, and . . . writer and 
speaker agaynst the matrimonye of priestes” (Parker, Testimonie A7–A7v). Bale’s Actes 
of the English Votaryes gave a fuller picture of this corruption, and chapters two and 
three herein cover his views more. Still, even these f w examples point to parallel views 
regarding the effect of Catholic corruption in England. 
Fortunately, Catholics having control of the nation did not give them an unlimited 
reach into the hearts and minds of individuals. In spite of overwhelming pressure and 
persecution, “Yet shall Christ alwayes haue a faythfull congregacyon vndefyled with 
theyr wretched sorceryes” (Bale, Epistle A5v). Bale’s favorite examples of those who 
stood up to Catholic tyranny included King John, Sir John Oldcastle, and John Wyclif. 
Parker viewed Ælfric as an exemplar, in part for his Testimony of Antiquity. The full title 
of the work explained that it was written about “the auncient fayth in the Church of 
England touching the sacrament of the body and bloude of the Lord,” a faith that agreed 
with the usages in the current Church of England. Another clergyman mentioned in the 
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same text, “Sygeferth . . . defended the mariage of pristes” (Parker, Testimonie A8). 
Jewel more generally assured readers that “God hath alwaies a Churche Inuisible, and a 
number of Electe, knowen onely to him selfe alone” (J wel, Defence Kk4). The existence 
of such shining lights, specifically in England’s past, created a connection back to the 
early purity planted by Joseph of Arimathea. The significance Reformation leaders 
ascribed to these earlier, faithful Christians emphasized the importance of the war they 
had waged against Rome for those who would later continue the conflict. 
With the Reformation, gospel truth finally reentered the world on a grand scale. 
Rather than a few scattered invisible elect, large portions of the world manifestly began 
to turn against Catholicism. Bale celebrated that “the mercie of our eternall father hath 
opened vnto vs in these latter dayes what ther forked fatherhede / ther oyled auctorite / 
and ther shauen holynesse is” (Bale, Epistle A3). Jewel and Parker were similarly elated. 
Jewel rejoiced in “the Gospell, which GOD of his merci  hath in our dayes restored vnto 
vs, and caused the beames thereof to shine ouer all Countries” (Jewel, Certaine Sermons 
M4). Parker said earlier times “had not half so good lawe . . . nor so cleare light as thei 
haue at these daies” (Parker, Defence B8). For the later writers, the short-lived Protestant 
reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, along with the Marian return to Catholicism, were 
all in hindsight. The current collaboration between the gospel and the government, 
discussed earlier in this chapter as Bale’s ideal, could suggest that this historical drama 
had run its course to a happy, divinely destined conclusion. 
The ideal and the reality, however, diverged at the lev l of individual conversion. 
Unity between the monarch and church did not keep many others within society from 
maintaining their former beliefs or adopting radical new ones. In addition to the need to 
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justify separation from the Catholic Church, Jewel felt the need to distinguish the Church 
of England from other Reformation offshoots. He deplored the fact that “certain new and 
very strange sects, as Anabaptists . . . have been stirri g,” and he stated, “We neither have 
bred, nor taught, nor kept up these monsters” (Jewel, Apology 42).158 The statistical and 
societal trends regarding religious conversion—or lack thereof—have been discussed in 
previous chapters, so this section will mostly demonstrate how Jewel and Parker 
responded to particular opponents in battles of the printed word. By presenting the light 
of the gospel in direct confutation of opposing beliefs, these writers and ministers 
followed Bale’s injunction. Bale wrote, “No lesse do I iudge it then a bounde dewtye of 
ye seyd faythfull ministers / to manifest [Catholics’] mischeues to ye vniuersall worlde / 
euerye manne accordinge to his talent geuen of God” (Bale, Epistle A3–A3v). As this 
chapter has been arguing, the “talents” possessed by Jewel and Parker were similar to 
those possessed by Bale himself, in part because of h knew them and likely had some 
important influence on their methods, evidence, and views. Though the true church once 
again held sway in England, Jewel and Parker continued to refute the remnants of the 
Catholic past that some people retained. 
Jewel preached his openly polemical Challenge Sermon twice at Paul’s Cross in 
1559 and then it “became in the spring of 1560 the introductory chapter and thesis of 
what was to be a vast corpus of apologetic and controversial writing extending over the 
next decade” (Southgate 49–50). Two key portions of that printed debate were The Reply 
to Harding’s Answer and A Defence of the Apologie of the Churche of Englande.159 
                                                
158 Bale had a similar attitude toward the Anabaptists, and he expressed it in King Johan (see chapter one). 
159 The debate centering around the Challenge Sermon and the Apology took place over the course of 
numerous printed texts. The Defence culminated the debate, so it represents the tenor of the confrontation 
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Jewel’s Reply and Defence are formatted much like Bale’s Declaration, Yet a Course, 
and Mysterye of Inyquyte. They all quote a book supporting Catholic interests and then 
present interspersed refutations to the adversarial text. By consciously designing the texts 
as instruments of debate, Bale and Jewel enabled themselves to directly address opposing 
views and envelop potentially dangerous messages in the r own narrative. The formal 
debate format was especially prominent in Jewel’s Reply, where the word “ergo” 
surfaced often. Jewel wrote, “Christian people, being assembled in one church, do 
communicate in faith all together; ergo, being so assembled, they ought to communicate 
in sacraments all together. But M. Harding, of the nature of this word communio, seemeth 
to fashion out far other arguments. It is called communio, saith he; ergo, it may be 
private” (Jewel, Reply 134). This snippet only tells part of the story, for the word ergo 
appeared ten times on that page alone. As had often be  the case in universities, the 
battle for people’s souls occurred here in the langu ge of academic argumentation.   
Bale had used a great deal of rhetorical strategy dspite a stated predilection for 
plain language, and Jewel also showed his skill in rhetoric by engaging with Harding 
regarding the construction of his argument, in addition to its contents. At one point, rather 
than responding to an argument about what books were used in earlier Church worship 
services, Jewel merely critiqued the form of the debat : “M. Harding, contrary to the 
order of rhetoric, would confute our side, before he confirm his own” (Jewel, Reply 269). 
Jewel also complained that one of Harding’s statements regarding Latin services in the 
early church was “a fallax, or a deceitful argument, called, A secundum quid ad 
                                                                                                                                      
well. For more on the details of the back-and-forth publications, see Southgate 53–9 and 80–91 as well as 
Jenkins 70–85, 122–54. 
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simpliciter” (Jewel, Reply 280). On another occasion, Jewel had to refute Harding’s 
argument that, since Augustine of Canterbury used Latin, Britain had previously 
practiced Latin-language church services. Jewel responded, “He knoweth well, a child 
would not make such reasons. . . .  He might as well reason thus: The Jews this day in 
Venice have their service in the Hebrew tongue; Ergo, The people of Italy have their 
service in the Hebrew” (Jewel, Reply 301). As earlier portions of this chapter 
demonstrated, Jewel had much to say about the content of his opponents’ positions as 
well, and he used substantial historical and religious data to support his claims. Still, he 
clearly felt that convincing readers hinged on how he argued as well as what he had to 
say. He skillfully contended with Harding using stylistic means as well as arguing over 
beliefs. 
Bale had a similar variety of approaches when dealing with ideological 
opponents. His use of historical information, textual support from scriptures and other 
sources, and rhetorical techniques has been covered, but he often used niggling 
refutations of his opponents’ writing as well. Bale’s ability to nitpick in arguments 
exceeded even Jewel’s. On a single page in his Declaration (B2v), he attacked Bonner’s 
innocuous statement that his Articles would profit “al those that eyther are good . . . or 
deliteth in goodnesse” with three entirely superficial objections (B1). First, since Bonner 
referred to good priests, Bale wrote, “What wyll he answere to Christe, which sayeth, that 
none is good but God alone.” He then made a grammatical rather than theological 
refutation, “By lyke he hath so transubstancyated [priests] into Goddes . . . For boldly he 
addeth in the presente tense,  this verbe substantyue, are, which is onlye due to God,” or 
“I AM THAT I AM,” as he introduced himself to Moses (Exodus 3:14). Bale also 
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complained that Bonner divided “good men, and men which delighteth in goodnesse,” so 
that some good men “delighteth not in goodnesse.” Even in this tactic, Bale served as a 
forerunner to Jewel. 
Parker’s Defence also worked as a direct response to an opponent. In his case, he 
responded to Thomas Marten’s book that supported clerica  celibacy. Like Bale and 
Jewel, many of his points had more to do with the style of argument rather than its 
substance. Parker accused Marten by saying, “He maketh [the opponents he quotes] to 
speake in suche sort, that it may be the easier for hym to confute them, or els if the reason 
be good and strong, he passeth a waie with silence” (C2). This passage occurred early in 
the text, before addressing any of Marten’s specific points. In it, Parker claimed that 
Marten’s argument was weak structurally (through the use of the strawperson fallacy and 
a refusal to address valid counterarguments) in preparation for attacking its substance. 
Even later in the text, he continued to attack Marten’s rhetoric. He wrote against “howe 
[Marten] trauerseth and wreasteth with his gloses” in claiming that already-formed 
clerical marriages would have been dissolved due to a decree early in Mary’s reign 
(Parker, Defence Aa3). Parker felt the law would apply only to future marriages, and so 
claimed that Marten’s interpretation was “cleane otherwise, then as wise men as he in the 
Realme doe construe them” (Parker, Defence Aa3v). Of course, Parker also directly 
refuted some of Marten’s claims about the foundations f clerical celibacy with historical 
evidence, but attacking his opponent’s strategies augmented his bibliographically and 
historically based claims.  
Though stylistic and rhetorical parallels between Bale and Jewel and Parker 
abound, the later writers did not share Bale’s trademark biliousness. Southgate accurately 
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sums up the basic pattern of dispute between Jewel and Harding. “Jewel . . . consciously 
sought to maintain a judicious approach” (Southgate 87), while “Harding [was] more 
typical of the age, descending at times to ugly scurrility” (87–88). To be sure, Jewel 
harshly attacked Catholic beliefs—he genuinely believ d the pope was the antichrist and 
the Catholic Church was devilish—but the kind of personal attacks that led Bale to single 
out his opponent as “a verye blinde asse in the lernynge of God” did not appear in 
Jewel’s work (Bale, Epistle D6). Examining Jewel’s Defence enables useful comparisons 
between his writing style and those of Bale and Harding. 
Jewel acted positively courteously toward his opponent. Following a passage in 
which Harding questioned Jewel’s knowledge, Jewel mildly responded, “M. Hardinge, 
(wée saye not to you, as you doo to vs, If you be Learned, for thereof we haue no doubte: 
God graunte, ye maie directe your Learninge to his glorie)” (Jewel, Defence E6v). Jewel 
also clarified the reason for his staunch claims but mild presentation: “I neuer sought to 
write any thinge, that of pourpose, and iustely mighte offende you (the righte of the 
cause, and the Defence of the Truthe euermore foreprised)” (Jewel, Defence Qqq6). For 
Jewel, no question existed as to Harding’s intellignce, just how he employed it.160 In 
fact, when Harding used harsh rhetoric (examples forthc ming), Jewel actually advised 
him against such a tact. He encouraged Harding, “Leaue your immoderate, and 
vncourteous talkes. They are tokens of stomake, and not of Learninge. . . . The more 
vntemperate, and firy yee shewe your selfe without ca se, the more in the ende wil 
                                                
160 While Jewel is the focus of this section due to the especially illuminating back-and-forth nature of the
writing in his Defence, Parker made a very similar statement concerning Thomas Marten: “I speake 
nothyng of grudge against this writer, but geue God thankes, for the excellent gift of witte and readyng 
which he declareth to haue in him: offeryng him to G d in my praiers, that his tallentes bee bestowed to 
Gods glorie, and not to his owne” (Parker, Defence Dd1v). 
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appeare your folie” (Jewel, Defence Rrr2). Many later readers of Bale would wish he had
shared Jewel’s attitude of moderation.161 
Given this pattern, it seems odd to read Wenig’s discussion of Jewel’s methods 
and see him say that, for Jewel, “The defenders of Rome were ‘the enemies of the church, 
the ministers of the devil, sitters in the chair or pestilence, monsters, heathens, publicans, 
Turks, and infidels’” (Wenig 86, quoting Jewel, Works 1.99). This statement certainly 
appears to refute the argument of the previous paragr ph, but Jewel’s words following the 
quoted material provide important context. They read, “These words be yours, M. 
Harding, not only for that they be uttered by you, but also for that they pertain directly 
and properly unto yourself” (Jewel, Works 1.99, emphasis added). The words appeared in 
Jewel’s text, but only because he quoted Harding. Moreover, rather than issuing a 
rejoinder in the same accusatory tone, Jewel then pointed out the flaws in using violent 
terminology. Jewel replied, “Thus ye suffer the tempests of your affections sometime to 
blow you out, and to toss you off from the shore. In a man of professed gravity reasons 
had been more convenient than reproaches” (Jewel, Works 1.99). Jewel saw his 
opponents as supporting a devilish agenda, and he did not compromise on that stance—
“the Truthe euermore foreprised.” Still, Jewel sought to use reason rather than reproach, 
even when this approach led him into rhetorical rather han theological disputes.  
Harding would have probably taken offense to Jewel’s characterization of his 
writing. He claimed, “The manner of writinge, whiche I haue here vsed . . . is sober, 
                                                
161 Bale actually did express a similar attitude toward Catholic polemicists and their harsh language. He 
wrote, “Nothynge els fynde we in youre wrytynge butoystuouse boastes / bragges / and brawlynges / 
lordelye checkes / rebukynges / and tyrannycall thret enynges / all after the fashyon of youre cruell 
kyngedome” (Bale, Epistle D5). In Bale’s case, complaining about his opponents’ “cruell” nature appears 
starkly hypocritical.  
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softe, and gentle, &c.” (Jewel, Defence A5). After including this statement from Harding, 
Jewel quoteed some of Harding’s language used elsewher . As a result, Harding’s claim 
immediately lost much of its credibility. Jewel presented abusive snippets of Harding’s, 
taken out of context but still with obvious meaning. These included “Your Diuellishe 
vvickednesse . . . Thei are Apes . . . They are Asses . . . You are ioined to Sathan. Sathan 
your Scholemaister” and, most apropos of this dissertation, “your bavvdy Bale.” The list 
of Harding’s harsh terms continued for nearly two full, three-columned folio pages 
(Jewel, Defence A5–A5v). Other violent rhetoric in the book included Harding calling 
Protestants “Wicked vowbreakers, lewde Lecherous Lurdens, and detestable 
blasphemers” in addition to “Dogges, and Svvine, & filthy brute Beastes voide of reason” 
(Jewel, Defence Qq3, Rr5). When Jewel used animal language, as with earlier examples 
herein, he often referred to the victims of Catholic preaching. He spoke of people being 
led into blindness and foolishness with teachings about relics and incomprehensible 
prayers. Harding’s animalistic references, like Bale’s, took the form of more personal 
attacks. When Harding later accused Jewel of “Lieing, Spite, Scoffes, and immoderate 
railing,” he received the response, “I trust, in our whole Apologie there appeareth no 
sutche immoderate kinde of railing. But if I should folow M. Hardinges humoure, and 
write but the one halfe of that he writeth, then perhappes I might woorthily be called a 
railer” (Jewel, Defence D5). Bale’s brash words made him a proud “railer,” and perhaps 
ironically brought the content of his writing closer to the Catholic Harding than to the 
Protestant Jewel, at least in this very specific stylistic area. 
Sharply contrasting Bale and Jewel may seem an odd way to finish a chapter on 
Bale’s influence, but this difference emerged as a side effect of their numerous 
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similarities. Bale’s plan for the Church of England, with the monarch as its head and the 
Bible as its guide, had been implemented. Parker and Jewel had positions that enabled 
them to enact Bale’s desires. Their writings regarding the religious state of their nation, 
including those written in official capacities for the crown, showed they had succeeded. 
With this accomplishment, the group sharing Bale’s message and methodology, most 
notably Parker and Jewel, increased in authority instead of needing to sneak into exile. As 
bearers of religious and political power, even having the Queen’s ear on issues like 
images and clerical marriage, the two clergymen had no need for producing texts that 
contained the literary equivalent of guerilla warfare. The success of Bale’s agenda made 
some of his tactics obsolete. Perhaps Betteridge was right when he suggested that the 
message of Googe’s poem was that Bale’s style was “no longer vital or even relevant” 
(Literature 196). 
Sometimes the best leaders during a time of conflict have trouble finding what 
role to play when peace is achieved. In Bale’s case, the supporters of the Church of 
England had moved on from requiring fiery, divisive, d monizing writing to wound their 
powerful opponents. As the party in power, Anglicans could more serenely espouse their 
beliefs, reassured by the knowledge that if civil intervention did occur, it would be to 
back them rather than to burn them. This helps explain why Jewel’s conciliatory tone 
toward Harding also often slipped into being highly patronizing. A good example came at 
the end of the Defence when Jewel said, “Euen so am I nowe righte soary, to see you so 
vnhable to maister your passions . . . If it greeue you . . . that I haue thus discouered your 
errours, that was your faulte . . . If yee had not made your errours knowen, they shoulde 
neuer, of my parte, haue benne discouered” (Jewel, Defence Qqq6). Jewel here claimed 
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pity for Harding’s emotional and doctrinal weaknesses, showing no fear of any threat that 
could come from his interlocutor. The victory seemed s cure for Protestant England, and 
indeed “doctrine, as reflected in the Prayer Book and the Articles, stood unchanged 
without serious challenge throughout the reign” (Southgate 92). 
With the shoe on the other foot, opponents like Harding and Cole felt the need to 
go on the offensive, sounding more consistently bilious than Parker or Jewel ever did. 
Their writings serve as a reminder that, despite general harmony among those running the 
nation and church, significant ideological challengs persisted from Catholics and more 
radical reformers. These Catholic authors wrote likBale, fighting for the opposite cause 
but in a situation similar to the marginalized, persecuted state in which Bale often found 
himself. Perhaps Bale, the wartime leader of the first generation of Henrician reformers, 
lived at the right time for his particular talents to show forth. Or, perhaps given a longer 
life under Elizabethan rule and fewer Catholic threats, his antiquarian, bibliographical, 
and literary accomplishments would exist without the accompanying asterisk of coming 
from the producer of his “riper tracts” (Fairfield 150). What is certain is that Elizabethan 
England looked much the way Bale wanted it to, and that Parker and Jewel had a hand in 
bringing that to pass. It also seems likely that with shared correspondence, time in 
Frankfurt, reading lists, and social circles, the canges Parker and Jewel made were done 
to some extent using knowledge and techniques borrowed from Bale. The path of Bale’s 
influence is far clearer for the Archbishop of Canterbury and Bishop of Salisbury than for 
later poets and historians who never knew Bale and had little or no proven access to his 
works. Moreover, given the politico-religious goals that motivated Bale’s push for 
religious stability and a Protestant English identity, a direct legacy in the 
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 The idyllic nature of Elizabethan England from a Bleian perspective eventually 
disappeared, and the Church of England again faced challenges as daunting as those 
encountered during Mary’s reign. Bale’s dream shattered as the English Civil War and 
Interregnum removed the monarch, making a church led by the king or queen impossible. 
Alan Jacobs provides a wonderful overview of events affecting the Church of England 
through these years and beyond in The Book of Common Prayer: A Biography. Briefly, 
Puritans banned the Book of Common Prayer and punished its use in 1645 (76). Drawing 
a connection to the era covered in this dissertation, Jacobs noted, “As the ascent of Queen 
Mary had sent many evangelicals fleeing to the Contine  with their prayer books, so 
now a large body of Royalist Anglicans took their books with them to France” (77). 
Following this bleak period of exile, persecution, a d disorder from an Anglican 
perspective, the Restoration of the monarchy reveald the true resiliency of the national 
church Bale helped inspire. After Charles II’s ascension, the 1662 edition of the Prayer 
Book “was deemed the law of the land by a new Act of Uniformity” (85) and 
“submission to the [Thirty-Nine] [A]rticles bec[a]me a kind of shorthand for submission 
to the authority of the Church of England,” enforced by the Test Acts (92-3). Some 
changes were made in the 1662 Prayer Book (see Jacobs 85-89), but the Preface 
accurately presented its debt to earlier versions by tating that “the main Body and 
Essentials of it . . . have still continued the same unto this day” (Cummings 209). The 
1662 version “has been the official Book of Common Prayer ver since” (85), and its core 
similarity to that used and defended by Bale reveals the resiliency of Bale’s vision for his 
nation’s religious identity. 
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 Of course, after Bale’s death, and especially after Elizabeth’s, the passage of time 
saw England and its church change drastically. Thoug  the 1662 Book of Common 
Prayer remains an official church text, “that status does not mean nearly as much now as 
it did in 1662” (Jacobs 85). Ensuing historical events, national and church leaders, 
societal changes, and innumerable other influences ev ntually made Bale’s statements 
regarding English religion mere whispers amid a cacophony of competing ideas rather 
than the significant declarations they had once been. For this reason, though speculating 
on Bale’s effect further down the timeline would be possible, it would not produce 
fruitful results.162 Bale is really best understood in the context of Tudor England, and 
Tudor England is best understood when Bale’s voice re ives its due as a prominent and 
important one during that time.  
Bale’s life intersected with every Tudor monarch in significant ways.163 At times 
Bale’s unwavering stances brought him into exile when e would not follow royal 
decrees, but he also had personal connections to Tud r r lers. Bale participated in “a 
country-wide campaign of preaching and publishing” with official sponsorship under 
Henry VIII and Thomas Cromwell (House 123). The Laboryouse Journey linked Bale to 
both Henry VIII and his successor. The book was initially a “‘New Year’s gift’” to Henry 
VIII produced by John Leland (Simpson 220). It came about when “Kynge Henry the viij 
. . . by specyall commyssyon, dyrected maystre Iohan Leylande” to rescue the contents of 
monastic libraries” (Leland and Bale A2v). This commission, however, only saw its full 
fruition because of Bale. He “add[ed] detail to Leland’s list of authorities” after Leland 
                                                
162 Chapter four mentioned some claims about Bale’s legacy that, by making this temporal leap, could only 
effectively argue for similarity between Bale’s works and later ideas, not actual influence. 
163 Lady Jane Grey, with her fleeting claim to the throne, would be the only exception. 
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had gone insane (Happé, John Bale 65), continued the quest for preservation with his 
“Summarium . . . sharing some of Leland’s intentions” (Happé 66), and extended the call 
to preserve manuscripts by printing the text as The Laboryouse Journey—with his 
insertions—for Edward VI and the nation at large (Simpson 221). Bale’s further 
connection with Edward VI included receiving a personal audience where he was called 
to be a bishop in Ossory (McCusker 18). After his Marian exile, Bale returned to 
England. “As on previous occasions, he seems to have been eminent enough to attract 
some royal attention. Queen Elizabeth wrote to the Sellenger family in Ireland requesting 
the return of his lost collection of books” so he could continue his work (Happé, John 
Bale 23). Bale’s interaction with monarchs and participation in many impactful 
movements of Tudor times alone would qualify him as a noteworthy figure. Moreover, 
and more importantly, his writings responded to andshaped the nation and its church, 
making him a much more prominent participant in Tudor England than is often 
acknowledged. 
 The wealth of excellent scholarship covering Bale tends to underrepresent his 
main purpose of promoting a national Protestant church backed by royal power. Fairfield 
accurately states that “national unity under a godly prince was not Bale’s ultimate 
aspiration” (109), but it was the most important thing Bale could influence. God alone 
could grant salvation. Even the divinely appointed monarch had a limited role. Bale 
wrote of “Prince Edward, whom I dout not but the lord hath sent for the singuler comfort 
of England. Not that I temerouslye diffine any thing to come concerning hym, 
considering it onely in the Lords power” (Image K6v, my emphasis). Still, some effectual 
steps could be taken by mortals. Bale encouraged an nvironment capable of producing 
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widespread conversion and knowledge, in stark contrast o periods of Catholic control 
when spiritual darkness abounded and those with the lig t of truth were persecuted and 
martyred. A Protestant national church backed by royal authority could not ensure 
salvation, but it could help revive England’s pure Christian heritage and provide a means 
for correct doctrine to reach the people. Examining Bale’s works helps explain why 
reformers so staunchly supported the Church of England, as well as elucidating how 
polemical tracts, Biblical commentaries, bibliographies, histories, martyrologies, and 
plays could all contribute to a singular purpose. When Queen Elizabeth inhabited the role 
of Imperial Majesty, Catholic control and practices had been suppressed, and Protestants 
like Parker and Jewel led the clergy, Bale’s ideal situation found decades of fulfillment. 
The centrality of Bale’s ideas in the Elizabethan chur h indicates that Bale deserves a 
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